
Varie

Stainless steel necklace

3,88 €

Very fine circular stainless steel necklace
Diameter: 4 mm Crew-neck: 37 cm -

Diameter: 120 mm Made in Italy Ryry -
Strong as steel, precious as gold

Cod.:G310

Bracelet with stainless steel designs

2,46 €

Bracelet with stainless steel designs
Rigid oval and open Wrist : 16 cm

Thickness 5x1.5mm Made in Italy Ryry -
Strong like steel, precious like gold 

Cod.:G345

Bracelet with stainless steel designs

2,46 €

Bracelet with stainless steel designs
Rigid oval and open Wrist : 16 cm

Thickness 5x1.5mm Made in Italy Ryry -
Strong like steel, precious like gold 

Cod.:G355

Bracelet with stainless steel designs

2,46 €

Bracelet with stainless steel designs
Rigid oval and open Wrist : 16 cm

Thickness 5x1.5mm Made in Italy Ryry -
Strong like steel, precious like gold 

Cod.:G390

Stainless steel bracelet

2,46 €

Stainless steel bracelet Rigid oval and
with an opening Turn around wrist: 18 cm
Thickness 6x1.5mm Made in Italy Ryry -

Strong as steel, precious as gold 

Cod.:G400

Frame with Bimbo footprint 1 Photo
41x21 Arts House

7,95 €

Create an indelible memory by imprinting
your child's prints on this frame with ink

and make your photos even more
magical! EAN: 8711252133225  Brand:
Home Arts Dimensions: 41x21 cm  Not

dangerous, the products are certified and
non-toxic. Ink for fingerprints included in

the package

Cod.:ED5418

Steel bracelet for children

2,46 €

Steel bracelet for children with lever lock
Wrist stroke: 14 cm Thickness 3 mm - 
Total length: 16 cm Ryry - Strong as

steel, precious as gold 

Cod.:G280

German Army Trousers

7,04 €

Trousers with large pockets, tear-off
opening.  Can be used as clothing for the

sea and the mountain due to its
impermeability. New article never used. 

Cod.:CALZONI

Box 5 music CDs - Latin

9,46 €

Box with 5 CDs featuring bachata,
merengue music , salsa and mambo.

Cod.:CD165
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Assortment of nails

2,66 €

Assortment of nails of various sizes. The
set includes nails of 30mm, 40mm,

50mm and 60mm.

Cod.:U100

Assortment of 50 ring seals

1,44 €

Assortment of 50 ring seals suitable for
hydraulics and hydraulics.

Cod.:U950

Cleaning kit for LCD, Tablet and
Smartphone

9,46 €

Kit for cleaning tablets, consisting of a
150 ml spray and a soft 160x180mm

cloth to gently clean capacitive screens.
Ideal for cleaning any type of screen.

Antistatic Not including alcohol, ammonia
and acetone

Cod.:R976

Sacred print - San Pio da Pietrelcina

1,68 €

Sacred color print on cardboard - San Pio
da Pietralcina Dimensions: 24x18cm

Cod.:C4088

Pest Reject - rat chaser and electric
chaser

6,10 €

Pest Reject is the new ultrasonic
repellent to drive away insects and
rodents, it is also safe and without

emissions of harmful substances for your
children or pets. UNLIMITED duration.

Drives away: cockroaches - spiders - rats
- flies - ants - mosquitoes and rodents. To

activate it, just insert Pest Reject into a
normal socket !!! Pest Reject uses

Ultrasounds: waves emitted intermittently
by the device which make the

environment unbearable for insects flying
within its range. ATTENTION ! Pest

Reject doesn't kill insects, but it makes
their life unbearable until they go away.

General characteristics: Electromagnetic
and Ultrasound Technology ON/OFF

button - indicator light red light: appliance
on/off yellow light: electromagnetic wave

mode operation green light: ultrasonic
wave mode operation Non toxic. free
from chemicals Without spare parts,
unlimited duration Safe for the whole

family Just plug it into the power outlet
The package contains: Nr. 1 Pest Reject

drives away insects/rodents

Cod.:H1026

Box 5 music CDs - Rebels

9,46 €

Box with 5 CDs with Green Day music,
Guns n 'Roses, Jimi Hendrix, Sex Pistols,

Red Hot Chili Peppers, Nirvana, etc.  

Cod.:10342

Adonit Jot Flip Ink Refill - 2 pcs

7,04 €

Spare parts for pen ink Jot Flip Adonit - 2
pieces Diameter: 0.5mm

Cod.:92801

"Belmuro" wall whiteboard - white

20,58 €

Wall-mounted glass blackboard Magnetic
Easy installation Gives the environment a

very stylish look Ideal for attaching
sheets and notes with the supplied

magnets It can be written with suitable
markers. With a damp rag it comes back
clean. 2 magnets supplied. Size: 45x80
cm . White colour Manufacturer: Hama

Cod.:ED633

Box 5 music CDs - Bands

9,46 €

Box with 5 CDs with music by Aerosmith -
Guns n 'Roses - Green Day - Sex Pistols

- Bon Jovi  

Cod.:10508
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2 CD box set - Charles Aznavour

9,46 €

Box set containing the best hits of
Charles Aznavour 2 CDs containing 22

tracks each. Disc 1: 1.  J'ai bu2.  Le
feutre taup?3.  Départ express?4.  En
revenant de Québe?5.  Je n'ai qu'un
sou6.  Tant de monnaie7.  Boule de

rubber8.  Jezebel9.  Poker10.  Plus bleu
que tes yeux11.  Oublie

Loulou12.  Quand Elle Chante13.  Si
j'avais un piano14.  Me qué, mé
qu?15.  Viens16.  Et bailler et

dormir17.  Intoxiqu?18.  Couchés dans le
foi?19.  Heureux avec des

riens20. Quelque part dans la
nuit21.  Monsieur Jonas22.  Ah! Disc 2:

1.  Moi j'fais mon rond2.  Parce
que3.  Les chercheurs

d'or4.  L'émigran?5.  Je veux te dire
adieu6.  Viens au creux de mon

épaul?7.  Je t'aime comme ç?8.  A
t'regarder9.  La brawl !10.  Je

voudrais11.  Sur ma vie12.  Terre
nouvelle13.  Après l'amou?14.  Le palais
de nos chimère?15.  Rentre chez toi et

pleure16.  Toi17.  Ca18.  Prends
garde19.  Le chemin de l'éternit?20.  Une

enfant21.  Je cherche mon
amour22.  Plus bleu que tes yeux

Cod.:10408

CLIP belt for K1 battery for PMR 446
transceiver - Zodiac Kzero

4,70 €

CLIP belt for K1 battery for PMR 446
transceiver - Zodiac Kzero

Cod.:21832

Thermometer - Digital hygrometer with
external probe

12,60 €

Thermometer - Digital hygrometer with
external probe Digital hygrometer
thermometer Clock thermometer

hygrometer thermometer Hygrometer
with external probe External probe The

LCD display shows temperature,
humidity, clock and date. LCD screen

size: 80 x 60 mm. Accuracy: Fahrenheit:
32 ~ 122 + / -1.8 F; Celsius: 0 ~ + 50 +/-

-1.0 C; Humidity: 30 ~ 90% + / -5% 
Resolution: Fahrenheit - 0.1 F / Celsius -
0.1 C / Humidity: 1% Temperature and

humidity Max and Min are automatically
recorded and can be reset by the user.

Temperature reading: in Celsius or
Fahrenheit (modifiable by selecting F or

C on the back). Clock mode: 12/24 hours
(modifiable using the ADJ button mode).
Calendar mode: month / day (available
by pressing the ADJ button). Integrated

desktop or table stand and / or wall
mounting hole. Power supply: 1 standard

AAA battery (ministilo included) 1.5V.
Alarm function. Dimensions: 95 x 105 x

22 mm.

Cod.:L132

Foldable Umbrella Walt Disney -
Finding Dory

8,20 €

  Folding Umbrella for children Walt
Disney - Finding Dory Theme:  Finding

Dory - Finding Dory
EAN:  8015831502243 Original code:

50224 Handle length (extended): 50cm
Manufacturer: Perletti Fabric material:
Polyester Manual opening with locking
system Manual closing Pins blocked
according to current safety standards

Nickel-free handle  
Cod.:ED2370

Multimedia course in English - Basic

2,38 €

Multimedia course in English - Basic 6
modules - 12 lessons  6 texts - 6
dialogues 24 audio files" listening
comprehension " 24 glossaries 72

interactive exercises 26 grammar lessons
12 Self-evaluation test

Cod.:L583

Multimedia course in English -
Intermediate

0,90 €

Multimedia course in English -
Intermediate 6 modules - 12 lessons  6

texts - 6 dialogues 24 audio files"
listening comprehension " 24 glossaries

72 interactive exercises 18 grammar
lessons 12 Self-evaluation test  

Cod.:L587

Multimedia Spanish Course - Basic

2,38 €

Multimedia Spanish Course - Basic 34
interactive exercises 13 grammar lessons

74 audio files for listening to the
language Self-evaluation test  

Cod.:L585

67 mm CPL filter

20,80 €

- Manufacturer Code: CL-67CPL -
Producer: Camlink - EAN code:

5037461900445 - Weight: 0.074 Kg -
Dimensions cm (A / L / P): 11.5 / 9.5 / 1.5

DESCRIPTION Eliminates reflections
from non-metallic surfaces, such as

water, glass, etc. Increase contrast and
saturation Recommended for TTL and AF

cameras and camcorders

Cod.:A1860

Case for MP3 player

1,68 €

Case for MP3 player in neoprene, water
resistant. Rubber base for impact

protection. Front pocket for inserting
batteries or memory card. Double zipper
Possibility of being attached to the arms
and hooking it to the neck. Dimensions:

105x55x20mm

Cod.:K508
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Recessed LED emergency lamp

31,08 €

Recessed LED emergency light This
emergency light LED can be installed,
without a predefined orientation, on the

wall, ceiling, flag or recessed. The
polycarbonate body houses a double

reflection polycarbonate optic, which in
turn integrates two series of highly

efficient LEDs . Features EAN code:
6970311022128  Model: 18650 Power:
3.8W Input voltage: AC 220-240V 50 /

60Hz Lumen: 130 lumen LED number: 20
led 3.7V 2000mA battery IP protection
degree: IP40  Autonomy: 7h Charging
time 24h Light color: Cool white Light

temperature: 6000K Energy class: A ++  

Cod.:EL2254

Kit 126 pieces citronella candles
House Arts - 5 assorted models

311,86 €

Kit 126 pieces citronella candles House
Arts - 5 assorted models EAN

8711252915005 Brand Home Arts
Dimensions 200 x 530 x 790 mm

Weight about 21,000 KG

Cod.:ED5064

Kinzo folding multi-purpose trolley
trolley

22,06 €

Carrying weights has never been easier
with the magnificent Kinzo folding

multi-purpose trolley! This incredible
multi-purpose trolley is ideal for camping,
transporting shopping, office documents,
or any weight not exceeding 25 kg. Made
entirely of high quality hard plastic, this
beautiful trolley measuring 38 x 33 x 30
cm is equipped with a handle adjustable
in height up to 80 cm and wheels to carry
the trolley like a very simple travel trolley.
Once the trolley is used, the latter can be

completely folded in a few and simple
steps so as to transform into a

convenient briefcase that thanks to its
dimensions of just 33 x 38 x 8 cm can be

stored anywhere, even in extremely
restricted spaces. The heavy weights will
not be plus a problem with this amazing
cart! Â PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Brand: Kinzo EAN: Â 8711252057033

Dimensions open: 38 x 33 x 30 cm
Closed dimensions: 33 x 38 x 8 cm
Handle Height: Up to 47 cm Handle

height with trolley: 80 cm Capacity: 30 lt
Maximum capacity: 25 kg Material: High
quality hard plastic Color: Black Needs

Assembly: No Completely foldable
Equipped with handle and 2 wheels

Compact dimensions for storage even in
small spaces   CONTENT OF THE

PACKAGE 1 x Kinzo folding multipurpose
trolley trolley Â Â Â

Cod.:ED2060

Crow deterrent for birds with motion
sensor and Lifetime Garden sound

7,78 €

Crow deterrent with motion sensor and
Lifetime Garden sound No pigeon will

come closer to your backyard or garden
thanks to this realistic crow-shaped

garden figure. This beautiful crow has a
motion sensor. Whenever birds or

various animals will pass within its range
of action and a strong sound will be

activated that will emulate the sound of a
crow immediately removing the intruders.

Just place the your crow in a strategic
position and you can say goodbye to all

chemical additives to keep away
predatory seed and fruit birds. 

Specifications Brand: Lifetime Garden
Dimensions: 34 X 26 X 12 cm Material :

Plastic Color: Black Motion sensor Sound
emitter Ideal distance between multiple

crows: 50 m Details EAN
8711252023229 Dimensions 130 x 135 x

450 mm Weight about 0.433 KG

Cod.:ED5220

Door closers up to 60 kg in silver color

19,56 €

Door closer up to 60 kg silver color The
door closer an important role in public

buildings by providing doors that should
be closed, even if people exiting the
building do not. The door closer is a

mechanical-hydraulic device that uses
the force exerted on the door opening in
a controlled manner. The door closer is

designed for right and left doors; It is
weatherproof, so it can also be used for
exterior doors with a maximum weight of

60 kg and a width of 600-1000 mm.
Simple adjustment: the adjustment

screws they are located on the side of the
door closer, so that a change is possible

at any time. Turning the adjustment
screw to the left increases the speed and

reduces the speed to the right. The
product has a block function and

automatically locks the door when it
reaches an angle greater than 90

degrees. To remove the lock, reduce the
opening angle below 90 degrees and, if
you point the door towards the lock, it

closes automatically at the speed set on
the unit.  Specifications Brand: Iso Trade

EAN: 5902802910653 Code supplier:
00008471

Cod.:WB1578

Dunlop soft polyester travel pillow -
Various colors

8,72 €

Dunlop Soft Polyester Travel Pillow -
Various Colours Specifications EAN 

 8711252103006  Dunlop  brand
Dimensions   90 x 290 x 300mm Weight 

 about 0.237KG Material: polyester
Available colors: Green, Black, Blue, Pink
( random delivery, in case of preference,

specify when ordering )    

Cod.:ED936

Shabby Chic 2-piece Lifetime Garden
garden pot

8,72 €

Shabby Chic 2-piece Lifetime Garden
garden pot Details EAN  

8711252130088 Brand Lifetime Garden
Dimensions 130 x 125 x 130 mm Weight

about 0.444 KG

Cod.:ED5100

16l flexible plastic storage basket

9,92 €

Flexible plastic storage basket 16l This
stylish storage basket It is convenient for
storing all your items. The two handles

make it easier to grab and move the
storage basket.     Features EAN

 8711252136257 Size 43x33,5x31,7cm
Weight  about 0.496Kg Polyethylene

material, flexible Mixed color, white green
beige  Capacity 16 liters  

Cod.:ED316

Penn unisex sports blue sunglasses
with gray lenses

3,12 €

Penn unisex sports blue sunglasses with
gray lenses Sports sunglasses Penn

 These Penn sports sunglasses have a
very nice fit. It also protects your eyes

against bright UV radiation. Thanks to all
these features you can focus on training

without being disturbed by the sun.
Technical specifications Protection:

UV400 Frame color: transparent blue
Lens color: gray Gender: unisex Material:

plastic EAN: 8711252072005 Batch:
2046785

Cod.:ED3050
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Penn sport unisex sunglasses white
with blue mirror lenses

3,12 €

Penn unisex sports white sunglasses with
blue mirror lenses Penn sports
sunglasses These Penn sports

sunglasses have a very nice fit. It also
protects your eyes against bright UV

radiation. Thanks to all these features
you can concentrate on training without
being disturbed by the sun. Technical

Specifications Protection: UV400 Frame
color: white Lens color: blue mirror

Gender: unisex Material: plastic EAN:
8711252072005 Batch: 2046785

Cod.:ED3052

USB diffuser / dehumidifier with LED
light - ladybug shape

18,70 €

USB Diffuser / Dehumidifier with LED
light - ladybug shape Dimensions:

8.2x8.2x11.7cm USB cable: 1m Capacity:
about 260ml Power: 2W Working

voltage: DC5V Working current: 500mA
Evaporation time: 25ml / h

Cod.:M699

Sprinkler with zinc stake 30x12x5cm
Kinzo Garden

6,75 €

Sprinkler with zinc stake 30x12x5cm
Kinzo Garden Details  EAN  

8711252145433 Brand Kinzo Garden
Dimensions 302 x 47 x 120 mm Weight
about 0.167 KG 2 functions: unilateral

and bilateral irrigation Full pressure
irrigation diameter: about 20 meters 
Irrigation volume: 5.3-13.5 liters per

minute     

Cod.:ED5198

Door closer with universal door
interlock 40-60 kg black

19,96 €

Door closer with universal door interlock
40-60 kg black    DOUBLE

ADJUSTMENT The door closer has the
ability to adjust the closing speed. The

door in the final stage can slow down or
speed up. For example, we can set that if
we leave the door in the final stage it will
close quickly, or conversely, slowly. By

turning the adjustment screw towards left,
the speed will be increased and to the
right the speed will be reduced.  This is

particularly useful for the elderly, disabled
and children: opening and closing the

door becomes easier. THERMAL
VALVES The door closer is weather
resistant, so it can easily be used for

exterior doors with a maximum weight of
60kg. Withstands low temperatures,

down to -25 ° C. EXTENDS THE LIFE OF
THE DOOR The device is extremely

practical, it facilitates the use of the door
without exposing the high costs of buying
new ones, just mount it on the door that

is already working.  The door closer
besides the main function - closing the

door also has many more, like eliminating
slamming. The device eliminates drafts

and extends the life of the door.  
UNIVERSAL The product can be used for

right and left swing doors . Features
Manufacturer: Iso Trade  EAN code:

5902802910639 Vendor code: 00008469
Color: Black Material: aluminum Minimum

temperature: -25 degrees   Spacing:
600-1000mm Weight door maximum: 35
to 60 kg Correct closing frequency: 10s

Dimensions (width / height): 17.5 / 24 cm
Weight: 1.04 kg  

Cod.:WB1136

Set 5 brooches - Girlfriend

0,42 €

Set 5 brooches - Girlfriend Brooch
diameter: 22mm - 25mm - 20mm - 32mm

- 38mm

Cod.:P933

Helium for balloons 12L Crazy Hell can

17,60 €

Helium for 12L Crazy Hell canister
balloons Remember that the can is

sufficient to inflate a small amount of
balloons. The approximate number is

indicated on the package. Why
indicative? Because how many balloons
can be inflated is influenced by several

factors, for example: - balloon
manufacturer (balloons can be lighter or
heavier), and the speed with which the

balloon rises into the air is very important
- confetti balloons - require to blow only

helium without adding air (they are
relatively heavy, so helium with air will not
lift them) - there are balloons that cannot
be inflated with helium - all rubber latex

balloons under 5 inches. - Some balloons
require procedures special before

inflation, so please read the balloon
inflation instructions carefully. Helium is
the lighter noble gas. It is not in liquid

form. When you buy a helium can, you
always have the impression of an empty

can. If there is a seal on the cap, the
product is full. The can is filled by a

certified machine. - In our product we
have entered the maximum amount of
HELU that can be compressed in a 1 L

can - we would like more, but
unfortunately it is impossible. - Helium is

a fine particle gas - that's why it
evaporates so quickly from balloons with
microporous surfaces, mainly latex and
rubber. - The Helium in our cans comes
from the Polish deposits of Odolanów. -
Pressurized helium container: protect

from sunlight and heating above 50° C.
Extreme temperatures can occur in cars
and around ovens and fireplaces. Do not

pierce or burn, even after use. Keep
away from children. The gas is not

harmful to health and the environment.
Specifications  Manufacturer: Iso Trade

EAN code: 5901087030629 Vendor
code: 00018047 Dimensions (height /

width / depth /) 34 / 6,5 / 6,5 cm Capacity
12 liters of neutral helium mixture Thanks
to Crazy Hel you can fill: 3 latex balloons
up to 25 cm (partially air) 2 latex balloons

up to 29 cm (partially air) 1 43cm foil
balloon

Cod.:WB102

Aroma diffuser with Grundig light
effect

20,58 €

Aroma diffuser with Grundig light effect
EAN   8711252031705  Grundig  brand

Dimensions   180 x 110 x 110mm
Weight   about 0.636KG 10ml of

fragrance oil included USB cable for
charging Light effect: various colors  

Cod.:ED276

BBQ Fan Bbq Collection

3,78 €

BBQ Fan Bbq Collection EAN Â
8711252343778 Brand Â Bbq Collection

Weight Â about 0.158 KG Propulsion:
Mechanics Easy to use Ecological and

safe Color: Â Black / orange Â

Cod.:ED310

Dunlop calf protector

2,50 €

EAN  8711252990484   Dunlop  brand  
Dimensions  170 x 30 x 90mm   Weight 
about 0.056KG   Washable Designed for

frequent use Unisex  

Cod.:ED336
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Dunlop ankle protection

1,86 €

Dunlop ankle protection For maximum
comfort during wear, the protection of the
joints is made of elastic material. It is light

and breathable, so it feels very
comfortable on the skin even after a

heavy load and does not sweat
unnecessarily. MAXIMUM HYGIENE: it is

possible to wash the Dunlop ankle
protection (hand wash). This makes it

reusable and can be worn hygienically at
any time. DETAILS  EAN

8711252990446 Trademark   Dunlop
Dimensions 230 x 10 x 101 mm Weight
about 0.066 KG Washable Designed for

frequent use Unisex  

Cod.:ED340

Dunlop security cable lock

5,04 €

Make sure your bike is never stolen with
this Dunlop safety cable. Activating the
lock is very simple. The interior of the

cable is composed of copper wire
surrounded by a layer of steel. The outer

layer is plastic to prevent rubbing
damage to the bicycle. EAN Â

8711252563756 Brand Â Dunlop
Dimensions Â 190 x 45 x 120 mm Weight

Â about 0.270 KG Two keys included
Internal structure in copper clad steel
External plastic cover Simple to use
Diameter: 8 mm Length: 150 cm Â

Cod.:ED350

Dunlop 280x200mm bicycle seat cover

12,58 €

EAN 8711252419664  Brand Dunlop 
Dimensions 20 x 200 x 280 mm Weight

about 0.375 KG   

Cod.:ED362

Bicycle Gear Bicycle Bell

2,06 €

Bicycle Gear Bicycle Bell With this bell
you can cross traffic safely and be heard

by other cyclists. DETAILS EAN
8711252843384 Brand Bicycle Gear
Dimensions 50 x 50 x 50 mm Weight

about 0.106 KG  Diameter: 50 mm Clamp
diameter: 22.2 mm  

Cod.:ED364

Set of 2 Kinzo spray guns

5,64 €

EAN 8711252015651  Brand Kinzo 
Dimensions 40 x 160 x 190 mm Weight

about 0.333 KG 1 multi-function gun with
7 different spray patterns for various

cleaning and irrigation jobs 1 tube gun
with fully adjustable flow

Cod.:ED392

30m hose set and Kinzo irrigation
connections

23,97 €

EAN ¶ 8711252015705 Brand ¶ Kinzo
Dimensions ¶ 95 x 320 x 320 mm Weight

¶ about 3.175 KG

Cod.:ED396

Hose reel cart with Kinzo 15 meter
hose

33,16 €

Hose reel cart with 15 meter Kinzo tube
Hose reel cart from garden ideal for

garden irrigation up to 15 meters. With
this practical trolley you will be able to
move the hose without making it twist
and tangle. Using the side crank it is
possible to rewind the hose after use.

EAN 8711252015637 Brand Kinzo
Dimensions 410 x 420 x 300 mm  Weight
about 3,400 KG Green color  Length 15

m  Cod.:ED400

Hook for perforated panel / display - 30
cm

1,02 €

• Additional hook for displays •
Characterized by a double support

design • Material: redrawn pre-galvanized
iron wire   • Suitable for perforated panels
with holes at 27 mm center distances and
Ø 5 mm wire Dimensions • Length: 300

mm • Connection Ø: 5 mm Box Contents
package • Support hook for display items 

 

Cod.:N962

Commodoor wristwatch in golden
color for women

12,58 €

Commodoor wristwatch in golden color
for women EAN  8711252155661  

Commodore  brand   Dimensions  5 x 40
x 25mm   Weight  about 0.233KG   Hours
/ Minutes / Seconds hands Chronograph

hands not working (aesthetic only)
Golden colour Women's style Metallic

braid strap

Cod.:ED418
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Balance weighs people 30.6x30.6x2cm
Grundig

34,66 €

Balance weighs people 30.6x30.6x2cm
Grundig The scale has a large LCD

display, the numbers are very easy to
read. You can also use this scale for very
accurate measurements. DETAILS EAN

8711252069678 Trademark Grundig
Dimensions 22 x 306 x 306 mm Weight

around 2.083 KG  

Cod.:ED482

Balance weighs people 30x30x2cm
Grundig

28,32 €

Balance weighs people 30x30x2cm
Grundig The scale has a large LCD

display, the numbers are very easy to
read. You can also use this scale for very
accurate measurements. DETAILS EAN

8711252069791 Brand Grundig
Dimensions 22 x 300 x 300 mm Weight

about 1.996 KG

Cod.:ED486

Grundig 33x32x2.2cm bathroom scale

34,66 €

Scale weighing people 33x32x2.2cm
Grundig The scale has a large LCD

display, the numbers are very easy to
read. You can also use this scale for very
accurate measurements. Characteristics
EAN   8711252069722  Grundig  brand

Dimensions   22 x 325 x 335mm Weight 
 about 1.916 KG Measurements: weight,
body mass index, body fat, body water,
muscle ratio and bone weight Elegant

and modern design Only 2cm thick
Maximum measurement: 150kg

Measurement accuracy: 100g       

Cod.:ED490

Curling iron 55W Dunlop

28,32 €

Curling iron 55W Dunlop EAN
8711252066875  Brand Dunlop 

Dimensions 65 x 36 x 358 mm Weight
about 0.583 KG   

Cod.:ED494

Single inflatable mattress
185x76x22cm Pavillo Horizon

20,58 €

Pavillo Horizon inflatable single mattress
185x76x22cm   Flocked surface , soft as

velvet . To sleep on a soft and velvety
expanse with the certainty of having a

solid structure to better support your body
during sleep.  Coil Beam structure,

pamper your body . The internal structure
of your Bestway inflatable is a

concentrate of technology ideal for
supporting your body during the night.

The internal bands form a circular section
to better distribute your weight during
sleep. Bag included, style follows you
everywhere. Convenience follows you
everywhere thanks to the handy black

bag included. Perfect for when you go to
your friends' house and want to take all
the comfort of your Bestway mattress

with you. Repair patch included for small
accidents. Bestway beds really do

everything and you can place them on
any flat surface with the certainty that
they will always remain swollen and

without scratches. Like all items you have
at home, however, they can be damaged

by domestic accidents. Fortunately, a
handy and durable repair patch will come
with the Airbed to repair any small holes.
Features Brand Pavillo - Bestway EAN

code 6942138916188 Size Single
Inflation system  Pump (not included)

Scope 150 Kg Package contents an air
mattress, a repair patch Product weight

1,668 Kg Color Blue  

Cod.:ED4264

Commodoor Purple wristwatch with
floral pattern

10,46 €

EAN 8711252155845 Brand Commodoor
Dimensions 9 x 40 x 250 mm Weight

about 0.102 KG  Color Purple

Cod.:ED423

Penn sport unisex black sunglasses
with gray mirror lenses

3,12 €

Penn unisex black sport sunglasses with
gray mirrored lenses Penn sports
sunglasses These Penn sports

sunglasses have a very nice fit. It also
protects your eyes against bright UV

radiation. Thanks to all these features
you can concentrate on training without
being disturbed by the sun. Technical

Specifications Protection: UV400 Frame
color: black Lens color: gray mirror

Gender: unisex Material: plastic EAN:
8711252072005 Batch: 2046785

Cod.:ED3048

Penn unisex sport sunglasses in
metallic gray with gray lenses

3,12 €

Penn unisex metallic sports gray
sunglasses with gray lenses Penn sports

sunglasses These Penn sports
sunglasses have a very nice fit. It also
protects your eyes against bright UV

radiation. Thanks to all these features
you can concentrate on training without
being disturbed by the sun. Technical

Specifications Protection: UV400 Frame
color: metallic gray Lens color: gray

Gender: unisex Material: plastic EAN:
8711252072005 Batch: 2046785

Cod.:ED3044

Penn unisex black transparent sport
sunglasses with gray lenses

3,12 €

Penn unisex black transparent sport
sunglasses with gray lenses Penn sport

sunglasses These Penn sports
sunglasses have a very nice fit. It also

protects your eyes against the Bright UV
radiation. Thanks to all these features

you can concentrate on training without
being disturbed by the sun. Technical

Specifications Protection : UV400 Frame
color: transparent black Lens color: gray

Gender: unisex Material: plastic EAN:
8711252072005 Batch: 2046785  

Cod.:ED3046
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Penn unisex sports gray sunglasses
with gray mirror lenses

3,12 €

Penn unisex gray sports sunglasses with
gray mirrored lenses Penn sports
sunglasses These Penn sports

sunglasses have a very nice fit. It also
protects your eyes against bright UV

radiation. Thanks to all these features
you can concentrate on training without
being disturbed by the sun. Technical

Specifications Protection: UV400 Frame
color: gray Lens color: gray mirror

Gender: unisex Material: plastic EAN:
8711252072005 Batch: 2046785

Cod.:ED3058

Barbecue tongs 36cm Bbq Collection

3,04 €

Barbecue tongs 36cm Bbq Collection
Stainless steel barbecue tongs with
heat-resistant and anti-scald handle.

Useful and practical to grab the dishes on
the grill and serve them easily at the
table. Details EAN  8711252218618
Brand  Bbq Collection Dimensions 

packaging 10 x 95 x 380 mm Weight
 about 0.125 KG  

Cod.:ED3110

Dunlop Pro - Double blade razor

21,00 €

Dunlop Pro - Double blade razor The
Dunlop Pro razor, equipped with two

independently rotating blades, is ideal for
the care of the beard and mustache. With
a range of up to 30 minutes, it allows time
to finish the cut. Ultra-thin blades provide
exceptional comfort from the beginning to

the end of shaving.   Details
EAN  8711252064635 Brand Dunlop

Dimensions 35 x 63 x 140 mm Weight
about 0.291 KG Double blade Ergonomic
ON / OFF switch  Internal rechargeable

battery Maximum recharge time: 8 hours
Autonomy in cutting maximum: 30

minutes Accessories: additional blades,
charging cable, cleaning brushes Input

current per charge: 230V / 50Hz

Cod.:ED3094

3-in-1 nail-picking stapler Kinzo + 1500
point kit

13,42 €

3-in-1 nail staple stapler Kinzo + 1500
point kit This stapler is a useful, resistant
and effective tool.  Thanks to the ability to

equip 3 types of points, it is ideal for
stapling posters, fabrics, documents and

much more. Made in metal with
ergonomic handle.   Details EAN

8711252794396 Brand Kinzo  Package
size: approx. 27 x 3 x 20 cm Stapler
dimensions: about 16 x 2.2 x 14 cm

Weight about 0.805 KG Safety bracket +
adjustable screw for ideal pressure

Comfortable and safe grip thanks to the
soft handle Content of the pack one 1x

Nail Stapler 3 in 1 Kinzo 500x 8mm drills
500x 10mm drills 500x 12mm drills  

Cod.:ED1268

Luminous alarm clock - Setty

6,26 €

Luminous alarm clock - Setty Are you
having trouble waking up in the morning?
No problem with the colorful Setty alarm
clock! The device displays the time, date
and temperature. It allows you to set the
alarm and select one of the eight alarm

melodies, smoothly change the color and
have 3 lighting modes. It features an

easy-to-read, high-contrast display. The
alarm clock is powered by AAA batteries.

Dimensions: 85 x 85 x 85 mm EAN:
5900495382009

Cod.:K649

Multi-purpose folding space-saving
basket in various Dunlop colors

11,10 €

Multi-purpose folding space-saving
basket in various Dunlop colors Practical
folding basket with tips. Rectangular in
shape, it is made of durable plastic and
silicone. It closes like an accordion and

takes up very little space. It can be
placed in a closet, behind a door and

even hung on the wall. It has a width of
38cm and a length of 28.5cm. Open it is
16cm high, closed it assumes a height of
only 4.5cm. A simple but effective way to

save space at home or in the garage.
You can use it at home, in the garden or
for a picnic. Attention: The color will be
chosen based on stock availability. In

case of preferences, specify when
ordering. Features EAN 8711252043265

Dunlop brand Weight about 0,610 KG
Width 38cm Depth 28.5cm Open height

16cm Closed height 4.5cm

Cod.:ED6000

Wooden photo frame 6 photos 50x37
cm

14,18 €

EAN: 8711252042596  Material: Wood
Dimensions: 50x37 cm

Cod.:ED5510

Support for canvas in pine wood 50cm
Arctic

6,30 €

Support for canvas in pine wood 50cm
Arctic Elegant tripod made of pine wood.
It is portable, light and easy to assemble.

The easel is designed to facilitate
painting a canvas. It is possible to insert
a canvas up to 42 centimeters in height.

Easy to transport. SPECIFICATIONS
PRODUCT Brand: Arctic EAN:

8711252508757 Dimensions: Height 50
cm Material: Pine wood Easy to

assemble and transport Maximum
canvas size: 42cm high CONTENT OF
THE PACKAGE 1 x Tripod For Arctic

Painting height 50 cm

Cod.:ED2170

40x18x14.5cm white plastic balcony
Lifetime Garden

2,42 €

40x18x14.5cm white plastic balcony
Lifetime Garden Details EAN

 8711252157511 Brand  Lifetime Garden
Weight  about 0.263 KG  Color: white

Cod.:ED3028
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Walt Disney Mini Umbrella - Finding
Dory

8,20 €

Walt Disney Mini Umbrella - Finding Dory
Line Finding Dory Manufacturer

code:  50762 EAN: 8015831507620
Manufacturer code: 38 cm Material:
Polyester Pins locked Flexible and

resistant fiberglass system Complies with
safety standards Nickel-free handle

Handle color: blue Structure color: white  

Cod.:ED2260

Little Walt Disney Umbrella - Finding
Dory

8,20 €

Little Walt Disney Umbrella - Finding
Dory Line Finding Dory Producer code:
50767 EAN:  8015831507675 Handle
length: 45 cm Material: Polyester Pins
locked Flexible and resistant fiberglass
system Complies with safety standards
Nickel-free handle Handle color: yellow

Structure color: white

Cod.:ED2300

Little Walt Disney Umbrella - Finding
Dory

8,20 €

Finding Dory  line  Manufacturer code:
50765 EAN:  8015831507651 Handle
length: 45cm Material: Polyester Pins
stuck Flexible and resistant fiberglass

system Compliant with safety standards
Nickel-free handle Handle colour: yellow

Structure colour: light blue    

Cod.:ED2280

Walt Disney Mini Umbrella - Finding
Dory

8,20 €

Mini Umbrella Walt Disney - Finding Dory
Finding Dory  line  Manufacturer

code:  50220 EAN:  8015831502205
Handle length: 38cm Material: Polyester

Pins stuck Flexible and resistant
fiberglass system Compliant with safety

standards Nickel-free handle Handle
colour: orange Structure colour: blue  

Cod.:ED2340

Small Walt Disney Umbrella - Finding
Dory

8,20 €

Small Walt Disney Umbrella - Finding
Dory Line Finding Dory Manufacturer
code: 50763 EAN: 8015831507637

Handle length: 42 cm Material: Polyester
Pins locked Flexible and resistant

fiberglass system Complies with safety
standards Nickel-free handle Handle

color: orange Structure color: blue

Cod.:ED2320

Small Walt Disney Umbrella - Finding
Dory

8,20 €

Small Walt Disney - Finding Dory
children's umbrella Finding Dory  line 

Manufacturer code:  50221
EAN:  8015831502212 Handle length:
42cm Material: Polyester Pins stuck

Flexible and resistant fiberglass system
Compliant with safety standards

Nickel-free handle Handle colour: light
blue Structure colour: blue  

Cod.:ED2360

Sign "No parking even at night" in PVC

3,16 €

Sign" No Parking even at night "in PVC
Dimensions: 20x30cm

Cod.:Z587

25mmx50m double-sided adhesive
tape - Stokvis

3,20 €

Double-sided tape 25mmx50m - Stokvis
Code: 4Slice 227308

Cod.:N1100

50mmx50m double-sided adhesive
tape - Stokvis

4,30 €

Double-sided tape 50mmx50m - Stokvis
Code: 4Slice 227308

Cod.:N1200
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12V coffee machine for Dunlop cars

29,98 €

Dunlop 12V car coffee maker Compact
car coffee maker with 12V power, ideal
for road trips, camping, vacations and

more. Coffee cup included. High quality
power plug with built-in fuse. Details EAN

8711252079158 Dunlop brand Weight
about 0,667 KG Easy maintenance filter
Illuminated ON-OFF switch Coffee pot

size: approx. 18cm x 10cm x 11cm 12V -
MAX 170W cigarette lighter socket

connection High quality plug with fuse
Coffee cup included

Cod.:ED1242

Ultrasonic aroma diffuser - dark wood
color

33,18 €

Ultrasonic aroma diffuser with timer in
dark wood colour The diffuser is a great

way to add negative ions into your
room. Negative ions reduce the static

electricity in the rooms, in fact computer
radiation becomes lower, and it can also

increase the body's
metabolism. Ultrasonic diffuser preserves
micro-particles which allow the essential

oil ingredients to remain for a longer
time. They do not need heating and no
fire, but the ingredients are able to be

safely stored in the room. 1. Remove the
outer shell and open the water tank lid. 
2. Fill the water tank and make sure the

water level does not exceed the
maximum water level mark.  3. Add 6-10
drops of essential oil. The amount of oil
added may vary according to the setting
of the device.  4. Put the water tank lid
and outer shell securely in place.  5.

Connect the power adapter.  6. Press the
power/time button to check the

continuous mist ON/OFF setting and set
the time 1h/3h/6h for auto shut off.   

Cod.:K498

10 micro sprinkler drip irrigation kit
Kinzo

7,80 €

10 micro sprinkler drip irrigation kit Kinzo
With the holidays at the door, having an
efficient irrigation system is important. 

The Kinzo drip irrigation kit with 10 micro
sprinklers is great for both indoor and
outdoor use. With the drip irrigation

system, simply hook the connector onto
the tap and keep the water open. Adjust

the water flow just enough to irrigate
even when you are not at home by

inserting the 10 micro sprinklers in the
plants. The plants will be irrigated drop by
drop, in the right way, also saving water.  

Specifications  EAN 8711252119540 
Brand Kinzo Garden Weight about 0.183
KG Color: Black and Green  Tube length:

about 155 cm 1 Connector 10 Micro
Irrigators   

Cod.:ED1254

Round vase with texture 29.5x26.5cm
Brown

5,22 €

Round vase with texture 29.5 x 26.5cm
Brown Details EAN 8711252871844

Dimensions 265 x 295 x 295 mm  Weight
about 0,395 KG  Brown  

Cod.:ED876

Round vase with texture 29.5x26.5cm
Gray

5,22 €

Round vase with texture 29.5 x 26.5cm
Gray Details EAN 8711252871844 Brand
No Brand Dimensions 265 x 295 x 295
mm  Weight about 0.395 KG Color gray

Cod.:ED878

Kinzo set 6 belts 30/45 / 60cm

4,30 €

Set 6 belts 30/45 /60cm Kinzo Examples
of use Attach a sleeping bag to a

backpack Secure an object to a bicycle
Block an object on a car's elevator

Details EAN:  8711252986616 Brand:
 Kinzo Package size:  220 x 30 x 190 mm
Single strap diameter: 8 mm Packaging

Contents one 2 x straps 30 cm 2 x straps
45 cm 2 x straps 60 cm  

Cod.:ED1189

Signboard For rent in PVC - 2 colors
available

2,52 €

Signboard for private use in compact
PVC, complete with 4 holes and rounded

corners. Dimensions: 300x200mm
Available colors: yellow, green  

Cod.:Z777

Square bowl 13 liters with Stefanplast
handles - White color

6,28 €

13 liter square bowl with Stefanplast
handles - White color EAN 

8003507277007 Brand  Stefanplast
Dimensions  180 x 350 x 350 mm Weight

 about 0.451 KG White color Double
handle  

Cod.:ED3218

13 liter square bowl with Stefanplast
handles - Light Blue color

6,28 €

13 liter square basin with Stefanplast
handles - Light Blue Multi-purpose tray
with handles with non-slip insert that

allow a comfortable and safe grip. Details
EAN 8003507277007 Brand Stefanplast
Dimensions 180 x 350 x 350 mm Weight
about 0.451 KG Light blue color Double

handle  

Cod.:ED3220
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X-FIGHTER Star Wars 150 x 140 cm
Bestway carrycot

30,46 €

X-FIGHTER Star Wars 150 x 140 cm
Bestway carrycot EAN: 6942138933246
Brand: Bestway Dimensions 150 X 140

cm Subject: STAR WARS    

Cod.:BW210

13 liter square bowl with Stefanplast
handles - Green color

6,28 €

13 liter square bowl with Stefanplast
handles - Green color EAN

8003507277007 Brand Stefanplast
Dimensions 180 x 350 x 350 mm  Weight

about 0.451 KG  green color Double
handle  

Cod.:ED3222

35x30x30cm 35 liters Slazenger purple
sports bag

9,46 €

Sports bag 50x30x30cm 35 liters purple
Slazenger The practical Slazenger sports
bag has a capacity of 35 liters. Equipped
with an external compartment, it gives the

possibility to order everything correctly.
Thanks to the shoulder strap adjustable
and with two large handles, the transport

is simple and comfortable. The hinges
slide easily to ensure quick and safe
opening and closing . Details EAN: Â
8711252050119 Brand: Â Slazenger

Size: Â 300 x 300 x 500 mm Weight: Â
about 0.515 Kg Volume: about 35 liters

Color: purple Â Â Â Â Â

Cod.:ED3176

Sports bag 50x30x30cm red Slazenger

7,56 €

Sports bag 50x30x30cm red Slazenger
EAN  8711252100241 Brand  Slazenger
Dimensions  300 x 300 x 550 mm Weight
about 0.364 KG Flow maximum 7 KG     

Cod.:ED3158

Kinzo fencing spikes - Pack of 10
pieces

7,12 €

Kinzo Fence Spikes - 10 Piece Pack
Spike strips are the best way to keep cats
and small mammals out of your garden.
Furthermore, the spikes make it difficult
to keep the birds, which prefer to lean
elsewhere. Even the climbing over of a

wall by an attacker becomes
complicated, as a flat support point is

missing.   Details EAN 8711252119816
Trademark   Kinzo Garden Dimensions
packet 17 x 45 x 490 mm Weight about

0.674 KG  

Cod.:ED3216

Guard N Care electric bat for insects -
Various colors

5,20 €

Guard N Care electric racket for insects -
Various colors The racket will allow you
to remove flies and mosquitoes. This

racket It is crossed by a current that is
not dangerous to humans, but it is

sufficient to kill flies and mosquitoes. The
design recalls that of a tennis racket. A
protection grid protects the user from

direct contact. You can use this racket in
different ways: simply leaving it in a place

or waving it in the air to try to catch
insects. Details  EAN: 8711252677316 

Brand: Guard N Care Package size: 455
x 36 x 157 mm Three colors available:

pink, yellow, blue ( specify when ordering
) Power supply: 2x AA / LR6 batteries (

NOT included ) Designed for exterior and
interior Weight empty: about 179 g

Weight with batteries: 225 g  

Cod.:ED3168

Set of 4 round gardening sponges
8x5cm PRO GARDEN

1,42 €

Set of 4 round gardening sponges 8x5cm
PRO GARDEN EAN 8718158668073  

Cod.:KP1032

Set of 2 branch saws

14,98 €

Set of 2 branch saws 1x saw 52 cm 1x
folding saw 39 cm EAN 8719202505276

Cod.:KP1046

Memory slippers size S blue

9,00 €

Blue memory slippers measure SDetails
EAN 8711252997209 Weight about

0.268 KG

Cod.:ED3244
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Memory slippers size S brown

9,00 €

Memory slippers measure brown SDetails
EAN 8711252997209 Weight about

0.268 KG

Cod.:ED3246

Memory slippers size M brown

9,00 €

Slippers memory measure brown
MDetails EAN 8711252997209 Weight

about 0.268 KG  

Cod.:ED3250

Bbq Collection fire cubes - Pack of 28
pieces

1,58 €

Bbq Collection fire cubes - Package 28
pieces EAN 8711252326009 Brand Bbq
Collection Dimensions 185 x 17 x 120

mm Weight about 0.231 KG  Package 28
pieces Ideal for barbecues Non-toxic

Easy to use    

Cod.:ED3234

Disney Princesses Socks Size 31/34 - 3
pairs

3,76 €

Disney Princess socks Size 31/34 - 3
pairs EAN:   5420048813137 Brand: 
 Disney Subject: Disney Princesses
Pairs: 3 Material:   48% Cotton, 50%

Polyester, 2% Spandex Hand washable
at 30 degrees  

Cod.:ED3264

Disney Violetta Socks Size 27/30 - 3
pairs

3,76 €

Disney Violet socks Size 27/30 - 3 pairs
EAN:   5420048813137 Brand:   Disney
Subject: Violet Pairs: 3 Material:   48%
Cotton, 50% Polyester, 2% Spandex

Hand washable at 30 degrees    

Cod.:ED3272

Disney Violetta Socks Size 23/26 - 3
pairs

3,76 €

Disney Violet socks Size 23/26 - 3 pairs
EAN:   5420048813137 Brand:   Disney
Subject: Violet Pairs: 3 Material:   48%
Cotton, 50% Polyester, 2% Spandex

Hand washable at 30 degrees  

Cod.:ED3280

Disney Minnie Mouse Socks Size 31/34
- 3 pairs

3,76 €

Disney Minnie Mouse socks Size 31/34 -
3 pairs EAN:   5420048813137 Brand: 
 Disney Subject: Minnie Mouse Pairs: 3
Material:   48% Cotton, 50% Polyester,

2% Spandex Hand washable at 30
degrees  

Cod.:ED3306

Socks Disney Princesses Fuchsia Size
31/34 - 2 pairs

7,12 €

Fuchsia Disney Princess Socks Size
31/34 - 2 pairs EAN: 8711252990248

Brand: Disney Subject: Disney
Princesses Pairs: 2 Non-slip Material:

99% Polyester, 1% Spandex Hand
washable at 30 degrees  

Cod.:ED3274

Socks Disney Princesses Fuchsia Size
35/38 - 2 pairs

7,12 €

Fuchsia Disney Princess Socks Size
35/38 - 2 pairs EAN: 8711252990248

Brand: Disney Subject: Disney
Princesses Pairs: 2 Non-slip Material:

99% Polyester, 1% Spandex Hand
washable at 30 degrees  

Cod.:ED3286
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Kit of 6 markers and wax crayons for
furniture repair

7,80 €

Kit of 6 markers and wax crayons for
furniture repair GRAPHING HAS NEVER

BEEN SO EASY: Minor damage,
scratches on the surface can now be

easily repaired with our furniture repair
kit. The repair is carried out by filling the
deepest cavity with wax and drawing the

wooden structure with the appropriate
marker UNIVERSAL - the set allows to

quickly repair damaged panels, furniture,
doors and other wood products and

wood-based materials yourself. HOW TO
USE? - after using the repair kit, you

don't have to wait "years" for everything
to dry. The markers dry quickly. But that's

not all, the coating in the repair area is
scratch resistant. The base in the shape

of a semi-hard wax crayon is easy to
apply, all completed with a felt-tip pen of
the same color containing an oil-based
ink resistant to washing. guarantees a
lasting effect. UP TO 6 DIFFERENT
COLORS IN THE SET - a rich set of

colors included in the set up to 6
different: oak, cherry, mahogany, maple,
walnut, black makes it usable for furniture

in light, dark and medium colors.
Features Producer: Iso Trade  Product
code: 5902802919717 External code:
00012548 number of colors: 6: oak,

cherry, mahogany, maple, walnut, black; 
type: markers + wax; material: plastic ; di
dimensions: 21 / 16.5 / 4.5 cm; weight in

the package: 0.17 kg.

Cod.:F1455

Inflatable mattress 191x137x22cm blue
Bestway

33,16 €

Bestway inflatable mattress
191x137x22cm blue General

characteristics  Made of stubborn vinyl
Valves for rapid inflation and deflation

Comfortable flocked surface Strong "Coil
Beam" structure Ideal for internal and
external use Reinforced repair patch

included   Details EAN 6942138916225
Trademark Bestway Dimensions 220 x

1370 x 1910 mm Weight about 3,390 KG
 Cod.:ED3362

Kinzo Garden knee pad 40x26x2cm -
Various colors

3,12 €

Kinzo Garden knee pad 40x26x2cm -
Various colors This knee pad is ideal

when working in the garden. Say
goodbye to sore knees and dirty trousers.

Can also be used to sit without getting
dirty on a lawn. Details EAN

8711252085692 Brand  Kinzo Garden
Dimensions  400 x 20 x 260 mm Weight 
 about 0.179 KG Available colors: Green,

Black, Blue (send based on stock
availability, in the case of preferences

specify when ordering)

Cod.:ED4030

Grundig solar-powered LED lantern -
Various colors

11,02 €

Grundig solar-powered LED lantern -
Various colors The icing on the cake of
your garden. Create the lighting of your
dreams with the Grundig solar-powered

LED lantern. Choose when to turn on the
lamp using the ON / OFF button, or leave
it that the sensor twilight turns it on only
when needed. Main features Number of
LEDs: 20 Dimensions: 20 cm (diameter)
x 90cm (height) ON / OFF button Twilight

sensor Available in three colors: white,
red, blue (send to base to stock

availability, in the case of preferences
specified in the order notes) Details  EAN

 8711252037868 Trademark Grundig
Weight about 0.333 KG

Cod.:ED5324

Inflatable balloon 30.5x41.5cm Number
0

1,26 €

Inflatable balloon 30.5 x 41.5cm Number
0 Inflatable balloon silver with star

decorations, great for birthday parties,
anniversaries and various anniversaries.
The sparkling and festive look will give an

extra touch to the your party! Details 
EAN 8711252003559 Dimensions 30.5 x
41.5cm Weight about 0.026 KG   General
silver coloring Drawings in the shape of

stars Variable drawing coloring
depending on stock availabilityCod.:ED5376

Inflatable balloon 37.5x45.5cm Number
2

1,26 €

Inflatable balloon 37.5x45.5cm Number 2
Inflatable balloon silver with star

decorations, great for birthday parties,
anniversaries and various anniversaries.
The sparkling and festive look will give an

extra touch to the your party!   Details
EAN 8711252003559  Dimensions 19.5 x

41.5cm Weight about 0.026 KG 
Color general silver ion Drawings in the
shape of stars Variable drawing coloring

depending on stock availability  Cod.:ED5380

Inflatable balloon 25x45cm Number 3

1,26 €

Inflatable balloon 25x45cm Number 3
Silver inflatable balloon with decorations

star, great for birthday parties,
anniversaries and various anniversaries.
The sparkling and festive look will add an

extra touch to your party! Details EAN
8711252003559 Dimensions 25x45cm
Weight about 0.026 KG General silver
coloring Drawings in the shape of stars
Variable drawing coloring depending on

stock availability  Cod.:ED5382

Inflatable balloon 32x45cm Number 4

1,26 €

Inflatable balloon 32x45cm Number 4
Silver inflatable balloon with decorations

star, great for birthday parties,
anniversaries and various anniversaries.
The sparkling and festive look will add an

extra touch to your party! Details EAN
8711252003559 Dimensions 25x45cm

Weight about 0.026 KG  Generation
coloring silver ale Drawings in the shape

of stars Variable drawing coloring
depending on stock availability    Cod.:ED5384

Inflatable balloon 25.5x46cm Number 5

1,26 €

Inflatable balloon 25.5x46cm Number 5
Silver inflatable balloon with star

decorations, great for birthday parties,
anniversaries and various anniversaries.
The sparkling and festive look will add an
extra touch to your party !   Details EAN
 8711252003559 Size  25x45cm Weight 
about 0.026 KG General silver coloring
Drawings in the shape of stars Variable

drawing coloring depending on
availability inventory    Cod.:ED5386
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Inflatable balloon 29x45cm Number 6

1,26 €

Inflatable balloon 29x45cm Number 6
Silver inflatable balloon with decorations

star, great for birthday parties,
anniversaries and various anniversaries.
The sparkling and festive look will add an

extra touch to your party! Details EAN
8711252003559 Dimensions  25x45cm
Weight about 0.026 KG General silver

coloring Drawings in the shape of stars 
Variable drawing coloring depending on

the availability of stockCod.:ED5388

Inflatable balloon 30x42cm Number 7

1,26 €

Inflatable balloon 30x42cm Number 7
Silver inflatable balloon with decorations

star, great for birthday parties,
anniversaries and various anniversaries.
The sparkling and festive look will add an
extra touch to your party!   Details EAN
8711252003559 Dimensions 25x45cm
Weight about 0.026 KG  General silver
coloring Drawings in the shape of stars
Variable drawing coloring depending on

stock availabilityCod.:ED5390

Inflatable balloon 29x46.5cm Number 8

1,26 €

Inflatable balloon 29x46.5cm Number 8
Silver inflatable balloon with star

decorations, great for birthday parties,
anniversaries and various anniversaries.
The sparkling and festive look will add an
extra touch to your party!   Details EAN
 8711252003559  Dimensions  25x45cm

Weight  about 0.026 KG  Gen
coloring silver plated Drawings in the

shape of stars Variable drawing coloring
depending on stock availabilityCod.:ED5392

Inflatable balloon 30x45cm Number 9

1,26 €

Inflatable balloon 30x45cm Number 9
Silver inflatable balloon with decorations

star, great for birthday parties,
anniversaries and various anniversaries.
The sparkling and festive look will add an
extra touch to your party! Details EAN  
8711252003559 Dimensions 25x45cm
Weight about 0.026 KG General silver
coloring Drawings in the shape of stars
Variable drawing coloring depending on

stock availabilityCod.:ED5394

Triangular sunshade 3.6x3.6x3.6m
beige Lifetime Garden

15,72 €

Triangular sunshade 3.6x3.6x3.6m beige
Lifetime Garden Sitting in the sun is

wonderful, but after a while the heat gets
the upper hand. Thanks to the robust
Lifetime Garden sunshade you, your
family and your guests can protect

yourself from direct sunlight. The sheet is
triangular in shape and has a size of 3.6
x 3.6 x 3.6 meters. The sheet is made of

very resistant fabric, suitable for all
seasons. When the sun is shining, the
fabric blocks up to 90% of UV rays and
provides shelter from the heat. When it

rains, the sheet does not suffer damage,
since it is water repellent. You can simply
leave it hanging in the rain. Details EAN
8711252031835 Brand Lifetime Garden
Dimensions 3600 x 3600 x 3600 mm 

Weight about 0.825 KG  

Cod.:ED5036

Triangular sunshade 3.6x3.6x3.6m
gray Lifetime Garden

15,72 €

Triangular sunshade 3.6x3.6x3.6m gray
Lifetime Garden Sitting in the sun is
wonderful, but after a while the heat

takes over. Thanks to the robust Lifetime
Garden sunshade you , your family and
your guests can take shelter from the

direct sunlight. The cloth is triangular in
shape and has a size of 3, 6 x 3.6 x 3.6

meters. The sheet is made of very
resistant fabric, suitable for all seasons. 

When the sun is shining, the fabric
blocks up to 90% of UV rays and

provides shelter from the heat. On the
other hand, when it rains, the sheet is not
damaged, since it is water repellent. You
can simply leave it hanging in the rain.

Details  EAN 8711252031835
Trademark   Lifetime Garden Dimensions

3600 x 3600 x 3600 mm Weight about
0.825 KG   

Cod.:ED5038

Brown Lifetime Garden triangular
sunshade 3.6x3.6x3.6m

15,72 €

Triangular sunshade 3.6x3.6x3.6m brown
Lifetime Garden Sitting in the sun is
wonderful, but after a while the heat

takes over. Thanks to the robust Lifetime
Garden sunshade you , your family and
your guests can take shelter from the

direct sunlight. The cloth is triangular in
shape and has a size of 3, 6 x 3.6 x 3.6

meters. The sheet is made of very
resistant fabric, suitable for all seasons. 

When the sun is shining, the fabric
blocks up to 90% of UV rays and

provides shelter from the heat. On the
other hand, when it rains, the sheet is not
damaged, since it is water repellent. You
can simply leave it hanging in the rain.

Details  EAN 8711252031835
Trademark   Lifetime Garden Dimensions

3600 x 3600 x 3600 mm Weight about
0.825 KG  

Cod.:ED5040

Spiral tube with Kinzo nozzle - Various
colors

17,40 €

Spiral tube with Kinzo nozzle - Various
colors Tired to toil when watering the

garden or cleaning the surfaces of the
house? The spiral tube is the practical

solution for watering plants on balconies,
terraces or in the garden. Ideal for fast
washing of cars, mopeds, bicycles or

windows. After use, the tube will
automatically return to the minimum size.
The particular conformation prevents the
tube to get tangled up and avoid having
to play and rewind it, saving time and

frustration. This garden hose is available
in 3 colors: green, blue and pink. Â Â
Main features Colors: green, blue and
pink depending on stock availability

Maximum flow at full pressure: 7.5 m
Equipped with spray nozzle Spiral

structure Details EAN Â 8711252074290
Trademark Â Kinzo Dimensions Â 360 x
102 x 352 mm Weight Â about 0.749 KG

Â

Cod.:ED5174

Aroma diffuser with Grundig light
effect

16,56 €

Aroma diffuser with Grundig light effect
Details  Brand: Grundig Water tank
capacity: 0.2 liters Lamp color: RGB

Number of LEDs: 6 EAN
 8711252937373 Dimensions:  120 x 150

x 150 mm Empty weight:  about 0,473
KG  USB charging cable included 
SCENTED OILS NOT INCLUDED  

Cod.:ED5092
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Kit 2 Kinzo pruning shears

7,88 €

Kit 2 Kinzo pruning shears The set of
shears gardening consists of an anvil
pruner and a classic one. The anvil

pruner is ideal for cutting green branches
with high resistance . The classic shears
are excellent for cutting small branches,
flowers or weeds. The steel blades are
coated with a non-stick material. The

sturdy plastic handles ensure a grip firm
and safe. Open and close easily thanks

to the robust spring mechanism. There is
also a safety catch on each pair of

scissors. Main features Stainless steel
blades with non-stick coating Safety
catch Spring mechanism Handles in

resistant plastic Upper rubberized handle
for a secure grip Ergonomic shape

Tailstock of the blade with notches that
prevent the rolling of the branches Total
length: about 20 cm Blade length: about
5 cm Maximum opening: about 3 cm Â Â
Details EAN Â 8711252080338 Brand Â
Kinzo Dimensions Â 20 x 55 x 200 mm
Weight Â about 0,408 KG Notes Free

choice of color while stocks last (specify
in the order notes), otherwise delivery
based on stock availability . The colors
shown may vary slightly and may not

exactly match the image. Â Â

Cod.:ED3396

Set of 4 Kinzo Garden tool hooks

1,78 €

Set of 4 Kinzo Garden tool hooks This set
is consists of 4 identical tool hooks. Each
hook has 2 protrusions, so you can firmly

fix a tool size medium or to fix 2 small
ones. Details EAN 8711252119441
Brand Kinzo Garden  Dimensions

package 90 x 40 x 75 mm Weight about
0.103 KG

Cod.:ED5042

Extendable irrigation lance 8 functions
Kinzo Garden

7,12 €

Extendable irrigation lance 8 functions
Kinzo Garden Lance for irrigation and

cleaning made of ABS, TPR and
aluminum. The particular shape allows to
lengthen and shorten it at will for a more
comfortable use. The lance is equipped

with 8 different nozzles that guarantee as
many emission modes as the cast.
Details EAN 8711252121567 Brand

Kinzo Garden Dimension i 100 x 65 x 380
mm Weight about 0.188 KG     Cod.:ED5090

Leaf collector 36x31x8cm Kinzo
Garden

8,20 €

Kinzo Garden leaf cutter 36x31x8cm The
leaf collector saves a lot time when

leaves or brush must be picked.
Consisting of 2 pieces that are worn with

straps, it becomes an extension of the
hands, facilitating the natural collection

movement. The large size and the slightly
curved shape allow to collect a large

quantity of leaves with each use.  Both
surfaces have a hole to hang them on the
wall.  Details EAN 8711252122861 Brand
Kinzo Garden Dimensions 80 x 310 x 360

mm  Weight about 0,375 KG Diameter
about 36 cm  

Cod.:ED5088

Floating protection 20 pieces Kinzo
Garden pond

14,18 €

Floating pond protection 20 pieces Kinzo
Garden Practical solution for protect your

pond from cats and birds, which could
prey on fish. The set consists of 20

floating grids that can be connected to
each other thanks to the supplied clips.
The grids are 31 x 27 cm in size and are

hexagonal in shape. They therefore
adapt to any pond.  The total area of all

networks is about 2 m². Details EAN
8711252122885 Brand Kinzo Garden
Dimensions 2 x 310 x 270 mm Weight

about 1,083 KG  20 protection grids 31 x
27 cm  40 connection clips 

Cod.:ED5302

Alpina 6-piece bathroom set

30,04 €

Alpina 6-piece bathroom set With this set
you get all the accessories you need for
your bathroom. The 6-piece set consists

of a garbage bin, a toilet brush, a cup
with support for toothbrushes, a generic
cup, a soap dish and a soap dispenser.
The items are made of durable plastic

with pure details 100% bamboo. The set
includes: Basket: 18 (diameter) x 27

(height) cm Toilet brush: 9 (diameter) x
37 (height) cm Soap dispenser: 7.5

(diameter) x 16 (height) cm Generic cup:
7 (diameter) x 11 (height) cm Toothbrush
cup: 7 (diameter) x 11 (height) cm Soap
dish: 12 x 9.5 x 4 (height) cm  Details
EAN 8711252126869  Brand Alpina

Weight about 1,217 KG  

Cod.:ED5162

Kit 152-piece citronella candles House
Arts - 4 assorted models

299,26 €

Kit 152 pieces citronella candles House
Arts - 4 assorted models EAN

8711252914992  Brand Home Arts
Dimensions  200 x 530 x 790 mm Weight

about 19,600 KG

Cod.:ED5398

5-piece cleaning set - Various colors

7,88 €

5-piece cleaning set - Various colors
Consisting of: Steel handle approx . 110

cm Folding support approx. 40x13x10 cm
Washable microfiber cloth 44x12 cm Soft

broom approx. 27x5x9.5 cm Synthetic
mop holder Available in three different
colors turquoise, burgundy and light

green. EAN  8711252853741 Lifetime
Clean  brand Dimensions  1102 x 66 x

145 mm Weight  about 0.755KG    
Cod.:ED5170

LED battery lamp for wardrobe

17,32 €

LED battery-powered lamp for wardrobe
5 LEDs  PIR motion sensor Cover range:
5mt  On / off switch 6 AAA / LR3 batteries
( not included) Equipped with hooks for

wall / wall mounting Ideal in walk-in
closets or as an emergency light EAN

8711252565187 Brand Grundig
Dimensions 28 x 78 x 305 mm Weight

about 0.666 KG

Cod.:ED3374
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Set 2 reflective owls scares birds
21.5x39.5cm Lifetime Garden

7,96 €

Set 2 reflective owls scares birds
21.5x39.5cm Lifetime Garden Kit

consisting of two large reflective owl
silhouettes. The main features of the owl

silhouette are perfectly reproduced, to
discourage birds such as pigeons,

sparrows and seagulls from approaching.
The reflective surface confuses and

annoys the birds, forcing them to move
away.  Suitable for protecting fruit trees,

seeds, plants and various crops. Possible
places of use include public areas,

gardens, children's play areas, vegetable
gardens, etc. EAN: 8711252073262

Cod.:ED9076

Oval balcony 36x18.5x14.3cm Green
Lifetime Garden

14,04 €

Oval balcony 36x18.5x14.3cm Green
Lifetime Garden Garden balcony ideal for
displaying flowers and seedlings by fixing
them to a balcony or a ledge. Possibility

of wall mounting with 2 screws ( not
included). Details EAN 8711252130095
Brand Lifetime Garden  Dimensions 143
x 185 x 360 mm Weight about 1,160 KG 

 

Cod.:ED5352

32x37x78cm gray-green color waste
collection bin

23,62 €

Gray-green color 32x37x78cm recycling
bin Details EAN   8711252135267

Dimensions 780 x 370 x 320 mm Weight
about 1,266 KG

Cod.:ED5124

32x37x78cm gray-blue color waste
recycling bin

23,62 €

Gray-blue color 32x37x78cm recycling
bin Details EAN 8711252135267

Dimensions 780 x 370 x 320 mm Weight
about 1,266 KG  

Cod.:ED5134

Coconut style bowl basket
31x31x17cm Kinzo

6,88 €

Coconut-style bowl bowl 31x31x17cm
Kinzo Basket hanging in coconut style,

great for putting your flowers in sight. Add
a touch of summer and originality to your
garden ! Details EAN 8711252137568 
Brand Kinzo  Dimensions 170 x 310 x

310 mm Weight   about 0,309 KG

Cod.:ED5114

3in1 universal mosquito net for baby
stroller baby high chairs 140x90cm

4,94 €

3in1 universal mosquito net for baby
stroller baby high chairs 140x90cm

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION Universal
triple mosquito net works, compatible

with carrycots, car seats and
strollers. Made of tightly woven elastic
fabric, it guarantees the passage of air

and light and a safe protection from
mosquitoes and other annoying insects
for our children. It fits very easily on all

components. PRODUCT
SPECIFICATIONS Material: 100% Nylon
Color: White Dimensions: 140 x 90 cm

CONTENT OF THE PACKAGE: 1 x
Mosquito Net 3in1 for Stroller EAN
8711252228037  Brand No Brand

Dimensions 13 x 270 x 950 mm Weight
about 0.068 KG  

Cod.:ED5298

Solar garden lamp with mosaic -
Various colors

7,14 €

Solar garden lamp with mosaic - Various
colors In stainless steel and including
peak for terrain Dimensions LxWxH:

50x50x620mm Weight about 200g EAN
8711252228570  Brand Outdoor Lights
Dimensions 700 x 50 x 50 mm Weight

about 0.200 KG

Cod.:ED5194

1 LED paper lantern with 20 cm
diameter - various colors

2,08 €

1 LED paper lantern with 20 cm diameter
- various colors, with on / off button

Garden paper lantern 1 cold light led
Diameter 20 cm Available colors: red,

yellow, green, orange yellow, blue 2 AAA
mini stylus batteries (not included) EAN
8711252292199 Brand Outdoor Lights

Dimensions 280 x 200 x 200 mm Weight
about 0.060 KG

Cod.:ED5318

Garden swing for children Eddy Toys

19,50 €

Experience the pleasure of playing
non-stop on this sturdy swing. It is

equipped with ropes and is therefore
easy and quick to install. The seat is

made of sturdy plastic, which makes it
super comfortable even for prolonged
use. EAN 8711252033211 Brand Eddy

Toys Color: Green Dimensions:
38x16x19 cm Weight about 0.900 kg

Suitable for interiors and external
Weather-resistant material  Adjustable

rope length from 120 to 200 cm

Cod.:ED5430
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Arti Casa wooden photo frame 21x26
cm

5,52 €

EAN 8711252042565  Brand Arts House
Material: Wood Dimensions: 21x26 cm

Weight about 0.400 kg

Cod.:ED5442

Fuchsia 43x33x26 cm Multi-Purpose
Curver Container

5,52 €

Multipurpose Curver Container 43x33x26
cm Fuchsia Brand : Curver EAN:

3253920751027 Dimensions: 43x33x26
cm Material: Polypropylene Color:

Fuchsia Ideal for storing small things
Resistant to harmful UV rays

Space-saving, stackable Modern design

Cod.:ED5544

Picture Frame with 4 Hooks Arts
House 51x38cm

31,48 €

EAN 8711252071428 Brand Arts House
Dimensions : 51x38 cm Weight about

1,700 kg

Cod.:ED5450

Picture frame Arti Casa 59x39 cm

11,82 €

Wooden frame with a metal grid and
small springs to hang your photos in an
innovative way.  EAN 8711252102412

Brand Home Arts Dimensions 12 x 387 x
587 mm Weight about 1,400 KG  

Cod.:ED5444

Photo frame 10x15cm with white LED
flowering plant

7,42 €

EAN 8711252131412 Brand Home Arts
Color: White  Dimensions 21x20.5x2 Cm

Weight  about 0.150 KG 33 LEDs
Requires 2 AAA batteries (not included)  

Cod.:ED5426

Picture frame 13x18cm with black LED
flowering plant

9,42 €

EAN 8711252131429  Brand Home Arts
Color: Black  Dimensions 23x24x2 cm

Weight  about 0.150 KG 39 LEDs
Requires 2 AAA batteries (not included)

Cod.:ED5434

Cover for chairs or garden furniture
210x210x90cm Lifetime Garden

10,24 €

Protect your chairs or tables in the
garden from the weather with this

Lifetime Garden waterproof sheet.   EAN:
8711252348131 Brand:  Lifetime Garden
Total weight: about 0.500 KG Material:
waterproof polyester Resistant to UV

rays, tears and weathering    

Cod.:ED5506

Picture frame with Bimbo footprint 8
Picture 41x21 Arts House

7,96 €

Create an indelible memory by imprinting
your child's prints on this frame with ink

and make your photos even more
magical! EAN: 8711252133225  Brand:
Home Arts Dimensions: 41x21 cm Not

dangerous, the products are certified and
non-toxic. Ink for fingerprints included in

the package Possibility to insert 8 photos 

Cod.:ED5596

Set 2 chrome handles 12cm Kinzo

2,25 €

Set 2 chrome 12cm Kinzo handles Kit
consisting of 2 chrome handles, useful to

facilitate the opening of drawers and
furniture. Fixing screws included. Details

EAN 8711252494197 Brand Kinzo
Dimensions 190 x 35 x 130 mm Weight

about 0.063 KG  

Cod.:ED175
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Kit 28 non-slip Lifetime adhesive
rubber pads

1,78 €

Kit 28 non-slip adhesive pads Lifetime
Very useful set consisting of 28 non-slip

rubber tips, useful for making various
tables, chairs and furniture more stable.

Applicable on glass, metal, tiles, laminate
and wood . Composition of the kit 12x

small square pads 12x small round pads
4x large square eraser Details EAN

8711252664156 Brand Lifetime 
Dimensions 200 x 10 x 300 mm Weight

about 0.075 KGCod.:ED1096

Bosch AHS wire hedge trimmer 480-16
450W

121,80 €

Bosch AHS wire hedge trimmer 480-16
450W Lightweight and comfortable

hedge trimmer to use, complete with soft
grips. Well balanced design and diamond
blades for a sharp and precise cut. EAN:

3165140825788 Bosch brand Weight:
3.5kg Cutting blade size: 48cm Cutting
capacity: 16mm Cable length: 10m   

Cod.:ED2055

Kinzo sprayer 18 holes 48 x 14 x 9 cm

15,76 €

Sprayer 18 holes 48 x 14 x 9 cm Kinzo
Oscillating sleeve, 330 grams, range
200M2, aluminum, PP Details EAN

8711252121581 Brand Kinzo Garden
Size  120 x 140 x 440 mm Weight about

0.439 KG

Cod.:ED4102

Christmas trees with deer 25x15cm in
wood with Grundig LED lighting

11,14 €

Christmas trees with deer 25x15cm in
wood with Grundig LED lighting

Gorgeous pair of trees with pair of deer in
the foreground. Made in wood. The 10

LED lighting adds to the Christmas
atmosphere. Details EAN 

 8711252098128  Grundig  brand
Dimensions   60 x 155 x 250mm Weight 

 about 0.231KG  

Cod.:ED4118

Accordion display for earrings 5 doors
300 places

8,60 €

Accordion display for earrings 5 doors
300 places It can contain earrings of all

styles, necklaces and bracelets 5
Foldable doors with 60 holes for each

door Closed dimensions: 280x105x100
mm Open dimensions: max: 280x525x20

mm

Cod.:N155

Flat micro-perforated irrigation hose
10m Kinzo

5,36 €

10m Kinzo flat micro-irrigation hose For
the right irrigation of your garden and

your plants choose the Kinzo
micro-perforated hose. This incredible

PVC hose 10 well long meters is
equipped with many small holes from
which spurts of water emerge which
distribute the water homogeneously

throughout the garden. Water the your
garden plants will be a breeze with this

fantastic hose!   Features EAN
8711252122625 Brand Kinzo Package
size 25 x 150 x 300 mm Weight about
0,429 KG Generates a thin drizzle for

flower beds and gardens Flat tube that
does not bend and does not roll up

Length 10m Diameter 2.5cm PVC and
Plastic Material Green color    

Cod.:ED9022

7.5-22.5m extendable garden hose
with 7 functions Kinzo Garden gun

15,72 €

Extendable garden hose 7.5-22.5m with
Kinzo Garden 7-function gun Garden and
terrace maintenance will be child's play

with this new extendable hose. The Kinzo
hose is a revolutionary tool that

automatically expands to 22.5m.When
the water is open the pipe expands, when

there is no water the pipe returns to its
initial dimensions. Made of elastic

material, covered with green fabric, it
takes up little space and is made up of
fittings at its ends for connection to the
water source. The pump is extremely

lightweight and eliminates the hassle of
using heavy bulky conventional

tubing.Furthermore, the gun with 7 water
jets is included to satisfy any type of

need.   Characteristics EAN 
 8711252168999  Kinzo Garden  brand

Dimensions   80 x 225 x 225mm Weight 
 about 0.916KG Pistol with 7 functions

Extendable from 7.5m to 22.5m Made of
elastic material      

Cod.:ED2061

Lifetime Garden sowing tool

4,72 €

Lifetime Garden planting tool Very useful
and practical gardening tool for sowing
with spring closing mechanism, ideal for

bulbs and onions. Features EAN
8711252190914 Brand Lifetime Garden
Dimensions 350 x 80 x 150 mm Weight

about 0.291 KG automatic ejection
Material: Metal, with plastic handle Spring

mechanism

Cod.:ED9026

Kit 3 anti-insect tapes 78cm Guard'n
Care

1,96 €

Kit 3 anti insect tapes 78cm Guard'n
Care The package contains three ribbons

of 78cm each with the smell of honey.
The particular scent naturally attracts
insects, which remain attached to the

ribbon . Useful in countryside areas or in
gardens to counteract the phenomenon

of overcrowding of insects. The product is
totally free of pesticides. EAN:

8711252086545
Cod.:ED9080
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Ergonomic keychain with rotation

management 3 VivaMore
compartments

4,94 €

Ergonomic keychain rotating
management 3 compartments VivaMore
Practical keyring in ABS that can handle

up to 3 keys at the same time. The
system is equipped with a large

ergonomic handle that makes it easy to
use the keys even for older people. In
addition, its large size makes it easy to
locate keys, reducing the risk of losing
them. The extreme lightness allows the
transport with absolute ease. Features

EAN: 8711252123653 Dimensions: 12.5
x 3.5 x 3.3cm Material: ABS Weight: 52g

 

Cod.:ED9090

Multipurpose container box Elegance
mocha color 36.5 x 25.5 x 14cm

Stefanplast

9,00 €

Elegance multipurpose container mocha
color 36.5 x 25.5 x 14cm Stefanplast

Practical multipurpose container, suitable
for holding clothes, objects, tools and

much more. The dimensions offer a good
capacity, while the finishes guarantee an

elegant appearance . Features EAN
 8003507308404 Brand  Stefanplast Size
140 x 255 x 365 mm Weight  about 0,532

KG Volume about 10 liters  
Cod.:ED6020

Repair patches for swimming pools 10
PCS

2,08 €

10 PCS Pool Repair Patches Features
EAN:  6942138926934 Brand: Bestway

Package contents: 10 repair patches
Water resistant  

Cod.:BW240

Bestway Fast Set Pool 244x66 cm

109,20 €

Suitable for small outdoor spaces, here is
the Round Inflatable Pool Bestway Fast

set! Designed for smaller spaces but
guarantees fun for the whole family.

Bestway quality. Simple assembly, simply
inflate the ring and fill the pool with water
Tri-Tech material that guarantees greater

resistance Capacity: 2300 liters DVD
included for a simple montage Designed

for convenient storage   EAN:
6942138928792Cod.:BW290

5 in 1 Camp Active pocket knife

2,68 €

5 in 1 Camp Active pocket knife Practical
Camp Active multitool with five practical
functions. Useful when traveling or for
cooking. Details EAN 8711252060798

Camp Active brand Dimensions 8.8 x 2.4
x 1.2 cm Weight about 0.078 KG

Cod.:ED6014

Plant protective sheet - 2 pieces

2,56 €

Plant protection sheet - 2 pieces This
plant and tree tarp provides protection
against insects, wind and frost.  Details
EAN: 8719202889482  Size: 80 x 60 cm

Color: white Pack of 2 pieces Vendor
code: CY5910180  

Cod.:KP1012

Kinzo Garden folding saw

6,78 €

Kinzo Garden folding saw EAN
8711252119274 Kinzo Garden brand
Dimensions 25 x 90 x 225 mm Weight

about 0,293 KG

Cod.:ED329

Frozen themed children's slippers size
30/31

6,88 €

Children's slippers Frozen theme size 30
/ 31 Frozen cartoon themed slippers for
children. Features EAN 8711252187693
Frozen theme  Rubbery material Weight
about 180 grams Pink color Size 30/31

Cod.:ED9182

Adjustable bamboo bathtub tray with
supports and lectern

17,40 €

Adjustable bamboo bathtub tray with
supports and lectern Bathing will be even

more relaxing with the brand new
adjustable bathtub tray. This amazing

bathtub table is made entirely in natural
bamboo with dense thickness, ecological
and resistant to humidity. Equipped with

multiple compartments to offer everything
you need for relaxation in your bathtub,

the tray is equipped with support for
tablets or books with tilt adjustable,

smartphone compartment and 4 cup
holder spaces, one of which is

interlocking to place a good glass of
wine. The support is fully adjustable and
it adapts perfectly to all tubs with a width
from 50 to 85 cm. With a compact and
elegant design, easy to carry, it allows

you to position and books, tablets,
smartphones, glasses, soap, sponges,
creams, candles, etc. Relax quietly in

your bathtub while sipping a glass of wine
and watching your favorite TV series with
this brand new bathtub table.   Features

Closed dimensions: 50x18x4 cm
Maximum extension size: 85x18x4 cm
Material: Bamboo wood Color: Natural
Suitable for tubs from 50 to 85 cm of

width hezza Tablet / book compartment
with adjustable inclination 4 glass holder

areas, one of which is interlocking for
wine glasses Simple and functional

design  EAN: 8711252178301  

Cod.:ED300
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Anthracite saucer Ø 22cm

0,88 €

Anthracite saucer Ø 22cm Technical
characteristics: Material: plastic EAN

CODE: 8718158551788   Dimensions 
Top diameter: 22cm Bottom diameter:

16cm Height: 3.5cm      

Cod.:KP2126

Anthracite saucer ø 25 cm

1,10 €

Anthracite saucer ø 25 cm Features
Material: plastic EAN CODE:

8718158551801 Dimensions  Top
diameter: 22cm Height: 4cm        

Cod.:KP2130

Scented Tea Light Candle 10 gr Argan
oil pack of 10

2,32 €

Scented Tea Light Candle 10 gr Argan oil
pack of 10 Set of 10 Fully Scented Tea

Light Candles Made in Italy.  Fragrance:
Argan oil EAN: 8021785617407  

Cod.:WB274

Set of microfiber cloths 40x48cm
various colors

5,36 €

Set of microfibre cloths 40x48cm various
colors Cloths in microfiber suitable for

home cleaning. Pack of 4. Features Ultra
Clean brand EAN code: 8719202870107
Microfiber material Dimensions 40x48cm

Colors pink, yellow, green, blue   

Cod.:KP2156

Garment steamer 1400W 0.32l 25 g/m

65,85 €

Garment steamer 1400W 0.32l 25 g/m
With this handy garment steamer you

can easily make your clothes
wrinkle-free. It is compact and easy to

carry, making it ideal for everyday use at
home or even when travelling. The

portable steamer is suitable for ironing
hanging and lying fabrics. It has a fast
heat-up time within 40 seconds with
powerful vapor output. You can iron,

refresh and disinfect your clothes with it,
and it is suitable for all types of fabrics
such as curtains, furniture and stuffed

animals. With its ergonomic and
easy-to-use design, it is effective against

creases and bacteria. The garment
steamer features a 2-in-1 head with a lint
removal function. The 320ml transparent
water tank is easy to fill. With this you are

always in shape! • Multifunctional
portable steamer• For almost any type of

fabric: clothes, curtains, furniture•
Continuous steam for quick and easy
ironing• Ideal for steaming vertically or
horizontally• Safe to use on all ironable

fabrics and garments• Water tank
removable (320 ml) for easy filling

Product Specifications Length 115mm
Height 270 mm Depth 140 mm Weight

931 g Color Black Pink Maximum
absorption 1400W Materials Plastic
Automatic shutdown No Removable

water tank Yes Adjustable thermostat No
Number of products in the package 1 pc.
Cordless No Continuous steam supply

Yes Vertical steam thrust Yes Power cord
length 1.90 m Anti-calc system No Power
socket Euro / Type-C (CEE 7/16) Vapor

pressure 25 g/m Water tank capacity
0.32 l Spray feature No Shot of steam No
  Supplier Code : HHGS300 EAN code :

5412810438228

Cod.:ND3767

Glass wall open frame, Size 10X15 cm

1,84 €

Details Profile shape: Square Material
type: Mdf + Glass Dimensions: 10x15 cm;
Frame thickness: 2 mm Authentic glass:
the frames feature a glass plate and a

very sturdy back wall made of MDF
boards Mounting accessory: Steel slats
Made in Italy EAN: 8006449751017       

Cod.:WB280

Dunlopillo Classic Plus microfiber
cushion 40x80cm

17,32 €

Dunlopillo Classic Plus microfiber
cushion 40x80cm    Features Brand:

Dunlopillo  EAN code: 5905428022007
Size: approx. 40 cm x 80 cm Diagonal
quilting for greater dimensional stability
Hinge for individual adjustment of the
degree of hardness Hypoallergenic 

Washable up to 60 ° Suitable for tumble
drying Cover material: microfiber (100%

polyester) Filling material: fiber balls
(100% polyester) White color    Cod.:ED2083

Diatonic harmonica in C major with
case

3,96 €

Diatonic harmonica in C major with case
Harmonica diatonic for beginners tuned

in C major. The 10 holes are suitably
spaced to facilitate the playing of single

notes.   Specifications EAN code :
5902802902955 Harmonic type: diatonic
Material: metal + plastic Certificates: CE,
EN71 Recommended age: 3+ years Key:
C major (C major) Number of holes: 10
Harmonic dimensions (length / width /

height): 10.4x2.9x2.2 cm Case
dimensions (length / width / height):
11x4x2.4 cm Harmonic weight : 65g
Weight with case: 95g NOTE: The

engravings, serigraphs and details may
vary, both on the harmonica and on the

case  

Cod.:WB1133

8 pieces children's coat hanger
29.5x15cm

2,36 €

Children's coat hanger 8 pieces
29,5x15cm Coat hanger for children set

of 8 pcs. Various colors pink, orange,
green, purple, blue.   Features EAN

 8711252433905 Dimensions 29,5x15cm
Weight about 0.125 KG Various colors

Material plastic Cardboard 8pcs  

Cod.:ED9156
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Frozen themed children's slippers size
28/29

6,88 €

Children's slippers Frozen theme size
28/29   Frozen cartoon themed children's

slippers.       Features EAN
8711252187693 Frozen theme Rubbery
material Weight about 180 grams Pink

color Size 28/29  

Cod.:ED9184

Cars theme children's slippers size
28/29

6,88 €

Cars theme children's slippers size 28/29
Cars cartoon themed children's slippers. 

  Features EAN 8711252187693 Cars
theme Rubbery material Weight about

180 grams Red color  Size 28/29

Cod.:ED9190

Cars themed children's slippers size
26/27

6,88 €

Cars theme children's slippers size 26/27
Cars cartoon themed children's slippers.  

  Features EAN  8711252187693 Cars
theme Rubbery material Weight about

180 grams Red color  Size 28/29  

Cod.:ED9192

Key safe with combination dial lock, 2
keys included

24,84 €

Key safe with combination dial lock, 2
keys included This Nedis key safe is a

simple and reliable way to provide others
access to your property. By storing the

key inside the safe, other people can use
the gate or door without the need for

spare keys or without having to leave the
key under the door mat. If necessary,

change the 4-digit code; with 9999
unique combinations, it is impossible to
crack the code. A dust cover provides

adequate protection against weather and
dirt. You can attach the key safe to a wall
with the included mounting materials or
take advantage of its portability to use it

in various indoor and outdoor situations. •
Strong and durable aluminum alloy• 4
dials with 10 digits to choose from –

allows for 9999 unique combinations•
Plastic dust cover for outdoor use  

Product Specifications Length 90 mm
Height 120 mm Depth 40 mm Weight 490
g Color Black Grey Materials Aluminum
Device Internal and external Number of

keys 2 keys included Security type
Security key cricket Liquidation 55 mm

Block type Combination dial lock Impact
resistant Yes Tension ring diameter 10
mm Internal dimension height 90 mm

Depth of the internal dimension 30 mm
Internal dimension width 65 mm Number
of products in the package 1 pc. Supplier

Code : KEYCC01GY EAN code :
5412810323012

Cod.:ND7087

2m spool of foam edge protection tape
for edge protection

3,96 €

Spool of foam edge protection tape 2m
The soft and flexible foam tape allows

you to protect countertops, tables,
cabinets, stairs and other items, so that
your children are safe and do not hit the

edges. The tape can be cut to perfectly fit
the edges of the table. Special adhesive

tape with double-sided tape included.
The foam can be cleaned with a damp

cloth, making cleaning easier. The foam
is waterproof and flexible. The foam tape

must be glued to a dry, clean and
degreased surface. Features the ribbon
can be cut to any size It is made of soft
foam, waterproof and flexible easy to

clean the tape is glued with strong double
sided tape plastic foam, safe, no smell
Specifications Manufacturer: Iso Trade

EAN code: 5902367975333 Vendor
code: 00002678 color: brown foam

thickness: 1.1 cm adhesive tape length: ~
4.1 m  Edge protection tape spool length:

2m crica external dimensions (width /
height / length): 3x3.5x200cm material:

plastic  weight: ~ 140 g

Cod.:WB1929

Pro Garden shovel 30x9cm

2,36 €

Progarden garden shovel   Small garden
shovel suitable for all housework to keep
your garden in good condition. Material:
steel. Size: 30x9cm. Features Brand Pro

Garden EAN code:  8719987287527
Sturdy steel material Dimensions 30x9cm

Practical handle for easy grip  

Cod.:KP2186

Garden shovel 29x6.5cm Pro Garden

2,36 €

Garden shovel 29x6.5cm Pro Garden
Small garden shovel suitable for all

housework to keep your garden in good
condition. Material: steel. Dimensions:

29x6.5cm.   Features Pro Garden brand
EAN code:  8719987287589  Sturdy steel
material Size 29x6.5cm Practical handle

for easy grip  

Cod.:KP2172

Non-slip tablecloth for surfaces
200x30cm various colors

3,16 €

Non-slip tablecloth for surfaces
200x30cm various colors Suitable

non-slip mat on several occasions, for
example, it is useful for holding trays or
other containers that are placed on flat
smooth or slippery surfaces.    Features

EAN code: 8719987591495 Size:
200x30cm Various colors: black / white

checked, blue / white checked, blue with
flowers, gray and white checked.  

Cod.:KP2180

Oval balcony 36x18.5x14.3cm yellow
Lifetime Garden

14,04 €

Yellow oval balcony 36x18.5x14.3cm
Lifetime Garden Garden balcony ideal for

displaying flowers and plants by fixing
them to a balcony or a ledge. Possibility
of fixing to the wall with 2 screws ( not

included). Details EAN 8711252130095
Brand Lifetime Garden Dimensions 143 x

185 x 360 mm Weight about 1.160 KG
Color: yellow  

Cod.:ED5350
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Campanello wireless nero con
visualizzazione temperatura

19,96 €

Campanello wireless nero con
visualizzazione temperatura

REGOLAZIONE DEL VOLUME 5
LIVELLI FINO A 100DB E 52 SUONI DA
SCEGLIERE - il campanello senza fili ha
un controllo del volume a 5 livelli, grazie

al quale ognuno sarà in grado di
adattarlo alle proprie esigenze individuali.
Il 5 livello imposta la modalità silenziosa.
Il campanello ha ben 52 suonerie tra cui

scegliere. DISPLAY LCD CON
TEMPERATURA – Un ulteriore vantaggio

del set è il display su cui è possibile
vedere la temperatura. IP44

IMPERMEABILE – il campanello senza
fili è resistente alle condizioni

atmosferiche avverse (IP44), grazie al
quale resisterà bene anche alla pioggia e

alla neve. AMPIA PORTATA
OPERATIVA - la portata operativa

massima del campanello senza fili è fino
a 200 m. Caratteristiche colore nero
Display LCD: sì visualizzazione della

temperatura: °C / F alimentazione
pulsante: batteria (batteria inclusa)

alimentazione campanello: presa elettrica
Controllo del volume a 5 livelli volume
massimo: 100dB 52 suoni polifonici tra

cui scegliere portata: 200 m (può
diminuire se incontra ostacoli)

impermeabile: IP44 funzione silenziosa:
sì dimensioni campanello: 7,5 x 4,5 x 1,7
cm dimensioni ricevitore: 8 x 7,5 x 6 cm
INCLUSO campanello ricevitore kit di

montaggio batteria  

Cod.:WB270

Gray folding chair 80cm

25,80 €

Gray folding chair 80cm ERGONOMIC
Adjustable armrests and even a special

place for a cup will make you feel as
comfortable as at home. The ergonomic

structure of the chair makes you feel
great even after many hours of sitting.
FOLDING The chair can be folded and

unfolded quickly and easily. Once folded,
it can be stored and carried in a

convenient bag. The comfortable carrying
handle will make you happy to take it with

you on any trip. ROBUST AND
DURABLE The armchair is extremely

stable, its structure is made of resistant
tubes and the seat is made of reinforced
material. All these features mean that the
chair can withstand a load of up to 120 kg
- even people with a more massive body
can rest comfortably on it, without fear

that the chair will be damaged.
UNIVERSAL The fishing chair, despite
the name, will be perfect not only for

fishing. It will also be perfect as a tourist
chair, beach chair or even a balcony
chair. The fishing chair is not heavy
(weighs only about 2 kg). Technical
features Brand: Trizand EAN code:

5900779936683 Supplier code:
00010071 Color: Grey Dimensions

(width/length/height): 80/44/80cm Max.
load: 120 kilograms Weight: ~ 2kg

Cod.:WB916

Corner  shelf  for shower

9,00 €

Corner  shelf  for shower VERSATILE
APPLICATION: It can be installed in the

bathroom as a cosmetic shelf. Or in many
other environments, including the
kitchen, as a spice rack or as a

decoration for containers with rice,
cereals, sugar, coffee, etc. EASY

ASSEMBLY + 2 HANGER - the shelf is
very easy to assemble, you just need a

drill to drill holes in the wall and a Phillips
screwdriver to tighten the screws after

installing the hanger. Pegs are
included. The set with shelf also includes
2 hooks for sponges, brushes or towels.
MOISTURE RESISTANT - the wall shelf
is made of high-quality stainless steel,

which means that one of its many
advantages is moisture

resistance. Thanks to this it can be
mounted both under the mirror and in the

shower. Characteristics EAN code:
5904463315181 Supplier code:

00019180 black colour material: stainless
steel dimensions: 20 x 29 x 4.5 cm

weight: 332 g weight in the package:
401g  

Cod.:WB286

Wooden style wall clock in "LOVE"
design frame

19,68 €

Wooden style wall clock in "LOVE"
design frame This attractive, colorful and
rustic wall clock from Nedis® is set in a
wooden frame and forms the "O" of the

word "LOVE". The clock is easy to hang,
uses 1 AA battery (not included) and

features a quartz movement that ensures
precision and accuracy. Characteristics
Number of batteries: 1 Diameter: 43cm
Color: Various Material: wood Battery
Type: 1xAA (Not included) EAN code:

5412810269990 Supplier code:
CLWA001WDL40

Cod.:ND6743

Wall clock diameter 30cm travel theme

16,22 €

Wall clock diameter 30cm travel theme
This Nedis round wall clock features

several US license plates. With a
diameter of 30cm, this clock is easy to

hang on the wall, runs on one AA battery
(not included) and features a quartz

movement for accuracy and accuracy.
Characteristics Supplier code:
CLWA007WD30LP  EAN code:

5412810270095 Movement: quartz
Cod.:ND5730

Steel mesh ring

2,46 €

Steel mesh ring Mesh ring, minimum
diameter approximately 2cm Ryry -
Strong as steel, precious as gold

Cod.:90524

Steel key ring

1,57 €

Steel key ring Polished steel, rectangular
shape  Ryry - Strong as steel, precious

as gold

Cod.:70268

Steel key ring

1,57 €

Steel key ring Matte steel with shiny steel
design. Oval shape Ryry - Strong as

steel, precious as gold

Cod.:21230

Steel key ring

1,57 €

Steel key ring Polished and matt steel,
curved rectangular shape Ryry - Strong

as steel, precious as gold

Cod.:80530
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Stainless steel link bracelet

2,46 €

Stainless steel link bracelet Wrist
circumference: 18cm Thickness 5x1.5mm
Made in Italy Color: silver and black Ryry

- Strong as steel, precious as gold

Cod.:21170

Rigid stainless steel bracelet

2,40 €

Rigid stainless steel bracelet
Characteristics Rigid oval and with

opening Diameter: 72mm Thickness
1.5mm Bracelet width: 3mm Made in Italy
Ryry - Strong as steel, precious as gold

Cod.:21239

Bracciale rigido in acciaio inox

1,57 €

Bracciale rigido in acciaio inox
Caratteristiche Rigido ovale e con

apertura Diametro: 70mm Spessore
1.5mm Larghezza bracciale: 3mm Made

in Italy Ryry - Forti come l'acciaio,
preziosi come l'oro

Cod.:21238

Rigid stainless steel bracelet

2,46 €

Rigid stainless steel bracelet
Characteristics Rigid oval and with

opening Diameter: 6.2cm

Cod.:20088

Print 35x25cm Cats in a basket with
flowers

1,00 €

Print 35x25cm Cats in a basket with
flowers Characteristics Dimensions:

35x25cm Subject: Cats in a basket with
flowers

Cod.:1342

Stanley black 3 digit TSA lock

9,96 €

Stanley black 3 digit TSA lock Zinc 3-digit
TSA combination lock, specific for

luggage.TSA (Travel Sentry Approved)
international standard for luggage

security, protects your luggage
worldwide. TSA locks can only be opened

and closed by authorized security
personnel (airport / police) without

damaging the lock. Up to 999
combinations are possible. The additional

red safety indicator is used to indicate
whether the padlock was opened during

the checks.  Features Brand name
Stanley EAN code 4008496828494

Product code S742-054 Dimensions (L x
P x A) 113 x 18 x 140 mm Weight 90 g

Color  Black Height 140 mm Length 113
mm Length 18 mm Features TSA Block
type Combination Product type Padlock

Cod.:92090

Keychain with label in various colors,
100-piece pack

9,56 €

Keychain with label in various colors,
100-piece pack VIVID COLORS All key
rings have bright colors, thanks to which
they are perfectly visible, and it is easy to

choose from a larger set of keys of
interest to us, marked in a certain

color. The set includes a color mix, which
will allow different sets of keys to be

marked with different colors. LABEL In
the key ring there is a window with a

retractable white card on which the keys
can be marked - descriptively or with
symbols. The white window is also

secured with a film so that the inscription
is protected from abrasion / flooding /
damage. METAL HOOK A solid metal

ring allows you to quickly connect the key
ring with the selected set of keys. In

addition, there is also an additional hole
in the key ring, thanks to which you can
connect the pendants with each other,
with additional keys or hang them on a

cupboard. Characteristics Brand: Malatec
EAN code: 5900779932487 Supplier

code: 00007942 total dimensions
(width/height): 6.5/2.1 cm window

dimensions (width/height): 3.1/1.4 cm
weight of the set: 180 g   

Cod.:WB679

Safe deposit box 0.86l 2 keys included

16,08 €

Safe deposit box 0.86l 2 keys included
This Nedis book safe looks just like a

dictionary. Place your valuables inside,
place it in the bookcase and no one will

suspect that a real safe is hidden there. It
is compact, so you can easily move it and
store it in another place. However, with a
capacity of 0.86 liters (16.8 x 10.7 x 4.8

cm) it offers enough space for passports,
emergency cash, jewelery and anything
else you want to keep out of sight and
reach. Made of laminated steel, no one

will be able to open it without a key
(spare key included). • Keep valuable

belongings out of sight and reach •
Realistic design: stays unnoticed

wherever you use it • Interior dimensions:
16.8 x 10.7 x 4.8 cm (0.86 liters) •

Cold-rolled steel interior of 0.8mm, sturdy
and durable Product Specifications

Length 117 mm Height 181 mm Depth 55
mm Weight 433 g Materials ABS Steel

Color Silver Blue Device Internal Security
type Book safely Block type Key lock

Number of keys 2 keys included Depth of
the internal dimension 48mm Cut Small
internal volume 0.86 l Internal dimension
height 168mm Internal dimension width

107 mm Number of products in the
package 1 pc. Supplier Code :

BOOKSEDS01BU EAN
code : 5412810323005

Cod.:ND3908

Steel key ring

1,56 €

Steel key ring Polished and matt steel
Ryry - Strong as steel, precious as gold

Cod.:1044
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Rigid stainless steel bracelet

6,44 €

Rigid stainless steel bracelet Rigid oval
and with opening Diameter: 68mm

Thickness 6x1.5mm Made in Italy Ryry -
Strong as steel, precious as gold

Cod.:20099

12V 120W Sthor car compressor with
pressure gauge

35,96 €

Compressor with car pressure gauge 12V
120W Sthor Compact compressor with

an accurate pressure gauge with a
supply voltage of 12V. Designed to pump

valve-equipped wheels and hoses in
cars, motorcycles and bicycles, and - with

the use of interchangeable tips -
mattresses, pontoons , balloons.

Information power: 120 W metal cylinder:
30 mm maximum pressure: 150 PSI (10
bar - 1MPa) flow d 'air: 35 l / m pressure

gauge non-slip feet 3m cable 12V car
power supply Included compressor 1m

hose 3 nozzles for pumping balls,
mattresses, pontoons, etc. . protective
bag Features Vendor code 82107 EAN
5906083048869 Max pressure 150 PSI

Pressure gauge 12V power supply Power
[W] 120 W Cable length [m] 3  

Cod.:D1094

Folding umbrella 110cm black

9,80 €

Folding umbrella 110cm black Practical
automatic umbrella. A button is used to
open the umbrella. Due to its small size,
once folded, it fits in a bag. The ends of
the umbrella arms are made of carbon
fiber, which makes it highly resistant to
gusts of wind. The parasol is attached

with velcro and has an elegant protective
cover. FOLDABLE AND QUICK

EXPLANATION - the umbrella has a
automatic mechanism. With a single

button, the umbrella will unfold and it's
also easy to fold. SMALL SIZE AFTER

THE ASSEMBLY - the umbrella changes
its size when folded to a minimum size. It

is very light and does not weigh down
your luggage during the trip. CASE - the
umbrella has a case thanks to the which

you can store easily. The cover is the
size of an umbrella. This will make it
easier for us to hide the umbrella, for

example in a handbag. STRONG FRAME
- Frame 8 spring steel arms. The

structure is resistant to gusts of wind.
Canopy made of high quality material -

polyester - that does not discolour or fade
Features number of arms: 8 opening

system: automatic height when open: 57
cm  height after folding: 28 cm umbrella
diameter measured at material: 108 cm
umbrella diameter: 97 cm weight: 339 g

EAN code: 5902367978426 Vendor
code: 00003406  Brand: Iso Trade  

Cod.:WB201

Steel key ring

1,57 €

Steel key ring Polished steel, hexagonal
shape Ryry - Strong as steel, precious as

gold

Cod.:1006

Steel key ring

1,57 €

Steel key ring Polished and satin steel
Ryry - Strong as steel, precious as gold

Cod.:1008

Steel key ring

1,57 €

Steel key ring Ryry - Strong as steel,
precious as gold Round shape, satin

steel

Cod.:1012

Print 35x25cm Cats with broken vase

1,00 €

Print 35x25cm Cats with broken vase
Characteristics Dimensions: 35x25cm

Subject: Cats with broken vase  

Cod.:1066

Steel key ring

1,57 €

Steel key ring Rectangular shape,
polished steel Ryry - Strong as steel,

precious as gold

Cod.:1014

Steel key ring

1,57 €

Steel key ring Round shape, polished
steel Ryry - Strong as steel, precious as

gold

Cod.:1020
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Portachiavi in acciaio

1,57 €

Portachiavi in acciaio Acciaio opaco, con
intaglio Ryry - Forti come l'acciaio,

preziosi come l'oro

Cod.:1016

Steel key ring

1,57 €

Steel key ring Oval shape, polished steel
Ryry - Strong as steel, precious as gold

Cod.:1018

Pendant with sacred image

1,57 €

Pendant with sacred image
Characteristics Material: Stainless steel

Colour gold Dimensions: 22x22mm
Subject: Sacred image

Cod.:1032

Stainless steel link bracelet with
designs

2,46 €

Stainless steel link bracelet with designs
Wrist circumference: 16 cm Thickness

5x1.5mm Made in Italy Ryry - Strong as
steel, precious as gold

Cod.:1030

Stainless steel bracelet

2,46 €

Stainless steel bracelet Rigid oval and
with opening Diameter: 6cm

Cod.:1028

Steel key ring

1,57 €

Steel key ring Polished steel, hexagonal
shape Ryry - Strong as steel, precious as

gold

Cod.:1024

Steel key ring

1,57 €

Steel key ring Shiny steel. Ryry - Strong
as steel, precious as gold

Cod.:70262

Occhiale da sole sportivo Penn unisex
bianco con lenti grigie

2,98 €

Occhiale da sole sportivo Penn unisex
bianco con lenti grigie Questi occhiali da
sole sportivi di Penn hanno una vestibilità
molto bella. Protegge anche i tuoi occhi
contro la radiazione UV brillante. Grazie

a tutte queste caratteristiche puoi
concentrarti sull'allenamento senza

essere disturbato dal sole. Specifiche
Tecniche Protezione: UV400 Colore

montatura: bianca Colore lente: grigie
Genere: unisex Materiale: plastica EAN:

8711252072005 Batch: 2056066

Cod.:ED3062

Occhiale da sole sportivo Penn unisex
nero opaco con lenti grigie

3,12 €

Occhiale da sole sportivo Penn unisex
nero opaco con lenti grigie Questi

occhiali da sole sportivi di Penn hanno
una vestibilità molto bella. Protegge

anche i tuoi occhi contro la radiazione UV
brillante. Grazie a tutte queste
caratteristiche puoi concentrarti

sull'allenamento senza essere disturbato
dal sole.   Specifiche Tecniche

Protezione: UV400 Colore montatura:
nera Colore lente: grigie Genere: unisex
Materiale: plastica EAN: 8711252072005

Batch: 2056066

Cod.:ED3042
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Rope Dog Game and Pet Toys Ball

3,46 €

EAN 8711252293622  Brand Pet Toys
Weight about 0.138 KG  Made from

natural materials

Cod.:ED844

Pet Toys Cat Play Set

6,30 €

Play Set For Cat With 3 Mice With this
fantastic play, your cat will have fun

catching the three stuffed mice that make
it up. EAN 8711252159713 Brand Pet
Toys Dimensions 250 x 140 x 140 mm

Weight about 0.335 KG 

Cod.:ED822

Frisbee dog game diameter 16cm Pet
Toys

1,58 €

Frisbee dog game diameter 16cm Pet
Toys EAN 8711252159690 Brand Pet
Toys Dimensions 20 x 153 x 153 mm

Weight about 0.083 KG Diameter: 16 cm 
3 colors available: light blue, light green,

magenta

Cod.:ED828

Dog rope game and two Pet Toys balls

4,84 €

EAN 8711252293615 Brand Pet Toys
Dimensions 120 x 70 x 240 mm Weight

about 0.205 KG  

Cod.:ED830

Wrapping leash 120cm Pet Treatment

4,24 €

Envelope leash 120cm Pet Treatment
Reinforced nylon harness for your pet.
Optimal for domestic dogs and cats.

Adjustable harness to fit most mid-size
animals. EAN 8711252293899

Trademark Pet Treatment Weight about
0.059 KG 3 colors available: black, red,
blue (based on stock availability) Leash

length: 120 cm Collar size: 15-26 cm
Body harness: 20-40 cm

Cod.:ED834

Kit for cleaning and washing dogs and
cats Pet Treatment

11,80 €

Kit for cleaning and washing dogs and
cats Pet Treatment For a quick and easy
cleaning of your puppy use this incredible

shower glove for the grooming of your
dog or cat. This practical hand shower for

dogs is very easy to use, just wear it in
your hand, attach the 250 cm hose to any

fountain and wash your dog with the
utmost ease without causing any kind of
stress to your puppy. Thanks to the 2 1/1
adapters 2 "and 3/4" you can install the

shower hose to most fountains.        
Features EAN  8711252136776 Brand

Pet Treatment Tube length 250cm
Weight  about 0.416 KG Adapter sizes

1/2" and 3/4 " Hand shower with
adjustable strap  

Cod.:ED5123

Foldable Dog Bowl 450ML / 70GR Pet
Treatment

3,46 €

Foldable Dog Bowl 450ML / 70GR Pet
Treatment Collapsible plastic dog food

bowl, 450ml or 70gr capacity. Diameter of
about 13cm. Dimensions when open:

13x5cm Dimensions when closed:
15x1.5cm. With convenient hook to

attach it to backpacks, bags .... and to be
able to easily carry it with you.   Features

EAN 8711252136912 Pet Treatment
brand Dimensions 55x115x115mm

Weight about 0.125 KG Dimensions
when open 13x5cm Closed size

15x1.5cm With hook for transport  

Cod.:ED3101

Pet Bones 3pc Pet Bones & Snack

7,56 €

Pet Bones 3pcs Pet Bones &amp; Snack
Smoked pork bones for dogs, 3 pieces
from 280 to 330 grams. Features EAN

8711252989426  Brand Pet Bones
&amp; Snack Size 30x240x180mm

Weight about 0,537 KG Weight from 280
to 330 grams

Cod.:ED5165

Bandiera navale da guerra Svezia
80x135cm

6,10 €

Bandiera navale da guerra Svezia
80x135cm Bandiera navale da guerra
svedese. Caratteristiche Dimensioni:

80x135cm NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER
(NSN) 8345-12-124-7589 NATIONAL

ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121247589 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, National
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: GermanyCod.:FLAG121
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War Marine Flag Honduras 400x200cm

9,80 €

War Marine Flag Honduras 400x200cm
Product original German Army

Non-discoloring fabric, eyelets with rope
Dimensions: 400x200 cm Designs and
colors may vary slightly from 'illustration
Details NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER

(NSN): 8345-12-120-6833 NSN
DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE , NATIONAL-
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: GermanyCod.:FLAG078

State and Military Flag Finland with 3
points 200x346 cm

9,80 €

State and Military Flag Finland Original
Product German Army Non-discoloring
fabric, rope with hooks. Dimensions:

200x346 cm NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-6860 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL-
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG020

State and Military Flag Mexico 200x300

2,78 €

State and Military Flag Mexico Original
Product German Army Non-discoloring
fabric, rope with hooks.  Dimensions:

200x300 cm NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-6854 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL-
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:H1020

State and Military Flag Greece
200x300cm

9,80 €

State and Military Flag Greece Original
Product German Army Non-discoloring
fabric, rope with hooks. Dimensions:

200x300 cm NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-132-1742 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL-
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:H1030

Belgium State and Military Flag
200x300cm

9,80 €

Belgium State and Military Flag
200x300cm Original German Army

product Non-discoloring fabric, rope with
hooks. Dimensions: 200x300 cm

NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120 -6969 NSN DESCRIPTION:

FLAGGE, NATIONAL- FEDERAL
SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany  

Cod.:FLAG050

Portugal State and Military Flag
135x80cm

6,10 €

Portugal State and Military Flag
135x80cm Original German Army product
Non-discoloring fabric, with rope hooks. 

Dimensions: 135x80 cm NATIONAL
STOCK NUMBER ( NSN):

8345-12-124-7586 NSN DESCRIPTION:
FLAGGE, NATIONAL- FEDERAL

SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and
Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:

Germany
Cod.:FLAG040

State and Military Flag Holland
200x300 cm

9,80 €

State and Military Flag Holland Original
Product German Army Non-discoloring
fabric, rope with hooks. Dimensions:

200x300 cm NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-6970 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL-
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG090

State and Military Flag Ecuador
200x400 cm

9,80 €

State and Military Flag Ecuador Original
Product German Army Non-discoloring
fabric, rope with hooks. Dimensions:

200x400 cm NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-6835 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL-
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG075

Belgium State and Military Flag
135x80cm

6,10 €

Belgium State and Military Flag
135x80cm Original German Army product
Non-discoloring fabric, eyelets with rope. 

Dimensions: 135x80 cm NATIONAL
STOCK NUMBER (NSN ):

8345-12-124-7578 NSN DESCRIPTION:
FLAGGE, NATIONAL- FEDERAL

SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and
Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:

Germany  
Cod.:FLAG070
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Nautical Signaling Flag "Port" 60x50
cm

6,10 €

Nautical Signaling Flag "Port" 60x50 cm
Original product German Army

Non-discoloring fabric, rope with hooks.
Used by the Dutch Royal Navy for ships
under repair or for those that leave the

port without no crew on board 
Dimensions: 60x50 cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7081 NSN DESCRIPTION:
FLAGGE, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY

CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and
Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:

Germany

Cod.:FLAG085

Italian flag 130x200 cm

6,10 €

Italian flag 130x200 cm In nylon

Cod.:FLAG105

Bandiera di stato Repubblica Popolare
Socialista d'Albania 1976-1992

9,80 €

Bandiera di stato Repubblica Popolare
Socialista d'Albania 1976-1992 Bandiera
di stato. La stella rossa filettata d'oro fu
aggiunta in base alla costituzione del 24

gennaio 1946, in vigore dal 14 marzo
successivo. Confermata nel 1950 e nel
1976, quando la Repubblica Popolare

diventò Repubblica Socialista Popolare. Il
7 aprile 1992 la stella fu eliminata.

Proporzioni 5/7. Dettagli Stato: Islanda
Orininale: proveniente da stock militare

Dimensioni: 135x80cm Materiale: Rayon
- Cotone - Lino Cordino di fissaggio

all'albero NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER
(NSN) 8345-12-120-6982 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9278

Guatemala National Flag 200x300cm

9,80 €

Dimensions: 200x300 cm Material: Rayon
- Cotton - Linen NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN) 8345-12-120-6857
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION

NUMBER (NIIN): NSN DESCRIPTION:
FLAGGE, NATIONAL FAITH RAL

SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and
Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:

Germany

Cod.:A9230

"R" Romeo nautical signaling flag
150x180cm

8,20 €

"R" Romeo nautical signaling flag
150x180cm This flag can be used to

indicate the letter "R" or to communicate
the following messages: Prepare to

restock Service vessel ready
Characteristics Letter: R Radio: Romeo
Single flag meaning: Procedure signal

Combined with numerical flags: Distance
in nautical miles Morse code: · ? ·  (Dot

Dash Dot) Original German Army product
Non-fading rayon, cotton and linen fabric

Rope with hooks Dimensions:
150x180cm NSN 8345-12-120-7327

Federal Supply Classification FSC 8345 -
Flags and Pennants National Item

Identification Number NIIN 121207327
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany

NSN DESCRIPTION: Flag Signal

Cod.:FLAG237

"Screen" nautical signaling brush
62x155cm

6,10 €

Nautical sign brush "Screen" 62x155cm
Original German Army product

Non-fading rayon, cotton and linen fabric
Rope with hooks Dimensions: 62x155cm

Tip height: 25cm NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-7221
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 121207221 NSN
DESCRIPTION: 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany  Cod.:FLAG016

National State Flag and Naval Perú
330x200cm

9,80 €

Original product German Army
Non-discoloring fabric Rope included
Dimensions: 330x200 cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-146-1287 NSN DESCRIPTION:

FLAGGE, NATIONAL

Cod.:FLAG215

Bandiera Nazionale di Stato e Navale
Perù 300x200cm

9,80 €

Bandiera Nazionale di Stato e Navale
Perù 300x200cm Stoffa non scolorente
Fune inclusa Dimensioni: 330x200 cm

NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER
(NSN): 8345-12-120-6829 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL

Cod.:A9248

State Navy Flag of the Kingdom of
Denmark 200x382cm

9,80 €

Kingdom of Denmark Navy State Flag
200x382cm State flag (reserved for

official occasions), warship and bowsprit,
dating back to the 13th-14th century.

Current proportions 56/107 (about 1/2);
the depth of the carving is equal to 5/12

of the length of the cloth. This shape
probably predates the rectangular one.

According to a curious hypothesis,
however, little founded on evidence, the

name Dannebrog would have had a
derogatory meaning in ancient times;

responsible the Swedes, who would have
interpreted it with derision as "breeches

of the Danes": the dovetail version in fact
vaguely resembles a pair of breeches
hung out to dry. The red of the field is
more lively than the national version.

Original German Army product
Non-discolored fabric Rope included
Size: 382x200cm NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER ( NSN): 8345-12-120-6981

NSN DESCRIPTION :  FLAGGE,
NATIONAL Shapes, colors, proportions
and patterns may vary slightly from the

image in the picture

Cod.:FLAG256
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Nautical Signaling Flag Division
80x96cm

9,80 €

Nautical Signaling Flag Division 80x96cm
Original product German Army

Non-discoloring fabric, rope with hooks
Size: 80x96 cm Details  NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7077 NSN DESCRIPTION:
FLAGGE, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY

CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and
Pennants NIIN 121207077

CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany  
Cod.:FLAG208

"Screen" brush 100x250 cm

6,10 €

"Screen" brush SIZE: 100x250 cm
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345- 12-120-7222 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):

121207222 NSN DESCRIPTION: 8345 -
Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG155

"Straight" Nautical Signaling Brush
50x170 cm

6,10 €

Nautical Signaling Brush "Straight"
Original product German Army

Non-discoloring fabric, rope with hooks.
Dimensions: 50x170 cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7186 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121207186 NSN DESCRIPTION:

WIMPEL, SIGNAL  FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany

Cod.:FLAG190

Chile National Flag 200x300cm

9,80 €

Original product German Army
Non-discoloring fabric, rope with hooks
Dimensions: 200x300 cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-6849 NSN DESCRIPTION:

FLAGGE, NATIONAL- Federal Supply
Classification FSC 8345 - Flags and
Pennants National Item Identification
Number NIIN 121206849 Codification

Country  Germany
Cod.:FLAG065

Numerical Flag Nautical Signaling "7"
60x50 cm

6,10 €

Numerical Flag Nautical Signaling "7"
Original Product German Army

Non-discoloring fabric, rope with hooks.
Dimensions: 60x50 cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7126 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121207126 NSN DESCRIPTION:

FLAGGE, SIGNAL  FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany

Cod.:FLAG135

National Flag France 80x135 cm

6,10 €

National Flag of France Measurements:
80 x 135 cm NATIONAL STOCK

NUMBER (NSN) 8345-12-124-7573
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 121247573 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG195

Black Flag 50x60 cm

6,10 €

Black Flag Dimensions: 50x60 cm
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345- 12-124-6580 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121246580 NSN DESCRIPTION:

FLAGGE, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany 

Cod.:FLAG120

National State Flag of Venezuela
200x300 cm

9,80 €

National State Flag of Venezuela
Dimensions: 200x300 cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN) 8345
-12-120-6834 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121206834 NSN DESCRIPTION:
FLAGGE, NATIONAL FEDERAL

SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and
Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:

Germany 
Cod.:FLAG115

Nautical Signaling Flag "V" 60x50 cm

6,10 €

"V" Nautical Flag Dimensions: 60x50cm
Letter: V Radio: Victor Morse code: · · · ?
Meaning: “I need assistance.” With one

or more number flags, indicates speed in
kilometers per hour (km/h). NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345-12-120-7389 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121207389 NSN DESCRIPTION:

FLAGS, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany

Cod.:FLAG125
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National Flag Colombia Marina
200x300 cm

9,80 €

Colombia Marina National Flag
Dimensions: 200x300 cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345-12-120-6837 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN): 

121206837 NSN DESCRIPTION:
FLAGGE, NATIONAL FEDERAL

SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and
Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:

Germany
Cod.:A9234

"Designation" Nautical Signaling
Brush 170x50x15 cm

6,10 €

Nautical Signaling Brush "Designation"
Original product German Army

Non-discoloring fabric, rope with hooks.
Dimensions: 170x50x15 cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7156 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121207156 NSN DESCRIPTION:

WIMPEL , SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany

Cod.:FLAG150

Triangular Flag Subdivision 96x96 cm

6,10 €

Triangular Subdivision Flag Dimensions:
96x96cm NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER
(NSN) 8345-12-120-7217 NATIONAL

ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121207217 NSN DESCRIPTION:

WIMPEL, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany

Cod.:FLAG130

"Emergency" Nautical Signaling Flag
60x75cm

6,10 €

"Emergency" Nautical Signaling Flag
60x75cm Original German Army product
Non - fading fabric in rayon cotton and

linen Rope with hooks Dimension:
60x75cm NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER
(NSN) 8345-12-120-7091 NATIONAL

ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121207091 NSN

DESCRIPTION: WIMPEL, SIGNAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG185

Nautical Signaling Flag Second
Repeater 60x75 cm

6,10 €

Second Repeater Nautical Signaling Flag
Original product German Army

Non-discoloring fabric, rope with hooks .
Dimensions: 60x75 cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345-12-120-7479  NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121207479 NSN DESCRIPTION: 

WIMPEL, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany

Cod.:FLAG180

Uruguay National Flag 335x200cm

9,80 €

Oriental Republic of Uruguay, Republica
Oriental del Uruguay , from 1930 Flag of

general use adopted on 12 July 1830.
Compared to the previous model, the

number of strips was reduced to nine in
all, because the original 19, too thick,

were little distinguishable at a
distance. Even the design of the sun in
the canton was modified, however, until

about 1930, the original design was
mostly maintained. Around 1930 the sun
also took on its current appearance on
the flag, the same that appears on the

state coat of arms. Proportions 2/3, in the
past also 3/5.   Features Original product

German Army Non-discoloring fabric
Rope included Dimensions: 335x200 cm

NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12 -120-6828 NSN DESCRIPTION:

FLAGGE, NATIONAL  

Cod.:A9286

Flag Signaling Nautical Division
60x50cm

6,10 €

Flag Signaling Nautical Division 60x50cm
Original German Army product

Non-fading fabric, rope with hooks
Dimensions: 60x50cm   Details

NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7076 NSN DESCRIPTION:

FLAG, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants YES 121207076
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG153

Numeric Flag Nautical Signaling "3"
60x50cm

6,10 €

Numeric Flag Nautical Signaling "3"
60x50cm Original German Army product

Non-fading fabric Rope with hooks
Encoding: US Navy Size: 60x50cm

NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120 -7106 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121207106 NSN DESCRIPTION:

FLAGGE, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany

Cod.:FLAG263

Nautical Signaling Brush "5" Long
50x190 cm

6,10 €

Nautical Signaling Brush "5" Long
Original product German Army

Non-discoloring fabric, rope with hooks.
Dimensions: 50x190 cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7445 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):

121207445 NSN DESCRIPTION: 8345 -
Flags and Pennants  CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany
Cod.:FLAG160
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National Flag Dominican Republic
200x400cm

9,80 €

Dimensions: 200x400 cm Material: Rayon
- Cotton - Linen NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN) 8345-12-146-1284 
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION

NUMBER (NIIN):  NSN DESCRIPTION:
FLAGGE, NATIONAL FEDERAL

SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and
Pennants  CODIFICATION COUNTRY:

Germany   

Cod.:FLAG100

Iceland Navy Flag 200x356cm

9,80 €

Iceland Navy Flag 200x356cm National
Flag of the Navy and Military Dimensions:

200x356 cm Material: Rayon - Cotton -
Linen NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER

(NSN) 8345-12-146-1295 NATIONAL
ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):

121461295 NSN DESCRIPTION:
FLAGGE, NATIONAL FEDERAL

SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and
Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:

Germany  Cod.:FLAG030

Nautical Marking Brush "Training"
340x100x30cm

8,20 €

Nautical Marking Brush "Training"
340x100x30cm Original German Army

product Non-fading fabric in rayon, cotton
and linen Rope with hooks Dimensions:

340x100x30cm NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-7164
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 121207164 NSN
DESCRIPTION: 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany  Cod.:FLAG227

Numeric Flag Nautical Signaling "1"
150x180cm

8,20 €

Numeric Flag Nautical Signaling "1"
150x180cm Numeric Flag Nautical

Signaling "1" (US Navy coding) Original
German Army product Non-fading fabric,

rope with hooks Dimensions:
150x180cm  NATIONAL STOCK

NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-7099
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 121207099 NSN

DESCRIPTION:  FLAGGE, SIGNAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC):  8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY:  Germany

Cod.:FLAG207

Nautical Signaling Brush "Intelligence"
340x100x30cm

8,20 €

Nautical Signaling Brush "Intelligence"
340x100x30cm Original German Army

product Non-fading fabric in rayon, cotton
and linen Rope with hooks Dimensions:

340x100x30cm NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-7472
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 121207472 NSN
DESCRIPTION:  8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
GermanCod.:FLAG251

Numerical Flag Nautical Signaling "8"
60x50 cm

6,10 €

Numerical Flag Nautical Signaling "8"
Original Product German Army

Non-discoloring fabric, rope with hooks.
Dimensions: 60x50 cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7131 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121207131 NSN DESCRIPTION:

FLAGGE, SIGNAL  FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany

Cod.:FLAG140

Nautical Signaling Flag Large Fourth
Repeater 120x96 cm

6,10 €

Fourth Repeater Great Nautical Signaling
Flag Original product German Army

Non-discoloring fabric, rope with hooks.
Dimensions: 120x96 cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7207  NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121207207 NSN DESCRIPTION:

WIMPEL, SIGNAL  FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany

Cod.:FLAG165

Numeric Flag Nautical Signaling "6"
60x50cm

6,10 €

Numerical Flag Signaling Nautical "6"
60x50cm Original German Army product

Non-fading fabric Rope with hooks
Dimensions: 60x50cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7121 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121207121 NSN DESCRIPTION:

FLAG, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG170

Norway State and Military Flag
80x135cm

6,10 €

State and Military Flag of Norway
80x135cm Original German Army product

Non-fading fabric Rope with hooks 
Dimensions: 80x135cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-124-7584 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121247584 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL-
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG175
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Bandiera Nazionale di Stato Estonia
200x300cm

9,80 €

Bandiera Nazionale di Stato Estonia
200x300cm   Dettagli Stato: Estonia
Dimensioni: 200x300 cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345-12-344-6094 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants National Item
Identification NumberNIIN 123446094
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG197

National and Mercantile Flag Empire /
Kingdom / Republic of Haiti

200x300cm

9,80 €

Empire of Haiti,  Empire d'Haïti ,
1805-1806Kingdom of Northern

Haiti,  Royaume d'Haïti du Nord ,
1806-1820Republic of Haiti,  République

d'Haïti , 1964-1986   National and
mercantile flag, established by the

constitution of May 20, 1805 following the
proclamation of the empire (October 8,
1804). A year later (October 17, 1806)

Dessalines, emperor under the name of
Jacques I, was assassinated; at the end

of the year his successor Henri
Christophe was expelled, who sheltered

in the north taking the two-tone
black-crimson with him, and founded a
kingdom there, which lasted until 1820.
The flag was taken up again by Duvalier
after almost a century and a half, from 21

June 1964 to February 25, 1986.
Proportions approximately 3/5. The two
colors symbolized the solidarity between
the black population and the indigenous
and mulatto population.    Characteristics

Original German Army product
Non-fading fabric Rope included

Dimensions: 330x200cm NATIONAL
STOCK NUMBER (NSN):

8345-12-146-1282 NSN DESCRIPTION:
FLAGGE, NATIONAL

Cod.:FLAG210

Italian Navy Flag 135x80cm

6,10 €

Italian Navy, since 1947  Flag of the navy
established by decree dated 9 November

1947 and raised for the first time the
following 30. At the center appears the
heraldic emblem of the weapon, which

differs from the one on the merchant sign
for the presence of the so-called

"maritime" crown, turreted and rostrata,
and for the coat of arms of Venice, with
the lion armed with a sword, resting on

the book closed and on the waves of the
sea, and accompanied by three flames
(or tulips) of uncertain significance. This
emblem derives from a model proposed

in 1939 and approved by the king in
1941, on which the shield of Savoy was

superimposed between two
bundles. With order form n. 52 of the

General Staff of the Navy on December
26, 2012 improvements were made in the
design of the emblem (and consequently

of the flags) of the navy. Features
Original product German Army

Non-discoloring fabric Cable included
Dimensions: 135x80 cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-124-7581  NSN DESCRIPTION:

FLAGGE, NATIONAL  

Cod.:FLAG200

Triangular Flag Marine Signaling
Emergency 120x96cm

6,10 €

Triangular Flag Nautical Emergency
Signaling 120x96cm Features Original

product German Army Dimensions:
120x96 cm Rope and hook included
Fabric non-discoloring NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345-12-120-7192 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121207192 NSN DESCRIPTION:

WIMPEL, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany

Cod.:FLAG205

Pennello segnalazione nautica di
manovra "Screen" 470x188x75cm

9,80 €

Pennello segnalazione nautica di
manovra "Screen" 470x188x75cm Il

gagliardetto SCREEN è parlato, scritto e
trasmesso come "SCREEN". È utilizzato

nella segnalazione vari situazioni di
screening. Caratterisitche Prodotto

originale Esercito Tedesco Tessuto non
scolorente in rayon, cotone e lino Fune
con ganci Dimensioni: 470x188x75cm
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7224 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):

121207224 NSN DESCRIPTION: 8345 -
Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG196

Flag Signaling Speed ??60x75 cm

6,10 €

Flag Speed Signaling DIMENSIONS:
60x75 cm NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER
(NSN) 8345- 12-120-7201 NATIONAL

ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121207201 NSN DESCRIPTION:

WIMPEL, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany 

Cod.:FLAG145

Flag Signaling Speed 96x120cm

6,10 €

Flag Speed Reporting DIMENSIONS:
96x120cm NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER

(NSN) 8345-12- 120-7202 NATIONAL
ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):

121207202 NSN DESCRIPTION:
WIMPEL, SIGNAL  FEDERAL SUPPLY

CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and
Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:

Germany   

Cod.:FLAG010

Venezuela national flag 7 stars
200x300cm

9,80 €

Venezuela national flag 7 stars
200x300cm Original German Army

product Non-discoloration fabric in rayon,
cotton and linen  Resistant rope
Dimensions: about 200x300cm

NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-140-6558 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):

121406558 NSN DESCRIPTION: 8345 -
Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany  Cod.:FLAG024

Bandiera di stato e da guerra Islanda
135x80cm

6,10 €

Bandiera di stato e da guerra Islanda
135x80cm Bandiera di stato e da guerra

a terra e in mare, approvata dal re
Cristiano X il 12 febbraio 1919, dopo che

l'isola era diventata un regno
indipendente unito alla Danimarca nella
persona del sovrano. Confermata il 17

giugno 1944, allorché, con la
proclamazione della repubblica, il

distacco dalla Danimarca fu completo.
Proporzioni 9/16. Secondo la tradizione
scandinava la foggia a coda di rondine è
riservata alle bandiere di stato, da guerra

e di servizio. Dettagli Stato: Islanda
Orininale: proveniente da stock militare

Dimensioni: 135x80cm Materiale: Rayon
- Cotone - Lino Cordino di fissaggio

all'albero NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER
(NSN) 8345-12-120-7582 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9276
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Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "O"
Oscar 150x180cm

8,20 €

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "O"
Oscar 150x180cm Questa bandiera può
essere utilizzata per indicare la lettera

"N" o per comunicare i seguenti
messaggi: Uomo in mare! Caratteristiche
Lettera: O Radiofonia: Oscar Significato
singola bandiera: Uomo in mare! Codice

Morse: ? ? ? (Tratto Tratto Tratto)
Prodotto originale Esercito Tedesco

Tessuto non scolorente in rayon, cotone
e lino Fune con ganci Dimensioni:

150x180cm NSN 8345-12-120-7312
Federal Supply Classification FSC 8345 -

Flags and Pennants National Item
Identification Number NIIN 121207312
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany
NSN DESCRIPTION: Flagge Signal

Cod.:A9252

National Flag of State and War
Republic of Nicaragua 200x400cm

9,80 €

National Flag of State and War Republic
of Nicaragua 200x400cm Flag of state

(nacional) and war, adopted in 1838 and
never changed , except for an

interruption of three or four years
(1854-c. 1857). A law of September 5,

1908 establishes its form and also
establishes its use as a merchant sign,
previously used without any emblem.
Nevertheless, even after 1908 it was

lifted clean and only around 1940 did it
appear with the emblem. From 27 August
1971 the version without the emblem is

also a national flag. The color is properly
defined "the blue sky". Current

proportions 3/5. Nicaragua, which
became independent, practically kept the

flag of the newly dissolved Central
American Federation, including the

emblem in the round version, different
only for the inscription with the name of
the country. Details Status: Nicaragua

Original: coming from military stock
Dimensions: 200x400 cm Material: Rayon
- Cotton - Lino Lanyard for attachment to

the tree NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER
(NSN) 8345-12-120-6983 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL 
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany    

Cod.:FLAG228

Numeric Flag Nautical Signaling "8"
150x180cm

8,20 €

Numeric Flag Nautical Signaling "8"
150x180cm Numeric Flag Nautical

Signaling "8" (US Navy coding) Original
German Army product   Non-fading
fabric, rope with hooks Dimensions:

150x180cm  NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-7134
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 121207134 NSN
DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, SIGNAL

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany  

Cod.:FLAG244

First Signal Booster Flag 60x75cm

6,10 €

Nautical Signaling Flag First Repeater
Original German Army product

Non-discoloration fabric in rayon, cotton
and linen Rope with hooks Dimensions:
60x75cm NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER
(NSN) 8345-12-120-7474 NATIONAL

ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121207474 NSN DESCRIPTION:

WIMPEL, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany  

Cod.:FLAG226

Bandiera di stato Ghana 80x135cm

6,10 €

Bandiera di stato Ghana 80x135cm La
bandiera del Ghana venne adottata nel

1957. Fu rimpiazzata da una variante con
una banda bianca centrale dal 1964 al
1966. La bandiera venne disegnata da

Theodosia Okoh per rimpiazzare la
bandiera britannica a seguito

dell'ottenimento dell'indipendenza nel
1957. Consiste di tre bande orizzontali di
uguali dimensioni con i colori panafricani
dell'Etiopia, ovvero, dall'alto, rosso, oro e
verde. Al centro della banda centrale è

presente una stella nera a cinque punte.
La bandiera del Ghana fu la prima

bandiera africana a mostrare questi
colori. Il rosso rappresenta il sangue di

coloro che morirono nella lotta per
l'indipendenza della nazione, l'oro

rappresenta le risorse minerarie della
nazione, il verde simboleggia le ricche
foreste e le risorse naturali del Ghana,

mentre la stella nera rappresenta il
simbolo dell'emancipazione ed unione

africana nella lotta contro il colonialismo.
  Dettagli Stato: Ghana Orininale:

proveniente da stock militare Dimensioni:
80x135cm Materiale: Rayon - Cotone -

Lino Cordino di fissaggio all'albero
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN)

8345-12-344-6106 NSN
DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9254

Nautical Signaling Brush "7"
Setteseven Long 50x170cm

6,10 €

Nautical Signaling Brush "7" Setteseven
Long 50x170cm Original German Army

product Non-discoloration fabric in rayon,
cotton and linen Rope with hooks

Dimensions: 50x170cm  Tip height: 15cm
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN ):
8345-12-120-7454 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):

121207454 NSN DESCRIPTION: 8345 -
Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: GermanyCod.:FLAG014

Pennello Segnalazione Nautica Soxisix
"6" 100x340cm

9,80 €

Pennello Segnalazione Nautica Soxisix
"6" 100x340cm Prodotto originale

Esercito Tedesco Tessuto non scolorente
Fune con ganci Radiofonia: Soxisix

Numero: 6 Standard: ICS Dimensioni:
100x340cm NATIONAL STOCK

NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-7452
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 121207452 NSN
DESCRIPTION: WIMPEL, SIGNAL

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9264

Nautical Signaling Brush "6" Soxisix
Long 50x170cm

6,10 €

Nautical Marking Brush "6" Soxisix Long
50x170cm Original German Army product
Non-fading rayon, cotton and linen fabric
Rope with hooks Dimensions: 50x170cm

Tip height: 15cm NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-7449
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 121207449 NSN
DESCRIPTION: 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany  Cod.:FLAG012

Nautical Signaling Flag Squadron
50x60cm

6,10 €

Nautical Signaling Flag Squadron
50x60cm Original product German Army
Non-discoloration fabric in rayon, cotton
and linen Rope with hooks Dimensions:
50x60cm NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER
(NSN) 8345-12-120-7086 NATIONAL

ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121207086 NSN DESCRIPTION:

WIMPEL, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany

Cod.:FLAG188
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Nautical Signaling Brush "2" Bissotwo
Long 50x170cm

6,10 €

Nautical Signaling Brush "2" Bissotwo
50x170cm Long Original German Army

product Non-discoloration fabric in rayon,
cotton and linen Rope with hooks

Dimensions: 50x170cm Tip height: 15cm
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7429 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):

121207429 NSN DESCRIPTION: 8345 -
Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany  Cod.:FLAG018

Nautical Signaling Flag Fourth
Repeater 75x60cm

6,10 €

Nautical Signaling Flag Fourth Repeater
75x60cm Original German Army product
Non-discoloration fabric in rayon, cotton
and linen  Rope with hooks Dimensions:
75x60cm  NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER
(NSN): 8345-12-120-7206 NATIONAL

ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121207206 NSN DESCRIPTION: 8345 -

Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany    

Cod.:FLAG022

Nautical Signaling Flag "Port"
96x80cm

6,10 €

Nautical Signaling Flag "Port" 96x80cm
Original German Army product

Non-discoloring fabric Rope with hooks
Used by the Dutch Royal Navy for ships
under repair or for those who leave the

port without no crew on board
 Dimensions: 96x80 cm NATIONAL
STOCK NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12
-120-7082 NSN DESCRIPTION:

FLAGGE, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany  

Cod.:FLAG224

Numeric Flag Nautical Signaling "2"
60x50cm

6,10 €

Numeric Flag Nautical Signaling "2"
Original German Army product Fabric

Rayon - Cotton - Linen non-discoloring
Rope with hooks Dimensions: 60x50cm
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7101 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121207101 NSN DESCRIPTION:

FLAGGE, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany    

Cod.:FLAG222

Numeric Flag Nautical Signaling "9"
60x50cm

6,10 €

Numeric Flag Nautical Signaling "9"
60x50cm Original German Army product
Rayon fabric - Cotton - Non-discoloring

linen  Rope with hooks Dimensions:
60x50cm  NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER
(NSN): 8345-12-120-7136 NATIONAL

ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121207136 NSN DESCRIPTION:

FLAGGE, SIGNAL  FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany  

Cod.:FLAG225

Nautical Signaling Brush "5" Pentafive
340x100cm long

8,20 €

Nautical Signaling Brush "5" Pentafive
340x100cm long Original German Army

product Non-discoloration fabric in rayon,
cotton and linen Rope with hooks

Dimensions: 340x100cm NATIONAL
STOCK NUMBER (NSN):

8345-12-120-7447 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):

121207447 NSN DESCRIPTION: 8345 -
Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany    Cod.:FLAG230

Nautical Signaling Brush Pentafive "5"
170x50x15cm

6,10 €

Pentafive Nautical Signaling Brush "5"
170x50x15cm Original German Army

product Non-discoloring fabric Rope with
hooks Dimensions: 170x50x15cm Tip

height: 15cm NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN ): 8345-12-120-7444
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 121207444 NSN
DESCRIPTION: WIMPEL, SIGNAL

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS ( FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany  

Cod.:FLAG240

Belgium national flag 60x40cm

8,20 €

Belgium National Flag 60x40cm National,
merchant, state and, until 1936, state at
sea flag, adopted on 23 January 1831.

Itwas also the flag of the navy until 1862,
when this weapon was abolished, and
again,from November 1919 to March
1927 and from 1939 to 1950, of some

ships of marine "corps", created for
defensive purposes.The proportions,

defined by use over the years, are fixed
at 13/15 for use on land and 2/3 at

sea.The choice of a vertical tricolor was
probably made with an anti-Dutch

function and in homage to France, an ally
of Belgium.The definitive position of the
colors was fixed a few months after the
adoption, in September-October 1831.
Characteristics Original German Army

product Rayon - Cotton - Linen non
discolouring fabric Loop rope

Dimensions: 60x40cm NATIONAL
STOCK NUMBER (NSN)

BST3/01/700083/12/2/B NSN
DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL

CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany  

Cod.:FLAG232

Türkiye National Flag 300x200cm

12,40 €

Türkiye National Flag 300x200cm
National and state flag, since 1876 also

mercantile. Official since 1867, confirmed
by the constitutional texts of 1876 and
1909.Unchanged during the transition

period from empire to republic
(1922-1923) and exactly defined by a

specific law of 29 May 1936.Proportions
2/3, made official on 22 December 1925.

The Turks have been using red cloth
since medieval times.The crescent and

the star are also pre-Islamic
symbols.Ancient Byzantium was under

the protection of the Greek goddess
Artemis, whose symbol was the crescent

moon.It also seems that the emperor
Constantine in 330, dedicating the city to
the Virgin Mary, added a star, a Marian

symbol, to the pre-existing
crescent.Conquered the city in 1453, the

Ottomans would keep and adopt the
emblem.     Caratteristiche Dimensioni:

300x200cm Materiale: Rayon - Cotone -
Lino NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN)

8345-12-120-6867 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

(NIIN): 121206867 NSN
DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany      

Cod.:FLAG234
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Nautical Signaling Flag Squadron
150x180cm

9,80 €

Nautical Squadron Signal Flag
150x180cm Original German Army

product Non-fading rayon, cotton and
linen fabric Rope with hooks Dimensions:

150x180cm NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN) 8345-12-120-7089
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 121207089 NSN

DESCRIPTION: PENNANT, SIGNAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany  

Cod.:FLAG220

Sierra "S" 180x150cm Nautical
Signaling Flag

8,20 €

Sierra Nautical Flag "S" 180x150cm
Original German Army product

Non-fading rayon, cotton and linen fabric
Rope with hooks Dimensions:

180x150cm NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN) 8345-12-120-7377
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 121207377 NSN

DESCRIPTION: PENNANT, SIGNAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany  

Cod.:FLAG236

"Negative" Nautical Signaling Brush
170x50x15cm

6,10 €

"Negative" Nautical Signal Brush
170x50x15cm Original German Army
product Non-fading fabric Rope with
hooks Dimensions: 170x50x15cm

NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7151 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121207151 NSN DESCRIPTION:
PENNANT, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY

CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and
Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany  

Cod.:FLAG238

Nautical Signaling Flag "Station"
96x120cm

6,10 €

Nautical Signaling Flag "Station"
96x120cm Original German Army product
Non-fading rayon, cotton and linen fabric 
Rope with hooks Dimensions: 96x120cm

NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345-12-120-7197 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121207197 NSN DESCRIPTION:

WIMPEL, SIGNAL  FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany  

Cod.:FLAG242

Bandiera Segnalazione Nautica
Divisione 150x180cm

8,20 €

Bandiera Segnalazione Nautica Divisione
150x180cm Prodotto originale Esercito
Tedesco Tessuto non scolorente, fune
con ganci Dimensioni: 150x180cm  

Dettagli NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER
(NSN): 8345-12-120-7079 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, SIGNAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants NIIN 121207079
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany  

Cod.:A9256

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione
"Corpen" 100x340cm

9,80 €

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione
"Corpen" 100x340cm Caratteristiche
Prodotto originale Esercito Tedesco

Tessuto non scolorente in rayon, cotone
e lino Fune con ganci Dimensioni:
50x170cm NSN 8345-12-120-7149

Federal Supply Classification FSC 8345 -
Flags and Pennants National Item

Identification Number NIIN 121207149
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany

NSN DESCRIPTION: WIMPEL, CorpenCod.:A9258

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "D"
Delta 150x180cm

8,20 €

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "D"
Delta 150x180cm Questa bandiera può
essere utilizzata per indicare la lettera

"D" o per comunicare i seguenti
messaggi: Tenersi a distanza; sto

manovrando con difficoltà. Caratteristiche
Lettera: D Radiofonia: Delta Significato

singola bandiera: Tenersi a distanza; sto
manovrando con difficoltà. Abbinato a

bandiere numeriche: Data Codice Morse:
? · · (Tratto Punto Punto) Prodotto

originale Esercito Tedesco Tessuto non
scolorente in rayon, cotone e lino Fune
con ganci Dimensioni: 150x180cm NSN

8345-12-120-7249 Federal Supply
Classification FSC 8345 - Flags and
Pennants National Item Identification

Number NIIN 121207249
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany
NSN DESCRIPTION: Flagge Signal

Cod.:A9262

Pennello segnalazione nautica di
manovra "Station" 180x225cm

9,80 €

Pennello segnalazione nautica di
manovra "Station" 180x225cm

Caratteristiche Prodotto originale Esercito
Tedesco Tessuto non scolorente

in rayon, cotone e lino Fune con ganci
Dimensioni: 180x225cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345-12-120-7199 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121207199 NSN

DESCRIPTION: WIMPEL, STATION
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9266

Triangular Flag Nautical Signaling
Emergency 180x225cm

9,80 €

Triangular Flag Nautical Emergency
Signage 180x225cm Product original

German Army Dimensions: 180x225 cm
Rope and hook included Non-fading
fabric NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER

(NSN) 8345-12-120-7194 NATIONAL
ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):

121207194 NSN DESCRIPTION:
WIMPEL, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY

CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and
Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:

Germany  

Cod.:FLAG246
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Bandiera Segnalazione Nautica "Q"
50x60cm

6,10 €

Bandiera Segnalazione Nautica "Q"
50x60cm Caratteristiche Rappresenta la

lettera "Q" (Codifica Internazionale)
Significato: “La mia nave è indenne e

chiedo libera pratica.” Codice Morse: ? ?
· ? Prodotto originale Esercito Tedesco
Tessuto non scolorente, fune con ganci

Dimensioni: 50x60cm NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-7319
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 121207319 NSN
DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, SIGNAL

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9290

Bandiera numerica segnalazione
nautica "0" 150x180cm

8,20 €

Bandiera numerica segnalazione nautica
"0" 150x180cm Immagine della bandiera

del segnale di numero zero 0 Codice
internazionale dei segnali - Bandiera

nautica utilizzata dalle navi in ??mare e
dalla Marina degli Stati Uniti. La bandiera

è descritta come avente una forma
quadrata con un totale di cinque piccole
croci blu poste in ogni angolo e una al

centro. Le croci appaiono su uno sfondo
di colore bianco. La bandiera

rappresenta il numero zero (0).
Caratteristiche Prodotto originale Esercito

Tedesco Tessuto non scolorente Fune
con ganci Dimensioni: 150x180cm gr. IV
Codice nato, bandiera numerica: Numero

0 Stato: Obsoleta NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-7144
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 121207144 NSN
DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, SIGNAL

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG157

Nautical signaling numerical flag "3"
96x80cm

6,10 €

Nautical signaling numerical flag "3"
96x80cm Characteristics Original

German Army product Non-fading fabric,
rope with hooks.  Dimensions: 96x80cm

Encoding: NATO Status: Obsolete
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7107 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121207107 NSN DESCRIPTION:

FLAG, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG280

Fourth Repeater Nautical Flag
180x225cm

9,80 €

Fourth Repeater Nautical Flag
180x225cm Original German Army
product Non-fading fabric, rope with

hooks.  Dimensions: 180x225cm
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7209 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121207209 NSN DESCRIPTION:
PENNANT, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY

CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and
Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG235

Netherlands State and Military Flag
135x80cm

6,10 €

Netherlands State and Military Flag
135x80cm Dutch State and Military Flag

Original German Army product
Non-fading fabric, rope with hooks.
Dimensions: 135x80cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-124-7585 NSN DESCRIPTION:
FLAG, NATIONAL- FEDERAL SUPPLY

CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and
Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:

GermanyCod.:A9316

National state and war flag Panama
200x300cm

9,80 €

National state and war flag Panama
200x300cm Dimensions: 200x300cm
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345-12-120-6839 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121206839 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG152

Bandiera nazionale di Stato e da
guerra Finlandia 334x182cm

9,80 €

Bandiera nazionale di Stato e da guerra
Finlandia 334x182cm Prodotto originale
Esercito Tedesco Stoffa non scolorente
Fune inclusa Dimensioni: 334x182cm
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN):

8345-12-132-1759 National Item
Identification Number NIIN 121321759

NSN DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE,
NATIONAL  

Cod.:FLAG199

Second Repeater Nautical Flag
180x225cm

6,10 €

Second Repeater Nautical Flag
180x225cm Original German Army
product Non-fading fabric, rope with

hooks.  Dimensions: 180x225cm
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345-12-120-7482 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121207482 NSN DESCRIPTION:

PENNANT, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG151

Bandiera Numerica Segnalazione
Nautica "2" 150x180cm

9,80 €

Bandiera Numerica Segnalazione
Nautica "2" 150x180cm Prodotto

originale Esercito Tedesco
Tessuto Rayon - Cotone - Lino non

scolorente Fune con ganci Dimensioni:
150x180cm NATIONAL STOCK

NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-7104
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 121207104 NSN
DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, SIGNAL

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG233
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Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "C"
Charlie 150x180cm

8,20 €

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "C"
Charlie 150x180cm Questa bandiera può

essere utilizzata per indicare la lettera
"N" o per comunicare i seguenti

messaggi: Affermativo Caratteristiche
Lettera: C Radiofonia: Charlie Significato
singola bandiera: Affermativo Abbinato a

bandiere numeriche: Rotta in gradi
magnetici Codice Morse: ? · ? · (Tratto
Punto Tratto Punto) Prodotto originale

Esercito Tedesco Tessuto non scolorente
in rayon, cotone e lino Fune con ganci

Dimensioni: 150x180cm NSN
8345-12-120-7244 Federal Supply

Classification FSC 8345 - Flags and
Pennants National Item Identification

Number NIIN 121207244
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany
NSN DESCRIPTION: Flagge Signal

Cod.:A9260

Nautical signal flag "Velocity"
180x225cm

9,80 €

Nautical signal flag "Velocity" 180x225cm
DIMENSIONS: 180x225cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345-12-120-7204 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121207204 NSN DESCRIPTION:
PENNANT, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY

CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and
Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany
Cod.:FLAG158

Nautical Signaling Brush
"Designation" 340x100x30cm

8,20 €

Nautical Marking Brush "Designation"
340x100x30cm Original German Army

product Non-fading fabric in rayon, cotton
and linen Rope with hooks Dimensions:

340x100x30cm NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-7159
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 121207159 NSN
DESCRIPTION: 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany  Cod.:FLAG198

Bandiera della marina da guerra
Repubblica dell'India 400x200cm

9,80 €

Bandiera della marina da guerra
Repubblica dell'India 400x200cm

Bandiera della marina da guerra adottata
nel 1950 e sostituita nel 2001. Ricalcava
la White Ensign britannica, con la croce
di San Giorgio e la bandiera nazionale

indiana nel primo quarto. Proporzioni 1/2,
ma frequentemente anche 2/3. Prodotto
originale Esercito Tedesco Tessuto non

scolorente, occhielli con fune Dimensioni:
400x200cm I disegni e i colori possono

variare leggermente rispetto
all'illustrazione Dettagli NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-6824 NSN DESCRIPTION:

FLAGGE, NATIONAL National Item
Identification Number NIIN 121206824

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG239

Numeric Flag Nautical Signaling "9"
150x180cm

8,20 €

Numeric Flag Nautical Signaling "9"
150x180cm Numeric Flag Nautical

Signaling "9" (US Navy coding) Original
German Army product   Non-fading
fabric, rope with hooks Dimensions:

150x180cm  NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-7139
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 121207139 NSN
DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, SIGNAL

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany    

Cod.:FLAG245

Nautical Signal Flag "Q" 150x180cm

8,20 €

Nautical Flag "Q" 150x180cm Represents
the letter "Q" (International Coding)

Meaning: My ship is undamaged and I
request free circulation. Morse Code: ? ?

· ? Original German Army product
Non-fading fabric , rope with hooks Size:

150x180cm NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-7322
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN) : 121207322 NSN
DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, SIGNAL

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants  CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany    

Cod.:FLAG261

Nautical Signal Flag "Port" 150x180cm

8,20 €

Nautical Flag "Port" 150x180cm Original
German Army product Non-fading fabric
Rope with hooks Encoding: US NAVY

Used by the  Dutch Royal Navy for ships
 under repair  or for those  who leave the

port without  no crew  on board
Dimensions: 150x180 cm  NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7084 NSN DESCRIPTION:
FLAGGE, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY

CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and
Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:

Germany 

Cod.:FLAG250

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "Y"
Yankee 150x180cm

8,20 €

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "Y"
Yankee 150x180cm Questa bandiera può
essere utilizzata per indicare la lettera "Y"

o per comunicare i seguenti messaggi:
La mia àncora sta arando Caratteristiche
Lettera: Y Radiofonia: Yankee Significato

singola bandiera: La mia àncora sta
arando Codice Morse: ? · ? ? (Tratto

Punto Tratto Tratto) Prodotto originale
Esercito Tedesco Tessuto non scolorente

in rayon, cotone e lino Fune con ganci
Dimensioni: 150x180cm NSN

8345-12-120-7407 Federal Supply
Classification FSC 8345 - Flags and
Pennants National Item Identification

Number NIIN 121207407
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany
NSN DESCRIPTION: Flagge Signal

Cod.:A9268

Pennello segnalazione numerica "8" 
170x50cm

6,10 €

Pennello segnalazione numerica "8"
100x340cm Caratteristiche Bandiera
Numerica Segnalazione Nautica "8"
(Codifica ICS) Radiofonia: Oktoeight

Codice morse: ? ? ? · ·
(Tratto Tratto Tratto Punto Punto )

Prodotto originale Esercito Tedesco
Tessuto non scolorente, fune con ganci
Dimensioni: 150x50x15cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7462 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):

121207462 NSN
DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, SIGNAL

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9270
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Triangular Flag Nautical Interrogative
Signaling 56x190cm

6,10 €

Triangular Flag Nautical Interrogative
Signaling 56x190cm Brush Nautical

Report "Interrogative" Original German
Army product Non-fading fabric, rope with

hooks.  Dimensions: 56x190cm 
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7177 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121207177 NSN DESCRIPTION:

WIMPEL, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany    

Cod.:FLAG229

Nautical Signaling Brush "7"
Setteseven Long 100x340cm

9,80 €

Nautical Signaling Brush "7" Setteseven
Long 100x340cm Original German Army
product Non-fading fabric in rayon, cotton
and linen Rope with hooks Dimensions:

100x340cm  NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-7457
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 121207457 NSN
DESCRIPTION: 8345 - Flags and

Pennants  CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany  Cod.:FLAG154

Nautical Signal Triangular Subdivision
Flag 60x60cm

6,10 €

Nautical Flag Triangular Subdivision
60x60cm Dimensions : 60x60cm

NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345-12-120-7216 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN): 
121207216 NSN DESCRIPTION: Â

WIMPEL, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): Â 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Â
Germany

Cod.:FLAG182

Nautical Signal Flag "B" 150x180cm

8,20 €

Nautical Flag "B" 150x180cm Encoding:
International nautical code Letter: B
Radio: Good Morse Code:   ? · · ·

Meaning: € œ I am loading, unloading or
transporting dangerous material. 

NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345-12-120-7239 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121207239 NSN DESCRIPTION: 

FLAGGE , SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany  

Cod.:A9294

Black Flag 150x180cm

8,20 €

Black Flag 150x180cm NATIONAL
STOCK NUMBER

(NSN): 8345-12-124-6583 NATIONAL
ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

(NIIN): 121246583 NSN
DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, SIGNAL

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG223

Nautical Signal Flag "G" 150x180cm

8,20 €

Nautical Flag "G" 150x180cm Encoding:
International nautical code Letter: G

Radio: Golf Morse code: ? ? · Meaning: "I
require a pilot. When used by fishing

vessels operating in the vicinity of a fishy
area, it means:"I am hoisting the nets" It
can indicate the longitude (the last two
digits for minutes and the others for i

degrees) if coupled with numeric flags
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345-12-120-7272  NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121207272 NSN DESCRIPTION:

FLAGGE, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany    

Cod.:FLAG136

Costa Rica state and navy flag
300x200cm

9,80 €

Flag of the State and the Costa Rican
Navy 300x200cm State and navy flag, in

use since 27 November 1906. This
version of the flag has 5 stars, while from
21 October 1964 the stars were raised to
seven, adjusting them to the number of

departments of Costa Rica. Original
German Army product Non-fading fabric

Rope included Size: 300x200cm
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN):

8345-12-120-6853 NSN DE SCRIPTION:
FLAGGE, NATIONAL Shapes, colors,

proportions and patterns may vary
slightly from the image in the picture  

Cod.:FLAG258

Ireland flag 400x200cm

9,80 €

Irish flag 400x200cm National flag
proclaimed on 21 January 1919 , was

officially recognized by the constitution of
December 29, 1937. Green represents

Catholic nationalism, orange symbolizes
William of Orange, white central indicates

fraternity and peace. Original German
Army product Non-fading fabric, eyelets
with rope Dimensions: 400x200cm  The

designs and colors may vary slightly from
the illustration Details NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-6968 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany  

Cod.:FLAG270

Honduras Navy War Flag 333x200cm

9,80 €

Honduras Navy Flag 333x200cm Product
original German Army Non-fading fabric,
eyelets with rope Size: 333x200cm The

designs and colors may vary slightly from
the illustration Details NATIONAL STOCK

NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-146-1286 
NSN DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE,

NATIONAL FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS
(FSC): 8345 - Flags and Pennants

CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany
Cod.:FLAG254
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Ireland flag 135x80cm

6,10 €

Irish flag 135x80cm National flag
proclaimed on 21 January 1919 , was

officially recognized by the constitution of
December 29, 1937. Green represents

Catholic nationalism, orange symbolizes
William of Orange, white central indicates

fraternity and peace. Original German
Army product Non-fading fabric, eyelets
with rope Dimensions: 135x80cm  The

designs and colors may vary slightly from
the illustration Details NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-124-7580 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany  

Cod.:FLAG252

Kit 10 assorted flags - National /
Military / Marine / Nautical signaling

39,00 €

Kit 10 assorted flags - National / Military /
Navy / Nautical signaling Materials:

Rayon, Cotton, Linen Non-fading fabric
Rope with hooks in most flags Original

German Army Products    

Cod.:KIT10FLAGS

Nautical Signal Flag "F" 150x180cm

8,20 €

Nautical Signal Flag "F" 150x180cm
Letter: F Radio: Foxtrot Morse Code: · · ?
· Meaning: “I am in trouble; communicate
with me"  NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER
(NSN) 8345-12-120-7259 NATIONAL

ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121207259 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, SIGNAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: GermanyCod.:FLAG264

Numeric Flag Nautical Signaling "4"
150x180cm

8,20 €

Numeric Flag Nautical Signaling "4"
150x180cmNumeric Flag Nautical

Signaling "4" 150x180cm (U.S. Navy
coding) Original German Army product

Non-fading fabric, rope with hooks
Dimension: 150x180cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7114 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):

121207114 NSN
DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, SIGNAL

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG260

Red-black flag 87x90cm

6,10 €

Red-black flag 87x90cmDimension:
87x90cm Rope rings NATIONAL STOCK

NUMBER (NSN): 8345-22-230-4244
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 222304244 NSN
DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, SIGNAL

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany  

Cod.:FLAG262

Bandiera di stato Bahamas 310x185cm

9,80 €

Bandiera di stato Bahamas 310x185cm
Bandiera nazionale e di stato a terra,

adottata ufficialmente il 10 luglio 1973,
giorno dell’indipendenza. Proporzioni 1/2.
L’azzurro-mare e il giallo-oro richiamano

il mare dei tropici e le spiagge dorate
delle isole. Il triangolo nero simboleggia

la determinazione e l’unità del popolo e le
ricchezze naturali del paese. Dettagli

Stato: Bahamas Orininale: proveniente
da stock militare Dimensioni: 310x185cm
Materiale: Rayon - Cotone - Lino Cordino

di fissaggio all'albero  

Cod.:A9280

Bandiera di stato Eritrea 285x185cm

9,80 €

Bandiera di stato Eritrea 285x185cm
Bandiera nazionale, di stato e mercantile

alzata il 24 maggio 1993, giorno
dell’indipendenza. Contiene elementi
tratti dalle due bandiere protagoniste
della lotta di liberazione: il drappo a

triangoli colorati è quello del fronte di
liberazione sul quale la stella è sostituita

da un emblema formato da tre rami
d’olivo che ricorda quello della bandiera

del 1952. La descrizione piuttosto
sommaria contenuta nella costituzione
provvisoria del 1993 ha dato luogo ad

interpretazioni non univoche, in
particolare dell’emblema; verso la fine del

1995 si è resa perciò necessaria una
ridefinizione nel disegno e nelle

proporzioni. Nella versione definitiva
l’emblema appare più stilizzato, con i

rami di olivo più somiglianti a quelli della
bandiera delle Nazioni Unite; le

proporzioni sono fissate in 1/2 mentre in
precedenza oscillavano tra 3/5 e 2/3.

Dettagli Stato: Eritrea Orininale:
proveniente da stock militare Dimensioni:
285x185cm Materiale: Rayon - Cotone -

Lino Cordino di fissaggio all'albero

Cod.:A9282

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "O"
Oscar 100x340cm

9,80 €

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "O"
Oscar 100x340cm Questa bandiera può
essere utilizzata per indicare la lettera

"O" o per comunicare i seguenti
messaggi: Uomo in mare! Caratteristiche
Lettera: O Radiofonia: Oscar Significato
singola bandiera: Uomo in mare! Codice

Morse: ? ? ? (Tratto Tratto Tratto)
Prodotto originale Esercito Tedesco

Tessuto non scolorente in rayon, cotone
e lino Fune con ganci Dimensioni:

150x180cm NSN 8345-12-120-7422
Federal Supply Classification FSC 8345 -

Flags and Pennants National Item
Identification Number NIIN 121207422
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany
NSN DESCRIPTION: Flagge Signal

Cod.:A9272

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "J"
Juliet 150x180m

8,20 €

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "J"
Juliet 150x180m Questa bandiera può

essere utilizzata per indicare la lettera "J"
o per comunicare i seguenti messaggi:

Ho un incendio a bordo e trasporto merci
pericolose: mantenetevi lontano da me.

Sto perdendo merci pericolose.
Caratteristiche Lettera: J Radiofonia:

Juliet Significato singola bandiera: Ho un
incendio a bordo e trasporto merci

pericolose: mantenetevi lontano da me.
/ Sto perdendo merci pericolose. Codice
Morse: · ? ? ? (Punto Tratto Tratto Tratto)

Prodotto originale Esercito Tedesco
Tessuto non scolorente in rayon, cotone

e lino Fune con ganci Dimensioni:
150x180cm NSN 8345-12-120-7287

Federal Supply Classification FSC 8345 -
Flags and Pennants National Item

Identification Number NIIN 121207287
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany
NSN DESCRIPTION: Flagge Signal

Cod.:A9274
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Nautical Squadron Signal Flag
80x96cm

9,80 €

Nautical Squadron Signal Flag 80x96cm
Original German Army product

Non-fading rayon, cotton and linen fabric
Rope with hooks Dimensions: 80x96cm

NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345-12-120-7087, 8345121207087

Federal Supply Classification FSC 8345 -
Flags and Pennants National Item

Identification Number NIIN 121207087
NSN DESCRIPTION: Flagge, Squadron
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany  

Cod.:FLAG248

Nautical signal brush "Designation"
190x56x17cm

6,30 €

Nautical signal brush "Designation"
190x56x17cm Original German Army
product Non-fading rayon, cotton and

linen fabric Rope with hooks Dimensions:
150x56x17cm NATIONAL STOCK

NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-7157
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 121207157 NSN
DESCRIPTION: 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany  Cod.:FLAG249

Pennello segnalazione nautica
Generale di brigata 65x25cm

6,10 €

Pennello segnalazione nautica Generale
di brigata 65x25cm Caratteristiche
Prodotto originale Esercito Tedesco

Tessuto non scolorente in rayon, cotone
e lino Fune con ganci Dimensioni:

65x25cm NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER
(NSN) 8345-12-145-2388 NATIONAL

ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121452388 NSN

DESCRIPTION: WIMPEL, PERSON
brigadegeneral (Generale di brigata)

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG011

Pennello Segnalazione Nautica "2"
Bissotwo 100x340cm

9,80 €

Pennello Segnalazione Nautica "2"
Bissotwo 100x340cm Caratteristiche
Prodotto originale Esercito Tedesco

Tessuto non scolorente in rayon, cotone
e lino Fune con ganci Dimensioni:
100x340cm NATIONAL STOCK

NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-7432
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 121207432 NSN
DESCRIPTION: 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG031

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "U"
Uniform 150x180cm

8,20 €

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "U"
Uniform 150x180cm Questa bandiera
può esserer utilizzata per indicare la

lettera "U" o per comunicare i seguenti
messaggi: “State andando verso un
pericolo.” La bandiera è realizzata in
resistente nylon marino. Rifinito con

intestazione in tela e tutti gli occhielli in
ottone. Bandiera completamente cucita
per la massima durata. Caratteristiche

Lettera: U Radiofonia: Uniform Significato
singola bandiera: “State andando verso
un pericolo.” Codice Morse: · · ? (Punto
Punto Tratto) Prodotto originale Esercito

Tedesco Tessuto non scolorente
in rayon, cotone e lino Fune con ganci

Dimensioni: 150x180cm NSN
8345-12-120-7387  Federal Supply
Classification FSC 8345 - Flags and
Pennants National Item Identification

Number NIIN 121307387
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany
NSN DESCRIPTION: Flagge Signal

Cod.:FLAG032

Bandiera Numerica Segnalazione
Nautica "6" 150x180cm

8,20 €

Bandiera Numerica Segnalazione
Nautica "6" 150x180cm Caratteristiche

Prodotto originale Esercito Tedesco
Tessuto non scolorente Fune con ganci

Dimensioni: 60x50cm Codice nato,
bandiera numerica: Numero 6 NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7124 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121207124 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, SIGNAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG156

Bandiera Triangolare Segnalazione
Nautica Interrogativa 50x170cm

6,10 €

Bandiera Triangolare Segnalazione
Nautica Interrogativa 50x170cm Pennello

Segnalazione Nautica "Interrogativo"
Prodotto originale Esercito Tedesco

Tessuto non scolorente, fune con ganci. 
Dimensioni: 50x170cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7176 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121207176 NSN

DESCRIPTION: WIMPEL, SIGNAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany  

Cod.:FLAG206

Bandiera Nazionale Isole Faroe
135x80cm

6,10 €

Bandiera Nazionale isole Faroe
135x80cm Caratteristiche Prodotto

originale Esercito Tedesco Stoffa non
scolorente Dimensioni: 135x80cm

NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER
(NSN): 8345-12-139-0600 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL

Cod.:FLAG204

Bandiera di stato e da guerra Liberia
200x300cm

9,80 €

Bandiera di stato e da guerra Liberia
200x300cm La bandiera della Liberia,

adottata nel 1847, ha una stretta
somiglianza con la bandiera statunitense,
e mostra le origini della nazione, fondata

da ex schiavi americani. La bandiera
liberiana ha un disegno a undici strisce
orizzontali rosse e bianche alternate (la
prima dall'alto è rossa) con un quadrato
blu recante una stella bianca a cinque

punte nell'angolo in alto a sinistra.
Caratteristiche Dimensioni: 200x300 cm

Materiale: Rayon - Cotone - Lino 
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345-12-120-6827 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121206827 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG203
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Pennello segnalazione nautica di
manovra "Turn" 170x50x15cm

6,10 €

Pennello segnalazione nautica di
manovra "Turn" 170x50x15cm Prodotto
originale Esercito Tedesco Tessuto non
scolorente in rayon, cotone e lino Fune
con ganci Dimensioni: 170x50x15cm
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7166 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121207166 NSN

DESCRIPTION: 8345 - Flags and
Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG147

Nautical signaling brush "Station"
60x75cm

6,10 €

Nautical signaling brush "Station"
60x75cm Characteristics Original

German Army product Non-fading rayon,
cotton and linen fabric Rope with hooks

Dimensions: 60x75cm NATIONAL
STOCK NUMBER (NSN)

8345-12-120-7196 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

(NIIN): 121207196 NSN
DESCRIPTION: WIMPEL, STATION

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany  

Cod.:FLAG013

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "N"
November 150x180

8,20 €

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "N"
November 150x180 Questa bandiera può

essere utilizzata per indicare la lettera
"N" o per comunicare i seguenti

messaggi:NONegativoAbbandono e
Ri-navigazione Caratteristiche Prodotto
originale Esercito Tedesco Tessuto non
scolorente in rayon, cotone e lino Fune
con ganci Dimensioni: 50x170cm NSN
8345-12-120-7307 / 8345-12-130-3919

Federal Supply Classification FSC 8345 -
Flags and Pennants National Item

Identification Number NIIN 121303919
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany
NSN DESCRIPTION: Flagge Signal  

Cod.:FLAG148

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione
"Servizio di salvataggio" gialla 

100x80cm

6,10 €

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione
"Servizio di salvataggio" gialla 100x80cm
Caratteristiche Prodotto originale Esercito

Tedesco Tessuto non scolorente
in rayon, cotone e lino Fune con ganci

Dimensioni: 10x80cm NSN
8345-12-146-6447 Federal Supply

Classification FSC 8345 - Flags and
Pennants National Item Identification

Number NIIN 121466447
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany
NSN DESCRIPTION: Flagge Signal

Colore: giallo

Cod.:FLAG149

Bandiera Nazionale di stato Canada
400x200cm

9,80 €

Bandiera Nazionale di stato Canada
400x200cm Caratteristiche Prodotto

originale Esercito Tedesco Tessuto non
scolorente, fune con ganci. Dimensioni:

400x200cm NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-6967 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL-
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG019

Cuba National State and War Flag
200x400cm

9,80 €

Cuba National State and War Flag
200x400cm National, Commercial and
War Flag. Characteristics Dimensions:

200x300cm NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN) 8345-12-120-6856
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 121206856 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAG, NATIONAL, WAR
AND TRADE FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS

(FSC): 8345 - Flags and Pennants
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: GermanyCod.:FLAG015

Sweden naval war flag 400x200cm

9,80 €

Sweden naval war flag 400x200cm
Swedish war naval flag. Characteristics

Dimensions: 200x300cm NATIONAL
STOCK NUMBER (NSN)

8345-12-120-6845 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):

121206845 NSN DESCRIPTION: FLAG,
WAR FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS
(FSC): 8345 - Flags and Pennants

CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany
Cod.:FLAG017

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "P"
Papa 150x180cm

8,20 €

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "P"
Papa 150x180cm Denominata

anche Blue Peter Questa bandiera può
essere utilizzata per indicare la lettera

"N" o per comunicare i seguenti
messaggi: In porto: Tutti devono rientrare
a bordo, poiché la nave sta per salpare.

In mare può essere usata dai
pescherecci per dire: “Le mie reti si sono
impigliate in un ostacolo.” Caratteristiche

Lettera: P Radiofonia: Papa Codice
Morse: · ? ? · (Punto Tratto Tratto Punto)

Prodotto originale Esercito Tedesco
Tessuto non scolorente in rayon, cotone

e lino Fune con ganci Dimensioni:
150x180cm NSN 8345-12-120-7317

Federal Supply Classification FSC 8345 -
Flags and Pennants National Item

Identification Number NIIN 121207317
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany
NSN DESCRIPTION: Flagge Signal

Cod.:A9288

Bandiera Numerica Segnalazione
Nautica "3" 180x150cm

8,20 €

Bandiera Numerica Segnalazione
Nautica "3" 180x150cm Prodotto

originale Esercito Tedesco Tessuto non
scolorente Fune con ganci Codifica: U.S.
Navy Dimensioni: 180x150cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7109 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121207109 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, SIGNAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9244
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Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "L"
Lima 60x50cm

6,10 €

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "L"
Lima 60x50cm Questa bandiera può

essere utilizzata per indicare la lettera
"N" o per comunicare i seguenti

messaggi In porto: La nave è sotto
quarantena In mare:“Fermate

immediatamente la vostra nave.”
Caratteristiche Lettera: L Radiofonia:
Lima Significato se abbinata ad altre

bandiere: Latitudine (le prime due cifre
per i gradi e le altre per i minuti) Codice
Morse: · ? · · (Punto Tratto Punto Punto)

Prodotto originale Esercito Tedesco
Tessuto non scolorente in rayon, cotone

e lino Fune con ganci Dimensioni:
150x180cm National Stock Number
8345-12-120-7294 Federal Supply

Classification FSC 8345 - Flags and
Pennants National Item Identification

Number NIIN 121207294
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany
NSN DESCRIPTION: Flagge Signal

Cod.:A9284

Pennello segnalazione nautica di
manovra "Turn" 340x100x30cm

8,20 €

Pennello segnalazione nautica di
manovra "Turn" 340x100x30cm Prodotto
originale Esercito Tedesco Tessuto non
scolorente in rayon, cotone e lino Fune
con ganci Dimensioni: 340x100x30cm
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7169 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):

121207166 NSN DESCRIPTION: 8345 -
Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: GermanyCod.:FLAG146

Pennello segnalazione nautica di
manovra "Turn" 190x56x17cm

6,30 €

Pennello segnalazione nautica di
manovra "Turn" 190x56x17cm Prodotto
originale Esercito Tedesco Tessuto non
scolorente in rayon, cotone e lino Fune
con ganci Dimensioni: 190x56x17cm
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7167 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121207166 NSN

DESCRIPTION: 8345 - Flags and
Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG021

Nautical signaling flag "Corpen"
50x170cm

6,10 €

Nautical signaling flag "Corpen"
50x170cm Characteristics Original

German Army product Non-fading rayon,
cotton and linen fabric Rope with hooks

Dimensions: 50x170cm NSN
8345-12-120-7146, 8345121207146

Federal Supply Classification FSC 8345 -
Flags and Pennants National Item

Identification Number NIIN 121207146
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany

NSN DESCRIPTION: PENNANT, CorpenCod.:FLAG247

"SUBDIV" nautical maneuver signaling
brush Subdivision 180x180cm

8,20 €

"SUBDIV" nautical maneuver signaling
brush Subdivision 180x180cm Original

German Army product Non-fading rayon,
cotton and linen fabric Rope with hooks

Dimensions: 180x180cm NATIONAL
STOCK NUMBER (NSN):

8345-12-120-7219 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

(NIIN): 121207219 CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG141

Terrathree numerical signaling brush
"3" 100x340cm

9,80 €

Terrathree numerical signaling brush "3"
100x340cm Characteristics Number: 3
Radio: Terrathree Morse code: · · · ?

?  (Dot Dot Dot Dash Dash) ICS
encoding Original German Army product
Non-fading rayon, cotton and linen fabric

Rope with hooks Dimensions:
100x340cm NSN 8345-12-120-7437

Federal Supply Classification FSC 8345 -
Flags and Pennants National Item

Identification Number NIIN 121207437
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany

NSN DESCRIPTION: Flag signal

Cod.:FLAG144

"FLOT" Flotilla nautical signaling flag
87x56cm

6,10 €

"FLOT" Flotilla nautical signaling flag
87x56cm   Characteristics Original

German Army product Non-fading rayon,
cotton and linen fabric Reporting: Flotilla,

FLOT (Flotilla). Rope with hooks
Dimensions: 87x56cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7211 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121207211 CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: GermanyCod.:FLAG272

"FLOT" Flotilla nautical signaling flag
180x260cm

9,80 €

"FLOT" Flotilla nautical signaling flag
180x260cm Characteristics Original

German Army product Non-fading rayon,
cotton and linen fabric Reporting: Flotilla,

FLOT (Flotilla). Rope with hooks
Dimensions: 180x260cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7214 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121207214 CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: GermanyCod.:FLAG274

Signaling nautical flag "A" Alfa
150x180cm

8,20 €

Signaling nautical flag "A" Alfa
150x180cm This flag can be used to

denote the letter "A" or to communicate
the following messages: I have a sub on
land Keep well away and at low speed
Characteristics Letter to Radio: Alpha

Single flag meaning: “I have a diver on a
dive; keep well away and proceed at low
speed.” Meaning coupled with numerical

flags: With three numerical flags, it
indicates its direction or position. Morse
Code: · ?  (Dot Dash) Original German
Army product Non-fading rayon, cotton

and linen fabric Rope with hooks
Dimensions: 150x180cm NSN

8345-12-120-7234 Federal Supply
Classification FSC 8345 - Flags and
Pennants National Item Identification

Number NIIN 121207234
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany

NSN DESCRIPTION: Flag signal

Cod.:FLAG276
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Nautical signaling numerical flag "7"
150x180cm

8,20 €

Nautical signaling numerical flag "7"
150x180cm Characteristics Original

German Army product Non-fading fabric,
rope with hooks.  Dimensions:

150x180cm Encoding: NATO Status:
Obsolete NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER
(NSN): 8345-12-120-7129 NATIONAL

ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121207129 NSN DESCRIPTION:

FLAG, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG278

Nautical signaling flag "W" Whiskey
150x180cm

8,20 €

Nautical signaling flag "W" Whiskey
150x180cm This flag can be used to

indicate the letter "W" or to communicate
the following messages: I need medical

assistance Characteristics Letter to
Radiofonia: Whiskey Single flag

meaning: “ I require medical assistance. ”
Morse Code: · ? ?  (Dot Dash Dash)

Original German Army product
Non-fading rayon, cotton and linen fabric

Rope with hooks Dimensions:
150x180cm NSN 8345-12-120-7397

Federal Supply Classification FSC 8345 -
Flags and Pennants National Item

Identification Number NIIN 121207397
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany

NSN DESCRIPTION: Flag signal

Cod.:FLAG282

Nautical signaling flag "I" India
150x180cm

8,20 €

Nautical signaling flag "I" India
150x180cm This flag can be used to

indicate the letter "I" or to communicate
the following messages: I am directing
my course to port Next door Round the
Ends Starting rule I'm pulling over to the
left Characteristics Letter: I Radio: India

Single flag meaning: “ I am pulling over to
the left. ” Morse code:  · ·  (Dot Dot)

Original German Army product
Non-fading rayon, cotton and linen fabric

Rope with hooks Dimensions:
150x180cm NSN 8345-12-120-7282

Federal Supply Classification FSC 8345 -
Flags and Pennants National Item

Identification Number NIIN 121207282
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany

NSN DESCRIPTION: Flag Signal

Cod.:FLAG284

"H" Hotel signaling nautical flag
150x180cm

8,20 €

"H" Hotel signaling nautical flag
150x180cm This flag may be used to

denote the letter "H" or to communicate
the following messages: I have a pilot on

board Characteristics Letter: H Radio:
Hotels Single flag meaning: “I have a pilot

on board.” Morse code: · · · ·  (Dot Dot
Dot Dot) Original German Army product
Non-fading rayon, cotton and linen fabric

Rope with hooks Dimensions:
150x180cm National Stock Number
8345-12-120-7277 Federal Supply

Classification FSC 8345 - Flags and
Pennants National Item Identification

Number NIIN 121207277
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany

NSN DESCRIPTION: Flag signal

Cod.:A9236

Nautical Signaling Numerical Brush
"9" 340x100x30cm

9,80 €

Nautical Signaling Numerical Brush "9"
340x100x30cm Numerical Flag Nautical
Signal "9" (ICS Coding) Original German
Army product Non-fading fabric, rope with

hooks Dimensions: 100x340x30cm
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7467 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):

121207467 NSN DESCRIPTION: FLAG,
SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS
(FSC): 8345 - Flags and Pennants

CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany  

Cod.:FLAG241

Nautical signaling flag "X" Xray
150x180cm

8,20 €

Nautical signaling flag "X" Xray
150x180cm This flag may be used to

denote the letter "X" or to communicate
the following messages: “Stop what you

are doing and pay attention to my
signals.” Individual recall Characteristics

Letter: X Radio: Xray Single flag
meaning: Negative Morse code: ? · ·

?  (Dash Dot Dot Dash) Original German
Army product Non-fading rayon, cotton

and linen fabric Rope with hooks
Dimensions: 150x180cm NSN

8345-12-120-7402 Federal Supply
Classification FSC 8345 - Flags and
Pennants National Item Identification

Number NIIN 121207402
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany

NSN DESCRIPTION: Flag signal

Cod.:FLAG243

"Prep" nautical signaling brush
340x100x30cm

8,20 €

"Prep" nautical signaling brush
340x100x30cm "Government" type
banner combined with other signals

indicates an action to be carried out. In
this case the signal brush indicates the
preparation to carry out a manoeuvre. 
Characteristics Single flag meaning:

Preparation (PREP) Meaning combined
with other flags: preparation to carry out a

manoeuvre Original German Army
product Non-fading rayon, cotton and

linen fabric Rope with hooks Dimensions:
340x100x30cm NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-7184
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 121207184 NSN
DESCRIPTION: 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG288

State Flag Spain 330x170cm

9,80 €

State Flag Spain 330x170cm Flag of
general use, approved with the law of 28
October 1981 and sanctioned by the new
constitution in force from the following 27
December. It was adopted following the

entry into force of the new coat of arms of
Spain (law of 5 October 1981). The latter,

crowned, bears the arms of Castile (in
the 1st), of León (2nd), of Aragon (3rd),
of Navarre (4th) and of Granada (at the

tip). On the whole the oval shield of
Bourbon-Anjou. Pillars of Hercules with
the motto  Plus Ultra . Characteristics
Dimensions: 320x170cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345-12-132-1751 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):

121321751 NSN
DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG286

Nautical signaling flag "E" Echo
150x180cm

8,20 €

Nautical signaling flag "E" Echo
150x180cm This flag may be used to

denote the letter "E" or to communicate
the following messages: I am heading my

course to starboard Characteristics
Letter: E Radio: Echo Single flag

meaning: “I am turning to starboard.”
Morse code:  (  Dot) Original German

Army product Non-fading rayon, cotton
and linen fabric Rope with hooks

Dimensions: 150x180cm NSN
8345-12-120-7254 Federal Supply

Classification FSC 8345 - Flags and
Pennants National Item Identification

Number NIIN 121207254
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany

NSN DESCRIPTION: Flag signal

Cod.:FLAG159
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Numerical signaling brush "4"
100x340cm

9,80 €

Numerical signaling brush "4"
100x340cm Characteristics Numerical
Flag Nautical Signal "4" (ICS Coding)
Radio:  Kartefour Morse code:  · · · · ?
(Dot Dot Dot Dash) Original German

Army product Non-fading fabric, rope with
hooks Dimensions: 100x340 NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7442 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):

121207442 NSN DESCRIPTION: FLAG,
SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS
(FSC): 8345 - Flags and Pennants

CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:FLAG221

Triangular Flag Nautical Signaling
Interrogative 340x100x30cm

9,80 €

Triangular Flag Nautical Signaling
Interrogative 340x100x30cm Used in

conjunction with other flags to formulate
questions. "Interrogative" Nautical Signal

Brush Original German Army product
Non-fading fabric, rope with hooks. 

Dimensions: 340x100x30cm NATIONAL
STOCK NUMBER (NSN):

8345-12-120-7179 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121207179 NSN DESCRIPTION:

WIMPEL, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:
Germany

Cod.:A9226

First Repeater Nautical Flag
180x225cm

9,80 €

First Repeater Nautical Flag 180x225cm
These flags indicate a repetition of the

first, second, etc. flag in that hoist.
Characteristics Original German Army
product Non-fading rayon, cotton and

linen fabric Rope with hooks Dimensions:
180x225cm NATIONAL STOCK

NUMBER (NSN) 8345-12-120-7477
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 121207477 NSN

DESCRIPTION: PENNANT, SIGNAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9228

Numerical signaling brush "8"
100x340cm

9,80 €

Numerical signaling brush "8"
100x340cm Characteristics Numerical
Flag Nautical Signal "4" (ICS Coding)

Radio: Oktoeight Morse code:  ? ? ? · ·
(Dash Dash Dash Dot Dot ) Original

German Army product Non-fading fabric,
rope with hooks Dimensions: 100x340
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7462 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):

121207462 NSN DESCRIPTION: FLAG,
SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS
(FSC): 8345 - Flags and Pennants

CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9232

Pennello di segnalazione numerica "3"
Terrathree 170x50cm

8,20 €

Pennello di segnalazione numerica "3"
Terrathree 170x50cm Caratteristiche

Numero: 3 Radiofonia: Terrathree Codice
Morse: · · · ? ? (Punto Punto Punto Tratto

Tratto) Codifica ICS Prodotto originale
Esercito Tedesco Tessuto non scolorente

in rayon, cotone e lino Fune con ganci
Dimensioni: 170x50x15cm NSN

8345-12-120-7434 Federal Supply
Classification FSC 8345 - Flags and
Pennants National Item Identification

Number NIIN 121207434
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany
NSN DESCRIPTION: Flagge Signal

Cod.:A9200

Bandiera di stato Belgio 244x137cm

9,80 €

Bandiera di stato Belgio 244x137cm
Bandiera nazionale, mercantile, di stato
e, fino al 1936, di stato in mare, adottata
il 23 gennaio 1831. Fu anche la bandiera
della marina da guerra fino al 1862, anno
in cui tale arma fu abolita, e ancora, dal
novembre 1919 al marzo del 1927 e dal
1939 al 1950, di alcune navi di "corpi" di

marina, creati a scopi difensivi. Le
proporzioni, definite dall'uso nel corso
degli anni, sono fissate in 13/15 per
l'impiego a terra e in 2/3 in mare. La
scelta di un tricolore verticale venne

verosimilmente fatta in funzione
antiolandese e in omaggio alla Francia,

alleata del Belgio. La definitiva posizione
dei colori venne fissata alcuni mesi dopo
l'adozione, nel settembre-ottobre 1831.
Caratteristiche Dimensioni: 244x137 cm

Materiale: Rayon - Cotone - Lino 
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345-12-132-1757 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121321757 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9250

Bandiera Nazionale Repubblica
Dominicana 200x300cm

9,80 €

Bandiera Nazionale Repubblica
Dominicana 200x300cm Caratteristiche

Dimensioni: 200x400 cm Materiale:
Rayon - Cotone - Lino  NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345-12-120-6836 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):  NSN
DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: GermanyCod.:A9246

Bandiera segnalazione nautica di
manovra "FLOT" Flottiglia 140x90cm

8,20 €

Bandiera segnalazione nautica di
manovra "FLOT" Flottiglia 140x90cm

Caratteristiche Prodotto originale Esercito
Tedesco Tessuto non scolorente

in rayon, cotone e lino Segnalazione:
Flotilla, FLOT (Flottiglia). Fune con ganci

Dimensioni: 140x90cm NATIONAL
STOCK NUMBER (NSN):

8345-12-120-7212 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

(NIIN): 121207212 CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9202

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "T"
Tango 150x180cm

8,20 €

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "T"
Tango 150x180cm Questa bandiera può
essere utilizzata per indicare la lettera

"N" o per comunicare i seguenti
messaggi: Lasciare libero Impegnato
nella pesca a strascico Non passarmi

davanti Caratteristiche Lettera: T
Radiofonia: Tango Significato singola
bandiera: Mantenetevi lontano da me,

sono impegnato in operazioni di pesca a
due battelli. Significato insieme a

bandiere numeriche: Orario locale (le
prime due cifre per le ore e le altre per i

minuti) Codice Morse: ?  (Tratto) Prodotto
originale Esercito Tedesco Tessuto non
scolorente in rayon, cotone e lino Fune
con ganci Dimensioni: 150x180cm NSN

8345-12-120-7382 Federal Supply
Classification FSC 8345 - Flags and
Pennants National Item Identification

Number NIIN 121207382
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany
NSN DESCRIPTION: Flagge Signal    

Cod.:A9204
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Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "M"
Mike 150x180cm

8,20 €

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "M"
Mike 150x180cm Questa bandiera può
essere utilizzata per denotare la lettera

"M" o per comunicare i seguenti
messaggi: “La mia nave è ferma e senza

abbrivio." Caratteristiche Lettera: M
Radiofonia: Mike Significato singola

bandiera:“La mia nave è ferma e senza
abbrivio.” Codice Morse: ? ? (Tratto
Tratto) Prodotto originale Esercito
Tedesco Tessuto non scolorente

in rayon, cotone e lino Fune con ganci
Dimensioni: 150x180cm

NSN 8345-12-120-7302 Federal Supply
Classification FSC 8345 - Flags and
Pennants National Item Identification

Number NIIN 121207302
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany
NSN DESCRIPTION: Flagge Signal

Cod.:A9238

Nautical signaling numeric brush "1"
Unaone 100x340cm

9,80 €

Nautical signaling numeric brush "1"
Unaone 100x340cm Characteristics

Numerical Flag Nautical Signaling "9"
(ICS Coding) Radio: Unaone Morse

code:  · ? ? ? ? (Dot Dash Dash Dash
Dash) Original German Army product

Non-fading fabric, rope with hooks
Dimensions: 100x340x30cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7467 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):

121207467 NSN DESCRIPTION: FLAG,
SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS
(FSC): 8345 - Flags and Pennants

CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9206

Nautical signaling numerical flag "5"
150x180cm

8,20 €

Nautical signaling numerical flag "5"
150x180cm Characteristics Original

German Army product Non-fading fabric
Rope with hooks Dimensions:

150x180cm gr. IV NATO code, numeric
flag: Number 5 NATO coding Status:

Obsolete NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER
(NSN): 8345-12-120-7144 NATIONAL

ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121207144 NSN DESCRIPTION:

FLAG, SIGNAL FEDERAL SUPPLY
CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and

Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9208

Bandiera di stato El Salvador
335x200cm

9,80 €

Bandiera di stato El Salvador 335x200cm
La bandiera di El Salvador è stata

adottata, come bandiera di stato a terra,
il 27 maggio 1912. La bandiera si basa

sullo stendardo degli Stati Uniti
dell'America Centrale ed è composta da

tre bande orizzontali di uguali dimensioni:
la centrale bianca e le laterali blu (colori
tradizionali centroamericani). Al centro

della banda bianca campeggia lo
stemma del Salvador, a sua volta molto

simile allo stemma originale delle
Province Unite. La bandiera fu introdotta

come insegna di guerra il 17 maggio
1912. Fino al 1972 il paese impiegava

(anche come insegna nazionale, se
autorizzata) una bandiera mercantile con

lo stesso disegno, ma in luogo
dell'emblema era posta una scritta Dios

Unión Libertad. Fra il 1865 e il 1912,
invece, El Salvador adottò

successivamente cinque distinte
bandiere ispirate al vessillo a stelle e

strisce degli Stati Uniti, con i medesimi
colori ma invertiti. Nel recto delle

bandiere di guerra lo stemma nazionale
sostituiva le stelle. I colori significano Blu

cobalto: rappresenta il cielo e i due
oceani del Centro America, Atlantico e

Pacifico Bianco: rappresenta la pace e la
solidarietà con il mondo Ambra dorata:

rappresenta il motto riportato sulla
bandiera civile (Dios Unión Libertad, Dio
Unione Libertà) Dimensioni: 335x200 cm

Materiale: Rayon - Cotone - Lino 
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345-12-120-6858 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN): NIIN
121206858 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9212

Bandiera Nazionale Argentina
200x400cm

9,80 €

Bandiera Nazionale Argentina
200x400cm Dimensioni: 200x400 cm

Materiale: Rayon - Cotone - Lino 
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345-12-146-1289 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):  NSN
DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany
Cod.:A9210

Bandiera Segnalazione Nautica Terzo
Ripetitore 180x225cm

9,80 €

Bandiera Segnalazione Nautica Terzo
Ripetitore 180x225cm Queste bandiere

indicano una ripetizione della prima, della
seconda, ecc. bandiera in quel paranco.

Caratteristiche Prodotto originale Esercito
Tedesco Tessuto non scolorente

in rayon, cotone e lino Fune con ganci
Dimensioni: 180x225cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345-12-120-7487 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):

121207487 NSN
DESCRIPTION: WIMPEL, SIGNAL

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9214

Bandiera di Stato e Militare Norvegia
338x200cm

9,80 €

Bandiera di Stato e Militare Norvegia
338x200cm Bandiera di stato in uso dal

10 dicembre 1898 e adottata coma
bandiera ufficiale della marina da guerra
il 7 giugno 1905. Secondo la tradizione
scandinava le bandiere di stato portano
spesso code al battente. In questo caso
tre ( splittflagg). Proporzioni 16/27 con

profondità dell'intaglio pari a 11/27 della
lunghezza del drappo. Caratteristiche
Prodotto originale Esercito Tedesco

Tessuto non scolorente Fune con ganci 
Dimensioni: 80x135cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-6863 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121206853 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL-
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9216

Bandiera Marina Militare Italiana
300x200cm

9,80 €

Bandiera Marina Militare Italiana
300x200cm Marina Militare Italiana, dal

1947. Bandiera della marina militare
stabilita con decreto del 9 novembre
1947 e alzata per la prima volta il 30

successivo. Al centro compare lo
stemma araldico dell'arma, che si
differenzia da quello sull'insegna

mercantile per la presenza della corona
cosiddetta "marittima", turrita e rostrata, e

per lo stemma di Venezia, con il leone
armato di spada, poggiante sul libro

chiuso e sulle onde del mare, e
accompagnato da tre fiammelle (o
tulipani) di incerto significato. Tale

stemma deriva da un modello proposto
nel 1939 e approvato dal re nel 1941, sul
quale era sovrapposto al centro anche lo
scudo di Savoia tra due fasci. Con Foglio
d'Ordine n. 52 dello Stato Maggiore della
Marina Militare in data 26 dicembre 2012

sono stati indrodotti miglioramenti nel
disegno dello stemma (e

conseguentemente delle bandiere) della
marina.   Caratteristiche Prodotto

originale Esercito Tedesco Stoffa non
scolorente Fune inclusa Dimensioni:

135x80 cm NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER
(NSN): 8345-12-120-6861 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL

Cod.:A9218

Pennello segnalazione nautica di
manovra "Dritta" 100x340cm

9,80 €

Pennello segnalazione nautica di
manovra "Dritta" 100x340cm Pennello di

segnalazione di manovra "Dritta"
(Starboard, abbreviato STBD ) Pennello
Segnalazione Nautica "Dritta" Prodotto
originale Esercito Tedesco Tessuto non
scolorente, fune con ganci.  Dimensioni:

100x340cm NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-7189
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 121207189 NSN
DESCRIPTION: WIMPEL, SIGNAL

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9220
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Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "V"
Victor 150x180cm

8,20 €

Bandiera nautica di segnalazione "V"
Victor 150x180cm Questa bandiera può

essere utilizzata per indicare la lettera "V"
o per comunicare i seguenti messaggi:

Richiedo assistenza Caratteristiche
Lettera: V Radiofonia: Victor Significato
singola bandiera: Richiedo assistenza

Abbinata a bandiere numeriche: Velocità
in chilometri all'ora (km/h) Codice

Morse: · · · -(Punto Punto Punto Tratto)
Prodotto originale Esercito Tedesco

Tessuto non scolorente in rayon, cotone
e lino Fune con ganci Dimensioni:

150x180cm NSN 8345-12-120-7392
Federal Supply Classification FSC 8345 -

Flags and Pennants National Item
Identification Number NIIN 121207392
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany
NSN DESCRIPTION: Flagge Signal  

Cod.:A9222

Bandiera di stato Senegal 300x200cm

9,80 €

Bandiera di stato Senegal 300x200cm Le
origini della bandiera del Senegal

risalgono alla Federazione del Mali, la cui
bandiera era identica, ma aveva una

figura umana stilizzata nera al posto della
stella verde. La bandiera è un tricolore a
bande verticali di uguali dimensioni, con i
tradizionali colori panafricani: verde (lato

del pennone), giallo e rosso, che
simboleggiano rispettivamente:il verde e
la natura, oro e il sangue versato nelle
innumerevoli insurrezioni. La bandiera
nella sua forma odierna venne adottata

ufficialmente il 20 agosto 1960.
Dimensioni: 300x200cm Materiale: Rayon

- Cotone - Lino  NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN) 8345-12-139-0081
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION

NUMBER (NIIN): NIIN 121390081 NSN
DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9224

Bandiera Nazionale Francia
300x200cm

9,80 €

Bandiera Nazionale Francia 300x200cm
Caratteristiche Bandiera Nazionale

Francia Misure: 80 x 135 cm NATIONAL
STOCK NUMBER (NSN)

8345-12-120-6862 NATIONAL ITEM
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN):
121206862 NSN DESCRIPTION:
FLAGGE, NATIONAL FEDERAL

SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and
Pennants CODIFICATION COUNTRY:

GermanyCod.:A9240

Bandiera numerica segnalazione
nautica "0" 150x180cm

8,20 €

Bandiera numerica segnalazione nautica
"0" 150x180cm Caratteristiche Prodotto
originale Esercito Tedesco Tessuto non
scolorente Fune con ganci Dimensioni:

150x180cm gr. IV Codice Russo,
bandiera numerica: Numero 0 NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7412 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121207412 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, SIGNAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9242

Bandiera di stato El Salvador
300x200cm

9,80 €

Bandiera di stato El Salvador 300x200cm
La bandiera di El Salvador è stata

adottata, come bandiera di stato a terra,
il 27 maggio 1912. La bandiera si basa

sullo stendardo degli Stati Uniti
dell'America Centrale ed è composta da

tre bande orizzontali di uguali dimensioni:
la centrale bianca e le laterali blu (colori
tradizionali centroamericani). Al centro

della banda bianca campeggia lo
stemma del Salvador, a sua volta molto

simile allo stemma originale delle
Province Unite. La bandiera fu introdotta

come insegna di guerra il 17 maggio
1912. Fino al 1972 il paese impiegava

(anche come insegna nazionale, se
autorizzata) una bandiera mercantile con

lo stesso disegno, ma in luogo
dell'emblema era posta una scritta Dios

Unión Libertad. Fra il 1865 e il 1912,
invece, El Salvador adottò

successivamente cinque distinte
bandiere ispirate al vessillo a stelle e

strisce degli Stati Uniti, con i medesimi
colori ma invertiti. Nel recto delle

bandiere di guerra lo stemma nazionale
sostituiva le stelle. I colori significano Blu

cobalto: rappresenta il cielo e i due
oceani del Centro America, Atlantico e

Pacifico Bianco: rappresenta la pace e la
solidarietà con il mondo Ambra dorata:

rappresenta il motto riportato sulla
bandiera civile (Dios Unión Libertad, Dio

Unione Libertà) Caratteristiche
Dimensioni: 300x200 cm Materiale:
Rayon - Cotone - Lino  NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345-12-146-1290 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN): NIIN
121206858 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9292

Eritrean state flag 300x200cm

9,80 €

Eritrean state flag 300x200cm National,
state and mercantile flag raised on 24

May 1993, Independence Day. It contains
elements taken from the two flags that

were protagonists of the liberation
struggle: the colored triangle flag is that
of the liberation front on which the star is
replaced by an emblem made up of three
olive branches which recalls that of the

1952 flag. The description rather
summary contained in the provisional
constitution of 1993 has given rise to

non-univocal interpretations, in particular
of the emblem; towards the end of 1995,

a redefinition of the design and
proportions became necessary. In the
final version the emblem appears more
stylized, with the olive branches more

resembling those of the United Nations
flag; the proportions are fixed at 1/2
whereas previously they fluctuated
between 3/5 and 2/3. Details State:

Eritrea Urinal: coming from military stock
Dimensions: 285x185cm Material: Rayon
- Cotton - Linen Cord for attaching to the

tree NSN: 8345-12-120-6092

Cod.:A9314

Bandiera di stato Repubblica delle
Seicelle 140x95cm

8,20 €

Bandiera di stato Repubblica delle
Seicelle 140x95cm Bandiera valida per
tutti gli impieghi, ufficiale dall'8 gennaio

1996 e alzata per la prima volta il 18
giugno successivo nell'imminenza del

ventennale dell'indipendenza. Proporzioni
1/2. Secondo la tradizione locale, i colori

corrispondono a quelli dei vari partiti
politici delle isole. Ad essi inoltre sono

attribuiti significati legati alle
caratteristiche nazionali: il cielo e il mare,
il sole, la determinazione del popolo, la
giustizia, la natura, rispettivamente a

ventaglio dall'azzurro al verde.
Caratteristiche NSN: 8345-12-344-7602

Stato: Repubblica delle Seicelle
Dimensioni: 140x95cm  

Cod.:A9296

Pennello segnalazione nautica di
manovra "Dritta" 190x56x17cm

6,30 €

Pennello segnalazione nautica di
manovra "Dritta" 190x56x17cm Pennello

di segnalazione di manovra "Dritta"
(Starboard, abbreviato STBD ) Pennello
Segnalazione Nautica "Dritta" Prodotto
originale Esercito Tedesco Tessuto non
scolorente, fune con ganci.  Dimensioni:

100x340cm NATIONAL STOCK
NUMBER (NSN): 8345-12-120-7187
NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER (NIIN): 121207187 NSN
DESCRIPTION: WIMPEL, SIGNAL

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9298

Bandiera Numerica Segnalazione
Nautica "8" 96x80

6,10 €

Bandiera Numerica Segnalazione
Nautica "8" 96x80 Caratteristiche

Prodotto originale Esercito Tedesco
Tessuto non scolorente, fune con ganci. 

Dimensioni: 96x80cm Codifica: NATO
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7132 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121207132 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, SIGNAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9300
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Bandiera Nazionale Turchia 135x80cm

6,10 €

Bandiera Nazionale Turchia 135x80cm
Bandiera nazionale e di stato, dal 1876

anche mercantile. Ufficiale dal 1867,
confermata dai testi costituzionali del
1876 e del 1909.Immutata durante il
periodo di transizione da impero a

repubblica (1922-1923) ed esattamente
definita da apposita legge del 29 maggio
1936.Proporzioni 2/3, rese ufficiali il 22
dicembre 1925. I turchi usavano drappi
rossi fin dal medioevo.Il crescente e la

stella sono altresì simboli
preislamici.L'antica Bisanzio era sotto la
protezione della dea greca Artemide, il

cui simbolo era una falce di luna.Sembra
poi che l'imperatore Costantino nel 330,
dedicando la città a Maria Vergine, abbia
aggiunto una stella, simbolo mariano, alla

preesistente mezzaluna.Conquistata la
città nel 1453, gli ottomani ne avrebbero

mantenuto e adottato l'emblema.    
Caratteristiche Dimensioni: 300x200cm

Materiale: Rayon - Cotone - Lino
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345-12-124-7593 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121247593 FEDERAL SUPPLY

CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and
Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany    

Cod.:A9302

Bandiera Nazionale Nigeria 410x185cm

9,80 €

Bandiera Nazionale Nigeria 410x185cm
Bandiera nazionale, di stato e mercantile,

alzata ufficialmente il 1° ottobre 1960,
giorno dell’indipendenza e confermata

con la proclamazione della repubblica (1°
ottobre 1963). Proporzioni 1/2. Il verde
rappresenta le foreste e l’agricoltura,
principali risorse del paese; l’ideatore

della bandiera fu realmente ispirato, nella
scelta del colore, dalla vista aerea della

compatta distesa verde che stava
sorvolando. In mezzo aggiunse una

striscia bianca come simbolo di pace.
Caratteristiche Dimensioni: 410x185cm

Materiale: Rayon - Cotone - Lino
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
8345-12-344-4767 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 123444767 FEDERAL SUPPLY

CLASS (FSC): 8345 - Flags and
Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9304

Pennello Segnalazione Nautica
"Negativo" 100x340cm

9,80 €

Pennello Segnalazione Nautica
"Negativo" 100x340cm Prodotto originale
Esercito Tedesco Tessuto non scolorente
Fune con ganci Dimensioni: 100x340cm

NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-120-7154 NATIONAL ITEM

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(NIIN): 121207154 NSN

DESCRIPTION: WIMPEL, SIGNAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany  

Cod.:A9306

Bandiera Nera 120x100cm

8,20 €

Bandiera Nera 120x100cm NATIONAL
STOCK NUMBER

(NSN): 8345-12-124-6582 NATIONAL
ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

(NIIN): 121246582 NSN
DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, SIGNAL

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345
- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION

COUNTRY: Germany  

Cod.:A9308

Bandiera di Stato e Militare Grecia
137x75cm

6,10 €

Bandiera di Stato e Militare Grecia
137x75cm La bandiera della Grecia è
composta da nove strisce orizzontali

bianche e blu di uguali dimensioni e da
una croce bianca nel cantone in alto a
sinistra. La croce simboleggia la chiesa

greco-ortodossa, rappresentante del
Cristianesimo ortodosso (religione

ufficiale della Grecia).Le nove strisce,
invece, secondo l'interpretazione più

comune rappresentano le nove sillabe
della frase "Libertà o morte" (?????????
? ??????? - E-lef-the-rì-a i Thà-na-tos). A

questa interpretazione se ne aggiunge
un'altra, secondo cui le nove strisce

rappresentano le nove lettere della parola
????????? (Libertà). Altri invece

teorizzano che simboleggino le Nove
Muse. Secondo un popolare leggenda

entrambi i colori deriverebbero da quelli
della Casa Reale, d'origine bavarese,
regnante in Grecia fino al 1862[1], tale
teoria è però priva di fondamento dal

momento che la creazione della bandiera
(che deriva probabilmente da vessilli
precedenti) precede la nascita della

monarchia greca di sei anni. Più
probabile un riferimento all'azzurro del

mare e del cielo e al bianco della
schiuma delle onde, delle nuvole e la

purezza dell'anima greca. Caratteristiche
Prodotto originale Esercito Tedesco

Tessuto non scolorente, fune con ganci.
Dimensioni: 137x75cm NATIONAL

STOCK NUMBER (NSN):
8345-12-138-93111 NSN

DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE, NATIONAL-
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC): 8345

- Flags and Pennants CODIFICATION
COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9310

Bandiera Nazionale Argentina
200x300cm

9,80 €

Bandiera Nazionale Argentina
200x300cm Caratteristiche Dimensioni:

200x300 cm Materiale: Rayon - Cotone -
Lino  NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER

(NSN) 8345-12-120-6830 NATIONAL
ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

(NIIN):  NSN DESCRIPTION: FLAGGE,
NATIONAL FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS

(FSC): 8345 - Flags and Pennants
CODIFICATION COUNTRY: Germany

Cod.:A9312

Car air freshener - Lavender fragrance

1,42 €

Car air freshener - Lavender fragrance
Tree-shaped deodorant, convenient to
hang in the car thanks to the built-in

lanyard. Lavender fragrance. Brand: All
Ride EAN: 8711252852799

Cod.:ED9104

Pop air freshener for Ocean Arbre
Magique vents fixing

4,60 €

Ocean Pop Air Freshener Fixing Arbre
Magique air vents Car air freshener with

Ocean fragrance, with controlled and
gradual release (Power of Perfume

technology) lasting about 30 days. The
deodorant is a rubber-like polymeric
compound capable of absorbing the
fragrance and releasing it in a highly

performing way. Features
EAN 8001365290008 Brand Arbre

Magique Dimensions  15x85x145mm
Weight  about 0.058 KG Clip-on to the air
vents Ocean Fragrance Controlled and

gradual release thanks to the emanating
system Power Of Perfume Duration about

30 days

Cod.:ED3137

Pop air freshener for cars Green Mint
Fixing of Arbre Magique air vents

4,60 €

Pop air freshener Green Mint Arbre
Magique air vent fixing Solid deodorant

made with a rubber-like polymeric
compound capable of absorbing and

releasing perfume in a highly performing
and gradual way for 30 days. It is fixed to
the air vents with a practical clip. Green

Mint fragrance. Features EAN
8001365290015 Brand  Arbre Magique
Size  15 x 85 x 145 mm Weight  about

0.058 KG Duration about 30 days Fixing
to the air vents  Ultra 3D emanation

technology    

Cod.:ED9172
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Pop air freshener for cars Exotic
Fixing air vents Arbre Magique

4,60 €

Pop air freshener for cars Exotic Fixing
air vents Arbre Magique   Solid deodorant

made with a rubber-like polymeric
compound capable of absorbing and

releasing perfume in a highly performing
and gradual way for 30 days. It is fixed to
the air vents with a practical clip. Exotic

fragrance.   Features EAN
8001365290022 Brand  Arbre Magique

Dimensions 15x85x145 mm Weight
about 0.058 KG Duration about 30 days
Fixing to the ventilation vents  3D ultra

emanation technology Exotic Fragrance
Blister packaging   

Cod.:ED5351

Car light bulb 12V H4 60 / 55W Philips
12342PRC1

6,28 €

EAN 8711500490995  Brand Philips 
Dimensions 50 x 50 x 70 mm Weight
about 0.031 KG Lamp type: H4 Rated
power: 60/55 W Voltage: 12V Socket

type: P43t-38 Manufacturer article code:
12342PRC1  

Cod.:ED654

Halogen lamp 12V 12V 55W

1,38 €

Halogen lamp 12V 12V 55W for fog lights
 

Cod.:R915

Pair of 38W 5500lm 6000K LED car
headlights Model 9005

19,60 €

Model: 9005 Voltage: 8V-48V Duration:
60000+ hours Brightness: 5500lm Power:

38W Compact all-in-one design
High-power chip  Standard lighting radius

Copper substrate High efficiency and
safety Forced cooling

Cod.:A2590

Pair of 30W 4800lm 6000K LED car
headlights Model H11

38,00 €

Model: H11 Voltage: 9V-30V Index of
protection: IP68 Duration: 50000+ hours

Material: Aluminum alloy Power: 30W
Color: 6000K  

Cod.:A2530

12V H7 55W Philips 12972PRB1 car
headlight halogen lamp

8,36 €

12V H7 55W Philips 12972PRB1 car
headlight halogen lamp Features EAN

 8711500406071  Brand  Philips 
Dimensions  140 x 40 x 90 mm Weight
 about 0.027 KG  Lamp type:  H7 Rated
power:  55W Voltage:  12V Socket type: 

PX26d Manufacturer article code: 
12972PRB1     

Cod.:ED648

Pair of 30W 4800lm 6000K LED car
headlights Model 9005

38,00 €

Model:  9005 Voltage: 9V-30V Index of
protection: IP68 Duration: 50000+ hours

Material: Aluminum alloy Power: 30W
Color: 6000K  

Cod.:A2290

Pair of 30W 4800lm 6000K LED car
headlights Model 9006

36,00 €

Model: 9006 Voltage: 9V-30V Index of
protection: IP68 Duration: 50000+ hours

Material: Aluminum alloy Power: 30W
Color: 6000K  

Cod.:A2180

Pair of 3800lm 6000K LED car
headlights Model 9006

19,60 €

Pair of 3800lm 6000K LED Car
Headlights Model 9006

Cod.:A1735
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Pair of 3800lm 6000K LED car
headlights Model H1

19,60 €

Pair of 3800lm 6000K LED car headlights
Model H1

Cod.:P952

Pair of 3800lm 6000K LED car
headlights Model H8 / H9 / H11

19,96 €

Pair of 3800lm 6000K LED car headlights
Model H8 / H9 / H11

Cod.:P937

H7 6000K 55W Xenon Headlight Car Kit

29,80 €

H7 6000K 55W Xenon headlight kit With
this advanced HID headlight system that
uses bright Xenon lamps, you can easily
replace your old halogen headlights. your
car. In fact, HID lamps are the brightest
headlights for cars on the road today.

HID stands for High Intensity Discharge
and implies that the filament of the bulb
contains Xenon gas which produces a

beam of light that is about 3 times
brighter than normal halogen bulbs.

Xenon bulbs retain the same attachment
as your halogen lamp, to make assembly
quick and easy without having to make

any changes to the headlight or electrical
system, plus it increases safety and rest
of the view while driving at night, as well

as than to attribute an undoubted
aesthetic improvement to your car. The

color of the lamps is 6000K and the
connector type H7. Features Connector

type: H7  Lamp temperature: 6000K
Rated power: 55W  

Cod.:WB156

Pair Car LED Headlights 36W 3800lm
6000K Model H7

13,96 €

Pair of LED headlights 36W 3800lm
6000K Model H7 Pair of LED bulbs with
cob H7 technology.  Thanks to the fan

placed at the end of the lamp, the same
will not undergo temperature increases in

order to offer an always intense and
constant light.  Technical characteristics
Model: H7 - C6 Power: 72W ( 36W Per
lamp) Color temperature: 6000K cool
white Material Aluminum Lumen 7600

Lumen (3800 Lumen Per lamp) 
Complete kit to replace the halogen lamp

Dissipation high quality aluminum heat
co low voltage Low voltage protection
High precision constant current driver

chip Shock resistant Long life: 10 times
that of HID lamps and 100 times more
than halogen NOTE: Product supplied

without assembly instructions  

Cod.:K488

H3 12V 55W halogen lamp

0,30 €

H3 12V 55W halogen lamp  
Characteristics Model: H3 Power: 55W

Voltage: 12V

Cod.:H658

Pair of LED car headlights 36W 3800lm
6000K Model H4

13,96 €

Pair of LED car headlights 36W 3800lm
6000K Model H4 Pair of LED bulbs with
COB H4 technology. Thanks to the fan
located at the end of the lamp, it will not
undergo temperature increases so as to

offer an always intense and constant
light. Technical features Model: H4 - C6

Power: 72W (36W Per lamp) Color
temperature: 6000K cool white Material
Aluminium Lumen 7600 Lumen (3800

Lumen Per lamp) Complete kit to replace
the halogen lamp High quality aluminum
heat dissipation, low consumption Low

voltage protection High precision
constant current driver chip Impact

resistant Long life: 10 times that of HID
lamps and 100 times longer than halogen

NOTE: Product supplied without
assembly instructions  

Cod.:K563

Kit 4 reverse sensors with horn - white

21,00 €

Kit of 4 reversing sensors with audible
alarm consisting of 4 paintable sensors,

control box and audible
alarm. Connection cables and milling tool
are included. TECHNICAL FEATURES:
1. Rated voltage: DC12V 2. Operating

range: DC9V-18V 3. Rated current:
20mA-200mA 4. Detecting distance:
0.3M-1.8M 5. Working temperature:

-30°C to +80°C 6. Ultrasonic frequency :
40KHZ 7. Detecting angle:

H&gt;60°,V&gt;60°8. EAN code:
8053323552895 PACKAGE CONTENTS:

- 4 SENSORS of 21mm diameter,
detachable with 2.5m wire; - 1 control unit

(85mm X 55mm X 20mm); - 1 acoustic
buzzer with 5m cable; - 1 custom drill bit

to make the holes for the sensors; - 1
user and installation manual in ENGLISH;

AUDIBLE SIGNAL LEVELS: Distance
Levels Alarm Status 1. 130cm-180cm

Safe Mode Bi---Bi---Bi; 2. 60cm-130cm
Alarm Mode Bi-Bi-Bi 3. 0cm-60cm

Danger Mode Biiiii------

Cod.:K565

Waterproof reversing camera -
2x2x2.3cm

9,98 €

Waterproof reversing camera -
2x2x2.3cm    Features Anti-fog glass
CCD imaging sensor High degree of
waterproofness: IP66  Wide viewing

angle: 170° Applicable to a large variety
of vehicles: cars, trucks, RVs, etc. Easy
to install Simple design and small size

Male-to-male RCA cable for video signal
Power cable Dimensions: 2.0x2.0x2.3cm

       
Cod.:M251

Kit of 4 parking sensors with display

29,96 €

Kit of 4 parking sensors with display
Professional kit complete with 4 sensors

with display suitable for reversing
maneuvers with a large 2,5Mt maximum

quality distance detection system. at
0Cm. Activation of the automatic system
with the insertion of the reverse gear, 4
quality sensors for a complete coverage

of the entire width of the vehicle,
designed for all climatic conditions,

sound alarm included, distance detection
from 2.5 meters to 0cm. Parking sensors
facilitate all parking maneuvers, even the
most difficult reversing. They guarantee

safe maneuvers by warning of the
presence of people or animals or

things. Parking sensors also detect
invisible obstacles, avoiding costly
repairs. No more bumps to park,

therefore a safe help in any
situation. Ideal for cars, vans, and any

other vehicle.Approaching the obstacle is
indicated by a visual signal on the

display. These sensors are activated
automatically when reverse gear is

engaged and monitor your maneuvers
step by step. Features Rated voltage: DC

12V. Working voltage: DC 9V-16V.
Current: 20-200mA Ultrasound
frequency: 40KHz Operating

temperature: -30 ° C- + 70 ° C. Distance
sensing: 0cm - 2.5m Double shielded
sensors and wiring, quick release plug
system. Self-test function Dual CPU

chipset system with protective circuitry
avoiding overheating or overloading It
does not suffer radio interference from
other wireless devices Antifreeze and

waterproof material for a long service life
Numerical distance signaling + proximity

LED on display  EAN number:
8053323552024 Package contents         
                                                                 

             1 Display with 5Mt cable.    4
16.5mm bumper wire SENSORS, 3Mt
cable length. 4 Mounting brackets for

sensors. 1 control unit. 1 x drill bit / cutter
suitable for bumper holes. 1 user and

installation manual.

Cod.:Z374
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Kit of 4 parking sensors with horn

27,96 €

Kit of 4 parking sensors with horn
Professional kit complete with 4 sensors

with adjustable and / or deactivable
acoustic warning device suitable for

reversing maneuvers with a wide 2,5Mt
maximum quality distance detection

system. at 0Cm. Activation of the
automatic system with the insertion of the

reverse gear, 4 quality sensors for a
complete coverage of the entire width of

the vehicle, designed for all climatic
conditions, sound alarm included,

distance detection from 2.5 meters to
0cm. Parking sensors facilitate all parking

maneuvers, even the most difficult
reversing. They guarantee safe

maneuvers by warning of the presence of
people or animals or things. Parking

sensors also detect invisible obstacles,
avoiding costly repairs. No more bumps

to park, therefore a safe help in any
situation. Ideal for cars, vans, and any

other vehicle.Approaching the obstacle is
indicated by an intermittent acoustic /
audible signal, the frequency of which

increases as the distance from the
obstacle decreases until it becomes

continuous near it. These sensors are
activated automatically when reverse

gear is engaged and monitor your
maneuvers step by step. Features Rated
voltage: DC 12V. Working voltage: DC
9V-16V. Current: 20-200mA Ultrasound

frequency: 40KHz Operating
temperature: -30 ° C- + 70 ° C. Distance

sensing: 0cm - 2.5m Double shielded
sensors and wiring, quick release plug
system. Self-test function Dual CPU

chipset system with protective circuitry
avoiding overheating or overloading It
does not suffer radio interference from
other wireless devices Antifreeze and

waterproof material for a long service life
EAN number: 8053323552031 Package
contents                                                   

                                     1 Adjustable
audible buzzer with 5m cable.    4

16.5mm bumper wire SENSORS, 3Mt
cable length. 4 Mounting brackets for

sensors. 1 control unit. 1 x drill bit / cutter
suitable for bumper holes. 1 user and

installation manual.

Cod.:K726

12V 6A car / motorcycle / boat charger

26,96 €

Battery charger for
cars/motorcycles/boats 12V 6A A

professional device for recharging the
batteries of cars, motorcycles and motor

boats. It is a modern 6/12V universal
battery charger that allows you to charge

various types of batteries: traditional,
lead-acid, self-service and

maintenance-free. Extremely easy to use,
thanks to which everyone can easily

charge the vehicle battery. The rectifier
has a switch that allows you to select the
power needed to charge the battery: 6V

or 12V. In addition, there are LEDs on the
panel that show the state of charge of the
device in percent. It is extremely light and
small, making it easy to carry and store in
your car or at home.HOW TO CHARGE
THE BATTERY WITH A CHARGER? 1.
Connect the RED charging clip to the
POSITIVE battery terminal.2. Connect
the BLACK charging lead to the vehicle

chassis or engine block. DO NOT
CONNECT DIRECTLY TO THE

BATTERY. (Do not attach clamps to
carburettors, fuel lines, painted or sheet
metal body parts).3. Insert the plug into

an electrical outlet and turn on the
charger. COMFORTABLE

HANDLEThanks to a special handle with
finger recesses, the handle will fit

perfectly in your hand, which will allow
you to comfortably move the magazine
anywhere.6/12V SWITCHThe switch on
the device panel allows you to adapt the

parameters to the battery being
charged. To change the power, just press
the red button in the right place.LEDsThe

device has 6 LEDs signed with the
percentage, which show how far the
battery has been charged. Thanks to
them, you don't have to wonder if the

battery is ready to power your
vehicle.COMPACT SIZEThanks to the

fact that the charger is light in weight and
has a small size, it is easy to store both

in the car and at home. BATTERY
CHARGER - is an intelligent charger for
the most popular 6V and 12V batteries
used in the automotive and industry. It
supports most of the batteries available

on the market. It is used to charge
20-65Ah car, motorcycle and lead-acid

batteries. It has a special switch that will
allow you to adjust to a certain

battery. The straightener has compact
dimensions, so it is handy and easy to
store. PORTABLE - Thanks to the fact

that the MALATEC charger has very thin
batteries, it is extremely light compared to

other power supplies on the market. It
can be easily stored and transported in
the car or at home, e.g. in a closet, on a
shelf. It takes up very little space. it also

has a comfortable handle with finger
recesses that fits any hand and will allow

you to comfortably carry the device
anywhere. 6V and 12V - the device is

equipped with a switch, thanks to which
we can choose 6V or 12V before

charging the battery, depending on our
needs. It can easily charge car,

motorcycle and many other popular
batteries. It is extremely efficient,

effective and consumes little electricity.
CHARGE LEVEL INDICATOR - the

rectifier has 6 LEDs labeled in
percentage which indicate the battery

charge level. This allows you to charge
the device to the selected level. Thanks
to this feature, you don't have to wonder

if the battery has enough charge - the
charger will simply show you.

Characteristics Manufacturer: Malatec
EAN code: 5900779937147 Supplier

code: 00011050 black colour material:
plastic output: AC110V / 230V: DC 12V
Power: 4.2A maximum charge current:

6A 6 indicator lights power cables
(length): 1.5 m device power cable

(length): 1.5 m dimensions
(length/width/height): 8.5/16/18cm

weight: 1.5kg

Cod.:F1465

12V / 24V 30A car / motorcycle battery
charger

84,00 €

Car / motorcycle battery charger 12V /
24V 30A BATTERY CHARGER - is an

intelligent charger for the most common
12V and 24V batteries used in the

automotive and industry. In addition, it
has a fast charging function. It is used to

charge 20-65 Ah car, motorcycle and
lead-acid batteries. It has a special

switch that will allow you to adapt to a
certain battery. The charger has a

compact size, which makes it handy and
easy to store. It supports most of the

batteries available on the market. FAST
CHARGING - Our vehicle batteries often

fail before an important journey . The
charger has a handy quick-charge

function that will save you in an
emergency. By having our device in the

trunk, you can feel safe on every journey.
12 V / 24 V - The charger has a switch,

thanks to which, before charging the
battery, we can choose 12V or 24V
according to the needs. It can easily

charge car, motorcycle and many other
batteries. It is extremely effective and
consumes little electricity. CHARGE

LEVEL INDICATOR - The charger has an
indicator that shows the battery level.

This allows you to charge the device to
the selected level. Thanks to this feature,
you don't have to wonder if the battery is
charged enough - the charger will simply
show you. Specifications color: black and

red; material: metal; charging time: 4-6
hours;  Purpose: batteries: 12 and 24V;

maximum current: 30A; dimensions
(width / height): 26.5 / 19 cm;  weight:
4.05 kg; weight in packaging: 4.50 kg

Brand: Malatec EAN code:
5900779937208 Vendor code: 00011163

Model: CD-30A

Cod.:F1630

350A Black & Decker car emergency
starter

140,18 €

Black &amp; Decker 350A Car Jump
Starter The initial discharge will start

cars, boats, tractors, trailers and much
more without the need for other vehicles.

3 LED light ideal for night work. A LED
light indicates the battery charge level.
Copper cables have corrosion resistant

nickel coated terminals. Sealed lead acid
battery prevents spillage. Reverse

polarity alarm ensures proper connection
to battery to avoid sparks. ON-OFF

switch to avoid sparks. Rubber handle for
more comfort. Compact profile for greater

stability and better stowage. Non-slip
rubber corners. The reverse connection

alarm ensures a correct connection to the
battery avoiding sparks 9Ah battery
sealed to prevent leakage Compact
starter for greater stability in use The

keyless safety switch Rubberized corners
and non-slip pads Battery status LED

indicator to ensure full charge 61 cm long
high performance nickel-plated copper
cables Incorporates an ultra bright LED

light ideal for night use Rubberized
handle for added comfort The 350A

delivered instantly starts the car without
the need for another vehicle USB port for

2.1A charging   Details EAN
5035048210222 Black &amp; Decker

brand Rechargeable via 230 V Batteries:
12V / 9 Ah, sealed, lead acid battery
Features: Work light Weight: 4.2 kg

Capacity: 9 Ah Width: 280 mm Height: 93
mm Depth: 360 mm Auxiliary starting

current: (12 V) 350 A Integrated
accumulator: Lead-acid Product Type:

Quick Ignition System

Cod.:ED3122

Stanley 2A car charger

53,52 €

Stanley 2A car charger General features
For use with 6V / 12V batteries 2A high

frequency maintenance / charger
Automatically charge and keep the

battery at an optimum charge Sealed and
reinforced coating to protect against

moisture, corrosion, dust and oil 2 ways
to load: pliers for batteries and 12V DC
plug Compensate automatically for the
lower voltage caused by the extensions
Reverse polarity protection Details EAN

5060285170237  Brand Stanley Package
size 248 x 76 x 140 mm Weight about

0.780 KG

Cod.:ED3232

Battery charger for 3/5/10A 12V fast
charging vehicle batteries

13,80 €

Battery charger for 3/5/10A 12V fast
charging vehicle batteries NB: Some

details may differ from those shown in the
image   Characteristics Model:

SON-1205B Input voltage: 100-240V
Output voltage: 12V Fast charging: 5A
max Frequency Response: 47-63Hz

Power factor: greater than or equal to
0.85 Charging efficiency: greater than or

equal to 87% European plug
Positive/negative terminals for battery

poles Built-in cooling system  

Cod.:EL3238

Caricabatterie per auto 12V/8A -
24V/4A 130W

35,60 €

Caricabatterie per auto 12V/8A - 24V/4A
130W ALTAMENTE COMPATIBILE - il

caricatore è controllato da un
microprocessore che adatta

automaticamente la corrente di carica
alla tensione. Ha una funzione di

rilevamento automatico della tensione
della batteria (12 V o 24 V). Funziona
perfettamente con batterie al piombo.
PROTEZIONE COMPLETA DELLA

BATTERIA - Il caricabatterie contiene
una funzione estremamente pratica di

protezione integrata contro cortocircuiti,
surriscaldamento, circuiti aperti,

sovraccarico, sovraccarico, inversione di
polarità e scintille. Inoltre, il dispositivo

carica automaticamente la batteria,
proteggendola ulteriormente. Con queste

funzionalità è possibile lasciare il
caricabatterie collegato alla batteria per

un tempo indefinito. COMODO
PANNELLO TOUCH – Il caricatore è

dotato di un pannello di controllo
estremamente pratico ed intuitivo. Il suo

funzionamento è simile a quello di un
telefono cellulare, il che lo rende facile da
usare. Il pannello è composto da cinque
pulsanti. Usandoli, possiamo abilitare la
protezione, la modalità di riparazione, il

rilevamento della temperatura e un
microcontrollore. Sul lato destro è

presente un pulsante di ricarica separato,
che funziona se premuto a lungo.

MANUTENZIONE/RIPARAZIONI – Il
caricabatteria è perfetto anche per la

manutenzione della batteria. Grazie alla
funzione di riparazione, il dispositivo può
aiutare a riparare una batteria usurata o
solfatata (il dispositivo non può riparare
una batteria gravemente danneggiata,

non caricherà al 100% una batteria
danneggiata). Caratteristiche Codice

EAN: 5904665714256 Codice
fornitore: 00022463 colore nero Voltaggio

in ingresso: 100-240 V Potenza
nominale: 12V/8A, 24V/4A autonomia

della batteria: 6-150 Ah potenza: 130 W
protezione termica: 65°C +/- 5°C

tensione minima di avviamento: 2,0 V

Cod.:WB320

Cigarette lighter voltmeter 12-24V -
Red display

7,14 €

Cigarette lighter voltmeter 12-24V - Red
display Dimensions: 62x35mm Display

color: red

Cod.:T571

Positive terminal battery terminal

4,60 €

Positive pole battery terminal (+). It has 4
outlets with cable tightening for cables
with the following diameters: 12.5mm

9mm 5mm 5mm Ideal for the realization
of Hi-Fi systems.    

Cod.:U820
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Rechargeable led emergency triangle
with solar panel, powerbank function

and led lamp

11,36 €

Rechargeable led emergency triangle
with solar panel powerbank function and
led lamp  Rechargeable lamp useful for
hiking, camping, night walks, for work,

hobbies, do it yourself and for
emergency. Equipped with a central cold

light LED to generate the greatest
possible light with the minimum energy

consumption that acts as a torch, 30 cob
red light LEDs that light up intermittently
or steadily to signal a danger. The lamp
is equipped with a comfortable handle

that acts as a support foot and makes it
convenient for transport. Inside it is

equipped with rechargeable batteries that
are recharged via solar panels or micro
usb socket.    Technical characteristics

Brand: Leovin EAN code:
8518383466099 Vendor code:

ZMY-GSH-6609 Model: HB-6608 Light
intensity: 500lm Available colors: black
and yellow, black and green, black and
gray LED light: 1 cold light led, 30 red

light led LED type: COB ON / OFF switch
for the flashlight Switch to switch

between cob / side led and emergency
led Pull-out handle  

Cod.:WB118

Gold-plated negative pole battery
terminal

4,36 €

Gold-plated negative battery terminal 2
outputs 12 mm2 Dimensions:  55x30mm

Cod.:U109

Remote control to program for cars

10,46 €

Remote control to program for cars
Frequency (MHz): 430.5 / 315.0MHZ
Compatible with the K212 car alarm

system  

Cod.:91432

Remote control to program for cars

10,46 €

Remote control to program for cars
Frequency (MHz): 430.5 / 315.0MHZ
Compatible with the K212 car alarm

system

Cod.:92594

Kit 10 Fuses for cars with Tester

1,16 €

Kit 10 Fuses for cars with Tester
Electroprobe and screwdriver phase
finder to test the fuses of your car /

motorcycle, simply by hooking the clip on
the casing and with the tip check the

ends of the fuses without removing them
from the housing. Features Pointed

screwdriver with neon light Voltage: 6V -
24V Length: 130mm.  Isolated Pocket
clip Cable with clip Fuse set 3A / 5A /

7.5A / 2x10A / 2x15A / 20A / 25A / 30A
Long life of the neon bulb, usable over

30000 times.  

Cod.:U190

Kit 10 Fuses for cars

2,20 €

Kit 10 Car fuses. 2 x 10A, 2 x 15A, 2 x
20A, 2x 25A, 2 x 30A

Cod.:U674

Kit 11 Fuses for cars with tweezers

1,00 €

Kit 11 Fuses for cars with tweezers 3 x
10A, 2 x 15A, 2 x 20A, 2x 25A, 2 x 30A

Cod.:U110

Car sun visor - Official FC Inter

2,06 €

Parasol in vinyl film, with two different
graphics, front and back. Adjustable

length, equipped with 2 suction cups. 
Dimensions: 35x70cm Official: FC Inter  

Cod.:L034

Suction cup car sunshade - Official
A.C. MILAN

0,98 €

Suction cup car sunshade - Official A.C.
MILAN Sunshade in vinyl film, with two

different graphics, front and back.
Adjustable length, equipped with 2

suction cups. Dimensions: 35x70cm
Officer: A.C. Milan

Cod.:1145
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Universal window regulator module

24,96 €

Module window complete with wiring.
Allows on all cars, the opening and

centralized remote closing of windows
from 2 to 4 doors. The module adapts to
any burglar alarm or central locking, with
exit to raise 4 electric windows, 2 front
and 2 rear. The system is universal in
that it is activated when it receives the
impulse. Package Contents: - Window

module - Connection cables with
protection fuses - Installation manualCod.:L077

Remote control to program for cars

10,46 €

Remote control to program for cars
Frequency (MHz): 430.5 / 315.0MHZ
Compatible with the K212 car alarm

system  

Cod.:92535

Remote control to program for cars

10,46 €

Remote control to program for cars
Frequency (MHz): 430.5 / 315.0MHZ
Compatible with the K212 car alarm

system  

Cod.:92532

Car alarm system

58,80 €

Car alarm system Type: One Way
Function: Remote Starter Voltage: DC

12V Frequency (MHz): 430.5 / 315.0MHZ
Control Distance: 100m Model Number:

W4 Product name: Car alarm system
Usage: Cars Safety  Color: as picture

Working DV: 6-12V Shock sensor
Current: 1mA Siren: 105 ~ 125dB

Cod.:K212

Chromed positive pole battery terminal

4,60 €

Positive pole battery terminal (+). It has 4
outlets with cable tightening for cables
with the following diameters: 12.5mm

9mm 5mm 5mm Ideal for the realization
of Hi-Fi systems.

Cod.:U978

Car mobile phone holder with All Ride
magnet

7,32 €

Cell phone holder for cars with All Ride
magnet EAN 8711252030425 Brand   All

Ride Dimensions 40 x 40 x 60 mm
Weight about 0.050 KG    

Cod.:ED560

RGBW led strip with remote control for
cars - All Ride

18,86 €

With this light strip on LEDs you can give
a car or truck an attractive and colorful
bright accent. The strip is 1 meter long
and contains 30 LEDs. You can set the

mood lighting in 16 colors. There are also
4 lighting effects. You can dim the lights
or make them brighter and let them flash
slowly or quickly. Details Length: 100 cm

Number of LEDs: 30 Operation: on
cigarette lighter socket, suitable for 12

and 24 Volt Easy to cut to size Equipped
with practical adhesive border Including
infrared remote control Adjustable in 16
different colors Multiple light functions

available Including CR2032 battery
(remote control) Quality mark: CE EAN: 

8711252486963    

Cod.:ED9120

Clip for glasses holder for car sun
visors - All Ride

3,74 €

Clip for glasses holder for car sun visors -
All Ride  This handy glasses clip will

allow you to always keep your glasses,
highway tickets or whatever else you

need to drive your car or camper. Details
EAN: 8711252263458 Brand: All Ride 

Material: Plastic  

Cod.:ED9130

FM Audio Transmitter audio jack
3.5mm / SD / USB Konig

11,60 €

FM Audio Transmitter 3.5mm audio
jack/SD/USB Konig This transmitter is
ideal for connecting an MP3 player or
smartphone using the supplied 3.5mm

stereo mini jack for headphones allowing
you to play playlists via your car stereo.

An SD card can be inserted. It is powered
via a 12V cigarette lighter socket and
includes an LCD display and remote

control for added convenience. Functions
• Play music from any device thanks to
the 3.5 mm stereo mini jack output for
headphones and SD cards. • Includes

remote control for ease of use Box
contents 1x FM Transmitter 1x Remote
Control 1x 3.5mm Stereo Mini Jack for

Headphones Manual   Product
Specifications Input connectors USB
3.5mm SD Radio bands fm   Supplier

Code: CSFMTRANS100BL EAN code:
5412810221615   

Cod.:WB1305
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Universal central locking kit for cars
with remote controls - 2 doors

33,60 €

Convenient opening and closing of the
doors with the remote control. Already

from afar you can open the goalkeeper of
your car and you won't have to go near
the car to look for the lock in the dark or
in the rain! Universal kit, compatible with

the anti-theft system and related
accessories. Waterproof actuators with

360 ° head rotating, motor overload
protection. For 2 doors. Keyless remote

controls are included. Ideal for those who
want to install a central locking system on

cars that do not have them!

Cod.:P953

Universal central locking kit for cars
with remote controls - 4 doors

48,00 €

Universal central locking kit for cars with
remote controls - 4 doors Convenient

opening and closing of the doors with the
remote control.Already from a distance
you can open the doors of your car and

you will no longer have to go near the car
to look for the lock in the dark or in the
rain!Universal kit, compatible with the

anti-theft system and related
accessories.Waterproof actuators with

360 ° rotating head, motor overload
protection. For 4 doors.Keyless remotes
are included. Ideal for those who want to
install a central locking on cars that do

not have one! NB: Some details shown in
the photos may vary from the actual

product Features Remote control
operating distance: About 30 - 80 meters

Working voltage: 12V ± 3V Traction
force: 32N ± 4N Stretch Distance: 18MM

± 1MM Operating temperature: -30 ? ------
+ 80 ? Short Circuit Current Module: Max
81mA Current Indicator: 15mA Working

frequency: 433.92MHZ Opening / closing
cycles: 10,0000 times  

Cod.:P951

Remote control to program for cars

10,46 €

Remote control to program for cars
Frequency (MHz): 430.5 / 315.0MHZ
Compatible with the K212 car alarm

system

Cod.:93469

Remote control to program for cars

10,46 €

Remote control to program for cars
Frequency (MHz): 430.5 / 315.0MHZ
Compatible with the K212 car alarm

system  

Cod.:90907

Remote control to program for cars

10,46 €

Remote control to program for cars
Frequency (MHz): 430.5 / 315.0MHZ
Compatible with the K212 car alarm

system  

Cod.:90523

Remote control to program for cars

10,46 €

Remote control to program for cars
Frequency (MHz): 430.5 / 315.0MHZ
Compatible with the K212 car alarm

system  

Cod.:90943

Remote control to program for cars

10,46 €

Remote control to program for cars
Frequency (MHz): 430.5 / 315.0MHZ
Compatible with the K212 car alarm

system

Cod.:91099

Remote control to program for cars

10,46 €

Remote control to program for cars
Frequency (MHz): 430.5 / 315.0MHZ
Compatible with the K212 car alarm

system  

Cod.:92036

Remote control to program for cars

10,46 €

Remote control to program for cars
Frequency (MHz): 430.5 / 315.0MHZ
Compatible with the K212 car alarm

system

Cod.:90901
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GPS / GPRS / GSM locator with real
time monitoring

45,96 €

GPS / GPRS / GSM locator with real-time
monitoring It is a very small,

high-performance GPS - GSM locator
that can be traced by sending SMS

messages to the mobile phone with the
exact coordinates of its position, IN REAL

TIME! Just set the functions via text
message and you will always know where

your children, elderly people, your
motorbike and your car are.  Uses
Satellite alarm: hidden in the car,

motorbike, boat or any other means, acts
as a satellite anti-theft device and you will

be able to know at any time the place
where your vehicle is located with an

accuracy of a few meters away. You can
choose whether to have the position at
that moment by having an SMS sent to

you or to do a tracking on the go by
having the data sent via GPRS

continuously. child control: with this
device in the briefcase or hidden in the
clothes, we will always be able to know,
moment by moment, where our child is.

function to exceed a certain speed: when
this function is set you will be sent a

message whenever the speed limits you
set are exceeded. movement function

(geo-fense function): when this function is
set, a message will be sent to you as
soon as the locator moves or when it
moves from a certain radius. home

burglar alarm: with the monitor function
you can call and listen to what happens  

Package includes 1 x GPS tracker 1 x
Charger  1 x USB cable 1x Power supply

with European plug 2 x Battery  1 x
Magnetic shell 1 x Waterproof Bag 1 x

User Manual Operation First you need to
equip it with a SIM card, like any mobile
phone. 1. Then you need to set on the

satellite tracker the number of the mobile"
Admin "(administrator) to which it will
send messages and from which it will
accept commands. 2. It is possible to

register the numbers to which it will send
position messages. 3. Then you have to
set the password to access the various

settings and commands, which are
always entered via sms. 4. The

programming, the localization, the
listening and the sending / receiving of
data take place via SMS messages or
GSM / Gprs connection. 5. At this point
the detector is ready to work, it will be
enough a few seconds to lock on the
GPS signal from the satellites.   If you
dial the number of his Sim from your

mobile phone, in a few seconds he will
send you an SMS where you can read
the longitude and latitude relative to his
position, the time, the speed in Kmh. 

With the coordinates received, connect to
the Internet, at the site:

http://maps.google.it/ (or on google
hearth) and enter them in the search bar,
spacing the latitude from the longitude by
a space. According to your settings and
your commands the localizer will send

you sms with position and speed:
Automatically every set time interval (eg

every 30 sec.); If it comes out of a
'geographical area defined by you. If a

speed set by you is exceeded. Whenever
it starts moving. Following request for
help, via the SOS button. When the

battery is running low. If it is used as a
satellite anti-theft device it is useful to
know that, in case of theft, if the car or
motorbike is inside a garage, where it

cannot receive the GPS signal, however
it will signal the last one a position
available. Use the GPS Sirf III chip
complete with GPRS modem, very

sensitive and extremely precise. The
battery charge ensures 48 hours of
operation, it is also possible, for a
permanent installation, to use the

mini-Usb socket to connect to the car
battery via an adapter for mobile phones.

Cod.:WB333

ELM327 OBD2 V2.1 Car Bluetooth
Diagnostic Tool

12,96 €

Bluetooth Car Diagnostic Tool ELM327
OBD2 V2.1 ELM327 Bluetooth OBD2

V2.1 Car Diagnostic Tool is used to read
diagnostic trouble codes, both generic

and manufacturer specific, and view their
meaning. Can test many car problems

and display current sensor data. Support
all OBD-II protocols, work with all OBD-II

compatible vehicles. The Bluetooth
Diagnostic Scan Tool has a super mini

design for convenient use.         Features
EAN code: 5999571022618 Model:

ELM327 BT Material: Plastic Function:
Auto Diagnosis Technical parameters:

Supports all OBD-II protocols, works with
all OBD-II compliant vehicles Operating
voltage: 12 V Contents: package 1 x tool

d i diagnosis ELM327 / 1 x CD  

Cod.:WB1017

Car thermometer with All Ride ice
warning

11,94 €

Car thermometer with All Ride ice
warning EAN 8711252029597  Brand All

Ride Dimensions 150 x 10 x 220 mm 
Weight about 0.093 KG

Cod.:ED508

12V / 250Psi All Ride car compressor

16,76 €

All Ride 12V / 250Psi car compressor
Features EAN  8711252998008 Brand

 All Ride Dimensions  140 x 80 x 170 mm
Weight  about 0.565 KG   

Cod.:ED594

Yellow All Ride reflective vest

3,76 €

Yellow All Ride reflective vest EAN
8718489001099  Brand All Ride

Dimensions 10 x 650 x 630 mm  Weight
about 0.110 KG

Cod.:ED598

Car holder for smartphone with
Wireless charger - All Ride

15,72 €

Car holder for smartphones with Wireless
charger - All Ride  This handy

smartphone holder allows you to fix your
phone in the car and at the same time to

recharge it using wireless charging
technology. Features Rotatable 360

degrees Suction cup fixing Smartphone
maximum width: 9 cm Minimum

smartphone width: 5 cm Back support
length: 12 cm microUSB connector

Compatible with any smartphone model
that supports wireless charging Brand: All

Ride EAN: 8711252128153

Cod.:ED9102

Lifetime Cars road warning triangle

6,72 €

Signaling triangle to be used in case of
emergency to warn drivers of incoming
vehicles of the presence of a stationary
vehicle. Simple to use, does not require
assembly. The reflective materials used

to construct the triangle ensure maximum
visibility even in poor light conditions.

Product specifications EAN
8711252379623 Brand Lifetime Cars
Dimensions 60 x 30 x 430 mm Weight
about 0.400 KG Reflective materials

Simple to use  

Cod.:ED2140

Rechargeable cordless vacuum
cleaner for cars 60W 4000mAh

36,00 €

Rechargeable cordless vacuum cleaner
for cars 60W 4000mAh Cordless car

vacuum cleaner. An excellent accessory
for keeping the car clean and beyond.   
Characteristics Model: KSC-776 Engine

speed: 45000 (rpm) Power: 60W Vacuum
suction: 4500 (mbar) Product size:

363*61*65mm Product weight: 384g
Battery capacity: 4000mAh Charging

cable included Brush included Special
HEPA level filter, the filter can be cleaned

and used repeatedly

Cod.:N045

Splitter 3x cigarette lighter socket + 2x
Grundig USB

15,72 €

3x cigarette lighter splitter + 2x Grundig
USB 3-way power station with dual USB

output (2A - 12 / 24V) from auto.
Converts a single power source into a
3-way power source with LED lighting.

Suitable for most electronic devices with
USB power supply and 12 / 24V

accessories. Ideal for simultaneously
uploading your smartphone / tablet / MP3

player via the double USB port. Â Â
Specifications Input voltage: DC 12-24V

Maximum output current: 10A USB output
voltage: DC 5V Maximum USB output

current: 2A (total) Â Details EAN Â
8711252469591 Brand Â Grundig

Automotive Dimensions Â package 315 x
50 x 115 mm Weight Â about 0.300 K G

Hanging packaging Â

Cod.:ED3120
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Portable air compressor for cars 12V
maximum pressure 10 bar

39,60 €

Portable air compressor for cars 12V
maximum pressure 10 bar

Characteristics Dimensions: 82*45*134
mm Display: display LCD Input voltage:
12V Power socket: car cigarette lighter

socket 19 cylinder single pump
permanent magnet motor, maximum air

pressure ?10 bar Usage time: 20
consecutive minutes It takes about 5

minutes to fill 205/R16 car tires
Cod.:N085

Car cigarette lighter with integrated
socket 12V 8A All Ride

5,36 €

Car cigarette lighter with integrated 12V
8A All Ride socket Replacement for car

cigarette lighter usable on most cars. The
product has a maximum current capacity

of 8A and works with the normal 12V
current of cars. The minimal design, the

black color and the excellent
workmanship of the materials make it

suitable for each car.     Technical
characteristics E AN: 8711252273624
Producer: All Ride Outside diameter:

28mm Inside diameter: 21mm Operating
voltage: 12VDC Maximum current

intensity supported: 8A Connection:
6.3mm flat plug Materials: metal, plastic

Weight: about 0.08kg    

Cod.:ED4278

Car ashtray in ABS with LED All Ride

3,96 €

Car ashtray in ABS with All Ride LEDs
Comfortable car ashtray in ABS equipped

with LED light. The LED light provides
greater visibility when the container is

opened. It also gives a touch of design.
The ashtray is also equipped with 2

supports to support cigarettes. Details
EAN Â 8711252102283 Brand Â All Ride
Dimensions Â 120 x 80 x 78 mm Weight

Â about 0.089 KG Â
Cod.:ED4004

Portable pressure gauge for cars,
motorcycles and bicycles - All Ride

2,50 €

Portable pressure gauge for cars,
motorcycles and bicycles - All Ride

Thanks to this handy portable pressure
gauge you can measure the tire pressure

of your vehicles wherever you are and
with extreme simplicity. EAN:

8711252011431 Brand:  All Ride
Maximum pressure: 3.8 kg / cm²   

Cod.:ED9126

Yieqin 10.1'' HD LCD monitor

129,96 €

Yieqin 10.1'' HD LCD monitor
Multi-function mini TV screen: Support
VGA / AVI / HDMI / DVD / PC / CCTV /

TV, compatible with security system, it is
suitable for games. You can use it as a

car parking sensor monitor. Easy to
assemble, it allows you to adjust the
viewing angle by tilting the screen,

suitable to meet all your needs. Portable,
easy to carry, so you can enjoy your
favorite movies at home, in the car or

while traveling. There are four holes on
the back of the monitor, so you can hang

it on the wall like a TV. (Screws not
included) DETAILS 10.1 inch display

Resolution: 1080x720P.  Response time:
20ms Aspect Ratio: 16:9 Built-in speaker

Power supply: 9-30V DC (AC adapter:
12V) Video system: PAL / NTSC

Supports: MP5, WAV, WMA, AMR, RM,
RMVB, AVI, MPG, MPEG Support photo

in: GIF, BMP, JPG

Cod.:Z550

120W Wireless Portable Car Vacuum
Cleaner

39,96 €

120W Wireless Portable Car Vacuum
Cleaner The vacuum cleaner has a

power of 120 W Such a power big in a
small device and the product does not

require connection to the power supply. It
has a built-in battery, enough to clean the

whole machine! tangled cables and
wondering if it is enough to clean the
trunk. OUR model is wireless and is
extremely pleasant to use.  DOUBLE

FILTRATION SYSTEM: the HEPA filter
 inside prevents the expulsion of smaller
dust outside , disinfects the air passing
through it and also protects the motor of
the device from damage. Thanks to the
filter, the reel ripping does not lose its
power and its suction power is always
constant. It can be easily removed and

washed under running water.
ACCESSORIES INCLUDED - kit is a set
of highly practical tips, such as: the brush
(They allow for places that are prone to

scratching for cleaning, for example
sump elements), overlap narrow gap

and wide (especially check-in
hard-to-reach places, for example,

between seats) and a hose (will increase
range and allow access to more difficult

places).   CASE - practical case with
handle will allow you to conveniently

store and transport the vacuum cleaner
with all the accessories included in the

set. You don't have to worry about losing
an end, especially when storing the set in

the car. SPECIFICATIONS Producer:
Malatec Product code: 5900779934801
External code: 00009247 type: cyclone -

bagless power: 120W power supply:
USB  speed: 29000-31000 rpm battery:
2000mAh dimensions (length / height):
35 / 11cm cable length: 100 cm weight:
0.5 kg weight with packaging: 0.7 kg  

INCLUDED vacuum cleaner two narrow
tips brush elastic tube Pencil case USB

power cable A very good one gadgets for
people who appreciate or order in the

car, especially if accompanied by
children or animals. A visit to a car wash

is often associated with long queues,
costs and even a dirty vacuum cleaner
with which people have vacuumed their

cars. Cleaning the sofa with such a
vacuum cleaner is not hygienic and

leaves a lot of bacteria, which is why a
handheld vacuum cleaner is the perfect

solution. ONE OF THE GREATEST
POWER OF WIRELESS VACUUM

CLEANERS ON THE MARKET! The
vacuum cleaner has a power of up to
120W! Such a large power in a small

device, moreover, the product does not
require connection to the power supply. It
has a built-in battery, enough to clean the

whole car! You don't have to deal with
tangled cables and you wonder if

cleaning the trunk is enough. Our model
is wireless and extremely pleasant to

use. It has a comfortable handle, and in
the upper part there are grooves so that it

does not slip out of your hand during
suction, it is also light, so also with

prolonged use it is not a problem. After
discharging the battery, connect it to the

power supply (USB cable included), it
can be a car charger, laptop or charger.  
The hole in the vacuum cleaner is so big
that you will get rid of all the dirt, no hair
will escape it! The vacuum cleaner works

well both in the car and at home, for
example to vacuum the di compartment
or minor dirt: you can quickly clean your

home without having to remove the
classic vacuum cleaner. INNOVATIVE

TECHNOLOGY - DOUBLE FILTRATION 
The vacuum cleaner has double filtration

technology and therefore Hepa filter
inside of the smaller apobiega that expels

the dust, disinfects the air that passes
through it and protects the motor from
damage.You can easily remove it and

wash it under running water, which allows
you to use it repeatedly. Thanks to the
filter, the vacuum cleaner does not lose

its power and its suction power is always
constant.   AC ADDITIONAL

CESSORIES The set includes a set of
tips, that is: a brush, a narrow grooved lid

and a wide, flexible tube. Narrow, long
and short spikes are particularly suitable

for hard-to-reach places, such as
between seats. The brush will allow

cleaning of places subject to scratches,
eg. cockpit components. The hose will

increase range and allow access to
hard-to-reach places. The vacuum
cleaner can be used wet and dry.

TRANSPARENT CONTAINER The place
where all the dirt accumulates is

transparent, the which means we can see
when to empty it. Thanks to this, the

vacuum cleaner will never be clogged. To
remove the container, press the vacuum

cleaner button that unlocks the lock,
remove the filter, clean it then reinsert it

and close the container. BAG WITH
HANDLE The set also includes a bag

with a practical handle. vacuum it with all
the accessories included in the set. You
don't have to worry about losing an end,

especially when storing the set in the car.
 

Cod.:WB1509

Car actuator motor 18x24mm 12V

1,60 €

Car actuator motor 18x24mm 12V
Characteristics Manufacturer: Johnson

Manufacturer codes: 1010160 / N193805
/ 3005580F00 / N1938W7ATA205A

Dimensions: 18x24mm Wheel with 9
teeth

Cod.:1048

License plate holder with car camera

20,58 €

License plate holder with car camera
Rear license plate holder with camera,

connectable through a special cable to a
parking system with monitor in the car, to

ensure that during your parking
maneuvers there is no damage to the
rear of your vehicle. Excellent for use

during the day but also at night thanks to
the its 4 smd leds that will give light to the
field of view of the camera. Viewing angle
of the rear camera: 170 °, tiltable by 45 °.

Suitable for the safety of your vehicle. 
Waterproof and easy to install and use,
suitable for European license plates The
license plate must be fixed with a couple
of screws to this support. Features EAN
code: 1792781808898 Mounting cables
included IR camera with 4 SMD LEDs

IP68 Tiltable 45 ° Viewing angle: 170 °    

Cod.:WB870

Additional LED light for off-road
vehicles - 72W

39,96 €

Additional LED light for off-road vehicles -
72W LED bar, made of black die-cast

aluminum, equipped with 24 CREE LEDs
with a luminous flux of 6480 lm. This LED

bar is suitable for additional lighting of
motor vehicles, such as off-road vehicles,

jeeps, trucks, boats, agricultural
machines and industrial vehicles. The

use of this lamp allows to have
immediately the maximum brightness and

more depth during the night trip. In
addition to the countless advantages in
terms of brightness and road safety, it is
also possible to exploit the full potential
of LED lighting to achieve considerable

energy savings. Features IP Rating IP67
Duration 3000 h DC 9-30 Volt power

supply Led type Power Led Led number
24 Power 72 Watt Cold White Light Color
Color Temperature 6000 ° K ~ 6500 ° K
Working temperature -40 ° C ~ + 60 ° C
Weight 1800 gr Dimensions 300 x 60 x

80 (mm)  

Cod.:WB130
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Car Diagnostic Tool ELM 327 Wifi
OBD2 Live Data Reader

15,96 €

Car Diagnostic Tool ELM 327 Wifi OBD2
Live Data Reader OBD2 WiFi Car

Scanner Adapter for OBDII Scan Code
Reader Diagnostic Tool for iOS and

Android Working App inCarDoc, OBD
Fusion , Torque DIAGNOSTIC TOOL

FOR IMPROVED OBD2 CAR SCANNER
Passes EMC certification, ROHS

certification and FCC certification. Read
and clear diagnostic trouble codes for

Check Engine Light, generic and
manufacturer specific codes, reset Check

Engine Light. iOS and ANDROID
SUPPORT Recommend" OBD Fusion
"and" inCarDoc "for iOS. Recommend

(in-app purchase) "Torque Pro" for
Android. Third-party apps may have to
pay to get full functionality. Please wait
for Wi-Fi connection completed in 10
seconds.   COMPATIBLE VEHICLES

Works with 1996 model year and newer
vehicles sold in the USA (e.g. except for

cars with 24 V voltage). Includes VW
Ford GM Dodge BMW Chevrolet Audi

Subaru TOYOTA Honda Mazda Kia Benz
and other OBDII vehicles. VIEW DATA

OF THE REAL-TIME SENSOR Displays
data including engine RPM, calculated
load value, coolant temperature, status

Fuel System, Vehicle Speed, Short Term
Fuel Trim, Long Term Fuel Trim, Intake

Manifold Pressure, Synchronization
Lights, Timing Advance, Intake Air

Temperature, Air Flow, Absolute Throttle
Position 'accelerator, short-term

associated oxygen / fuel trim sensor
voltages and so on. Specifications EAN

code: 5999571024469 Vendor code:
holm0343 Model: ELM327 WiFi System
compatibility: OBD2 Software and driver

disk included

Cod.:L078

Anti-fog film for side rearview mirror 2
pieces 215x140 mm

3,16 €

Anti-fog film for side rearview mirror 2
pieces 215x140 mm It can be very

annoying to drive with a damp or wet
rearview mirror. This has a negative

effect, especially in the wettest months.
Even if you clean it on departure, it will be

damp again soon after, making safe
traffic difficult. Neither humidity nor water
can adhere to this film. The applied film
does not reflect or color the field of view

nor distort the image, almost only the
edge is visible as it is exposed, but even
when cleverly cut, it is not. I would make
it a mandatory accessory on every car. It
is not recommended to use it on a heated
mirror! The duration of the film depends
on the weather conditions and can be

used for about 4 months. Note: if the film
does not completely cover the mirror, do
not be overwhelmed, the effect will not be
lost. Package contents: 2 anti-fog sheets

215x140 mm

Cod.:WB1392

Spray gun with pressure gauge for 1/4
"Vorel tires

14,60 €

Gun with 1/4 "Vorel tire pressure gauge A
gun with a pressure gauge for inflation. It
has a 35 cm cable with a metal valve. A

large, readable pressure gauge facilitates
precise dosing of the pressure. Standard
1/4 "pneumatic connection. The tool is
not intended for use with automotive

tires. Features Vendor code 81651 EAN
code 5906083816512 Vorel brand weight

( kg) 0,6500 Pressure [bar] 0-6 Cable
length [cm] 35 Quick coupling size [inch]

1/4 " standard Material aluminum  

Cod.:D1076

Voltmeter with display for 12-24V
cigarette lighter socket

5,60 €

Voltmeter with display for 12-24V
cigarette lighter socket USEFUL - a very
useful device when using the car, it will
tell us when to recharge the battery, just
plug it into the cigarette lighter socket.
MODERN - it has an ergonomic shape
and its aesthetic design and minimalist

dimensions make it look modern and it is
equipped with a digital LED display.

RELIABLE - The voltmeter has a very
readable digital LED display (red digits),
so reading even on a sunny day is not a
problem. UNIVERSAL - the voltmeter is

adapted to any car equipped with a
cigarette lighter. Features black color

ready for installation: 12 and 24 V
measuring range : DC 8V - 30V ±% 1.2

accuracy: 0.1 V dimensions (length /
width / height): 7x3,9x2,7 cm weight: 40 g

Brand:  Iso Trade  EAN code:
5901785366648 Vendor code: 00000961

Cod.:WB648

Flexible wiper blade 43cm 17 "Lifetime
Cars

3,46 €

General features Make sure you travel
safely on the road with this Lifetime Cars

wiper blade. With this flat blade wiper
blade, the rubber is held in place by a

flexible metal strip. This makes it easier
to slide on the glass compared to

traditional windscreen wipers, allowing
you to have a better view. The brush
comes with a universal adapter which
makes it suitable for almost all cars.
Specifications  Brand: Lifetime Cars

Brush length: 43cm EAN:
8711252795638 Color: Black Materials:

Metal, plastic, rubber    

Cod.:ED736

Flexible wiper blade 40cm 16 "Lifetime
Cars

3,32 €

General features Make sure you travel
safely on the road with this Lifetime Cars

wiper blade. With this flat blade wiper
blade, the rubber is retained by a strip of

flexible metal. This makes it easier to
slide on the glass than traditional wipers,
allowing you to have a better view. The

brush is supplied with a universal adapter
which makes it suitable for almost all

cars. Specifications Brush length: 40cm 
EAN: 8711252795621 Color: Black
Materials: Metal, plastic, rubber  

Cod.:ED730

Flexible wiper blade 70cm 28 "All Ride

3,94 €

EAN 8711252795836  Brand All Ride
Weight about 0.339 KG  Length 70cm

(28 ")    

Cod.:ED768

Music CD - In the forest -
nature.insight

0,82 €

Music CD - In the forest - nature.insight Â

Cod.:CD105

Music CD - Sunsetlake - nature.insight

0,82 €

Music CD - Sunsetlake - nature.insight Â

Cod.:CD140
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Music CD - Coolwinds - nature.insight

0,82 €

Music CD - Coolwinds - nature.insight Â

Cod.:CD130

Music CD - Various artists - Nostalgia
de Milan

0,82 €

Music CD - Various artists - Nostalgia de
Milan   

Cod.:CD160

Music CD - The spirit of nature

0,82 €

Music CD - The spirit of nature 

Cod.:CD125

Music CD - Overwater - nature.insight

0,82 €

Music CD - Overwater - nature.insight Â
Â

Cod.:CD145

Music CD - The Celtic Music of Ornella
d'Urbano - Heavenly Realms

0,82 €

Music CD - The Celtic Music of Ornella
d'Urbano - Heavenly Realms

Cod.:CD110

Music CD - Island memories -
nature.insight

0,82 €

Music CD - Island memories -
nature.insight Â

Cod.:CD115

Music CD - Summer equinox -
nature.insight

0,82 €

Music CD - Summer equinox -
nature.insight Â

Cod.:CD150

Music CD - Neil Young - The best
Hurricane Live

0,60 €

Music CD - Neil Young - The best
Hurricane Live Â

Cod.:CD120

Pilates course on DVD - Medium level

0,82 €

Pilates is a modern postural gymnastics
aimed at improving muscle tone and joint

mobility. The Pilates method is named
after its inventor, Joseph Pilates, who

developed it at the beginning of the 20th
century. Until a few years ago, Pilates

was practiced mostly in rehabilitation or
dancers and celebrities, while lately it is

becoming a fitness discipline for
everyone. Level: Medium Format: DVD

Cod.:E2082
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Pilates course on DVD - Advanced
level

0,82 €

Pilates is a modern postural exercise
aimed at improving muscle tone and joint

mobility. The Pilates method is named
after its inventor, Joseph Pilates, who

developed it at the beginning of the 20th
century. Until a few years ago, Pilates

was practiced mostly in rehabilitation or
dancers and celebrities, while lately it is
establishing itself as a fitness discipline
for everyone. Level: Advanced Format:

DVDCod.:E2085

Pilates course on DVD - Basic level

0,82 €

Pilates is a modern postural gymnastics
aimed at improving muscle tone and joint

mobility. The Pilates method is named
after its inventor, Joseph Pilates, who

developed it at the beginning of the 20th
century. Until a few years ago, Pilates

was practiced mostly in rehabilitation or
dancers and celebrities, while lately it is

becoming a fitness discipline for
everyone. Level: Base Format: DVD

Cod.:E2081

Music CD - Equatorial moon -
nature.insight

0,82 €

Music CD - Equatorial moon -
nature.insight

Cod.:CD100

Music CD - Infinite paradise -
nature.insight

0,82 €

Musical CD - Infinite paradise -
nature.insight

Cod.:CD135

Christmas lights 240 LEDs 350cm
230V IP20 Warm white Grundig

26,78 €

EAN 8711252034683  Brand Grundig 
Dimensions 20 x 20 x 7400 mm Weight

about 0.247 KG 240 LEDs Length:
approx. 350cm Protection: IP20 Power

supply: 230V Color: Warm white   

Cod.:ED1005

Christmas lights 120 LEDs 290cm
230V Warm white IP20 Grundig

18,16 €

EAN 8711252034584  Brand Grundig 
Dimensions 20 x 20 x 6000 mm Weight

about 0.216 KG  120 LEDs Length:
approx. 290cm Protection: IP20 Power:

230V Color: Warm white    

Cod.:ED1000

Christmas trees 35x21cm in wood with
Grundig LED lighting

13,62 €

Christmas trees 35x21cm in wood with
Grundig LED lighting Beautiful trio of

trees arranged in a staggered
perspective. Made of wood. The 10 LED

lighting contributes to the Christmas
atmosphere.   Details EAN

8711252089492 Brand Grundig
Dimensions 60 x 210 x 355 mm  Weight

about 0.385 KG Lighting: 10 LED
Material: Wood Power supply: 2x AAA

batteries (not included)    Cod.:ED4088

Pack of 15 Christmas balls 3cm silver
Christmas Gifts

3,12 €

Pack of 15 Christmas balls 3cm silver
Christmas Gifts Features EAN 

8711252121208 Brand  Christmas Gifts
15 balls  Color: silver Single ball

diameter: 3cm Finish: glossy and matte  
 

Cod.:ED5296

Christmas masquerade glasses Santa
Claus Christmas Gifts

3,04 €

Christmas masquerade glasses Santa
Claus Christmas Gifts Features  EAN

8711252118130 Brand  Christmas Gifts
Dimensions  33 x 140 x 170 mm Weight

about 0,065 KG  

Cod.:ED5477
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Christmas masquerade glasses
"HoHoHo" Christmas Gifts

3,04 €

Christmas masquerade glasses
"HoHoHo" Christmas Gifts   Features 

EAN 8711252118130 Brand  Christmas
Gifts Dimensions 33 x 140 x 170 mm

Weight about 0,065 KG  

Cod.:ED5468

Christmas chain 50 Lights 440cm 230V
warm white Christmas Gifts

5,36 €

Christmas chain 50 Lights 440cm 230V
warm white Christmas Gifts Features

EAN  8711252934242  Brand  Christmas
Gifts Dimensions  150 x 30 x 180 mm 

Weight  about 0.273 KG 50 lights Length:
44cm Power supply: 230V  From inside

Color: warm white

Cod.:ED1155

Snow-covered Christmas tree 90cm
with stand 7cm Christmas Gifts

13,44 €

EAN Â 8711252493404 Brand Â
Christmas Gifts Dimensions Â 900 x 450
x 450 mm Weight Â about 0.833 KG Tree
height: 90cm Stand height: 7cm Material:

PVC Covered of fake snow Â

Cod.:ED1130

Christmas chain 160 Lights 1942cm
230V indoor and outdoor warm white

Christmas Gift

22,00 €

EAN   8711252934297  Christmas Gift 
brand Dimensions   110 x 80 x 300mm

Weight   about 1.145 KG 160 lights
Length: 1942cm Power supply: 230V
From inside and outside Warm white

Cod.:ED1160

Pack of 100 assorted silver Christmas
balls Christmas Gifts

20,90 €

Pack of 100 assorted silver Christmas
balls Christmas Gifts Assorted Christmas

decorations for the Christmas tree.
Details EAN 8711252985800 M archio Â
Christmas Gifts Dimensions Â 234 x 357

x 121 mm Weight Â about 0.833 KG "
100 balls Color: silver Â Â Â Â Â

Cod.:ED1175

Christmas lights 48 LED transparent
wire 5m with internal battery and warm

white Christmas Gifts

10,26 €

High-quality warm white 48 LED light
chain, ideal for both indoor and outdoor
use. Ideal for Christmas decorations or

private parties, for a really charming and
captivating atmosphere. LED technology
saves about 80% of energy compared to
a traditional product incandescent. This

series of lights is battery powered (4 x AA
not included). PRODUCT

SPECIFICATIONS  EAN 8718489000221
Brand Christmas Gifts Dimensions 5 x 30

x 6000 mm Weight about 0.281 KG 48
LEDs Color: Warm white Cable length: 5
meters approx. Distance between lights:
10 cm approx. Waterproofing protection:

IP44  Ideal for exteriors and interiors
Working with 4 x AA / R06 (not included)

    CONTENT OF THE PACKAGE 1 x
Light Chain 48 Warm White LEDs

Cod.:ED1190

Christmas Snowman 9x6.8x22.8cm
Christmas Gifts

6,28 €

Christmas Snowman 9x6.8x22.8cm
Christmas Gifts Features EAN

 8711252105338 Brand  Christmas Gifts
Dimensions  228 x 68 x 90 mm Weight

 about 0.416 KG

Cod.:ED5540

Christmas light garland 9.42m

4,96 €

Christmas light garland 9.42m For
decorative use only. Warm white
Features Power absorbed during

operation: 2.1 W Luminous flux: 0 lm
Color temperature: 3000 K Dimmable: no

Light color: warm white Weighted
consumption: 3 kWh / 1,000 h Socket:
Fixed LED Voltage input (mains) 230 V
AC Frequency: 50Hz Power plug: C -

CEE 7/16 Eurospina EAN number:
5412810248964 Supplier code:

HQCLS48660

Cod.:ND9525

Christmas Gifts Christmas Tree
Candle Holder

6,28 €

Christmas Gifts Christmas Tree Candle
Holder Features  EAN  8711252105246
Brand  Christmas Gifts Dimensions  178
x 78 x 125 mm  Weight  about 0.316 KG  

Cod.:ED2230
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14cm glittery Christmas tree assorted
colors Christmas Gifts

1,58 €

14cm glittery Christmas tree assorted
colors Christmas Gifts EAN

 8711252491516  Brand  Christmas Gifts
Dimensions  150 x 50 x 50 mm  Weight
 about 0.133 KG Glittered finish 6 colors

available (specify in the order notes):
fuchsia, blue, green, red, gold, white  

Cod.:ED1110

Pack of 100 assorted red Christmas
balls Christmas Gifts

20,90 €

Pack of 100 assorted Christmas balls red
Christmas Gifts EAN 8711252985794

Brand Â Christmas Gifts Dimensions Â
234 x 357 x 121 mm Weight Â about

0.833 KG 100 balls Color: red Â

Cod.:ED1170

Christmas light chain 9m 230V white
for indoor and outdoor Christmas Gifts

17,32 €

EAN Â 8711252491738 Brand Â
Christmas Gifts Dimensions Â 50 x 210 x

210 mm Weight Â about 1,400 KG
Length: 9 meters Power supply: 230V

Color: white From inside and outside Â Â

Cod.:ED1115

Pack of 70 Christmas balls 4-5-6cm red
Christmas Gifts

20,48 €

EAN 8711252490465  Brand Christmas
Gifts Dimensions 160 x 277 x 370 mm 

Weight about 1.373 KG 70 pieces 3 sizes
: 4-5-6cm Color: red  

Cod.:ED1095

Christmas lights 120 LED 1102cm
230V Warm white from Grundig

interior

12,58 €

EAN Â 8711252064871 Brand Â Grundig
Dimensions Â 100 x 10 x 130 mm Weight

Â about 0.542 KG 120 LEDs Length:
1102cm Power supply: 230V Color:

Warm white From inside Â

Cod.:ED1025

Christmas 6m 230V red light chain for
indoor and outdoor Christmas Gifts

12,58 €

Christmas 6m 230V red light chain for
indoor and outdoor Christmas Gifts EAN
8711252486499  Brand Christmas Gifts
Dimensions 40 x 180 x 180 mm  Weight

about 1,000 KG Length: 6m Power :
230V Color: Red From inside and outside

 

Cod.:ED1055

Christmas lights 100 LEDs 942cm
230V warm white Christmas Gifts

11,02 €

Christmas lights 100 LEDs 942cm 230V
warm white Christmas Gifts Features

EAN  8711252486604 Brand  Christmas
Gifts Dimensions  50 x 100 x 130 mm 

Weight  about 0.419 KG 100 LEDs
Length: 942m Power supply: 230V  From

the inside Color: Warm white  

Cod.:ED1070

Christmas chain 50 Lights 542cm 230V
warm white Christmas Gifts

5,34 €

Christmas chain 50 Lights 542cm 230V
warm white Christmas Gifts EAN

 8711252487045 Brand  Christmas Gifts
Dimensions  50 x 50 x 170 mm  Weight

 abouT 0.360 KG 50 lights Length: about
542cm Power supply: 230V From inside 

Color: Warm white

Cod.:ED1080

Christmas chain 100 Lights 942cm
230V warm white Christmas Gifts

8,16 €

Christmas chain 100 Lights 942cm 230V
warm white Christmas Gifts EAN

8711252487052  Brand Christmas Gifts
Dimensions 60 x 60 x 170 mm  Weight

about 0.371 KG 100 lights Length: about
942cm Power supply: 230V From within

Color: Warm white   

Cod.:ED1085
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Christmas chain 120 Lights 1452cm

230V indoor and outdoor warm white
Christmas Gifts

14,18 €

EAN  8711252487120   Christmas Gifts 
brand   Dimensions  5 x 6 x 9520mm  

Weight  about 0.599KG   120 lights
Length: about 1452cm Power supply:
230V From inside and outside Color:

warm white  

Cod.:ED1090

16 Led Light Chain with Hair Clips 2mt

7,56 €

Create a wonderful atmosphere and
enhance your photos with this fantastic
light chain. This battery-powered light

chain is equipped with 16 LED lights with
clip that allows you to hang your favorite
photographs in order to create a special

and impressive furnishing accessory.
EAN  8711252068824 Dimensions

 chain: 180 cm Number of LEDs: 16
Number of pegs: 16  LED color: Warm

white Requires 2 AA batteries (not
included)

Cod.:ED5420

Christmas light chain 10 LED bulbs
glittery red Party Lighting

10,30 €

Christmas light chain with 10 red LED
glittered bulbs Party Lighting Beautiful

light chain made up of 10 LED bulbs. The
glittery color recalls the Christmas

atmosphere, while the bulb shape gives a
touch of style compared to the classic

Christmas lights. Box with TRY-ME
button. Details EAN  8711252033693

Brand  Party Lighting Dimensions  90 x
60 x 255 mm  Weight  about 0.450 KG 

Power supply: 3x AA batteriesCod.:ED4134

Pack of 6 metal yellow decorative
rosettes 7cm Christmas Gifts

1,78 €

Pack of 6 decorative yellow metal
rosettes 7cm Christmas Gifts Splendid
cockades useful to decorate a gift or to

create an atmosphere in an environment.
Details EAN  8711252880723 Brand
Christmas Gifts Dimensions  single

cockade: 2.5 x 7 x 7 cm (diameter 7 cm)
Weight   about 0.062 KG

Cod.:ED4128

Pack of 6 metal red decorative rosettes
7cm Christmas Gifts

1,78 €

Pack of 6 metal red decorative rosettes
7cm Christmas Gifts Splendid cockades
useful to decorate a gift or to create an
atmosphere in an environment. Details

EAN  8711252880723 Brand  Christmas
Gifts Dimensions  single cockade: 2.5 x 7

x 7 cm (diameter 7 cm) Weight  about
0.062 KG

Cod.:ED4130

Pack of 6 metal silver decorative
cockades 7cm Christmas Gifts

1,78 €

Pack of 6 decorative metal rosettes 7cm
Christmas Gifts Splendid cockades

useful to decorate a gift or to create an
atmosphere in an environment. Details
EAN 8711252880723 Brand Christmas

Gifts Dimensions  single cockade: 2.5 x 7
x 7 cm (diameter 7 cm) Weight  about

0.062 KG

Cod.:ED4132

Pack of 10 gold metal decorative
rosettes 5cm Christmas Gifts

1,78 €

Box of 10 gold metal decorative rosettes
5cm Christmas Gifts Splendid cockades
useful to decorate a gift or to create an
atmosphere in an environment. Details
EAN 8711252880730 Brand Christmas
Gifts Dimensions 2 x 5 x 5 cm (diameter

5 cm) Weight about 0.150 KG

Cod.:ED4138

Pack of 10 red metal decorative
rosettes 5cm Christmas Gifts

1,78 €

Packaging 10 red metal decorative
rosettes 5cm Christmas Gifts Splendid
cockades useful to decorate a gift or to

create an atmosphere in an environment.
Details EAN  8711252880730 Brand

 Christmas Gifts Dimensions  2 x 5 x 5
cm (diameter 5 cm) Weight  about 0.150

KG

Cod.:ED4140

Pack of 10 metal silver decorative
cockades 5cm Christmas Gifts

1,78 €

Pack of 10 decorative silver metal
rosettes 5cm Christmas Gifts Splendid
cockades useful to decorate a gift or to

create an atmosphere in an environment.
Details EAN 8711252880730 Brand

 Christmas Gifts Dimensions  2 x 5 x 5
cm (diameter 5 cm) Weight  about 0.150

KG

Cod.:ED4142
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Christmas lights 20 LEDs 220cm warm
white Grundig interior

4,60 €

Christmas lights 20 LEDs 220cm warm
white Grundig Christmas light chain

composed of 20 LEDs and about 220cm
long. Works via 2 AA batteries (not

included), which guarantee autonomy
about 6 consecutive hours on power.
Details EAN 8711252091037 Brand

Grundig Dimensions package 20 x 85 x
80 mm Weight about 0.031 KG Light:

warm white  Lighting: 20 LEDs
Autonomy: about 6 consecutive hours

Power supply: 2x AA batteries not
included Light chain length: about 220

cm

Cod.:ED4072

Pack of 6 Christmas Santa Claus
Clothespins Christmas Gifts

2,42 €

Pack 6 Santa Claus Christmas Gifts
Christmas Gifts Beautiful clothes pegs

Christmas, useful as a closure for
envelopes containing greeting cards, as

a decoration for the home or as a
placeholder for lunch or dinner. Details
EAN 8711252976051 Brand  Christmas
Gifts Dimensions  190 x 20 x 140 mm

Weight  about 0.058 KG  

Cod.:ED4120

Pack of 6 Christmas reindeer
clothespins Christmas Gifts

2,42 €

Pack 6 Christmas Reindeer Clothespins
Christmas Gifts Beautiful Christmas

Hairpins , useful as a closure for
envelopes containing greeting cards, as

a decoration for the home or as a
placeholder for lunch or dinner. Details 
EAN 8711252976051 Brand  Christmas
Gifts Dimensions  190 x 20 x 140 mm

Weight  about 0.058 KG   

Cod.:ED4124

Pack of 6 Christmas Clothespins
Snowman Christmas Gifts

2,42 €

Pack 6 Christmas pegs Snowman
Christmas Gifts Splendide Christmas
clothespins, useful as a closure for

envelopes containing greeting cards, as
a decoration for the home or as a

placeholder for lunch or dinner. Details
EAN 8711252976051 Brand Christmas
Gifts Dimensions 190 x 20 x 140 mm

Weight about 0.058 KG   

Cod.:ED4126

Gift ribbons set 3x10 m

1,24 €

Gift ribbons set 3x10 m Pack of 3 rolls of
different colors that wrap the string, 10

meters each roll Details EAN
 8711252694405  Brand  Christmas Gifts

Dimensions 190 x 40 x 90 mm Weight
 about 0.024 KG

Cod.:ED4178

Bottle cap Christmas ball Christmas
Gifts

4,30 €

Bottle cap Christmas ball Christmas Gifts
Beautiful decoration table setting for

Christmas dinners and Christmas parties.
With 2 locking rings for different bottle

neck openings Single sale of each cap ,
available colors: blue, gold, red, purple,

green, brown     Details  EAN
8711252489681 Brand Christmas Gifts
Dimensions   120 x 45 x 60 mm Weight

about 0.083 KG    
Cod.:ED4206

Advent Blackboard Count Down
Christmas 31x45cm Christmas Gifts

15,02 €

Advent Whiteboard Count Down
Christmas 31x45cm Christmas Gifts

Features  EAN  8711252043869 Brand
Christmas Gifts Dimensions 455 x 11 x

320 mm Weight about 1,160 KG   

Cod.:ED3188

Pack of 15 Christmas balls 3cm gold
Christmas Gifts

3,12 €

Pack of 15 Christmas balls 3cm gold
Christmas Gifts Features EAN

8711252098975 Christmas Gifts brand
15 balls Colour gold Single ball diameter:

3cm Finish: glossy and matte

Cod.:ED206

Pack of 15 Christmas balls 3cm bronze
Christmas Gifts

3,12 €

Pack of 15 Christmas balls 3cm bronze
Christmas Gifts Features EAN

8711252098982 Christmas Gifts brand
15 balls Color: bronze Single ball

diameter: 3cm Finish: glossy and matte

Cod.:ED148
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Pack of 12 Christmas balls 6cm gold
Christmas Gifts

7,12 €

Pack of 12 Christmas balls 6cm gold
Christmas Gifts Features EAN

8711252099033 Christmas Gifts brand
12 balls Colour gold Single ball diameter:

6cm Finish: glossy and matte

Cod.:ED262

Gold-colored Christmas garland 2
meters Christmas Gift

1,36 €

Gold-colored Christmas garland 2 meters
Christmas Gift   Features EAN

8711252099309  Brand  Christmas Gifts
Size 80 x 80 x 2000 mm Weight  about

0.083 KG  

Cod.:ED166

Pack of 12 Christmas balls 6cm silver
Christmas Gifts

7,12 €

Pack of 12 Christmas balls 6cm silver
Christmas Gifts Features EAN

8711252121215 Christmas Gifts brand
12 balls Silver colour Single ball

diameter: 6cm Finish: glossy and matte

Cod.:ED186

Pack of 12 Christmas balls 6cm green
Christmas Gifts

7,12 €

Pack of 12 Christmas balls 6cm green
Christmas Gifts Features EAN

8711252099026 Christmas Gifts brand
12 balls Green colour Single ball

diameter: 6cm Finish: glossy and matte

Cod.:ED812

Travel mug in cork 4 designs Excellent
houseware

5,98 €

Travel mug in cork 4 patterns Excellent
houseware The travel mug is the perfect
accessory to take your favorite beverage

on the go. A practical mug with lid that
combines design and cork insulation.  

Features  Material: plastic, cork  Theme:
Christmas EAN CODE: 8719987590740  

 

Cod.:KP2092

Photo and selfie accessories

1,72 €

Photo accessories Take the funniest
shots of the new year with the help of
these photo props. Place the stick with
the sparkling glasses in front of your

head and the champagne next to it and
capture it with your camera. The set

contains 8 photo objects in the old and
new theme with which you can take many

beautiful photos! EAN CODE:
8719202187434

Cod.:KP2100

Pack of 12 Christmas balls 6cm gold
Christmas Gifts

3,12 €

Pack of 12 Christmas balls 6cm gold
Christmas Gifts Features EAN

8711252787725 Christmas Gifts brand
12 balls Colour gold Single ball diameter:

6cm Finish: glossy and matte

Cod.:ED808

Assorted Christmas balls 3/4 / 6cm
pack of 100 bronze color Christmas

Gifts

20,90 €

Assorted Christmas balls 3/4 / 6cm pack
of 100 bronze Christmas Gifts A
suggestive Christmas includes a

Christmas tree filled with beautiful
Christmas baubles and that's why we
offer you this set of 100 unbreakable
Christmas baubles. This Christmas

bauble set consists of matte and shiny
baubles. covered with balls of the same
size, this set consists of no less than 3

different sizes of Christmas balls. That is
32 Christmas balls of 6 cm in diameter,

36 4 cm diameter Christmas balls and 32
Christmas balls 3cm in diameter. So
there is enough variety to add to your

Christmas tree. Make yours shine
Christmas tree with these beautiful balls.
Available in colors: gold (code ED1165),

red (code ED1170), silver (code
ED1175). No dangerous splinters when a

ball falls, these beautiful balls are
practically indestructible. Ideal for when

you have children or pets. Decorate your
Christmas tree! Included in set 32 balls  3
cm 36 balls 4 cm 32 balls 6 cm Features
EAN 8711252985824  Brand Christmas
Gifts  Size 234 x 357 x 121 mm Weight

about 0,833 KG 100 balls Color: bronze  

Cod.:ED5408

Assorted Christmas balls 4-5-6cm gold
color pack of 70 pieces Christmas

Gifts

20,48 €

Assorted Christmas balls 4-5-6cm gold
color pack of 70 pieces Christmas Gifts A

suggestive Christmas includes a
Christmas tree filled with beautiful

Christmas baubles and that's why we
offer you this set of 70 unbreakable

Christmas baubles. This Christmas ball
set consists of matte and glossy balls. As
it is very monotonous if your Christmas
tree is covered with balls of the same

size, this set consists of no less than 3
different sizes of Christmas balls.

Features EAN 8711252490496 Brand
 Christmas Gifts Dimensions 160 x 277 x

370 mm Weight  about 1,083 KG  70
pieces 3 sizes: 4-5-6cm Color: gold  

Cod.:ED3363
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12 Stickers in wood and red glitter

2,36 €

12 Red glitter wood stickers Adhesive
wood with red glitter is a practical

decorative element EAN CODE: 8719202
742169

Cod.:KP2110

Glitter star assorted sizes 15 / 35mm
pack of 45 pieces

1,76 €

Glitter star assorted size 15 / 35mm pack
of 45 pieces Fantastic Christmas

decorations in the shape of a star. The
stars are made of polystyrene and

decorated with red glitter. A decorative
element that will allow you to introduce a
unique and festive atmosphere into your

home. Enjoy the winter and the warm
Christmas atmosphere. Features Size: 15

/ 35mm Color: red     EAN CODE :
8719987715303 Cod.:KP2102

Glitter star assorted size 15 / 35mm
silver color 45pcs

1,76 €

Glitter star assorted sizes 15 / 35mm
silver color 45 pieces Fantastic

Christmas decorations in the shape of a
star. The stars are made of polystyrene

and decorated with silver glitter. A
decorative element that will allow you to

introduce a unique and festive
atmosphere into your home. Enjoy the

winter and the warm Christmas
atmosphere. Size and quantity 20 pieces

35mm each 25 pieces, 15 mm each
Features Size: 15 / 30mm Color: silver
Material: polystyrene        EAN CODE:

8719987715273

Cod.:KP2096

Christmas patterned glass candle 6cm

1,72 €

Candle in glass Christmas patterned
glass 6cm Features Size: 6cm  Material:

glass Container type: glass       EAN
CODE: 8719987653575  

Cod.:KP2076

Christmas tree hat Christmas Gifts

3,68 €

Christmas Gifts Christmas tree cap
Features  EAN  8711252160948 Brand

 Christmas Gifts Dimensions  170 x 140 x
140 mm Weight  about 47g  

Cod.:ED5332

Christmas masquerade glasses
reindeer Christmas Gifts

3,04 €

Christmas reindeer masquerade glasses
Christmas Gifts Features  EAN

 8711252118130 Brand  Christmas Gifts
Dimensions 33 x 140 x 170 mm Weight

 about 65g  

Cod.:ED3187

Pack of 10 assorted gold Christmas
balls Christmas Gifts

1,58 €

Pack of 10 assorted gold Christmas balls
Christmas Gifts Features EAN

8711252543819 Christmas Gifts brand
10 balls Colour gold Finish: 5x glossy, 5x

matte Single ball diameter: about 4cm

Cod.:ED514

Pack of 10 assorted red Christmas
balls Christmas Gifts

1,58 €

Pack of 10 assorted red Christmas balls
Christmas Gifts Features EAN

8711252543819 Christmas Gifts brand
10 balls Red Finish: 5x glossy, 5x matte

Single ball diameter: about 4cm

Cod.:ED4233

Pack of 10 assorted silver Christmas
balls Christmas Gifts

1,58 €

Pack of 10 assorted silver Christmas
balls Christmas Gifts Features EAN

8711252543819 Christmas Gifts brand
10 balls Silver colour Finish: 5x glossy,

5x matte Single ball diameter: about 4cm

Cod.:ED4249
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Christmas wreath spruce 280cm

11,96 €

Christmas wreath spruce 280cm The
decoration is ideal for decorate

fireplaces, balconies, railings, pillars, to
decorate your home or for flower

arrangements. Can be used in any layout
and in any place.  Features

Manufacturer: Iso Trade Vendor code:
5902802918598 Code EAN: 00011530
Length: 280cm Color: green Material:

synthetic Reproduction of a fir  
Cod.:ED1186

Christmas garland with balls and
decorations 40cm Christmas Gifts

11,98 €

Christmas garland with balls and
decorations 40cm Christmas Gifts

Characteristics EAN code:
8711252490946 Diameter: 40cm

Decorations: Pine cones, red ribbon and
other decorations Synthetic material

Cod.:ED4086

Returned products, to be serviced, 3
kg

10,00 €

Returned products, to be serviced, 3 kg
Product returned by stores To be revised

80% original packaging Over 30%
working

Cod.:Reso100

SHEAR FOR SHEET

9,46 €

American-style sheet metal shears.
Length: 250mm Blue non-slip handles

Cod.:Q300

Set 3 spatulas with wooden handle
180mm

3,40 €

Set 3 spatulas with wooden handle
180mm composed of: N.1 spatula blade

width 25mm N.1 spatula blade width
50mm N.1 spatula blade width 70mm

Cod.:Q460

Carpenter team with alloy shank - 300
mm

3,60 €

Team for carpenters with cast iron
handle, chamfering device, equipped with
2 scales, hardened steel. Length 30cm.

Cod.:Q630

Torpedo Level 3 Bubbles

1,42 €

Torpedo Level 3 Bubbles Torpedo level
with b slotted shaft suitable for

positioning on pipes. 3 bubbles, of which
1 at 45 °. Precision worktops: 1mm / m .

Length: 23cm.

Cod.:U270

Set 3 rasps 200mm

0,96 €

Set 3 rasps 200mm Features N.1 flat
rasp 15x200x3mm N.1 round rasp 5 mm

N.1 half-round rasp 15x200x3mm 
Wooden handle

Cod.:U480

SAWMILL FOR CARPENTER

9,46 €

Saw for joiner with closed wooden
handle, special steel blade. Universal

tempered tooth.  Blade length cm.
550mm. Set of teeth: 7 teeth every

25mm.

Cod.:U855
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L-shaped wrench with hexagonal tips
3.5mm

0,96 €

L-key with 3.5mm hex points

Cod.:91592

Allen wrench with hexagonal tip 6mm
and Torx TX30

1,00 €

Allen wrench with 6mm hexagonal bit and
Torx TX30

Cod.:H605

Philips PH1 25mm insert

1,60 €

Philips PH1 insert 25mm Specifications
Head type Philips Type Screwdriver bit

Size PH1 Material
Vanadium-chromium-molybdenum steel

Total length 25 mm 

Cod.:WB764

Kinzo 11 compartment tool container

3,12 €

Kinzo 11 compartment tool container
Stable tool box made of durable plastic
with up to 11 compartments. Ideal for

storing tools, fishing accessories,
bandages, household items, etc. 

Characteristics EAN   8711252061610
 Kinzo  brand Dimensions   60 x 155 x
225 mm Weight   approximately 0.291

KG Number of compartments: 11  

Cod.:ED212

Torque wrench TX20

10,96 €

Screwdriver for TX screws, high grade
molybdenum vanadium steel blade (T50

of CV steel). EAN: 4020845605358

Cod.:ND4712

150mm Kinzo hacksaw

2,35 €

Kinzo 150mm hacksaw Smaller saw
useful for working wood easily and

without excessive bulk. The ergonomic
design allows optimal work management.

The body, almost entirely in mettallo, it
gives a high durability to the jigsaw.
Details EAN  8711252718347 Brand

Kinzo  Weight  about 0.118 KG Length:
150mm Material: metal

Cod.:ED1218

Torx T20 insert

1,60 €

Torx T20 insert For use with screws
TORX concave head; these professional

quality bits are particularly suitable for
high torque screwdriving, eg. mechanical

screwing of screws until fixed stop.
Inserter: 1/4 inch. hexagonal,

DIN3126-E6,3 Features Model 485XL-20
Head type Torx Type Screwdriver bit Size

T20  Material
Vanadium-chromium-molybdenum steel

Total length 70 mmCod.:WB233

Torx T0.8 25mm insert

1,60 €

Torx T0.8 25mm Specifications Type
head Torx Type Screwdriver bit Size T0.8

Material Steel
vanadium-chromium-molybdenum Total

length 25 mm

Cod.:WB275

Long Philips PH2 10cm insert

2,80 €

Long Philips PH2 10cm insert NB:
Indicative image, some details may differ

from the product Specifications Head
type Philips Material

Vanadium-chromium-molybdenum steel
Type Screwdriver bit Dimension and PH2

Total length 100mm

Cod.:WB264
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Torx T27 25mm insert

1,60 €

Torx T27 25mm insert Specifications
Model 485T / 27 Head type Torx  Type

Screwdriver bit Size T27 Material
Vanadium-chromium-molybdenum steel

Total length 25 mm

Cod.:WB247

Set of 8 wrenches and 8-19mm ring
type Kinzo

10,46 €

EAN Â 8711252719764 Brand Â Kinzo
Dimensions Â 130 x 40 x 220 mm Weight

Â about 0.639 KG Professional heat
treatment for strength and durability

Made of chrome vanadium steel
Wear-resistant PVC keyring High-quality

reliable keys Set includes 8 socket
wrenches / ring wrench of dimensions 8,

9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 17, 19 mm Â

Cod.:ED244

Kinzo wood hole saw set

4,00 €

Kinzo Wood Hole Saw Set EAN
 8711252545936  Brand  Kinzo 

Dimensions  25 x 75 x 150 mm Weight
 about 0.208 KG The set includes 3

pieces 54 mm hole saw  Compatible with
most drills Package: blister

Cod.:ED246

Foldable meter 2 meters Kinzo

3,78 €

Foldable meter 2 meters Kinzo With a
length of 2 meters, this excellent folding
rule is suitable for measuring both small
and large areas.The zero-layer coating
makes this measuring instrument robust

and durable.This folding rule is also
weatherproof Features EAN

8711252794426 Kinzo brand Dimensions
250 x 15 x 40 mm Weight about 0.089
KG It can be folded up to 2 meters. 16

mm wide Strong and durableCod.:ED225

Kinzo flexible retractable magnetic
meter 2m

1,90 €

Kinzo flexible retractable magnetic meter
2m DETAILS EAN  8711252489858

Trademark  Kinzo Dimensions  160 x 30
x 110 mm Weight  about 0.113 KG     

Cod.:ED273

Kinzo 3 meters flexible pipe cleaner

4,20 €

Bendable 3 meters Kinzo pipe Drain
cleaning spiral. Length 3 m, diameter 4.6
mm, handle length 70 mm. Details EAN

 8711252797496 Trademark  Kinzo
Dimensions  220 x 30 x 180 mm Weight

 about 0.270 KG  

Cod.:ED177

Set of 6 rollers to paint Kinzo

3,00 €

Set of 6 rollers to paint Kinzo EAN
 8711252797458 Brand  Kinzo 

Dimensions  230 x 24 x 70 mm Weight
 about 0.122 KG   

Cod.:ED185

Set of 3 abrasive sponges for Kinzo
polishing machines

3,12 €

Set of 3 abrasive sponges for Kinzo
polishing machines EAN 8711252717524
High quality Grain size: 120 Suitable for
use on all types of wood and plywood 

Measurements: length 533mm, width 75
mm Includes 3 pieces

Cod.:ED424

Hammer 300g Kinzo

8,68 €

Hammer 300g Kinzo Features EAN
 8711252718897  Brand Kinzo 

Dimensions  300 x 20 x 100 mm Weight
about 0.516 KG   

Cod.:ED430
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Kinzo 200mm flat wood file

4,90 €

Kinzo 200mm flat wood file EAN
8711252718316  Brand Kinzo 

Dimensions 350 x 30 x 70 mm Weight
about 0.212 KG 

Cod.:ED434

Kit 138 Kinzo assorted dowels

5,68 €

Kit 138 Kinzo assorted dowels EAN
 8711252296739  Brand  Kinzo 

Dimensions  230 x 30 x 110 mm Weight
 about 0.170 KG

Cod.:ED438

Kit 128 assorted Kinzo nuts

8,16 €

Kit 128 assorted Kinzo nuts EAN
8711252296715  Brand Kinzo 

Dimensions 230 x 30 x 110 mm Weight
about 0.466 KG     

Cod.:ED440

T-70 torx insert for socket wrench -
CRV steel

6,10 €

T-70 torx insert for steel sockets-CRV
steel

Cod.:91702

Kinzo wire brush set - Pack of 3 pieces

4,42 €

Kinzo wire brush set - Pack of 3 pieces
Features EAN  8711252228198 Brand

 Kinzo  Dimensions  23 x 180 x 140 mm
Weight  about 0.198 KG   

Cod.:ED578

Lifetime Garden gardening gloves

2,08 €

EAN 8711252965581  Brand Lifetime
Garden Dimensions 260 x 10 x 120 mm 

Weight about 0.050 KG  

Cod.:ED592

Replacement trapezoidal blades for
universal use.

3,78 €

Replacement trapezoidal blades for
universal use. Trapezoidal blades spare
parts for universal use. Sales unit: Pack
of 5 Content: 5 pieces Width: 50 mm  

EAN CODE: 8714612042007 SUPPLIER
CODE: 336.009 / TLS-SB03

Cod.:ND5530

Toolbox 196 pieces Fx Tools

141,76 €

Toolbox 196 pieces Fx Tools This toolbox
metal tools FX Tools is full of tools.  The
box has 2 telescopic drawers in which
tools can be stored neatly. Contains

Cutter Ratchet with caps Measuring tape
Hex keys Pliers Screwdrivers Adjustable
wrenches Voltage tester Electrical tape
box containing hooks, screws and wall

plugs  Dimensions 47 x 24 x 23 cm EAN
8719987100185  

Cod.:KP1066

Work gloves various sizes 2 colors Fx
Tools

2,04 €

Work gloves various sizes Fx Tools Work
gloves made of polyester with a thicker
protective layer that protects the fingers

and palm of the hand from cuts. Features
Brand Fx Tools EAN number:

8718158242358 2 colors available
orange / black, yellow / black

Cod.:KP2174
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Tool box 25x12x9.5cm

3,16 €

Tool box 25x12x9.5cm Toolbox easy to
carry using the handle. Packed with

compartments for orderly positioning of
tools. Product specifications EAN

 8711252433967 Dimensions Â 100 x
130 x 253 mm Weight Â about 0.229 KG

     

Cod.:ED2150

Insert with round tip diameter
0.3-0.4mm

1,60 €

Insert with round tip diameter 0.3-0.4mm
Specifications Type Screwdriver bit

Maximum diameter 0.4mm Minimum
diameter 0.3mm Material

Vanadium-chromium-molybdenum steel
Total length 25mm 

Cod.:WB623

Set of 6 7mm Kinzo ring carabiners

5,64 €

Set of 6 7mm Kinzo carabiner Details
EAN  8711252227689 Brand  Kinzo
Capacity of each carabiner : 130 KG
Carabiner section thickness: 7 mm  

Cod.:ED3066

Set of 5 Kinzo 8x80mm carabiners

5,64 €

Set of 5 carabiners 8x80mm Kinzo
Details EAN Â 8711252227689 Brand Â
Kinzo Capacity of each carabiner: 150
KG Carabiner section thickness: 8 mm

Single carabiner length: 8 cm Â

Cod.:ED311

Set of 4 9mm Kinzo ring carabiners

5,64 €

Set of 4 9mm Kinzo ring
carabinersDetails EAN 8711252227689
Brand Kinzo Capacity of each carabiner:
200 KG Carabiner section thickness: 9

mm

Cod.:ED815

Set of 2 quick links 10mm Kinzo
carabiners

5,64 €

Set of 2 quick links 10mm Kinzo
carabinersDetails EAN 8711252227689
Brand Kinzo Capacity of each carabiner:
500 KG Carabiner Section Thickness: 10

mm

Cod.:ED163

Set of 3 Kinzo painting brushes

4,94 €

Set of 3 Kinzo paint brushes Kit
consisting of 3 paint brushes made of
quality material. The 3 brushes have

different sizes: 35 mm - 50 mm - 30 x 100
mm. Details EAN 8711252546940 Brand
Kinzo    Package Contents 1 x Brush 35

mm 1 x Brush 50 mm  1 x Brush 30 x 100
mm  

Cod.:ED960

Set of 12 Kinzo 6-22mm combination
wrenches / ring wrenches

17,32 €

Set of 12 english / ring 6-22mm Kinzo
combination wrenches Set of 12
combination wrenches made of

chrome-vanadium steel.  The set
includes measures between 6 and 22

mm. The PVC packaging is also a
convenient hanging support. Details EAN

 8711252719771 Brand  Kinzo
Dimensions  190 x 40 x 250 mm  Weight

 about 1,000 KG Professional
heat-treated product High resistance and

durability Measurements: 6-7-8-9-10-
11-12-13-14-17-19-22 mm Rack rigid and

wear-resistant PVC hanger

Cod.:ED1264

Kit 40 plugs 10x50mm Kinzo

3,12 €

Kit 40 dowels 10x50mm KinzoDetails
EAN 8711252720487 Brand Kinzo

Dimensions 10 x 10 x 50 mm Weight
about 0.093 KG

Cod.:ED950
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Utilia oiler pump with flexible barrel
200gr

7,68 €

Oiler pump with flexible barrel 200gr
Utilia Features Brand: Utilia EAN code:
9900100188763 Vendor code: 18876

Pump material: metal Barrel type: flexible
Count: 200gr Packaging: envelope   

Cod.:WB1106

Strap with tie rod 4,5x2.5cm Fx Tools

6,30 €

Strap with tie rod 4,5x2.5cm Fx Tools
Orange colour Material: steel, plastic

Length: 4.5 meters Width: 25 mm
Maximum load: 250 kilos EAN

8711295998805

Cod.:KP1048

Pocket set consisting of 4 slotted
inserts and 4 cross inserts

4,10 €

Pocket set consisting of 4 slotted inserts
and 4 cross inserts 4x slotted inserts

(3,4,5,6mm) 4x cross inserts (# 0, # 1 , #
2, # 3) EAN 8718158135438 Weight

155gr Trademark Fx Tools

Cod.:KP1002

Multi-purpose yellow plastic scraper
STANLEY 28-590

3,76 €

Multi-purpose yellow plastic scraper
STANLEY 28-590 Multi-purpose scraper

in synthetic material with non-slip
handle. Protection blade guard. Mount

trapezoidal blades code 11-916. Features
Brand: Stanley Model: 28-590 In

synthetic material  Non-slip handle
Protective blade guard Mount trapezoid

blades code 11-916

Cod.:WB701

120 Pieces - 3 Bubble Torpedo Level

96,00 €

Torpedo level with b ase grooved suitable
to be placed on pipes.  Features 3

bubbles, of which 1 at 45 ° Accuracy of
the work planes: 1mm / m  Length: 23cm

Color: Black

Cod.:U270-120

Kit of 6 Kinzo household tools

14,94 €

Kit of 6 Kinzo household utensils Set
consisting of 6 extremely useful tools for

everyday life, from small repairs to
furniture assembly. All tools are equipped
with an ergonomic handle that facilitates
their use. Kit contents  1x 3m extendable
meter 1x Hammer 1x Italian screwdriver
1x American (Phillips-head) screwdriver
1x Pliers 1x Taglierino Set features EAN:

8711252166100 Manufacturer: Kinzo 
Number of pieces: 6 Colors main: blue,

yellow

Cod.:ED1128

Torx screwdriver T20 16cm

2,40 €

Torx screwdriver T20 16cm
Characteristics Durable plastic handle

Screwdriver length: 16cm Tip: T20

Cod.:90312

Universal spid brush with metal
bristles

2,56 €

Universal spid brush with metal bristles
The spid is the universal manual brush,

practical, handy and resistant.  The
narrow surface, the particular curvature

and the ergonomic handle give it a
unique handling. Features Vendor code:

304 / ACC Brush length: about 25cm
Metal bristles  

Cod.:WB2276

Adhesive tape dispenser + 2 rolls 15m
Kinzo

8,25 €

Adhesive tape dispenser + 2 rolls 15m
Kinzo Dispenser that makes the

application of the adhesive tape quick
and easy. Also easy to cut, thanks to the

appropriate serration. Supplied with 2
rolls of 15 m adhesive tape each.     
Details EAN  8711252492216 Brand

Kinzo Dimensions  240 x 60 x 150 mm
Weight about 0.416 KG 2 rolls included
Size of the adhesive tape roll: 48mm x

15m        Cod.:ED5534
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Kit 2 rollers and Kinzo painting tray

11,10 €

2 roll kit and Kinzo painting tray
Compound kit from a tray to hold paint

and from two rollers. The tray has a hole
that allows it to be hung on the wall. 
Details EAN 8711252156125 Brand

Kinzo Dimensions 70 x 320 x 340 mm
Weight about 0.640 KG  

Cod.:ED2466

Multi-purpose scraper

3,78 €

Multi-purpose scraper Used for cleaning
mobile phones, glass and tiles; removal
of adhesives, paints, glue, wax, sealant

and residues. Details Manual blade
protection for safe storage Construction
in thick plastic resistant wall Light weight

and ergonomic shape for maximum
comfort Blade tensioner knob for blade
stability Easy blade access points for

changes faster, easier and safer blades.
Reinforced screw for exceptional

durability Double sides can adapt to the
blade and use Color Blue or Orange

(random)    

Cod.:Q731

Set of wooden pins for furniture
assembly 44 pieces Kinzo

2,20 €

Set of wooden pins for furniture assembly
44 pieces Kinzo The package contains
the following wooden pieces: diam. 6

mm: 18 pcs. diam. 8 mm: 14 pcs.
diam. 10 mm: 12 pcs. Details EAN Â

8711252544120 Brand Â Kinzo
Dimensions Â pack 15 x 58 x 140 mm

Weight Â about 0.125 KG Â

Cod.:ED4108

18in1 Multitool multifunction keyring

3,18 €

18in1 Multitool multifunction keyring The
accessory presented, the multifunction

snowball key, compatible with all screws,
is universally applicable. It has up to 18
functions and can be easily used both
indoors and outdoors. 'exterior. By the
way, it will be perfect for repairing your
bicycle and opening bottles with caps.
perfect gadget for camping, camping,

climbing or survival trips. Features
Producer: Iso Trade Product code:

5902802921260 External code:
00015375  

Cod.:WB1134

Replacement blade for scraper - Green

0,16 €

Replacement blade for green scraper
Compatible with scraper Q731  

Cod.:91028

Kinzo 3-piece brush set

2,70 €

Kinzo 3-piece brush set EAN
8711252494180 Kinzo brand

Cod.:ED6072

Accessories for spray guns for
painting reducing nozzles HVLP 1,4 /

1,7 Dewaterer

39,60 €

Accessories for spray guns for painting
reducing nozzles HVLP 1,4 / 1,7

Dewaterer An appropriate accessory for
applying paints and varnishes is the

guarantee of successful painting
services. The HVLP spray gun is suitable

for low pressure workflows, allowing to
save paint and paint. The set includes

two 1.4mm and 1.7mm nozzles this
allows you to use the device with paint

and paint types. The spray gun has three
settings: air, paint / varnish and flow.  The

device has a separate rotation
mechanism that activates air and paint.
There are two stages when using the

device.    In the first phase, after lightly
pressing the trigger, only compressed air

comes out of the nozzle. &gt; Paint or
varnish will come out only after pulling
the trigger all the way, so that you can
maintain a correct quality of the paint,
this affects the speed and accuracy of
the work done. The paint is applied on

the air flow, ensuring a Proper spraying.
The set comes with an air pressure

reducer along with an air pressure gauge.
This allows you to precisely set the flow
and adapt it to both the paint and paint
type , both to the type of work that is

being carried out. The kit also includes a
filter drier that allows you to clean the
compressed air inside the spray gun.

This is essential if you want to distribute
uniformly the mixture of substances that

cover the surface. Features Producer: Iso
Trade Product code: 5902802906397

Code external: 00005873  

Cod.:WB2036

Tweezer screwdriver set and 32-in-1
torx bits

6,26 €

Tweezer screwdriver set and 32-in-1 torx
bits Practical set consisting of a

screwdriver, tweezers and 32 tips.
Features EAN number: 6949639102485
Supplier code: JM-8100 Brand: Jakemy
32 pieces Components set Torx: T3, T4,
T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T15, T20 H1.3,

H1.5, H2.0, H2.5, H3.0, H4.0 hex Italian -
1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 Cross + 1.7, 2.0,
2.5, 3.0, 3.5 Triwing Y2.0 Triangle 2.0

Pentalobe 0.8, U2.6 Screwdriver
Tweezers, 115mm

Cod.:L998

Kinzo 70 mm brush

1,56 €

Kinzo 70 mm brush EAN 8711252099194
Kinzo brand Dimensions 15 x 70 x 235

mm Weight about 0.066 KG

Cod.:ED6016
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Kinzo 10-piece brush set

5,95 €

Kinzo 10-piece brush set - 2x 12mm
(0,5´´) - 3x 25mm (1´´) - 3x 38mm (1.5´´) -

2x 50mm (2´´) - 10 brushes with plastic
handles and plastic hair Details EAN

8711252127064 Kinzo brand Dimensions
270 x 40 x 160 mm Weight about 0.325

KG

Cod.:ED6012

Livella laser con metro incorporato
250cm

11,60 €

  Livella laser con metro incorporato
250cm MISURAZIONE INTEGRATA – la

livella è dotata di un metro a nastro
integrato lungo 250 cm. Il righello ha due

scale di misurazione: centimetri/mm e
piedi/pollici. DETERMINANTE LASER –

La livella è dotata di un laser che imposta
contemporaneamente il piombo e

l'orizzontale quando si preme il pulsante
1. Puoi anche selezionare solo a piombo
o orizzontale. PER IL PROFESSIONISTA
E L'AMATORIALE - tale attrezzatura sarà

utile sia per uso professionale che
domestico. ALIMENTAZIONE A

BATTERIE – è alimentato da batterie,
quindi non dobbiamo preoccuparci della

disponibilità di una fonte di
alimentazione.Le batterie sono incluse.

Caratteristiche Codice
EAN: 5904665712276 Codice

fornitore: 00021747 lunghezza metro: 2,5
m colore del laser: rosso designazione:

verticale, orizzontale fiale: verticale,
orizzontale, angolo di 45 gradi

alimentazione: batterie LR 44 (incluse)
dimensioni: 18x6x3 cm  

Cod.:WB1823

Rechargeable digital laser meter 0-80m
IP54 laser type class 2 gray

25,60 €

Rechargeable digital laser meter 0-80m
IP54 laser type class 2 gray This palm
size handheld laser rangefinder, widely

used in interior decoration, interior
design, construction field. It can measure

distance, area and volume accurately,
quickly and conveniently with an

accuracy of up to ± 2mm. Features Three
measurement ranges: 40/60/80 M Auto
calibration function (± 7mm) to achieve

high accuracy. 2xL5V AAA rechargeable
batteries Large LCD screen + 4 lines of
display + LED backlight Max Measuring
Distance: 40M / 60M / 80M Accuracy: +
-1mm Unit of measure: m / in / ft  Laser:

Class 2 635nm, &lt;1mW Storage
temperature: -25-60 ? Operating

temperature: 0-40 ? Product weight: 49g
(without batteries) Product size: 101 * 33
* 19mm Laser shutdown after 15 seconds

of inactivity Device shutdown after 45
seconds of inactivity Device color: gray 

Made of high quality aluminum alloy
material. Multifunctional, measure

distance, area and volume accurately,
quickly and conveniently. Wide

measuring range 40M / 60M / 80M with
high accuracy up to ± 2mm, accurate and
efficient.  20 data memories, allows you

to freely check the most recent
measurement. Switchable between meter
(m), inch (in), feet (ft), convenient to read
the measurement results. The reinforced
surface is dustproof and IP54 waterproof,
can be used in the outdoor environment.
Ergonomic design makes it portable and
light to take for measurement. Functions:

Maximum and minimum, area
measurement, Pythagorean theorem,

front and rear reference, single
measurement, continuous measurement,

automatic shutdown, power display 
Buttons 3) ON key: Switch on device /
Start measurement 5) C / OFF: Data

deletion / Device shutdown 2) + / - / U:
Add or subtract data / Change

measurement unit 4) Area / Volume /
Pythagorean: To measure Area / Volume
or Pythagorean measurement 1) Shape

Reference: Include or exclude device
size from measurement  

Cod.:D1200

Cut resistant work gloves for children
size XS 5-8 years

1,64 €

Cut resistant work gloves for children size
XS 5-8 years Excellent quality: safety and

service are our goal. Comfortable
experience: The special highly elastic

nylon ensures that the protective carving
gloves fit so well in children's hands.

Easy to wash: Keeping the carving glove
clean is simple, machine washable and

disinfected like a kitchen towel.  Kids
size: Kids carving gloves protect little

hands from getting cut. Protect your little
ones in the kitchen or while working.

Material: made with high performance
polyethylene glass fibers (HPPE) , which

are firmly connected to each other to
avoid cutting the knife. Very resistant,
light and comfortable. Cut protection:

highest ANSI cut class according to EN
388 level 5 and 100% safe for food.

Provides added security to avoid cuts
and abrasions. Multi-purpose: ideal tools
for food preparation or for projects with

knives, scissors , letter opener or blades.
Easy to clean: machine washable.

However, it is recommended not to use
dryers or anything else as the microfiber
fabric could be damaged. Cut resistance:

Cut Level 5

Cod.:F1420

Hammer + Tape 5m Black & Decker -
BDHT9-30092

23,06 €

Hammer + Tape 5m Black &amp; Decker
- BDHT9-30092 Description  5m tape
measure Extra strong band (20 mm)
Rugged, impact-resistant, rubberized
plastic coating Belt clip Hammer 300g
Excellent s vibration dampening No

chipping, no breaking Particularly light,
perfectly balanced Cast steel head    

EAN: 3253569300921

Cod.:P1273

Magnetic bit holder Athlet

5,42 €

Magnetic bit holder AthletMagnetic bit
holder, with a strong permanent magnet.

Wrap pack. Features Stainless steel
Dimensions: 9.6x25 mm Safety ring: no

Supplier Code: 1430 07N EAN code:
4020845139051  

Cod.:ND4686

Protective helmet 51-63cm orange
electrically insulated Centurion S09

9,96 €

Protective helmet 51-63cm orange
electrically insulated Centurion S09

Shockproof orange helmet in ABS with
headphone connections. Weight 300 g.
ANSI / ISEA Type 1 class E approved
Electrical insulation 1000 V Adjustable

size 51-63 cm New approved prod 2020 
  The Centurion S09 helmet is designed
to lighten the weight of the shoulders for

greater comfort while working. The
Concept Roofer Hardhat incorporates an

incredibly strong and surprisingly light
shell.  Staz-on binding for quick, precise
and easy adjustment for optimal comfort.
EN 50365 Electrically insulating helmets
EN 50365 Electrically insulating helmets

for use on low voltage installations.
Protection against electric shock and

prevention of dangerous electric currents
passing through the head. Features

Brand: Centurion  Model: S09
Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene shell.

Cradle - 6-point terylene webbing. Low
density polyethylene headband.

Hydro-Flock with 4 mm foam sweatband.
Acetal and HDPE straps, ratchet in 3 mm
black foam. Electrical resistance 1000V
ac Low temperature performance down

to -40C Compliant with - EN 397: 1995 +
A1 |  EN 397: 2012 + A1: 2012 |  EN

50365 Certifications EN 397: 2012 + A1:
2012 Protective helmets for industry EN

812: 2012 Anti-theft headgear for industry
EN 12492: 2012 Mountaineering helmet
LD Lateral deformation - 30° C and -40°
C performance at low temperatures 150°

C Very high temperatures MM Molten
metal 440V ac and 1000V ac ANSI /
ISEA Z89.1-2009 Type 1 American

standard for industrial helmets  ANSI /
ISEA Z89.1-2014 Type 1 American

standard for industrial helmets Class E
Electrical insulation 20,000 V ac  Class G
Electrical insulation 2,200 V ac LT Prest

actions at low temperatures  

Cod.:K503

Gray pocket knife 13x9,8x1cm

1,72 €

Gray pocket knife 13x9,8x1cm Practical
Redcliffs pocket knife with 7 practical

functions including a screwdriver, a bottle
opener and the knife itself, always at
hand. So this multitool is very useful
when you are on the move and the

kitchen or the shed are not at hand. 
What's also very useful, you can hang

the pocket knife on your keychain so you
never lose it.   Features Redcliffs brand
EAN code:  8719987394157 7 functions

Steel material: stainless  

Cod.:KP3976

Adjustable self-locking pliers concave
jaws 250 mm Utilia Grip

9,40 €

Adjustable self-locking pliers with
concave jaws 250 mm Utilia Grip
Features Brand: Utilia  EAN code:

9900100035173 Vendor code: 3517 High
grip Self-locking Concave jaws

Packaging: envelope Material: metal
Length: 250mm    

Cod.:WB1108
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25pcs Magnetic Bit Screwdriver Set

14,66 €

25pcs Magnetic Bit Screwdriver Set Very
suitable for repairing precision equipment

such as smartphones, mobile phones,
tablets, cameras, glasses, watches,

watches and much more. Includes many
different types of tips to meet all

maintenance and repair needs Features
EAN number: 6949639105592 Supplier
code: JM-8168 Brand: Jakemy 24 bits

and 1 screwdriver Components set Torx:
T2 / T3 / T4 / T5 / T6 / T7 / T8 Cross +

1.0 / + 1.5 / + 2.0 Italian - 1.5 / -2.0 / -2.5
Hexagonal: H1.3 / H1.5 / H2.0 Pentable
0.8 / Pentable 1.2 / Pentable 2.0 Triwing
Y0.8 / Y2.5 Triangle 2.0 U-shaped 2.6

Cod.:L255

Set utensili di precisione 110 pezzi

9,96 €

Set utensili di precisione 110 pezzi Un
must per professionisti e dilettanti: è

perfetto per ogni vero appassionato di fai
da te o "tuttofare". Un prodotto

sensazionale e pratico che sicuramente
accelererà e faciliterà vari lavori tecnici

che richiedono lo smontaggio e il
montaggio di piccoli oggetti. Il prodotto

sarà sicuramente apprezzato dai privati a
casa e dai riparatori professionisti. Il set

può essere utilizzato in ogni garage,
officina o fattoria. RICCO SET 110 pz. - Il

set comprende 110 utensili diversi,
realizzati in acciaio al cromo-vanadio di

alta qualità. I dispositivi Torx
consentiranno la manutenzione e la
riparazione della maggior parte dei

piccoli dispositivi elettronici disponibili sul
mercato, come: telefono, tablet,

navigatore, fotocamera, laptop, orologio,
occhiali e molti altri. MAGNETIZZATORE

- consente la magnetizzazione e la
smagnetizzazione di cacciaviti, punte,
chiavi inglesi e molti altri elementi e
utensili in acciaio. Semplificherà la

rimozione, ad esempio, dei pezzi da un
punto difficile da raggiungere.
CUSTODIA PRATICA: il set è

confezionato in una custodia a doppia
faccia, che migliora notevolmente la
conservazione di tutti gli elementi e

impedisce che vadano persi.
Caratteristiche Codice

EAN: 5902802911827 Codice
fornitore: 00008645 materiale: acciaio al
cromo vanadio CrV numero di elementi

nel set: 110 pz. dimensioni
(lunghezza/larghezza/altezza): 18/11/5

cm   Inclusi nel set Cacciavite con
impugnatura rivestita in gomma

antiscivolo estensione in gomma pinzette
magnetizzatore/smagnetizzatore ventosa

per rimozione vetro/vetro pin per
l'espulsione delle carte SIM (microSIM,
nanoSIM) 3x apricasse angolati (largo,

stretto, lungo) 5 apricasse diversi
adattatore/adattatore per cacciavite o

trapano T-2; T-2; T-3; T-3; T-4; T-4; T-5;
T-5; ?0,8; ?0,8  1.2; 1.2; Y0.6; Y0.6;

PH0000; PH0000; PH000; PH000; PH00;
PH00 PH0; PH0; PH1; PH1; PH2; PH2;
PH2,6; PH2,6; PH3.0; PH3.0 cacciavite
piatto: 1,3; 1,5; 2.0; 2.0; 2,5; 2,5; 3,0;

asterisco: P20000; quadrato: 3,5; T25H
U: 8; quadrato: 4; T-1; T-6; T-7; T-8; T-9;
T-10; T-15; T-20 T6H; T7H; T8H; T9H;
T10H; T15H; T20H; Y2.0; Y2.5; Y3.0

H0.7; H0.9; H1.3; H1.5; H2.0; H2,5; H3.0;
H3.5; H4.0; H4.5 H5; H6; triangolo: 2,0;
2.3; 2,6; 3,0; P00; P0; P1; P2 quadrato:
1; torx: 1,5; 2.0; 2.0; 2,5; quadrato: 0; 1;
2; tondo: 0,8; 1.0 PH2; tappi: 2,5; 3,0;

3,5; 4; 4,5; 5,0; 5.5.

Cod.:WB251

Torx T40 insert

1,60 €

Torx T40 insert For use with screws
TORX concave head; these professional

quality bits are particularly suitable for
high torque screwdriving, eg. mechanical

screwing of screws until fixed stop.
Inserter: 1/4 inch.

hexagonal, DIN3126-E6,3 Specifications
Model 485XL-40 Head type Torx  Type

Screwdriver bit Size T40 Material
Vanadium-chromium-molybdenum steel 

Total length 70 mm  Cod.:WB217

39-piece tool set in plastic Kinzo
household case

22,06 €

39-piece tool set in Kinzo household
plastic case It's nice to always have a set
of basic tools on hand because you never

know. This Kinzo set is specially
designed for home use and contains
everything you need for chores. most
common at home. Everything at your
fingertips Imagine you want to fix or
unscrew or turn something, measure

something or just hit a nail in the wall to
hang a painting ... you'll never get lost
with this large set.  You always have

everything at hand. Sturdy plastic case 
The 39 tools are supplied in a sturdy

plastic case, nice and compact, so you
can easily store them. The instrument

itself is made of durable steel and plastic.
Toolbox contains: 8 keys to Allen key
1,5-2-2,5-3-4-5-5,5-6 mm 20 points (
25mm) 3,4,5,6, PH1, PH2, PH3, PZ1,

PZ2, PZ3, T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, T30,
H3, H4, H5, H6 1x combi pliers 6 " 1x bit
holder 1/4" 4x precision screwdrivers PH
# 0, PH # 1, SL2.4, SL3 mm 1x magnetic

bit holder 1/4 " 1x Stanley utility knife
18mm 1x hammer carpenter 1x tape

measure (3 meters) 1x household
scissors   Features EAN

code 8711252177953 Brand  Kinzo
Dimensions  20 x 100 x 240 mm Weight

 about 1,300 KG  

Cod.:ED3288

Torx T30 25mm insert

1,60 €

Torx T30 25mm For use with screws
concave head TORX Specifications 
Model 485/30 Head type Torx Type
Screwdriver bit Size T30 Material

Vanadium-chromium-molybdenum steel
Total length 25 mm

Cod.:WB296

Ear muffs B003 UTILIA

5,80 €

Ear muffs with B003 UTILIA Large and
soft earphones, flexible and adjustable
anatomical headband, excellent noise

attenuation, in pouch. Features  Brand:
Utilia Code EAN: 9900100362767

Vendor code: 36276 Model: B003 SNR:
25dB

Cod.:WB1473

White polyurethane work gloves size 9
Utilia

1,65 €

White polyurethane gloves size 9 Utilia In
elastic yarn, with palm and fingers

covered in polyurethane, ventilated back,
elastic cuff. Features Brand: Utilia EAN

code: 9900100312694 Vendor code:
31269  Size: 9 Color: White Material:

polyurethane  

Cod.:WB253

Utilia size 10 nitrile / nylon work gloves

1,56 €

Nitrile / nylon work gloves size 10 Utilia In
nylon, with palm and fingers coated in

nitrile, ventilated back, elastic cuff.
Features Brand: Utilia EAN code:

9900100312663 Vendor code: 31266 
Size: 10 Color: White Material: Nylon /

Nitrile

Cod.:WB401

Utilia 250mm chromed head adjustable
polygrip pliers

7,80 €

Adjustable polygrip pliers chrome head
250mm Utilia Steel, chromed head,

closed hinge, plastic handles. Features
Brand: Utilia EAN code: 9900100159152
Vendor code: 15915 Material: steel and

plastic  

Cod.:WB619
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Wooden brush with Pavan high
resistance hardened steel bristles

5,96 €

Wooden brush with Pavan high
resistance hardened steel bristles Brush
with curved handle with high resistance

hardened steel wire Features Brand:
Pavan EAN code: 8021636300137 

Manufacturer code: 3000615 Model :
1621 Bristle material: high-grade steel
resistance Brush body material: wood

Brush length: about 28cm Bristle length:
about 2.5cm Slightly curved handle

Suitable for cleaning various surfaces Cod.:WB2291

Transparent multipurpose adhesive
glue 50g Pattex box

5,16 €

Transparent multipurpose adhesive glue
50g Pattex box Adhesive to transparent

contact for resistant and flexible bonding.
Ideal for transparent materials, it allows
to create resistant and invisible bonding

on leather, leather, wood, paper and
cardboard, felt, cork, metal, flexible, rigid
or canvas plastics (excluding PE, PP and

PTFE). It can be used to glue or repair
numerous objects such as bags, shoes,
wallets and leather belts, book bindings,
leather / sky armchairs, cork panels etc.

Not suitable for PE, PP, polystyrene,
PTFE, delicate fabrics.   Features Brand:
Pattex EAN code: 8004630882946 Type
of container: box Contents: 50g Powerful
contact glue paste in quick way do and

reliable - always excellent results on
transparent materials without particular

effort Perfect as a glue for rubber, metal,
wood or as shoe glue is suitable for many

different materials, for gluing and
veneering The clear adhesive has a

versatile use and is suitable for
temperatures from -40° C up to + 70° C -

ideal for almost all indoor jobs This
universal adhesive can be used for

insulation panels, for veneers - but also
to protect edges from moisture  

Cod.:R160

Universal multipurpose mastic 50g
Pattex box

5,16 €

Universal multipurpose mastic 50g Pattex
case Universal contact adhesive with

strong initial tack and good temperature
resistance. Ideal for gluing rubber,

sponge-rubber, leather, carpet, felt, cork
to oneself or to substrates such as metal,

wood, masonry. It is also suitable for
gluing veneer or laminates to wood or

derivatives. Not suitable for PE, PP, soft
PVC, polystyrene and PTFE.   Features

Brand: Pattex EAN code:
8004630889396 Type of container:

Pencil case Content: 50g The powerful
contact glue glues quickly and reliably -
always guarantees excellent results and
requires no special effort Perfect as glue
for rubber, metal, wood or as shoe glue -
is suitable for many different materials,
for gluing and veneering Pattex mastic
has a very versatile use and is suitable

for temperatures from -40° C up to + 110°
C ideal for almost all indoor jobs  This

universal adhesive can be used for
insulation boards, for veneers - but also
to protect sharp edges from moisture  

Cod.:R657

Transparent multipurpose adhesive
glue 125g Pattex box

6,36 €

Transparent multipurpose adhesive glue
125g Pattex box Adhesive to transparent
contact for resistant and flexible bonding.
Ideal for transparent materials, it allows
to create resistant and invisible bonding
on leather, wood, paper and cardboard,
felt, cork, metal, flexible, rigid or canvas
plastics (excluding PE, PP and PTFE).

Can be used for gluing or repair
numerous objects such as bags, shoes,
wallets and leather belts, book bindings,
leather / sky armchairs, cork panels, etc.

Features Brand: Pattex EAN code:
8004630882960 Type of container: pencil

case Content: 125g

Cod.:R654

Universal multipurpose mastic 125g
Pattex box

5,96 €

Universal multipurpose mastic 125g
Pattex box Contact adhesive universal

with strong initial grip and good
resistance to temperatures. Ideal for

bonding rubber, sponge-rubber, leather,
carpet, felt , cork to themselves or on

supports such as metal, wood, masonry.
It is also suitable for gluing veneer or

laminates to wood or derivatives. Pattex
Universal Mastic is almost the mother of

the vast assortment of glues and
adhesives from the Pattex world: fast,

powerful and reliable, it is easy to apply
and perfect for gluing surfaces together

even if they are made of different
materials or for veneering difficult to

reach corners. The adhesive is suitable
for many different materials, such as
laminates, insulation boards, rubber,

cork, felt, rigid PVC, foam and metals, or
even as a leather glue. The possibilities
of use are truly manifold: assembly of

insulating and absorbent panels (except
polystyrene), veneer of edges and

corners, application of insulating strips on
furniture and the like or as insulation from

humidity on sharp edges of wood and
countertops. work. Not suitable for PE,
PP, soft PVC, polystyrene and PTFE.  

Features Brand: Pattex EAN code:
8004630889419 Type of container: Case 

Content: 125g

Cod.:R677

Universal vinyl glue 100g Pattex

2,96 €

Universal vinyl glue 100g Pattex
Plasticized vinyl adhesive ideal for paper,

cardboard, cork, porous materials,
wallpaper, wood, plywood and chipboard.

also suitable for the paper industry and
bookbinding sectors, thanks to its flexible

finish. Can be used as a fixative for
paints and stuccoes. The final film is

plastic and transparent. Features Brand:
Pattex EAN code: 8004630889709 

Container: plastic bottle Content: 100g
Adhesive type: plasticized vinyl glue  

Cod.:R565

Vorel stitching machine for upholstery

8,56 €

Stitcher for upholstery Vorel Stitcher for
upholstery, popularly known as a stitch

shooter, designed to quickly join various
materials such as wood with fabrics,

cardboard, paper or leather. Connect the
materials with a staple steel that is

inserted with great force. The binder is
designed to guide the typical rectangular

steel staples 6 to 14 in length mm, 0.7
mm thick and 11.2 mm wide. Adjustable

impact force - Manual stapler for
upholstery - The metal body guarantees
durability and reliability - Adjustment of

the insertion force of the staples - Staple
height range from 4mm to 14mm - The

stapler works with standard staples 4-14
mm high, 0.7 mm thick, 11.2 mm wide

Features Vendor code 71050 EAN code
5906083710506 Vorel brand weight (kg)

0.5750 

Cod.:D1006

Digital pressure gauge

8,36 €

Digital pressure gauge View accurately
tire inflation pressure regular pressure

control increases road safety and
contributes to fuel economy pressure

gauge unit: PSI, Bar , KPA, Kg / cm the
digital indicator allows a precise reading
of the pressure Pressure gauge suitable
for trucks, bicycles with valves for cars,

motorcycles and cars automatic
shutdown after 30 seconds of inactivity

practical use with single button incl .
battery (1x CR2032 3 Volt lithium)
Supplier code: 59799 EAN code:
4040849597992 Brand: Goobay 

Cod.:N517

Replacement blades for multipurpose
cutter blister pack of 10

1,56 €

Spare blades for multipurpose cutter
blister pack of 10 suitable for: 77104 WZ
M 02; 77105 WZ M 03; 77106 WZ M 04
10 blades included  18 mm long Vendor

code: 77108 EAN code:  4040849771088
Brand: Goobay

Cod.:N459
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Jigsaw blades steel and wood blister
pack of 5 Vorel

3,24 €

Jigsaw blades steel and wood blister 5
Vorel Features Vendor code: 27820  EAN

code: 5906083278204 Brand: Vorel
weight (kg) 0,0430 Length [mm] 100

Universal application T-type handle HSS
M2 HCS 65Mn  

Cod.:D1012

HSS titanium drill bits pack of 13
pieces Sthor

4,42 €

HSS titanium drill bits pack of 13 Sthor
High speed HSS steel drills for metal.

Parameters according to DIN 338,
surface hardened with titanium nitride /

gold color /. Extremely durable and
strong, designed for drilling stainless
steel and acid resistant. Inserted in a
practical plastic case. Tip diameter

icnluse 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.2 3.5 4.0 4.5 4.8
5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 Details Brand: Sthor  EAN

code: 5906083223006 Vendor code:
22300 Tip type: for metals  

Cod.:D1018

Vorel saw for curved cuts 30cm

2,20 €

Curved saw 30cm Vorel A narrow saw
with a specific shape that allows you to

comfortably cut small arcs of radius. The
handle is in hard plastic. For curved cuts
and holes in wood, plywood, chipboard,
mdf and other wood-based materials.

Features Brand: Vorel EAN code: 
5906083286506 Vendor code: 28650 

Blade length: 30cm Blade material:
Galvanized steel Plastic handle  

Cod.:D1024

Set of 6 small pliers 125mm Vorel

15,52 €

Set of 6 small pliers 125mm Vorel Pliers
125mm Vorel 42309 . Handles covered

with comfortable plastic covers. For
precision work. Included in the kit

Diagonal cutters Sharp collet Straight
elongated collet Elongated bent pliers
Universal pliers Flat nose pliers Details

Brand: Voler EAN code: 5906083423093
Vendor code: 42309  

Cod.:D1016

500W angle grinder 12.000rpm disc
diameter 125mm LUND

25,60 €

500W angle grinder 12.000rpm disc
diameter 125mm LUND Angle grinder
with a power of 500W and a rotation

speed of 12,000 rpm and a disc diameter
of 125 mm. A basic and economical

model of the grinder intended for use in
every home workshop. The light and

handy design increases the comfort of
use. Reisitente high turnover ensuring
effective work gearbox for a job easy to
reach in hard-to-reach places and for
excellent visibility when cutting copper

wrap switch block for continuous
operation spindle block for one easy disk

replacement Features  Vendor code
79125 EAN code: 5906083038624 Brand
Lund Power [W] 500 Rotation speed [1 /
min] 12000 Diameter [mm] 125 Spindle

thread M14

Cod.:D1082

Stitcher stapler kit with 200
rectangular staples 200 circular

staples 200 Vorel nails

12,96 €

Stitching kit with 200 rectangular staples
200 circular staples 200 Vorel nails
Upholstery stapler by Vorel 71060.

Upholstery stapler designed to quickly
join various materials, such as wood with

textiles, cardboard, paper or leather.
Used in upholstery, roofing, decoration,
building finishing work, etc. Connect the
materials with a steel clip or nail driven in
with great force. The stapler is designed
to insert typical rectangular staples in the

4-14mm length range and rounded
staples in size 10- 12 mm intended for
fixing electrical cables. Another useful
feature is the ability to hammer special
nails with a length of 10 to 14 mm. A

stapler with adjustable spring pressure
hitter - adjustable impact force. Included 

Upholstery stapler 200 pieces of 8mm
rectangular staples 200 pieces of 12mm
semicircular staples 200 pieces of 10mm

nails Approx features Vendor code:
71060 EAN code 5906083000942 Vorel
brand weight (kg) 1.0000 Quantity [pcs]

1  Material metal  

Cod.:D1084

YATO 500ml flexible barrel oiler pump

8,82 €

Oiler pump with flexible spout 500ml
YATO The oiler professional is an

indispensable tool in any car workshop.
500ml steel tank with high quality

protective coating. The flexible applicator
allows you to work in hard-to-reach

spaces. The applicator can be bent up to
45 degrees. The metal nozzle creates a
powerful and precise oil flow.   Features

Vendor code YT-06914 EAN code
5906083069147 Brand Yato weight (kg)
0,2000 Cardboard master MC 80 IB 10

inner box Capacity [ml] 500

Cod.:D1086

Magnetic angle level with 3 Vorel
measuring points

5,36 €

Magnetic angle level with 3 Vorel
measuring points A small collapsible

spirit level made of ABS material. It has
three traditional vials that allow precise

positioning of the tested structural
elements. It has a rubber strap for
mounting on wooden or concrete

elements and four magnets for mounting
on metal elements. The hinge allows
precise adjustment of the level to the

inserted upright. Intended use /
Application Designed for mounting poles

of various materials and precisely
controlling their inclination. How to use

Depending on the material, attach using
magnets or a rubber band.   Features

Vendor code 16012 EAN code:
5906083009297 Vorel brand weight (kg)

0,1900 IB 25 internal box Pila 700 Length
[mm] 190 X 135 Vials 3 ABS material

Magnetic Type, Folding, Bar Type Weight
[g] 190  

Cod.:D1074

Vorel adjustable parrot forceps 25cm

9,56 €

Adjustable parrot pliers 25cm Vorel Pliers
with sliding joint. Opening of the surface

of the grooved jaws of about 40 mm.
Handles covered with two-component
plastic covers. Long arms provide high
pressure force.   Characteristics Code

supplier 40057 EAN code
5906083400575 Vorel brand weight (kg)

0,4580 Cardboard master MC 60 IB 6
inner box Amico 1080 Hydraulic

application Cod.:D1060
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Teflon tape 12m / 12mm Vorel

0,60 €

Teflon tape 12m / 12mm Vorel Teflon
tape for sealing threaded fittings in

plumbing systems. Size
12Mx12MMx0.1MM. Has a hygienic

certificate for contact with drinking water.
  Features Vendor code 75201 EAN code
5906083752018 Vorel brand weight (kg)

0,0130 Quantity [pcs] 1 White color 
PTFE material Length [m] 12  Thickness

[mm] 0,1 Width [mm] 12
Cod.:D1044

Vorel 60x40mm plasterboard rasp

3,32 €

Rasp for plasterboard 60x40mm Vorel
Rasp popularly called rasp for drywall. It
consists of a handle, a body to which a

working part is fixed from below, made of
high quality steel with the 65 Mn symbol.
The working length is 60 mm, the width is
40 mm. It has specially shaped holes and
profiled recesses, thanks to which it does

not clog when working in various
materials, especially in a very difficult
material such as plaster. Graters with

teeth are available for various materials.
The 25300 rasp has a high quality grater

designed for effective processing of
various materials such as plaster, wood,

non-ferrous metals, composites and
plastics. Features Vendor code 25300

EAN code 5906083027284  Vorel brand
weight ( kg) 0,1080 Length o perative

[mm] 60 Material Steel 65Mn Dimensions
[mm] 60 x 40 Quantity [pcs] 1  

Cod.:D1090

Vice pliers for 4 Vorel blister welding

24,48 €

Clamps for 4 Vorel blister welding Set of
welding pliers in four sizes: 140 mm, 165

mm, 225 mm and 180 mm (extended
pliers). The locking pliers allow a quick
clamping of the jaws on the material.

Extremely useful for welding , riveting or
drilling . Features Brand: Vorel EAN
code: 5906083069215 Vendor code:

44110

Cod.:D1115

Teflon tape 15m 19x0.2mm Vorel

2,20 €

Teflon tape 15m 19x0.2mm Vorel Tape in
Teflon for sealing threaded fittings in

plumbing systems. Size
15Mx19MMx0.2MM. Has a hygienic

certificate for contact with drinking water.
  Features Vendor code 75202 EAN code
5906083752025 Vorel brand weight (kg)

0,0490 Quantity [pcs] 1 White color 
PTFE material Length [m] 15  Thickness

[mm] 0,2 Width [mm] 19  
Cod.:D1128

Kit of 6 various Vorel files

6,08 €

Kit 6 various files various Vorel types The
kit includes six precision work files. The
base profiles are flat, converging and
parallel, triangular, round, semicircular

and knife. Files have plastic handles. For
precise machining of metal, plastic and
other materials Features Vendor code:

25352 EAN 5906083253522 Brand Vorel
weight (kg) 0,1440 Length [mm] 160

Material steel Quantity [pcs] 6  
Cod.:D1166

Wood drill set various sizes 8 pieces
Sthor

2,70 €

Wood drill bit set various sizes 8 pieces
Sthor Features Vendor code 22381 EAN
code 5906083223815 Brand Stor  weight

(kg) 0,2060 Material HCS Wood
Application  

Cod.:D1134

Vorel drywall rasp 140x40mm

6,06 €

Drywall rasp 140x40mm Vorel Drywall
rasp. It consists of a handle, a body to

which a mesh made of high quality steel
with the symbol 65 Mn is fixed from

below. The working length is 140mm, the
width is 40mm. It has specially shaped
holes and profiled recesses, thanks to
which it does not clog when working in
various materials, especially in a very
difficult material such as gypsum. The
25307 rasp has a high quality grater
designed for effective processing of

various materials such as gypsum, wood,
non-ferrous metals, composites and

plastics. Features Vendor code 25307
EAN code 5906083027277 Vorel brand
weight (kg) 0,1420 Working length [mm]
140  Material Steel 65Mn Cutting thick,
universal Flat profiles Dimensions [mm]

140x40 Quantity [pcs] 1

Cod.:D1122

Metal rasp for plasterboard 140x50mm
Vorel

5,52 €

Metal rasp for plasterboard 140x50mm
Vorel Rasp intended for plasterboard

sanding. Rasp length 140 mm, width 50
mm. The body of the tool is in plastic, the
blade / grater with specific tooth profile /

is in stainless steel. The rasp can also be
used for machining other materials.  

Features Vendor code 07930 EAN code
5906083047176 Vorel brand weight (kg)

0,1810  
Cod.:D1144

Diamond Drill Bits 5-12mm Sthor

7,64 €

Diamond drill bits 5-12mm Sthor
Features Vendor code 23988  EAN code
5906083239885 Brand Stor  weight (kg)

0.3580 Concrete Application  

Cod.:D1170
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Replacement blades for Vorel Blister 5
cutter

0,70 €

Spare blades for 5 Vorel Blister cutter
Features Vendor code 76220  EAN code
5906083762208 Vorel brand  weight (kg)

0,0290 Metal material  

Cod.:D1174

Step tip for steel blister of 3 pieces
Sthor

20,30 €

Step drill for steel blister of 3 pieces
Sthor One STHOR 22616 step drill set.

Designed for drilling high quality stainless
steel, structural and cold rolled steel,

non-ferrous metals, sheet steel, plastics.
the edges of the hole remain clean

self-centering on rounded and slippery
surfaces rapid heat dissipation when

drilling in hard materials made of HSS
super high speed steel coated with

titanium nitride graduated in 2 and 3 mm
steps. The set includes 3 drill bits (22610,

22611, 22612) Features Vendor code:
22616 EAN code 5906083049781 Brand
Sthor Diameter [mm] 4-32  Material HSS

Application Metal   

Cod.:D1105

Reusable earplugs pack of 5 pairs
8-12mm YATO

3,50 €

Reusable earplugs pack of 5 pairs
8-12mm YATO The earplugs reusable
silicone ear pads are characterized by

good hearing protection against
excessive noise in the workplace, easy to

wear and high working comfort. SNR
rejection value of 32 dB A conical shape

with three stages Washable under
lukewarm running water YT-7455 plugs

meet the requirements of EN352-2: 2002
Cap diameter: 8 to 12mm Ca features

Vendor code: YT-7455 EAN code
5906083974557 Brand Yato weight (kg)

0,0180 Category Reusable  SNR
suppression value [db] 32 Silicone

material Yellow color

Cod.:D1162

Jigsaw blades for wood and PVC
blister packs of 5 Vorel

3,60 €

Jigsaw blades for wood and PVC blister
packs of 5 Vorel   Features Vendor code:
27811  EAN code 5906083278112 Vorel
brand weight (kg) 0,0440 Length [mm]

100 Application Wood, PVC T-type
handle  

Cod.:D1176

Detector of wires and metal profiles for
walls or Vorel plasterboard

18,60 €

Detector of wires and metal profiles for
walls or Vorel plasterboard The detector
of wires and metal profiles 81786 allows

you to detect in walls or plasterboard:
cables in tension up to 50 mm metal
profiles up to 40 mm The detector is

equipped with an acoustic signal and two
LEDs for signaling the detection of the
material. It is very easy to use and the
small size [mm] 90 x 38 x 20.5 and the

weight of 48 g allow storage without
problems. The detector is powered by

3X1.5V (LR44) batteries. Features
Vendor code: 81786  EAN code

5906083069208 Vorel brand Metal
detection Yes Detection of wooden

profiles no Real-time wire detection Yes
Detection depth of ferromagnetic metals

40 mm Detection depth of cables in 
tension 50 mm

Cod.:D1172

8pcs 3-10mm Sthor Wood Drill Bits

1,96 €

Drill Bits for Wood 8 pcs 3-10mm Sthor
Features Vendor code: 22380  EAN code
5906083223808 Brand Stor weight (kg)
0,1600 Diameter [mm] mixture Material

HCS Wood Application  

Cod.:D1140

Kit 3 brushes with steel / brass / nylon
wires 3 Yato blister

3,80 €

Kit 3 brushes with steel / brass / nylon
wires blister of 3 Yato Brush of 3 pieces
L180 mm brass, stainless steel, Nylon

Features Brand: YATO Vendor code: YT-
6351 EAN code: 5906083963513   

Cod.:D1178

Glass scraper 28.5cm with Vorel
replacement blades

3,56 €

Glass scraper 28.5cm with Vorel
replacement blades Glass scraper,

length 285 mm, blade width 40 mm, incl.
three spare blades enclosed in the

handle. Sturdy construction. To remove
dirt from hard surfaces, such as glass,
sheet metal, remnants of old gaskets,

etc.  Features Vendor code: 06790 EAN
code 5906083048890 Vorel brand

Cod.:D1138

YATO 200ml flexible barrel oiler pump

5,62 €

Oiler pump with flexible spout 200ml
YATO The oiler professional is an

indispensable tool in any car workshop.
200ml steel tank with high quality

protective coating. The flexible applicator
allows you to work in hard-to-reach

spaces. The applicator can be bent up to
45 degrees. The metal nozzle creates a
powerful and precise oil flow. Features

Vendor code: YT-06912 EAN
5906083069123 Brand Yato weight (kg)

0,1330  Capacity [ml] 200  

Cod.:D1182
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Precision screwdriver kit 12pcs
various types Vorel

13,68 €

Precision screwdriver kit 12pcs various
Vorel types One set of 12 precision

screwdrivers and hooks designed for
universal use in various industries.

Chromium-vanadium steel work tips CV
two-component plastic handles a hole in

the handles allows you to hang
screwdrivers screwdrivers included: flat:

2.5mm, 3.5mm, cross: PH00, PH0,
TORX: T6, T7, T8, T10, 45°, 90°, 135°,

180°   Features Brand: Vorel  EAN code:
5906083058141 Code provider: 64555  

Cod.:D1126

Transport trolley 50x30cm 200kg Yato

25,60 €

Transport trolley 50x30cm 200kg Yato
Trolley - storage platform transport, made

of resistant MDF with four monolithic
black polypropylene wheels installed The

diameter of the wheels - fi 75 mm. 
Platform size length 500 mm width 300
mm thickness 18 mm height on wheels
113 mm There is a hole in the platform
for easy transport. With four anti-slip

stickers on the platform. The load
capacity of the platform is 200 kg For

transporting small loads, such as
furniture, boxes, appliances up to 200 kg

in weight Features Vendor code:
YT-37420 EAN 5906083071898 Brand

Yato weight (kg) 2.7500  

Cod.:D1130

Endoscopic camera with 4.3" FULL HD
LCD handheld

79,96 €

Endoscopic camera with 4.3" FULL HD
LCD handheld SCREEN: Integrated 4.3"

large and readable HD LCD screen,
which offers a much better view from the

lens, in the highest Full HD quality, 2
million pixels. The product does not

require the installation of special
applications. After switching on, it is

immediately ready for use.  5 METERS
OF CABLE - has a very flexible and

resistant cable. Now shooting and live
views in hard-to-reach places will no

longer be a problem. The entire cable is 5
meters long. 3 LIGHTING LEVELS - 6
integrated LEDs ensure a good image
even in very dark places. Thanks to the

light adjustment you can adapt the
lighting to the prevailing conditions in

which you work with the camera.  TIPS
INCLUDED – the camera has 4

interchangeable tips. Each of them has a
different function (classic tip, hook,

magnet, mirror). The camera is
connected to a long cable, very flexible

and resistant.  Characteristics EAN code:
5904665712108 Supplier code:

00019376 Brand: Bigstren 4.3" FULL HD
LCD handheld. Magnifier: 8mm Cable
length: 5m Number of pixels: 2 million

pixels Waterproof: IP67 Battery capacity:
1700mAh Charging time: 1.5 hours
Usage time: 3 hours Dimensions:

17x10x3 cm Weight: 492g

Cod.:WB278

34cm FX Tools silicone gun

2,80 €

34cm FX Tools silicone gun  Friction 
feed, ideal for any type of silicone, glue or

resin. EAN number 8719987116827  

Cod.:KP1060

Universal kit of precision tools,
screwdrivers and pliers, 25 pieces

21,96 €

Universal kit of precision tools,
screwdrivers and pliers, 25 pieces

supplied in a practical plastic case tool
for precision mechanics when working on
small household appliances, for repairing
glasses and watches or for model making
screwdriver: set of 6x micro screwdrivers,
1x screwdriver bit with extension plus 10x

bits (PH1, PH2, PZ1, PZ2, PZ5, PZ6,
T10, T15, T20, 1x adapter) Pliers: 1x mini

telephone pliers (flat nose pliers), 1x
micro side cutter, 1x tweezers Sockets:

Slotted screwdriver sockets with 5 mm, 6
mm, 8 mm and 10 mm Brand: Fixpoint
EAN code: 4040849770937 Supplier

code: 77093  

Cod.:F1360

Kit 320 terminals various models and
sizes with pliers

17,60 €

Kit 320 terminals various models and
sizes with pliers Good Electrical

Conductivity: It is made of high quality
thick copper and has excellent corrosion

resistance and good electrical
conductivity. Corrosion Resistant: These
wire terminals feature a tin coating that

protects the copper terminals from
corrosion caused by harsh environmental

conditions. They are ideal for marine,
automotive or outdoor use, homes, solar

systems, etc. Easy to Use: Crimp
terminals fit snugly and are easy to insert

and crimp. Wide Applications: These
cable connector kits are sturdy and safe,
widely used in junction boxes, boats, golf
carts, solar panels, home or outdoor, etc.

Various templates included  

Cod.:F1648

Magnetic wall holder for tools

3,96 €

Magnetic wall holder for tools Perfect for
stably and safely storing metal objects
within reach and keeping them tidy.The

magnetic holder will be useful both in the
kitchen and in the study for storing knives

and scissors, as well as in the garage
and workshop for organizing tools.It will

also work well in the garden for
organizing small tools, and also in the

hallway for hanging keys or in the
bathroom for organizing cosmetic

accessories with metal handle. The
magnetic holder is equipped with two
non-magnetic strips which ensure an
extremely strong attraction to metal
objects. It can be fixed to a wall or

cabinet with the supplied anchors.If
necessary, a double-sided spacer tape

(not included) will also be perfect for
installation.The magnetic holder is 33 cm

long and 5 cm wide.   Thanks to the
magnetic holder you can easily organize
your metal utensils, so they won't get lost
and will always be at hand.POWERFUL

MAGNET - thanks to the use of two
magnetic strips, metal objects are firmly
"attached".EASY ASSEMBLY - the stand
can be fixed with screws and dowels or

double-sided tape.UNIVERSAL - will
work at home, in the garage, study and
workshop.   Characteristics dimensions
(length/thickness): 33x5x1.5cm weight:

250 g EAN code: 5901785366976
Supplier code: 00001590

Cod.:WB240

EN397 blue safety helmet

9,80 €

EN397 blue safety helmet Ventilated
screw-on helmet. MATERIAL: HDPE

(high density polyethylene) with 6
ventilation holes COVER: plastic

CLOSURE: six points Weight: 360 gr.
EAN code: 2050319004006 Supplier

code: M081036 Complies with EN
397:2000 CE compliant

Cod.:EL3960

Rechargeable cordless electric
screwdriver set of 25 Bosch bits

96,00 €

Rechargeable cordless electric
screwdriver set of 25 Bosch bits The tool
allows you to adapt the work according to

the application and offers a practical
double activation mode: simply by

pushing it forward, or by pressing the
«On» button The mechanical clutch

allows you to optimize the torque based
on the job, thanks to the five different

settings, up to the «Maximum
performance» mode Thanks to electronic
braking, this practical tool stops as soon

as it is deactivated Designed for
screwdriving into wood, metal and plastic

and for miniature applications, e.g. on
motherboards or electrical panels

Compatible with all normal USB chargers
It is very practical to hold, for ideal

handling in different positions Work is
practical and regular, thanks to the speed

of up to 360 rpm, for consistently high
performance Technical features Brand:

Bosch EAN code:  4059952548739
Supplier code:  0 601 9H2 101 Torque
(soft / hard): 2.5 / 5 Nm max. No-load
speed: 0 360 rpm Screw capacity: Ø 5

mm max. Attack: 6.35 mm Voltage: 3.6V
Included in the set BOSCH GO

Professional screwdriver  Set of 25
screwdriver bits USB adapter microUSB

cable  Mini L-Boxx briefcase

Cod.:EL3955
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Goobay 37 Piece Precision
Screwdriver Set

17,76 €

Goobay 37 Piece Precision Screwdriver
Set supplied in a practical carrying case
Tips included 6x Slotted: 1mm, 1.5mm,
2mm, 2.5mm, 3mm, 3.5mm 4x cross

(Phillips): PH000, PH00, PH0, PH1 2x
Pozidriv bits: PZ0, PZ1 9x Torx bits: T4,

T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T15, T20 7x
external hex: H0.7, H0.9, H1.3, H2, H2.5,
H3, H4 1x 100 mm precision drill incl. 7x

hex socket wrenches: 2.5mm, 3mm,
3.5mm, 4mm, 4.5mm, 5mm, 5.5mm

Characteristics Precision screwdriver set
with a 100 mm tip made of chrome

vanadium steel for increased resistance
to deformation for hobby and professional
work The ergonomic handle is particularly

non-slip thanks to its rubberised
shaft. This results in a remarkably

comfortable and firm grip while working.
Stable tips for better gripping of the

screws and secure torque transmission
help during assembly. EAN code:

4040849740039 Supplier code: 74003
Brand: Goobay  

Cod.:F1225

Goobay Cyanoacrylate instant glue 3g

0,88 €

Goobay Cyanoacrylate instant glue 3g
Super glue for household, industrial,

automotive, hobby or even model making
use. Perfect for model making with its
resealable protective hood. Dose the

liquid adhesive exactly for the
components to be fastened. Super alloys
bond ceramics, metals, plastics, glass,
rubber or leather, among other things.
Used as plastic glue, porcelain glue,

metal glue, glass glue, shoe glue, plastic
glue, ceramic glue, wood glue, modeling

glue. The adhesive consists of
cyanoacrylate, hardens after a few

seconds and adheres strongly. EAN
code: 4040849770029 Supplier code:

77002 Marca: Gobay     

Cod.:F1805

Hot glue gun 20W stick diameter
11-12mm 2 glue sticks included

Goobay

8,80 €

Hot glue gun 20W stick diameter
11-12mm 2 glue sticks included Goobay
2 glue sticks included For clean bonding
for home, hobby and do-it-yourself use.
glue gun 20 W for 11 mm and 12 mm

glue sticks. heats up to 16g of adhesive
per minute ready to use after a maximum

of 4 minutes of heating versatile for
bonding different materials such as wood,

ceramics, leather, glass, plastic or
textiles EAN code: 4040849591761

Supplier code: 59176 Brand: Goobay

Cod.:F1810

Multifunction folding shovel

11,60 €

Multifunction folding shovel Metal shovel,
easy to use. Due to the small size after

folding, we can easily fit it into a
backpack, handbag, organizer, etc. The
shovel can be used as a shovel, pick or
saw. The set includes a case with a belt
loop for attachment to a belt. Also useful

during, for example, outdoor survival
trips. Characteristics Brand: Trizand EAN

code: 5902367973919 Supplier code:
00002422 Black colour size

max. (length/width): 58.5x15cm Minimum
size (length/width): 25x15cm Material:
metal Functions: pickaxe, shovel, saw

Weight: 1kg

Cod.:WB1114

17 in 1 multifunction tool

17,96 €

17 in 1 multifunction tool 1 7 in 1: The
product has 17 different built-in tools with

which you can tackle survival, fishing,
hiking, camping, tenting, work or simply

while gardening. Multi-tool includes: axe,
self-locking pliers, file, fish scraper,

slotted screwdriver, hex wrench, harpoon,
bottle opener, wood saw, pocket knife,

hammer, wire cutter, pliers, pliers,
screwdriver. SAFETY – the tool is

equipped with protection against opening
in the form of a handle lock and also has

a silicone protector for the ax blade.
CASE/COVER INCLUDED - the pocket
knife comes with a sturdy velcro closed
case. The case is equipped with a fabric
hook, thanks to which you can attach the

case to your trouser belt or backpack.
COMPACT SIZE - The pocket knife

measures just 17.5cm, weighs 376g and
comes with 17 tools. Also, you can attach
it to your belt.  Characteristics EAN code:

5904576552695 Supplier code:
00021636 black colour Material: Highest
quality stainless steel dimensions: 9.2 x

17.5 x 3.5 cm

Cod.:WB621

Impact drill EL-D11 13mm 910W
Elmark

107,56 €

Impact drill EL-D11 13mm 910W Elmark
Two modes: Drilling and hammering 13

mm metal chuck: for gripping and holding
bits Auxiliary handle: convenient for

operation at any angle Switch and 360°
rotatable side handle for increased speed

and comfort Lock button: for a
comfortable operation Die-cast aluminum

body Marca: Elmark EAN
code:  3800131229588   Supplier code:
59511 Technical features Power: 910W
Working voltage: 230V Type of device:

Drill Cable length: 2000mm Rated RPM:
0-2800 Chuck size (mm): 13

Cod.:EL3991

Angle grinder EL-AG01 115mm 900W
Elmark

99,96 €

Angle grinder EL-AG01 115mm 900W
Elmark Compact design for better

comfort and control Die-cast aluminum
body Spindle lock: for quick and easy

wheel changes with just one key Epoxy
Coated Windings: Provide protection

against abrasive dust Soft Grid Side Grip:
Allows for greater, more comfortable
control in multiple positions. Compact
and slim handle for easy use. Rubber

coated auxiliary handle, adjustable in two
positions Technical features Power 900W
Working voltage 230V Device type Angel

grinder The applications Professional
Disc diameter 115mm Cable length

2000mm Rated speed 11000 Thread size
M14 Brand ELMARK EAN code

3800131229540 Supplier code 59501  

Cod.:EL3995

Angle grinder EL-AG02 180mm 2000W
Elmark

199,72 €

Angle grinder EL-AG02 180mm 2000W
Elmark Compact design for better

comfort and control Die-cast aluminum
body Spindle lock: for quick and easy

wheel changes with just one key Epoxy
Coated Windings: Provide protection

against abrasive dust Soft Grid Side Grip:
Allows for greater, more comfortable
control in multiple positions. Compact
and slim handle for easy use. Rubber

coated auxiliary handle, adjustable in two
positions Technical features Power

2000W Working voltage 230V Device
type Angel grinder The applications

Professional Disc diameter 180mm Cable
length 2000mm Rated speed 6500

Thread size M14 Brand Elmark EAN
code 3800131229564 Supplier code

59502

Cod.:EL3997

Rotary hammer EL-RH13 800W Elmark

195,20 €

Rotary hammer EL-RH13 800W Elmark
Four modes available Auxiliary Handle: It

is convenient for you to operate at any
angle Large Variable Trigger: Switch and
360° rotatable side handle for increased

speed and comfort Lock button: for
comfortable operation Technical features
Power 800W Working voltage 230V The
applications Professional Cable length
2000mm Hit power (J) 3.2 Rated speed

0-1400 Number of shots at rated
rpm (rpm) 0-5700 Brand ELMARK EAN

code 3800131229601 Supplier code
59513

Cod.:EL3993
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Set of 39 25 mm 1/4" bits with quick
release magnetic bit holder

59,96 €

Set of 39 25 mm 1/4" bits with quick
release magnetic bit holder

Characteristics Brand name Stanley Unit
dimensions 1/4" Product height 3 mm

Product weight 0.478 kg Swivel head No
Number of pieces 39 It's a set Yes
Product length 12mm Packaging

Cardboard

Cod.:EL3996

Bathroom accessories 4 pieces

15,76 €

Bathroom accessories 4 pieces
Bathroom accessories set consisting of 4

pieces. Natural stone material
Components set and dimensions Soap

dispenser: 260ml Cup: 260 ml
Toothbrush holder: 10.5 x 7.5 x 6cm
Soap dish: 12 x 9 x 3 cm. Features

Bathroom Solution brand EAN number:
8719987459948 Natural stone material

Cod.:KP2162

4-piece bathroom accessories green
ceramic

15,76 €

4-piece bathroom accessories green
ceramic Accessory set from bathroom

consisting of 4 pieces. Material: natural
stone Components set and dimensions
Soap dispenser: 260 ml Mug: 260 ml
Toothbrush holder: 10.5 x 7.5 x 6 cm 
Soap dish: 12 x 9 x 3 cm.    Features
Brand Bathroom Solution EAN code:

8719987414381 Stone material a natural
Green ceramic effect

Cod.:KP3992

Broom Mop with 600ml nebulizer for
floors

19,96 €

Broom Mop with 600ml sprayer for floors
You can dry dust or animal hair together
and dry them with the same wet or damp
breath. The low-mounted tank creates a
good center of gravity, in combination

with the 360Â ° flexible mop it is possible
to reach difficult places in the apartment.
The pressure lever on the handle makes

it very easy and efficient to spray the
water-detergent mixture inserted in the
tank. The handle is coated with rubber,
thus preventing the palm from sliding.

The telescopic handle can be adjusted in
length according to the user's personal

size, it is made of aluminum and
therefore resistant to oxidation. In

addition, there is a built-in recess at the
top with which the entire windshield wiper

can be hung to save space in the
chamber. The windshield wiper cover is

absorbent and absorbs dirt very well, it is
also easily attached via a velcro

connection to the mop plate. The cover
can be rinsed under running water or

washed in the washing machine.
SPECIFICATIONS  Producer: Iso Trade
Product code: 5902802906373 External
code:  00005870 Tank capacity: 600 ml
Material reference: Dimensions (L / W /

H): 40.5 / 14/125 cm Weight: 650 g
Package weight included: 800 g  

Cod.:F1460

Dark wood effect ultrasonic aroma
diffuser with remote control 550ml

29,96 €

Ultrasonic aroma diffuser dark wood
effect with remote control 550ml Features
Distribute your fragrances favorites in the
room LED lighting Wood effect Automatic
operation up to 6 hours Silent thanks to

ultrasound Power supply included
Maximum capacity: 550ml Power: 10W
Size: 145x168mm Timer with 3 settings
(1/3/6 hours) Measuring cup included

Cod.:WB2178

Set 14 plastic food containers with
multi-colored lid

8,72 €

Set 14 plastic food containers with
multicolored lids A set of 14 rainbow

colored food containers in a variety of
different sizes. Great for picnics and food
storage in the refrigerator or freezer. Fully

stackable Includes 14 containers of
different sizes, each with a different

rainbow color It can contain a variety of
foods and snacks Dishwasher safe The
large container measures approximately

26 cm x 26 cm x 13 cm  This set of
stackable food containers is perfect for
when you're out and about. Perfect for
preparing and storing food and ideal for

picnics in the summer months.
Containers of 5.6, 3, 1.8, 1, 0.6, 0.35, 0.2
liters EAN 8711252324661  Trademark
No Brands Dimensions 125 x 260 x 260

mm Weight about 0.656 KG  

Cod.:ED5186

Salt lamp from the Hymalaya brazier

31,60 €

Hymalaya brazier salt lamp   Features 
Weight: about 2-3 kg Height: from 15 to
20cm Lamp shape: Brazier with crystals
Smooth brazier surface Each pink salt

crystal is from the Himalayan mountains.
The material It is totally natural, so the

weight, size, color and shape of each salt
lamp are different. When turned on, the

lamp naturally emits negative ions to
counteract radiation and purify the 'air.

Also favors people who have asthma and
allergy symptoms.  The multifunctional
salt lamp can be used for decoration,
lighting, purification and meditation,

which is suitable for various places such
as the bedroom, living room, office,

study. Illustrative image, finishes and
colors may differ slightly from those

shown.

Cod.:WB2290

Decorative fabric with gold-colored
sequins

9,76 €

Decorative fabric with gold sequins
Features Size: 25x125 Color: gold EAN

CODE: 8719202768282

Cod.:KP2088

Ceramic vase "Magma" various colors

3,98 €

Ceramic vase "Magma" various colors
Features EAN code: 8021785324336

Supplier code: 32433 4 colors available:
Light blue, Green and blue, Red and

aqua green, Light gray and blue
Maximum diameter: 7.5cm Height:

20.5cm  

Cod.:WB614
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Hymalaya salt lamp smooth
egg-shaped surface 2-3 kg

31,60 €

Hymalaya salt lamp smooth egg-shaped
surface 2-3 kg   Features Weight: approx.
2-3 kg Height: 15 to 20cm Lamp shape:

Egg Smooth surface Each pink salt
crystal is from the Himalayan mountains.

The material is totally natural, so the
weight, size, color and shapeÿof each
saline lamp are different. When turned

on, the lamp naturally emits negative ions
to counteract radiation and purify the air.
Also favors people who have symptoms

of asthma and allergy. The
multifunctional salt lamp can be used for

decoration, lighting, purification and
meditation, which is suitable for various
places such as the bedroom, the living
room, the office, the study. Illustrative
image, finishes and colors may differ

slightly from those shown.

Cod.:WB2398

Coral Fleece fleece blanket 150x200cm

10,92 €

Coral Fleece fleece blanket 150x200cm
100% coral fleece blanket. Dimensions
150x200cm. Available in these colors:

Red and Gray Features EAN
8711252031477 Size 150x200cm Weight

about 1,000 KG 100% coral fleece
Available in Red and Gray Wash at 30 °
Grams per square meter: 230-280GSM

Cod.:ED3327

Digital travel scale Glass 150 kg

21,20 €

Digital travel scale Glass 150 kg Personal
scale weight control trip at home or on
the go. The compact and lightweight
design allows for easy transport and
storage. The scale is equipped with a

retractable LCD display and has a
maximum capacity of 150 kg. Features
Lightweight and portable Easy to clean
glass surface Automatic shutdown and

reset High precision strain gauge sensor
for accurate measurements Product
specification Color White Number of
batteries 1 Length 140 mm Template
Digital Usage Management of body

weight Unit kg; lb; st Maximum load 150
kg Materials Glas  Features Auto. Power
off Batteries included 1x CR2032 Width
230 mm Battery type CR2032 Accuracy
100 g   Supplier Code: PESC113DWT

EAN code: 5412810286485  

Cod.:ND6186

Wood effect ultrasonic aroma diffuser
with remote control 550ml

29,96 €

Ultrasonic wood effect aroma diffuser
with remote control 550ml Features

Distribute your favorite fragrances in the
room LED lighting Wood effect Automatic
operation up to 6 hours  Silent thanks to

ultrasound Power supply included
Maximum capacity: 550ml Power: 10W 
Size: 145x168mm Timer with 3 settings
(1/3/6 hours) Measuring cup included

Remote control functions Power on / off
Aroma diffusion adjustment: intermittently

or continuously Timer adjustment
Adjusting the size of the steam jet

Adjusting the lighting

Cod.:WB2162

4-piece bathroom set various colors

4,20 €

4-piece bathroom set various colors
Bathroom set consisting of 4 pieces,
various colors available. Components
set  Liquid soap dispenser, capacity
approx. 250ml Toothbrush holder,

diameter of 7cm and height of 10cm
Soap holder, about 13.5x10cm Tumbler

for rinsing, capacity about 250ml
Features EAN code: 8711252059877

Material: plastic Colors: blue, green, red,
purple a  Cod.:ED5004

Hymalaya salt lamp 6-7 kg

27,96 €

Hymalaya salt lamp 6-7 kg Features
Weight: about 6-7 kg Height: from 30 to
35 cm approx Each pink salt crystal is
from the Himalayan mountains.  The

material is totally natural, so the weight,
size, color and shape of each lamp salina
are different. When turned on, the lamp

naturally emits negative ions to
counteract radiation and purify the air.

Also favors people who have asthma and
allergy symptoms. The multifunctional
salt lamp can be used for decoration,
lighting, purification and meditation,

which is suitable for various places such
as the bedroom. bed, living room, office,

study.

Cod.:WB2198

Hymalaya salt lamp 2-3 kg

19,56 €

Hymalaya salt lamp 2-3 kg Features
Weight: about 2-3 kg Each pink salt

crystal is from the Himalayan mountains.
The material is totally natural, so the

weight, size, color and shape of each salt
lamp are different. When turned on, the

lamp naturally emits negative ions to
counteract radiation and purify the air. It

also favors people who have asthma and
allergy symptoms. The multifunctional
salt lamp can be used for decoration,
lighting, purification and meditation,

which is suitable for various places such
as bedroom, living room, office, study.

Cod.:WB1089

Steam mop 1500W 550ml 2in1 LUND
67220

86,40 €

Steam mop 1500W 550ml 2in1 LUND
67220 steam LUND 67220 designed for
cleaning large smooth surfaces with a jet
of hot steam. Thanks to the detachable
handle, the mop can also be used as a

practical steam cleaner, useful for
cleaning glass, among other things.
mirrors, ovens and fabrics. Features

Brand: LUND EAN
code: 5906083047480 Model: 67220
power: 1500 W 220-240 V, 50 -60 Hz
tank capacity: 550 ml 2in1 - vertical

broom and steam cleaner with
accessories length cable length: 5 m

steam temperature: 110° C regular steam
flow control: 10-26 g / min pressure: 1 bar

ready to work: 15 seconds efficiency:
35-45 m2 / 450 ml comfortable handle

mop head rotating on two levels 2 cable
hooks  waterproof: IPX4 weight: 1.4 kg

the ability to clean various types of
surfaces and places: panels, joints,

laminates, carpets, tiles , accessories,
mirrors, fabrics, toys, windows, stoves,

ovens, grills, sinks, refrigerators and mol
you others functions: cleaning and

disinfection of dirt. Removes dust mites,
fungi and bacteria. bottom microfiber

width - 29cm, height - 23cm, microfiber
overlaps at the head 4 cm  

ACCESSORIES 37.5 cm tube  head with
a microfiber base - thanks to it you can
clean floors and carpets 150ml water
metering container: makes it easier to
pour water into the tank glass cleaning
brush - recommended p for cleaning

glass surfaces (shower screens, mirrors,
windows) a small microfiber lining -

recommended for cleaning and ironing
fabrics large microfiber pad -

recommended for cleaning hard surfaces
(floors) carpet cleaning accessory -
recommended for carpet cleaning -

removal of stains and bacteria. 75 cm
hose - makes work easier and increases
the flow rate of the nozzle long nozzle -
allows standard brushless work (kitchen
worktops, accessories) brush with brass
bristles - recommended for cleaning of
less delicate surfaces, but with a better

effect (grids, stones) joint brush -
recommended for cleaning narrow lines,

including seams. small round brush -
recommended for cleaning larger and

more delicate surfaces . (toys,
accessories) large round brush -

recommended for cleaning smaller and
more delicate surfaces (refrigerator,

oven, tiles) scraper - recommended for
removing extremely hard stains and

dryness rounded nozzle - recommended
for hard to reach places BENEFITS

Versatility: a large number of tips allows
you to use the device for many activities

and various surfaces Easy to store:
foldable, cable holder Comfortable work:

cable holder, 5m cable, m head obile,
simple operation. Thanks to the mop tip,
which rotates in two planes (front / rear,
left / right), you can easily reach hard to

reach places. Ecological: hygienic
cleaning without chemicals. Perfect for

allergy sufferers, the elderly and families
with small children

Cod.:D1000

Folding stool 39cm

24,00 €

Folding stool 39cm FOLDABLE - the
stool has been designed to take up very
little space when folded, storage is no

problem. Consequently, when not in use,
it takes up little space. NON-SLIP FEET -

the non-slip surface of the feet
guarantees perfect stability. Thanks to

the rubber pads, the stool does not slide
on the floor.  CARRYING HANDLE - a

carrying handle is cleverly mounted in the
stool. Once folded, the handle extends so

that you can easily carry it. STABLE
CONSTRUCTION - the stool will make it
easier for you to reach the higher things.
It is suitable for both children and adults.

It has been tested and approved for a
maximum load of 100 kg. Features color:

black / white material: plastic folded
dimensions (height / width / depth): 53 x
40 x 3 cm dimensions when open (height
/ width / depth): 39 x 40 x 22 cm weight:

1.568 kg weight in the package : 1.758 kg
EAN code:  5900779940703 Vendor

code:  00018595 Trademarks or: Malatec
 

Cod.:F1705
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Dunlop pedometer pedometer

3,96 €

Dunlop pedometer pedometer Pedometer
pedometer suitable for everyone, perfect
for when doing sports or for every day.

The pedometer keeps track of how many
steps you take each day. This black

pedometer has a size of 20x51x40mm
and is therefore nice and small. Features

EAN 8711252109275 Dunlop brand
Dimensions 20 x 51 x 40 mm Weight

about 0.034 KG Plastic material Available
in 2 colors, Black and PinkCod.:ED5063

Ronaldinho street soccer ball size 5
super grip

8,25 €

Street soccer ball size 5 super grip
Ronaldinho Ball with high grip finish for
improved control. Street soccer style

finishes with Ronaldinho logo that make
this ball a excellent display item. Despite
this, the standard size number 5 makes it
a ball normally usable for play. You too

can play as Ronaldinho or show the myth
of Porto Alegre in your home! Technical
characteristics EAN: 8028716161343
Brand: Ronaldinho Size: 5 Consistent
inflation pressure: 0.4-0.6 atm Main

material: PVC Main colors: black, gold,
white  

Cod.:ED4232

Soccer ball size 5 Slazenger

9,42 €

Soccer ball size 5 Slazenger EAN 
8711252146409 Brand  Slazenger 

Dimensions 215 x 215 x 215 mm Weight
 about 0,375 KG Available colors

Celeste, Nero, Red-Black (shipping
according to stock availability)    

Cod.:ED315

Multifunction pump 3 Dunlop nozzles

5,02 €

Dunlop 3 nozzles multifunction pump
Multi-function pump equipped with 3

nozzles that make it perfect for different
uses. Inflate the wheels of a bicycle,
restore the optimal pressure of a ball,

inflating pool games ... All tasks that the
Dunlop multifunction pump does very
well. Easy to transport due to its size,

thanks to the 2 rings it is possible to fix it
to the bicycle frame.   Technical

characteristics EAN: 8711252102 184
Producer: Dunlop Standard length: about

20cm Length in maximum extension:
about 46cm Package contents 1x

multifunction pump 3x nozzles 2x rings    
 

Cod.:ED3139

Dunlop Cuff Set 2 pcs - White / Black

2,38 €

EAN: 8711252078540  Dunlop brand
Dimensions: 15x76x73 mm  

Cod.:ED167

Single wheel roller for abdominal
training diameter 28cm various Dunlop

colors

13,40 €

Single wheel roller for abdominal training
diameter 28cm various Dunlop colors Do

you want a flat and well sculpted
abdomen? Now you can do it directly
from your home with the brand new
abdominal roller with knee pad! This

fantastic abdominal training tool will help
you to perform very useful exercises

correctly for training the entire abdominal
area. Through the various types of

exercises it will be possible to train the
entire abdomen from the upper part to

the lower part, finally also the part of the
obliques, providing a type of complete
training at 360 degrees. Included in the
package you will find a very comfortable

mat for the knees for greater comfort
during your workout Available in 2 colors
Green or Blue. Specify a color preference

when ordering otherwise it will be sent
based on stock availability. Features
EAN  8711252175249 Brand  Dunlop

Dimensions 180 x 180 x 280 mm Weight
 about 1,000 KG Maximum load capacity:

100Kg  

Cod.:ED6006

Resistance straps for training 5 pieces

5,96 €

Resistance straps for training 5 pieces A
set of exercise bands is an excellent and

very useful accessory for any workout
and workout enthusiast who wants to

train his muscles. They are suitable for
both home and outdoor, in the gym and
even on the go. Exercise ligaments are

an excellent and at the same time simpler
way to increase the effectiveness of the
muscles of the upper and lower body.

Among other things, they improve muscle
sensitivity and stabilization. They

perfectly stimulate all muscles. Can be
used individually or in combination: the
set includes 5 pieces together with a
case. Features Producer: Iso Trade

Product code: 5900779938656 External
code: 00015646 thickness: 0,3 / 0,5 / 0,7
/ 0,9 / 1,1 mm maximum resistance force:

1-3 kg / 1-5 kg / 5-10 kg / 10-15 kg /
15-20 kg  on all parts of the body  

Cod.:WB617

Dunlop training flat delimiters

2,68 €

Flat delimiters for Dunlop training The
delimiters can be used for any training, to

set up a course or to create a course.
The set consists of four stackable orange
delimiters of flexible plastic. Details EAN

8711252075488 Brand Dunlop
Dimensions 50 x 190 x 190 mm  Weight

approx 0,058 KG  

Cod.:ED6044

Forearm Muscle Trainer Manual 15kg
2pcs Penn

4,26 €

Muscle trainer for manual forearm 15 kg
2 pieces Penn EAN  8711252142050
Brand  Penn  Size 20 x 95 x 125 mm

Weight  about 0.191 KG Available in red
or black color   

Cod.:ED6082
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Master Darts Dartboard 6 darts

cardboard scoreboard and
Masterdarts marker pen

20,96 €

Master Darts Dartboard 6 darts
cardboard scoreboard and Masterdarts
marker   This Master Darts Dartboard
comes with two sets of 3 darts (yellow

and black) . The arrows have a weighted
top . The target is double-sided.Â If you

open the package carefully, the box
inside contains a scoreboard. This set of
darts also has a marker with a wiper on
the back. The explanation of the game
gives you the opportunity to play darts
according to the official rules.   Details 

EAN  8711252140094 Brand
 Masterdarts Dimensions  12 x 415 x 415

mm  Weight  about 1,875 KG    

Cod.:ED488

3D pen with 1.75mm filament various
colors

21,60 €

3D pen with 1.75mm filament various
colors The package contains 1 3D printer

pen. 1 Great Gift: This 3D printing pen
set is a creative gift for kids.  High

Quality: The 3D printer pen and 1.75mm
PLA 3D printer filaments are premium

quality. The filaments are vacuum
packed. No bubbles are formed during
use. Easy to use: Please read the user

manual before use. After you finish
drawing, press and hold the reverse

button to retract the filament.
Characteristics EAN code:

7604394108910 Nozzle: 0.7mm diameter
Filament Materials: ABS/PLA Filament:

1.75mm diameter USB power cable
included  

Cod.:WB686

3D inflatable character for children
INTEX wrestler and boxer

5,04 €

3D Inflatable Character for children
INTEX wrestler and boxer Features
Comfortable, light, handy, safe and

practical Easily washable, resistant and
comfortable Age 3 years up, to unleash
imagination and energy without getting

hurt Technical characteristics:
Measurements: Boxer: (91x51cm)

Wrestler: (91x72cm) Material: plastic
Weight: 0.29kg EAN CODE:

6941057402697Cod.:KP2118

Pink electronic keyboard for children
with microphone and 3.5mm AUX

input for phone

59,60 €

Pink electronic keyboard for children with
microphone and 3.5mm AUX input for

phone Every little girl dreams of
becoming a famous singer and coveted

stage star. The Kids Keyboard with
Microphone is a dream come true and

great fun all in one. The set includes not
only a piano, but also a microphone and

a comfortable chair, thanks to which
performances in front of the family will be

a joy for the child. Kids will also be
interested in playing with this toy. The
keyboard makes a great gift for any

singing child. The set is solid and will
surely please any little girl or boy with its
colors and many features. Warning: not
suitable for children under 3 years old.  

The keyboard has many integrated
functions, including the ability to record

sounds, the ability to connect the
telephone, the ability to play the sounds

of instruments or entire musical
compositions.   The multitude of functions
means that the child will certainly not be
bored with this toy.   Features  Publisher:
Iso Trade Product code: 5902802917935
External code: 00011405 Height: 60cm
Width: 40cm Depth: 35cm Possibility to
connect a phone: YES, types of sounds:
piano, guitar, organ, trumpet, flute, violin,
vibraphone, harp, volume settings: YES,
tempo settings: YES, choice of music:
dance, cha-cha, funk, march, disco,

samba, swing, waltz, 4 drums,
accompaniment: YES, function i: demo,

registration, stop Button, dimensions
(height / width / depth): 60/40 / 35cm,&lt;/

span&gt; weight: 1.8 kg, weight in the
package: 2.1 kg   Included items

Microphone AUX cable Chair Piano  

Cod.:K712

Magic Sand Box Minions sand and
molds kit

15,54 €

Magic Sand Box Minions sand and molds
kit Features Brand: CRAZE EAN number:

4260278557040 Sand and molds kit,
does not stick to hands Content: approx.
600 G SAND in yellow, blue and white, 5

molds, a tub with lid and a modeling
spatula Sand for modeling without adding

water, easy to clean, not dry Safe for
health, odorless and antibacterial

Suitable for children from 3 years old
Cod.:ED3364

23cm PVC ball Frozen II two themes

3,99 €

PVC ball 23cm Frozen II two themes NB:
The ball is available in d ue versions,

specify your preference when ordering.
Otherwise it will be shipped based on

stock availability.       Features EAN code
4006149506348  Brand  Disney

Weight about 0.150 KG Material PVC
Dimensions 23cm  

Cod.:ED5474

Play-Doh plasticine kit for children 41
pieces

26,78 €

This kit is ideal for encouraging
experimentation, hand-eye coordination

and the creativity of your child. The
particular modeling paste will give life to

hours of fun for your little ones. Features:
Suitable for children over 3 years

Includes: game table, crayons, pens,
cutters and more  Encourage creativity

Great educational toy Dimensions 410 x
410 x 80 mm Weight about 1,500 KG

EAN 5055114310656  Video (Colors and
shapes may vary)   Images    

Cod.:ED818

Wooden toy kitchen for children
Marionette Wooden Toys

47,26 €

Wooden toy kitchen for children
Marionette Wooden Toys Great fun for

your children! This toy kitchen is
equipped with all the classic features of a

real kitchen. Playing with the kitchen
improves the motor skills of the child,

who learns what is done in the kitchen.
Composed of 10 pieces, it is made of

multicolored wood. Details EAN
8711252863146 Trademark Wooden

Toys Marionette Dimensions 360 x 170 x
360 mm Weight about 1,750 KG Material:

wood Color : multicolored

Cod.:ED2456

Wooden toy workbench for children
Marionette Wooden Toys

30,42 €

Wooden toy workbench for children
Marionette Wooden Toys The workbench

is a perfect game for your children to
pass hours fun! Children develop manual

and inventive skills. Consisting of 20
pieces, it is made of multicolored wood.

Details EAN  8711252863153 Brand
Wooden Toys Marionette Dimensions

400 x 175 x 305 mm Weight about 1,500
KG Material: wood Color: multicolored  

Cod.:ED908
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Disney Mickey Mouse cap 12-24
months

2,42 €

Disney Mickey Mouse cap 12-24 months
Features  EAN  6315463000011 Brand

Disney Dimensions 165 x 175 x 135 mm
Weight  about 0,091 KG    

Cod.:ED3418

Barbie toy hair dye plate

4,00 €

Barbie hair coloring plate toy Hair
coloring plate with dye in fuchsia and

blue cream. Sealed blister

Cod.:H978

20-piece various food play set

12,56 €

20-piece various food play set Play set
for children consisting of 20 pieces,

contains various foods . Components set
Pizza divisible into 6 pieces Knife with

plate Tomato container Chicken leg
Sandwich consisting of 4 pieces Drink

container Chips Brioches Plate with egg
Ice cream cone   Features Material:
Plastic Suitable for ages 3 and up   

Cod.:WB730

Mini kitchen play cart 28 pieces

18,86 €

Mini kitchen play cart 28 pieces Designed
with colors vivid and charming

decorations for your little one to imitate
breakfast or even lunch with meat and
fish! They will love this food set! Cart
Components 1 x Mini Kitchen Food
Counter 1 x Pan 1 x Pot 1 x Lid 1 x

Poached Egg 1 x Bread 1 x Cauliflower 1
x Fish 1 x Sausage double 1 x strawberry
juice 1 x orange juice 1 x knife 1 x spoon
1 x spatula Features Suitable for ages 2
and up Material: plastic  Pieces included

in the set: 28  

Cod.:WB720

Bucket Minions 17cm Mondo Toys

2,68 €

Minions bucket 17cm Toys World Sea
bucket decorated with Minions drawings

EAN 8001011281305

Cod.:KP1026

Cars beach rackets in plastic 22 cm
with Mondo Toys ball

7,56 €

Beach paddle Cars in plastic 22 cm with
Mondo Toys ball Subject: Cars EAN

8001011159130  

Cod.:KP1018

Frisbee Cars 3 diametro 23 cm

2,68 €

Frisbee Cars 3 diameter 23cm Subject:
Cars 3 EAN 8001011090914

Cod.:KP1034

Toy gun with soft foam bullets - Eddy
Toys

12,56 €

Toy gun with soft foam bullets - Eddy
Toys Features EAN : 8711252052533

Brand: Eddy Toys Color: White-Green 10
bullets included Pack size: 60 x 225 x

275 mm  

Cod.:ED4164

Eddy Toys 9-piece toy tool set

11,02 €

Eddy Toys 9-piece toy tool set With this
Eddy Toys toy tool set, your little

handyman can take tools with him
wherever he goes. The package contains

various tools and accessories. Details
EAN  8711252052601 Brand Eddy Toys

Dimensions Â 45 x 135 x 140 mm Weight
 about 0.400 KG  

Cod.:ED4162
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Eddy Toys 11-piece toy tool set

11,02 €

11-piece Eddy Toys toy tool set With this
Eddy Toys toy tool set, your little

handyman can take tools with him
wherever he goes. The package contains

various tools and accessories. Details
EAN  8711252052601 Brand  Eddy Toys 
Dimensions  45 x 135 x 140 mm Weight

about 0.400 KG

Cod.:ED4172

Eddy Toys unicorn toy microphone

1,58 €

Eddy Toys unicorn toy microphone Sing
your favorite song with the Unicorn

microphone! Do you also want one for
your brother, sister, boyfriend or

girlfriend, so you can sing along? This is
possible! The Unicorn microphone is
available in 3 variants: in the colors

yellow, purple and pink. Price per piece,
different versions Details EAN

 8711252101170  Brand  Eddy Toys
Dimensions  150 x 51 x 51 mm Weight

 about 0.054 KG         

Cod.:ED4200

Doctor game with 7 tools

12,58 €

Doctor's game with 7 instruments One of
the games most loved by children, the

doctor's tools to be able to spend hours
and hours playing the doctor. In this case
there is really everything for children to

imitate a real doctor: from a stethoscope,
to glasses, from scissors to all the tools

that doctors use. The minimum age
recommended by the manufacturer for
using the product is 3+ years  Details

EAN 8711252862170  Brand  Eddy Toys
Dimensions 30 x 270 x 330 mm Weight

about 0.450 KG

Cod.:ED4188

Eddy Toys beauty toy trolley

42,52 €

Eddy Toys toy beauty trolley The 2-in-1
beauty set consists of a trolley that you
can easily convert into a dressing table

with mirror, light and sound   Details
EAN   8711252139685  Eddy Toys  brand

Dimensions   390 x 150 x 240 mm
Weight   about 1,680 KG The set

contains Trolley or dressing table Fohn
brush lipstick 3 bottles 2x bracelet 3x

Rings chain Perfume bottle  
Cod.:ED4198

Let's Play toy piano keyboard with
sounds and animal sounds

20,48 €

Let's Play toy piano keyboard with
sounds and animal sounds Your children

will enjoy learning to play music and
making funny animal sounds with this

fantastic piano. The piano plays 8
melodies and allows children to add

instrument sounds and animal sounds.
The buttons on the piano are colored and

easily attract the attention of children.
Children can use this toy to develop their

attention skills and eye-hand
coordination. Features EAN

8711252044903 Let's Play brand
Dimensions 25 x 250 x 370 mm Weight

about 0,769 KG Electronic piano for
children It has a recording and playback

function Volume and time control
Realistic animal sounds 2 kinds of

musical instrumental sound effects 8
wonderful melodies 8 Time settings 8
melodies with different animal sounds

Requires 3 AA batteries Not suitable for
children under the age of 3

Cod.:ED814

10-piece plasticine set Creative Kids

3,16 €

10-piece plasticine set Creative Kids
Fantastic set consisting of two blocks of

plasticine of 55g each and 8 or more
plastic accessories to create the desired

figures. Use plasticine in combination
with elements to be added develops the

child's creative and manual skills.    
Features EAN 8711252935416 Brand

Creative Kids Dimensions packaging 185
x 65 x 110 mm  Weight about 0.236 KG
Set available in 2 versions (see photo),

delivery based on stock availability
Product suitable for children aged 3 years

and up      

Cod.:ED9056

Mega Bloks Caterpillar Camioncino
Betoniera

20,58 €

Mega Bloks Caterpillar Camioncino
Betoniera Descrizione La creatività si
mette all'opera con il Cat Camioncino
Betoniera che ruota e scarica. I piccoli
costruttori possono lavorare facendo

ruotare, scaricare e accatastare materiali
con il Cat Camioncino Betoniera giallo

brillante, realizzato appositamente per le
manine dei più piccoli. Trasporta i blocchi
nel cantiere, mentre la cabina sterza e la

betoniera avanza su ruote grandi e
robuste. Poi, fai ruotare la betoniera,
aprila e impila i materiali sul cassone.

Estrai la betoniera per scaricare i blocchi,
che ti serviranno per costruire

direttamente sulla cabina della betoniera
stessa. Finito il lavoro, conserva i blocchi
all'interno del camioncino betoniera per il
lavoro successivo. Ottimo da 1 a 5 anni.

Caratteristiche Include camioncino,
betoniera e 8 blocchi di costruzione

Costruisci direttamente sulla cabina o sul
cassone della betoniera Gioco manuale

per lo sviluppo della prima infanzia
Misure: 30x20x26 cm circa

EAN: 887961761016   

Cod.:WB165

Baby Pool 2 Rings 91x20cm - Including
50 Balls - Bestway

22,02 €

Baby pool 2 Rings 91x20cm - Including
50 Balls - Bestway EAN 6942138961966 

Brand Bestway  Pool size: 91x20cm 
Package size 30x13x30cm  Weight about

1,177 KG Available on two colors (light
blue or pink)  

Cod.:ED6056

Disney Cars 23cm ball

6,16 €

Disney Cars Balloon 23cm EAN
8001011060443

Cod.:KP1084
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3m jump rope with Dunlop digital jump
counter - various colors

7,10 €

3m jump rope with Dunlop digital jump
counter - various colors This jump rope

with digital counter has a soft ergonomic
plastic handle The handles offer excellent

grip. Ideal for aerobics exercises and
helps you improve your fitness. The

maximum length of the rope is 3 meters.
Details EAN  8711252935324 Brand

 Dunlop Dimensions 28 x 35 x 180 mm
Weight  about 0,208 KG Available colors
Green, Yellow, Blue, Red (according to

availability)      

Cod.:ED532

Building LEGO City Guards and Thief 3
Vehicles 144 pieces

48,90 €

Building LEGO City Guards and Thief 3
Vehicles 144 pieces Make a plan with the

police motorcyclists to arrest the thief!
Jump onto the police off-road motorbike
and chase the tow truck. Retrieve the

safe, arrest the thief and take him to jail.
Another action-packed day for the LEGO
City police! Contains a tow truck, a safe,

an off-bike road and a police pursuit
motorcycle. The crane is equipped with a

movable towing arm with hook. The
motorcycle police chase car comes with a
stop sign and police radio. Also includes

a safe with large opening door and
smaller internal compartment with space
for banknotes and a jewel. Includes three

minifigures: two police officers and a
thief.   Features Brand: LEGO  Number of

pieces: 144 EAN: 5702015865234
Package contents 1x Building LEGO City
Guards and Thief 3 Vehicles 144 pieces  

Cod.:ED210

Toy Cash Register 24 Pieces Eddy
Toys

23,62 €

Toy Cash Register 24 Pieces Eddy Toys
With this fantastic interactive toy cash

register with lights and sounds you will be
able to give children hours of fun. This

set is complete with everything you need
for an imaginative shop: coins, credit

card, scanner, price display, plastic items
to scan and even a shopping cart. You

can scan the barcodes with the scanner,
after which the cash register will beep

and show the price on the cash register
display, just like in real life! This toy is
suitable for all children aged 3 and up.

Great for developing children's cognitive
abilities thanks to visual, sound and
tactile sensory inputs. Features EAN

8711252100920 Eddy Toys brand
Dimensions 100 x 165 x 215 mm Weight
about 0,676 KG Suitable for ages 3 and
up Attention: Contains small partsAlso

suitable as a sensory toy for children with
ASD, SPD, ADHD etc. Requires 2 AA

batteries (included)

Cod.:ED2000

Horse and manger play set 28 cm

9,14 €

Horse and manger play set 28 cm Set of
toy consisting of a 28cm-sized horse and

a small food container.  Warning Not
suitable for children under the age of 3.

May contain small parts that can be
ingested Features EAN code:

8719202637625 Plastic material  Color
brown Prices 2 Ages 3 and up  

Cod.:KP3966

Bucket of 100 colored markers

9,46 €

Bucket of 100 colored markers Bucket
containing 100 colored markers.

Features EAN code: 8719987546716
Medium nib markers 100 markers In the
tub plastic Age range: from 3 years in su

Perfect for hours of fun  

Cod.:KP3982

Bucket of 100 colored pencils

12,60 €

Bucket of 100 colored pencils Perfect for
coloring, these pencils are 17.5cm long
and hexagon shaped, perfect for easy

gripping. The pens were made by Artisa,
perfect for drawing and coloring.

Features EAN number: 8719987546808
Pack of 100 Multicolored 17.5 cm in

length Plastic bucket Hexagonal pencils

Cod.:KP3996

Space series constructions space
soldier

10,46 €

Buildings series Space space soldier
Features Fully compatible with other

brands Everything shown on the product
image is included in the set Excellent
value for quality Full color, assembly

instructions included 34 pieces Suitable
for ages 3 and up   EAN code:
6938242951771 Vendor code:

M38-B0313  

Cod.:ND6406

Army Suv series construction

15,54 €

Army Suv series construction Features 
Fully compatible with other brands All,
shown on the image of the product is
included in the set Excellent value for

quality  Full color, assembly instructions
included Number of pieces 175 Suitable

for ages 3 and up Cod ice EAN:
6938242951221 Vendor code:

M38-B0297

Cod.:ND6516

Girl's dream Quad series
constructions

8,20 €

Girl's dream Quad construction series
Fully compatible with other brands

Everything, shown on the product image,
is included in the set Excellent value for

quality Color, instructions mountings
included Number of pieces 51 Suitable

for ages 3 and up EAN code:
6938242953690 Supplier code:

M38-B0599

Cod.:ND6524
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Army jeep series constructions

14,50 €

Army jeep series constructions Features 
Fully compatible with other brands

Everything shown on the product image
is included in the set  Excellent value
Color, assembly instructions included

Number of pieces 121 Suitable for ages 3
and up EAN code: 693824 2951214

Supplier code: M38-B0296

Cod.:ND6526

Girl's dream helicopter construction
series

14,50 €

Girl's dream helicopter series
construction Features Completely

compatible with other brands Everything
shown on the product image is included

in the set  Excellent value for quality
Color, assembly instructions included

Number of pieces 78 Suitable for ages 3
and up   EAN code: 8719558070558

Vendor code: M38-B0600D

Cod.:ND6578

Construction series Town truck
dumper truck

16,38 €

Construction series Town truck dumper
truck Features Fully compatible with

other brands Everything shown on the
product image is included in the set

Excellent value for quality Color,
assembly instructions included Number
of pieces 83 Suitable from 3 years up  
EAN code : 8719558070121 Supplier

code: M38-B0377A

Cod.:ND6588

Mr. Incredible 10cm puppet

7,30 €

Mr. Incredible 10cm puppet Features
EAN code: 039897748009  Size: 10cm 5
articulation points  Red and black color

Brand: Jakks From 4 years old  

Cod.:WB642

Creative Kids Toy Cupcakes 23 Piece
Children's Play Set

17,44 €

Cupcakes 23-piece Creative Kids Toy
Game Set With this fun set from Creative
Kids you will never be bored again! The

clay is beautiful, easy and durable thanks
to the resealable packaging. With this set

you can make the most beautiful
cupcakes, but of course they are not

worth eat! Specifications Brand: Creative
Kids Toys EAN code : 8711252053684
Color: multicolor Material: clay, plastic

Suitable for ages 3+ Number of set
components: 23 pieces    

Cod.:ED159

Chess set with folding wooden
chessboard 28x28cm 32 pawns

9,96 €

Chess with folding wooden chessboard
28x28cm 32 pawns Chess is the most

popular board game in the world. It
develops logical thinking and at the same

time provides entertainment. The box
closes with a latch, when closed it takes

up little space and is easy to store.
Features material: wood + veneer

dimensions of the open table (width /
length): 28/28 cm checkers height (min /
max): 2.7 / 5 cm weight of the set with

packaging: 410g  32 tokens (16 per
player) EAN code: 5902802900708

Vendor code: 00004297 Brand: Iso Trade

Cod.:WB982

Mini console with retro classic games
620in1 8 bit with 2 controllers

31,60 €

Mini console with retro classic games
620in1 8 bit with 2 controllers Built-in
non-repetitive games: it's an ultimate

piece of equipment with classic 80s and
90s games and updated games. Works

with built-in Harddrive. No need for other
game or download cards, all you need is
a TV with an AV input port! Compatible

with any TV: this highly compatible
device is suitable for almost all TVs with
PAL / NTSC signal. The game screen
can automatically adapt to any TV size
and present the HD image to you. All

game action takes place on one screen,
from a zoomed-in third-person

perspective. Handheld Mini Size: A
Handheld Game Box so that he can hold

it with one hand, more convenient to
carry anywhere. Easy to install, use and

travel wherever you go. 2 game
controllers, suitable for playing action
games with families, friends, couples,

etc. Great gift idea: plug and play , easy
to control, is an excellent game console
for home entertainment and also makes
a great gift Technical specifications EAN

code: 8719326080239  TV SignalSystem:
NTSC / PAL AV output 8 bit Controller:
wired dual controller Power supply: AC
110-220V Material: ABS plastic   620

Games like Super mario, Contra,
Tartaruge Ninja, Transformers, Riki Kunio
etc Package contents 1 x Retro Console
2 x Controller  1 x Power supply 1 x AV

cable  1 x English User Manual 1x
Games list

Cod.:K543

Dunlop matt finish night vision
goggles

3,78 €

Dunlop matt finish night vision glasses
Moving in the dark or at sunset can

cause problems for many drivers. Bright
lights coming from the traffic or the

indications along the route can be very
annoying. Night glasses make the colors
much less luminous and soft thanks to

the yellow glass. Excellent also in case of
snow, fog or rain. Details EAN

 8711252071978 Brand  Dunlop 
Dimensions  package 25 x 35 x 135 mm
Weight  about 0.075 KG Attention: Colors
and shapes may vary slightly from those

shown in the figure

Cod.:ED3150

Sunglasses with covers

2,06 €

Sunglasses with covers Â

Cod.:D6038
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Sunglasses with Lifetime Vision case -
brown

4,62 €

Sunglasses with case Color: brown EAN:
Â 8711252939698 Â

Cod.:ED331

Sunglasses with case - silver gray
Lifetime Vision

4,62 €

Sunglasses with case - silver gray
Lifetime Vision Color: silver gray EAN:

871125293969 &lt; p&gt;

Cod.:ED699

Sunglasses with Lifetime Vision case -
fuchsia

4,62 €

Sunglasses with case Color: fuchsia
EAN: Â 871125293969 Â Â

Cod.:ED207

Sunglasses with Lifetime Vision case -
red

4,62 €

Sunglasses with case Color: red EAN: Â
871125293969 Â

Cod.:ED313

Sunglasses with Lifetime Vision case -
green

4,62 €

Sunglasses with case Color: green EAN:
Â 871125293969 Â

Cod.:ED459

Sunglasses with Lifetime Vision case -
black

4,62 €

Sunglasses with case Color: black EAN:
Â 871125293969

Cod.:ED567

Sunglasses with Lifetime Vision case -
petrol blue

4,62 €

Sunglasses with case Color: petrol blue
EAN: Â 8711252939698 Â

Cod.:ED337

Dunlop glossy finish night vision
goggles

3,78 €

Dunlop Glossy Night Vision Goggles
Getting around in the dark or at sunset
can cause problems for many drivers.

Bright lights coming from the traffic or the
indications along the route can be very

annoying. Night glasses make the colors
much less luminous and soft thanks to

the yellow glass. Excellent also in case of
snow, fog or rain. Details EAN
 8711252071978 Brand Dunlop

Dimensions  package 25 x 35 x 135 mm 
Weight   about 0.075 KG Attention:

Colors and shapes may vary slightly from
those shown in the figure

Cod.:ED3148

Dunlop vintage frame night vision
goggles

3,78 €

Dunlop vintage frame night vision glasses
Moving in the dark or at sunset can

cause problems for many drivers. Bright
lights coming from the traffic or the

indications along the route can be very
annoying. Night glasses make the colors
much less luminous and soft thanks to

the yellow glass. Excellent also in case of
snow, fog or rain. Details EAN Â
8711252071978 Brand Â Dunlop

Dimensions Â c perfection 25 x 35 x 135
mm Weight Â about 0.075 KG Attention:

Colors and shapes may vary slightly from
those shown in the figure Âp Â

Cod.:ED3146
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Reading glasses various shades
various colors display of 30pcs

Lifetime-vision

88,00 €

Reading glasses various shades various
colors display of 30pcs Lifetime-vision

Reading glasses with plastic frame with a
glossy finish. Cardboard display

containing 30 pieces, in various colors
and grouped by 5 shades. Features EAN

number: 8711252329970 Brand:
Lifetime-vision Dimensions: 25 x 28 x 130
mm Weight about 0.027 KG Display of 30

pieces Glossy finish Various colors:
black, light blue, blue and purple

Gradations 5x 1.50 5x 2.00 5x 2.50 5x
3.00 5x 3.50

Cod.:ED3336

Dunlop ankle joint kinesiology tape set
4 pieces

3,12 €

Dunlop ankle kinesiology tape 4 piece set
Details EAN   8711252086170  Dunlop 

brand Dimensions   1 x 50 x 150mm
Weight   about 0.025KG 2 ribbons

5x15cm 2 ribbons 5x30cm WHAT IS
KINESIO TAPE? Kinesio  -tape  is made

from tightly woven cotton and nylon
fibers, the quality of these individual

materials is essential to be comfortable to
wear and to be resistant to deformation.
The glue on the tape is acrylic, it must be
durable and waterproof so that the tape
resists vigorous movements, sweat and
total immersion in water without irritating
the skin. WHAT IS IT FOR? Kinesio tape
is commonly used for: Reduce pain Drain

the swelling Improve posture Improve
functionality Facilitate an early return to

activity or sport Improve sports
performance Some reliable studies also
show that: Increase power and strength
in muscle injury recovery Reduces pain

and improves function in conditions such
as plantar fasciitis or patellofemoral pain

Improves pain, range of motion and
function in people with shoulder

impingement Raises the anaerobic
threshold of the muscle during resistance

exercise   WHO CAN USE
KINESIO-TAPE? Kinesio tape can be

worn by most people, from children to the
elderly. It can help with most

musculoskeletal system pain or
dysfunction. Since the glue is acrylic, it
does not contain latex and therefore the
tape can also be used by most allergy

sufferers. Furthermore, although the glue
is very resistant, the tape can be

removed easily and without leaving any
residue on the skin.

Cod.:ED5274

Set 6 pieces kinesiology posture tape
and Dunlop abdomen

3,12 €

Dunlop posture and abdomen kinesiology
tape 6-piece set Details EAN 

 8711252086187  Dunlop  brand
Dimensions   1 x 50 x 150mm Weight 
 about 0.021KG 2 ribbons 5x10cm 4

ribbons 5x15cm    WHAT IS KINESIO
TAPE? Kinesio  -tape  is made from

tightly woven cotton and nylon fibers, the
quality of these individual materials is

essential to be comfortable to wear and
to be resistant to deformation. The glue
on the tape is acrylic, it must be durable
and waterproof so that the tape resists
vigorous movements, sweat and total

immersion in water without irritating the
skin. WHAT IS IT FOR? Kinesio tape is
commonly used for: Reduce pain Drain
the swelling Improve posture Improve

functionality Facilitate an early return to
activity or sport Improve sports

performance Some reliable studies also
show that: Increase power and strength
in muscle injury recovery Reduces pain

and improves function in conditions such
as plantar fasciitis or patellofemoral pain

Improves pain, range of motion and
function in people with shoulder

impingement Raises the anaerobic
threshold of the muscle during resistance

exercise    WHO CAN USE
KINESIO-TAPE? Kinesio tape can be

worn by most people, from children to the
elderly. It can help with most

musculoskeletal system pain or
dysfunction. Since the glue is acrylic, it
does not contain latex and therefore the
tape can also be used by most allergy

sufferers. Furthermore, although the glue
is very resistant, the tape can be

removed easily and without leaving any
residue on the skin.

Cod.:ED5104

Set 8 pieces kinesiology tape back
Dunlop

3,30 €

Dunlop back kinesiology tape set 8
pieces Details  EAN  8711252086194

Brand  Dunlop Dimensions  1 x 50 x 150
mm Weight  about 0.025 KG 8 tapes

5x15 cm WHAT IS THE KINESIO-TAPE?
The Kinesio-tape It is made from cotton
and nylon fibers strictly intertwined, the
quality of these individual materials is

fundamental to be comfortable in being
worn and to be resistant to deformation.
The glue on the tape it is acrylic, it must
be durable and waterproof so that the

tape can withstand vigorous movements,
sweat and total immersion in water

without irritating the skin. WHAT IS IT
FOR? Kinesio-tape is commonly used

for: Reduce pain Drain the swelling
Improving posture Improving functionality

Facilitate an early return to activity or
sport Improve sports performance   Some
reliable studies also show that: Increases

power and strength in muscle injury
recovery Reduces pain and improves

functionality in conditions such as plantar
fasciitis or patellofemoral pain Improves
pain, range of motion and functionality in

people with shoulder impingement 
Raises the anaerobic muscle threshold
during an endurance exercise   WHO

CAN USE THE KINESIO-TAPE?
Kinesio-tape can be worn by most

people, from children to the elderly. Can
help in most pains or dysfunctions

charged to the mus system colo-skeletal.
As the acrylic glue, it does not contain

latex and therefore the tape can also be
used by most allergy sufferers. 

Furthermore, although the glue is very
strong, the tape can be removed easily
and without leaving any residue on the

skin. 

Cod.:ED5200

Minions Markers - Pack of 10 pieces

2,06 €

Minions Markers - Pack of 10 pieces EAN
8718803178568  Dimensions 180 x 10 x

115 mm Weight about 0.100 KG  10
assorted markers

Cod.:ED446

Disney Frozen Pastels - Pack of 24
pieces

2,06 €

EAN 8718375538494  Brand Disney 
Dimensions 5 x 5 x 90 mm Weight about

0.146 KG 

Cod.:ED448

Topwrite Kids 12-piece Spirit Markers

1,10 €

Topwrite Kids 12-piece Spirit Markers
Features EAN 8711252521022 Brand

Topwrite Kids Dimensions 160 x 7 x 120
mm Weight  about 0.069 KG 12 assorted

markers Colors: Fuchsia, Red, Pink,
Orange, Yellow, Light Green, Dark

Green, Light Blue, Blue, Purple, Brown,
Black 

Cod.:ED802

Kit 8 colored pencils in Despicable Me
package

3,04 €

Kit of 8 colored pencils in Despicable Me
box Nice pencil-shaped box that contains
8 colored pencils. Useful to always keep

pencils in order and to transport them
easily. Details EAN   5055114323144
 Disney  brand  Pack  size  250 x 40 x

40mm Weight   about 0.077KG  

Cod.:ED3078

Set of 12 paint brushes with flat
bristles sizes 1-12 Arctic

4,42 €

Set of 12 paint brushes with flat bristles
sizes 1-12 Arctic Set of bristle brushes
Contents: set of 12 pieces Dimensions:
1-12 Stem material: colorless painted

wood  Stem dimensions: (length) ca.24
cm Capsule material: aluminum Bristle

version: flat Bristles: clear  Ideal for
beginners Suitable for acrylic, oil,

watercolor and tempera paints
Manufacturer: Artico EAN:

8711252707884  Dimensions p ackage:
333 x 11 x 126 mm  Weight

 package: about 0.147 KG     

Cod.:ED2190
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Despicable me 3 case - Minions

3,94 €

Despicable me 3 case - Minions EAN:
5051265723017 Brand: Pyramid

International Dimensions: 21 x 8 cm

Cod.:WS8045

X-TREME Usa Design Backpack
34x14x42cm Penn - Various colors

7,74 €

X-TREME Usa Design Backpack
34x14x42cm Penn - Various colors
Details EAN 8711252116754 Brand

 Penn Size 34x14x42cm Weight about
0.298 KG  Fashionable design Padded

shoulder straps and back 3 sturdy
carrying straps Robust hinges Includes
front mobile phone pocket, wallet and
much more Various colors ( random

dispatch, in case of preference specify
when ordering )  Cod.:ED926

Backpack 34x27cm Despicable Me 3

11,86 €

Backpack 34x27cm Despicable Me 3
EAN 8718803179084 Brand No Brand
Weight about 0.233 KG Size 34x27 cm

Cod.:ED3068

Topwrite Kids colored pencils - 6
pieces package

0,78 €

Topwrite Kids color pencils - 6-piece pack
EAN 8711252916156 Brand Topwrite

Kids Dimensions 7 x 7 x 90 mm Weight
about 0.031 KG

Cod.:ED3348

Pennarelli a doppia punta set da 40
pezzi

9,96 €

Pennarelli a doppia punta set da 40 pezzi
SET – I pennarelli colorati facilitano la

segnalazione di informazioni importanti,
ma i colori disponibili di solito si

esauriscono rapidamente. Questo set
comprende ben 40 evidenziatori che

soddisferanno sicuramente le aspettative
delle persone più esigenti.

DOUBLE-SIDED – sono evidenziatori
double-face molto pratici. Da un lato
hanno la testa rotonda, perfetta per

scrivere o disegnare, e dall'altro hanno la
testa angolata, perfetta per evidenziare

informazioni importanti. LUNGA
DURATA - Questi pennarelli assicurano

una lunga durata, è possibile evidenziare
il corrispondente di 300m. CUSTODIA
INCLUSA – i pennarelli colorati sono

confezionati in una custodia molto pratica
chiusa con cerniera. Rende più semplice

tenere in ordine i tuoi evidenziatori e ti
permette di tenerli a portata di mano

senza il rischio di perderli Caratteristiche
Codice EAN: 5900779948075 Codice
fornitore: 00022810 Quantità: 40 pezzi

Pratica custodia  

Cod.:WB620

Set of 12 ARCTIC round tip paint
brushes

2,94 €

Set of 12 ARCTIC round tip paint brushes
Characteristics Set of bristle brushes

Contents: 12-piece set Size: 1-12  Shank
material: colorless painted wood Shank

dimensions: (length) approx.24 cm 
Capsule material: aluminum Bristle

version: round Bristles: dark Ideal for
beginners  Suitable for acrylic, oil,

watercolor and tempera paints
Manufacturer: ARCTIC EAN: 

 8711252753379Cod.:ED2220

Kindergarten backpack 30x25x9cm in
PVC - Cars

7,10 €

Kindergarten backpack 30x25x9cm in
PVC - Cars Kindergarten backpack in

fabric and PVC, main pocket with zip with
ample space inside, front with glossy
laminated images (as shown in the
photo), adjustable shoulder straps.

Characteristics EAN 8718375534687
Disney brand Dimensions 90 x 250 x 300

mm Weight approximately 0.083 kg

Cod.:ED5574

Kindergarten backpack 30x25x9cm in
PVC - Princesses

7,10 €

Kindergarten backpack 30x25x9cm in
PVC - Princesses Kindergarten backpack
in fabric and PVC, main pocket with zip

with ample space inside, front with glossy
laminated images (as shown in the

photo), adjustable shoulder straps.    
Characteristics EAN 8718375534687

Disney brand Dimensions 90 x 250 x 300
mm Weight approximately 0.083 kg

Cod.:ED5572

Ultra slim bamboo LED display digital
bathroom scale

19,60 €

Ultra slim bamboo LED display digital
bathroom scale The scale It is an

accessory that should undoubtedly be
present in every home. The proposed
LED bathroom scales are extremely

practical devices, intended for all those
who care about their health and for whom

it is particularly important to maintain
their physical condition. It is a perfect

solution for both athletes and dieters who
wish to lead a healthy lifestyle. Â Â

Features Producer: Â Iso Trade EAN
code: Â 5902802921925 Producer code:
Â 00015995 Dimensions: 28 x 28 x 3 cm

Batteries included in the package
Features "Step-on", the scale switches
on automatically Ultra slim design LED

display that allows a clear reading of the
figures Â Â Â

Cod.:WB2382
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Leg Pillow - Ergonomic memory foam
pillow

12,00 €

Leg Pillow - Ergonomic memory foam
pillow Leg Pillow is the memory pillow for
legs with ergonomic design to maintain

correct posture in the legs, hips and
spine. Correct alignment will facilitate

blood circulation during sleep and
prevent pain. The right method to relieve
pain in the back, hips, knees, ankles and

pelvic area. Place the pillow between
your legs or under your knees to maintain
a correct sleeping position. Knee support,

nerve pressure relief and better blood
circulation. 4 reasons to choose Leg

Pillow Do you have back, shoulder and
neck pain? With Leg Pillow the spine will
remain straight, maintaining the correct

postural position, reducing pain and
ensuring a sweet rest. Do you spend the
night finding the right position? Leg Pillow
will make you sleep peacefully in the best
position for you, adapting completely to
your body thanks to the special memory
foam material Do your knees rub at night
and hurt in the morning? By placing the

Leg Pillow between the knees, you
reduce the stress of the joints and

perfectly realign the posture of the spine
in the lumbar area. Do you wake up with

sore thighs because they are sticking
together and sweating? Leg Pillow

prevents the rubbing effect and will make
you rest in total freshness and comfort,
without any redness in delicate parts.

Measures: 27x24x12.8cm Weight: 320g

Cod.:K486

Mask for children with valve

10,08 €

Sanitizable face mask for boys and girls.
With built-in filter for adequate protection
and valve to promote proper oxygenation.
Suitable from 3 years of age. Individually

sealed. We remind you that the Italian
Society of Pediatrics recommends the

use of the mask from the age of 3 and in
situations where it is not possible to

ensure the distance of at least one meter
from other non-family members. Fantasy:

Hearts, Flowers, ButterfliesCod.:A2101

Black touchscreen gloves with thermal
cover in removable fabric one size

Unisex

8,96 €

Black touchscreen gloves with thermal
cover in removable fabric one size

Unisex Our touch screen gloves are a
very useful gadget for people who often
use their smartphone or tablet in public.
Especially on very cold or windy days,

they are an ideal alternative to
conventional gloves. Thanks under the

special conditions on the index finger and
thumb, you can comfortably use the
phone without having to take off your
gloves. The five-finger gloves have a

special system that allows easy use of
any touch screen surface. So you can
also use the automatic ticket machines

during your daily journeys by bus or train,
or pay your ticket quite easily with the
help of your smartphone .   The pair of
gloves is made of a smooth, soft and
extremely comfortable material, the

interior is lined with fur. Thanks to their
universal size, they fit most palm sizes,
they can be worn by both women and
men. The careful workmanship, the

classic cut and the selectable gray or
black color create an attractive look. The
gloves they are perfect for both a casual
outfit and a suit.   An additional robust
and thick, tightly woven cover ensures
effective protection from frost and wind.
Can also be worn separately from the

lower part with function touch screen Our
warm and functional gloves are the

perfect companion on cold days. So, the
walk with the family or the way to work is

child's play.  Features Producer: Iso
Trade Product code: 5902802908933

External code: 00006413  

Cod.:K617

Automatic foam soap dispenser

18,86 €

Automatic foam soap dispenser Features
Suitable for bathroom, kitchen, office and

other environments Transparent liquid
soap bottle, useful for checking the

amount of liquid soap inside With infrared
induction design, it detects motion and

produces foam automatically Power
supply 3xAA batteries (Not included)

Liquid bottle capacity: 250ml Material:
ABS It can also be used for the

distribution of sanitizing gelCod.:P165

100% Cotton Reusable Face Mask -
Black

1,96 €

The universal mask is made of two layers
of 100% cotton, which allows free airflow.

The inner layer of the mask is made of
safe OEKO-TEX certified cotton. The

earmuffs are made with an elastic elastic,
which guarantees a perfect adherence to
the face and a metal thread on the nose

sewn inside the mask improves the
comfort of use. The mask is packaged in
a heat-sealable sheet, which keeps the
product sterile. Reusable product Black
colour Material: 100% cotton Made in

Poland. EAN: 5900495843333 Warning:
Non-medical device.

Cod.:A1194

Gray "umbrella" barber collar

5,16 €

Gray "umbrella" barber collar The collar
hair salon is designed with waterproof

material that can be cleaned easily, the
material does not let moisture through, so
we don't have to worry about customers'
clothes getting wet when spraying.  The
product has been designed so that the

cut hair stays in the collar without falling
to the floor. This will save time, you won't

have to pick your hair from under the
chair every time, just throw it out the
collar.  The collar has an adjustable

closure, so we can adapt it to the
customer. We can use it both in a

professional hairdressing salon and
during a haircut at home.  It is also a

great solution for children who are very
often afraid to go to the hairdresser,

wearing a long cape makes them unable
to move and feel uncomfortable.

Specifications  Brand: Iso Trade EAN:
5900779932104 Vendor code: 00007714

Cod.:WB888

Fresa per unghie 12 punte incluse

22,56 €

Fresa per unghie 12 punte incluse
MASSIMA QUALITÀ - soddisfa gli

standard europei; Nella produzione sono
stati utilizzati componenti di alta qualità,

che garantiscono molti anni di
funzionamento del prodotto. Nella parte
inferiore della fresatrice sono presenti
cuscinetti antiscivolo.  REGOLAZIONE
FLUIDA: la fresatrice ha un controllo

fluido della velocità, che viene modificato
con una manopola. Inoltre, è presente un

interruttore (on/off) che aumenta la
sicurezza di utilizzo del dispositivo. Le

frese si installano in modo molto
semplice e veloce, basta premerle fino in

fondo. Il pulsante di polarità viene
utilizzato per modificare la direzione di

rotazione. SET DI FRESE - il set include
un set di 6 frese diamantate - saranno

perfette per rimuovere vernici ibride, gel o
acrilico, per rimuovere cuticole e lucidare
le unghie, pulire le unghie dal fondo, ecc.
Inoltre, il set include 6 tappi che garantire

il 100% di igiene durante i trattamenti.
Caratteristiche Codice

EAN: 5900779942301 Codice
fornitore: 00020365 colore grigio;

potenza: 12W alimentazione:
220-240V50-60Hz velocità massima di
rotazione: 20.000/min diametro fresa:

2,35 mm - standard la possibilità di
cambiare il senso di rotazione: sì

protezione da surriscaldamento: sì
dimensioni penna: 14 x 3 cm dimensioni

della fresatrice: 13 x 9 x 6,5 cm
lunghezza del cavo: 105 cm peso della

fresatrice: 560 g

Cod.:WB662

Huawei AH100 Smart Electronic
Bathroom Scale White

60,70 €

Huawei AH100 Smart Electronic
Bathroom Scale White EAN

6901443198375 Dimensions 300x 300x
18.7 mm WEIGHT 1.85 kg  

CONNECTIVITY BLUETOOTH
BLUETOOTH VERSION 4.1 ENERGY
MANAGEMENT BATTERY TYPE AAA

NUMBER OF BATTERIES 4  BATTERY
TECHNOLOGY Alkaline  VOLTAGE OF
THE BATTERY 1.5 V PERFORMANCE

MAXIMUM WEIGHT (CAPACITY) 150 kg
TYPE Electronic bathroom scale 

SHUTDOWN AU TOMATICO MEMORY
FUNCTION BODY MASS INDEX (BMI)

FORM Rectangle  EASY TO CLEAN
MEASUREMENT OF BASAL

METABOLISM (MB) PRO NOTE FOR
USE PRODUCT COLOR White

MULTIPLE USERS NUMBER OF USERS
10 user (s) DISPLAY DISPLAY TYPE
LED   PACKAGE CONTENTS USER

MANUAL

Cod.:ED4227

Surgical Mask - Pack of 50 pcs

20,80 €

Surgical Mask - Pack of 50 pieces
FLEXIBLE DESIGN - Has a flexible top
and ear loops that allow for an easy fit

and comfortable use  HOW TO WEAR -
Use your fingers to gently lift each ring
from the front of the mask on the right

and left side, open the rings and put on
the mask. DISPOSABLE - Dispose of

properly after use. These are not
reusable masks. This is a general

purpose mask and is not a medical
device. EAN: 5902983610380  

Cod.:A9125
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GP-300 digital infrared thermometer

35,28 €

Digital infrared thermometer GP-300
Features  Temperature detection in 1

second Measurement distance: 1-15 cm
Measurement in degrees celsius or

fahrenheit LCD display shows
temperature and is easy to read Display
with backlight Battery life up to 7 days
The product uses 2 AAA batteries ( not
included ) Automatic standby after 30
seconds without detection Weight 176
grams NOTE: Colors and shapes may
vary Standard RoHS     Measurement
procedure Turn on Keep 1-15cm away

from the forehead Press the trigger
Screen shows temperature    

Cod.:R180

Surgical Mask - Pack of 50 pieces

3,98 €

Surgical Mask - Pack of 50 pieces
FLEXIBLE DESIGN - It has a flexible top

and ear loops that allow for an easy fit
and comfortable wearing HOW TO

WEAR - Use your fingers to gently lift
each ring from the front of the mask on

the right and left side, open the rings and
put on the mask. DISPOSABLE -

Dispose of properly after use. These are
not reusable masks. This is a general

purpose mask and is not a medical
device.

Cod.:H974

Nose / ear / beard / eyebrow hair
regulator

3,92 €

Hair nose / ear / beard / eyebrow adjuster
Nose and ear trimmer, very useful for
facial hair removal. It runs on battery.

EAN CODE: 8719987 043963

Cod.:KP2106

HT-668 digital infrared thermometer

33,18 €

Digital infrared thermometer GP-300
Features Temperature detection in 1

second Measurement distance: 1-15 cm
Measurement in degrees celsius o

fahrenheit LCD display shows
temperature and is easy to read Display
with backlight Battery life up to 7 thurs
rniÂ The product uses 2 AAA batteries

(not included) Automatic standby after 30
seconds without detection Weight 176
grams Standard RoHS Measurement

procedure Turn on Keep 1-15 cm away
from the forehead Press the trigger The

screen shows the temperature    

Cod.:M147

Battery-powered heating caps

4,72 €

Battery-powered heating caps Protect
yourself from the winter cold with these

heating headphones. These headphones
are equipped with a modern heater that
allows you to warm the ears, the battery
compartment can be easily stored in the
jacket or bag thanks to the cable. Power
supply: 3 AA batteries   Features EAN

8711252542751 Dimensions
55x100x100mm Weight about 0,250 KG 
Polyester material 3xAA battery powered

Available in 2 colors, white / black    

Cod.:ED933

45W hair straightener - RD380

22,50 €

45W hair straightener - RD380 Modern
hair straightener with a unique and
elegant design. Available in various

colors. Equipped with power button and
two other buttons for adjustment. Swivel
cord attachment for greater comfort in

use. Technical characteristics EAN code :
1623161119771 Voltage: AC 110-240V 

Frequency: 50-60 Hz Power: 45W Heater
with PTC technology For all hair types
Temperature: 130° - 200° C Various

colors  

Cod.:WB158

Rechargeable electric razor for hair
and beard

17,92 €

Rechargeable electric razor for hair and
beard POWER AND RESISTANCE - the

device is used to trim beards,
moustaches, hair and unwanted hair on

other parts of the body. Quiet hair clipper
with above average performance, it is

ideal for treating even the thickest hair.
DISPLAY - The trimmer is equipped with

a display that shows the battery
level. The color of the digits is blue.

COMFORT AND VERSATILITY - The
trimmer is used to cut and trim hair and

beard. solidly made, decorated with
unique old school pattern. It will be

perfect both in the barbershop and at
home. SUPER SHARP BLADE + 3 TIPS

1mm, 2mm AND 3mm: The precise
T-Blade stainless steel blade with

increased durability will ensure a close
and even shave on every part of the face

and head. The hair clipper is equipped
with 3 attachments of different sizes

(1,2,3 mm). Characteristics EAN code:
5900779941335 Supplier code:

00019590 Battery: 1200mAh working
time: 120 minutes charging time: 180
minutes LCD display showing battery

level Rated voltage: 3.7V total length: 15
cm blade width: 4 cm handle diameter:

2.7 cm  

Cod.:WB135

Ronaldinho travel clutch bag

1,96 €

Ronaldinho travel clutch bag Clutch for
easily carrying small objects. Useful for

carrying shampoo, shower gel,
aftershave etc. with you. when you are

travelling. The excellently crafted finishes
guarantee high resistance to wear.

Technical features EAN: 8028716162111
Brand: Ronaldinho Material: PES Main

colors: black, gold

Cod.:ED5265

Massage gun with LCD display

36,00 €

Massage gun with LCD display MANY
APPLICATIONS - the vibrating massager
is a great option for combating back pain

and muscle soreness, as well as
preparing the body for training or

speeding up recovery after training. 4
DIFFERENT ENDS - The set includes 4

different tips, thanks to which the
functionality of this device is very broad. 
UP TO 2 HOURS OF WORKING - thanks

to the built-in high-performance
rechargeable battery, the vibration

massager can work for up to 2 hours.
Characteristics 4 interchangeable tips:
Vertebral tip, small articular, flat for all
body parts, spherical for large muscle

groups power: 24W Total operating time
on a full charge: approximately 2 hours
vibration frequency: 1200 - 3200 rpm
Battery: 24V/2000mAh LCD display

dimensions: 22/17/5 cm

Cod.:WB1890
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Antibacterial wet wipes pack of 15
pieces

0,76 €

Antibacterial wet wipes pack of 15 pieces
Antibacterial wet wipes Features Brand:

Clea EAN number: 8697975142372 Pack
of 15

Cod.:WB1922

Hair dryer 1400W SS-1206/S

17,96 €

Hair dryer 1400W SS-1206/S Healthy
and shiny hair depends not only on
proper care, but also on a good hair

dryer. The SS-1206 hair dryer will help
you take care of your hair every day.

Features 2-stage adjustment of the hot
air flow Folding handle with non-slip

coating With hook for hanging the hair
dryer Power supply: 220-240V, 50Hz

Power: 1200-1400W EAN code:
5901308003883 Manufacturer code:

SS-1206/S

Cod.:WB733

Clatronic HC3392 25W hair curler

19,60 €

Clatronic HC3392 25W hair curler
Characteristics Brand: Clatronic EAN
code: 4006160631838 Chromed hair

curler Hassle-free styling thanks to the
constant and long-lasting temperature
Short heating time With light indicating
whether ready for use or not Soft touch
handle material Cable feeding via 360°

swivel joint On/off switch Supply
voltage 220–240 V 50/60 Hz Power 25W
Cod.:ED6077

Digital wooden bathroom scale

11,98 €

Digital wooden bathroom scale
PRACTICAL - the presented LCD

bathroom scale is an extremely practical
accessory.  DURABLE AND READABLE
- the minimum weight is 7 kg, while the

maximum weight is up to 180 kg. A large
LCD display ensures convenient reading
of the results. AUTO SHUT OFF – The
LCD bamboo scale has an auto shut-off

option after 8 seconds, which saves
energy and increases the convenience of

use. The device is powered by 2 AAA
batteries and is equipped with a battery
charge indicator. NON-SLIP - the LED

bathroom scale is equipped with non-slip
feet which makes it safe to use and

cannot be used on any surface.
Characteristics EAN code:

5900779946460 Supplier code:
00022522 Material: Bamboo + Glass +

Plastic weight units: kg and pounds
minimum weight: 0.02 kg maximum user
weight: 180 kg display: LCD automatic

shutdown: after 8 seconds battery charge
indicator measurement of room

temperature Power supply: 2 AAA
batteries dimensions: 28x28x3 cm  

Cod.:WB2386

PC-HR 3012 electric foil shaver

29,60 €

PC-HR 3012 electric foil shaver
Characteristics EAN code:

4006160301205 Model: ProfiCare PC-HR
3012 Shaving system: Razor with foil 

Product colour: Anthracite Power supply:
Battery Battery type: Nickel-Metal
Hydride (NiMH) Battery capacity:
600mAh Handle: Non-slip handle

Cod.:ED5363

Photo frame with LED lights in various
colors

5,04 €

Photo frame with LED lights in various
colors Photo frame with LED lights

available in 3 colors: black, red, white.
Frame size: 19x2x24cm. Maximum photo

size: 13x18cm Features EAN number:
8719202478457 Frame size: 19x2x24cm
Maximum photo size: 13x18cm Available

colors 3 Decorative LED lights

Cod.:KP3998

Snap-On lens cap 72mm

5,80 €

Snap-On lens cap 72mm Snap-on lens
cap to protect the lenses against dirt,
scratches and bumps. Features Lens
protection against dirt, scratches and
bumps Convenient snap-on design

Safety strap supplied Product
specification Color Black Usage Camera  

Supplier Code: CL-LC72 EAN Code:
5412810237623

Cod.:ND4612

Photo frame 42x20x2,5cm Arts House
brown

9,46 €

Photo frame 42x20x2,5cm Arts Brown
house Features EAN code:

8711252165608 Brand: Arti Casa Color:
Brown Material: Wood Height: 42 cm 

Width: 20 cm Depth: 2.5 cm

Cod.:ED1122

Photo frame 42x20x2,5cm Arti White
house

9,46 €

Photo frame 42x20x2,5cm Arts White
house Features EAN code:

8711252165608 Brand: Arti Casa Color:
White  Material: Wood Height: 42 cm 

Width: 20 cm Depth: 2.5 cm  

Cod.:ED788
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Grundig camera padded case

20,96 €

EAN 8711252514581  Brand Grundig 
Box size 135 x 185 x 245 mm  Product
size 120 x 92 x 190mm Weight about

0.304 KG Padding to protect the camera
Shoulder strap to facilitate transport   

Cod.:ED254

Compact Camera Case 60x100 Black /
Orange

18,20 €

Compact Camera Case 60x100 Black /
Orange 1260D nylon gobelin fabric 1x

Storage pocket with foam padding
Headband Carrying strap 2x Zippers  
Product specifications Height 100 mm

Usage Camera Materials Tapestry nylon
1260D Width 60 mm         Supplier Code:

CL-CB10 EAN code: 5412810179725

Cod.:ND4400

Bag for camera and accessories 7
water repellent compartments

19,96 €

Bag for camera and accessories 7
compartments water repellent Shoulder

Bag | Water repellent | 140 mm | 330 mm
| 250 mm | Total number of

compartments: 7 | Black / Orange Bag
sturdy, water-repellent shoulder strap

with sponge-lined pockets to keep your
camera safe.  Includes a

shock-absorbing notebook pocket.   
Features Made of nylon resistant water

repellent Waterproof zipper Padded
pockets for optimal protection

Customizable interior Shoulder strap and
rain cover for extreme weather conditions

    Product specifications Color Black /
Orange Materials 1260D nylon fabric

Padded compartments yes
I drorepellente yes Removable dividers
yes Type of bag Shoulder Bag Depth of
internal dimension 250 mm Notebook

compartments yes Number of dividers 4
Total number of compartments 7 Height

internal dimension 140 mm  Internal
dimension width 330 mm     Supplier

Code: CBAG230BK  EAN code:
5412810290376

Cod.:ND9670

Action camera mount Bicycle
handlebar mount

7,74 €

Action camera mount Bicycle handlebar
mount Record all your thrilling moments
with this action camera mount kit: ideal

for perfectly capturing your stunts, jumps
and movements. Recordings can be

made by securely mounting the action
cam on the bike handlebar to capture all
the thrilling moments from your point of
view. This kit is ideal for those who don't

want to miss a moment. Features Easy to
use: includes all tools needed to mount

the action cam stably Record hand
actions free, while offering a personal
and exciting perspective        Product
specification Model Handle   Supplier

Code: ACMK03 EAN code:
5412810294084

Cod.:ND4914

Action Cam 1080p@ 30fps12 MPixel 90
min Wi-Fi waterproof up to 30m

58,47 €

Action Cam 1080p@ 30fps12 MPixel 90
min Wi-Fi waterproof up to 30m Capture

everything that happens from one
perspective! Our Nedis action camera is

so lightweight that you can place it almost
anywhere with the included mounts and
you'll barely notice it's there. That is until
you see your footage in the razor-sharp

quality of Full HD images. You will
immerse yourself in the emotion of the

moment over and over again... With
built-in Wi-Fi connectivity, this action

camera can be conveniently controlled
directly from your smartphone or tablet.
App For Apple devices: Original Nedis

N-Go 1080p app or XDV app For Android
devices: XDV • Large 2-inch TFT screen,

so you can actually see what you're
recording• Built-in microphone• Supports

microSD memory cards up to 32GB•
Complete mounting kit included to attach

the camera to almost anything• Solid
housing, waterproof up to 30 m• Wi-Fi
and free iOS/Android apps: live video
streaming• Instantly share footage on

your smartphone Product Specifications
Length 60 mm Height 41 mm Depth

29mm Weight 357 g Color Black
Materials ABS Input current 1.0 A Power
type Battery powered A side power cable

USB Battery capacity 900mAh
Waterproof up to 30.0 m Supports

included Yes Observation angle 120°
Maximum battery life 90 min Recording

time 90 min Screen TFT display Camera
type Action Camera Battery energy type

Built-in lithium ion Supported video
resolution 1080p@30fps 720p@30fps
Type of external memory slot MicroSD
Input voltage 5V DC Power cord length

0.80 m Maximum video resolution
1080p@30fps Time lapse function Yes
Video format AVI Image format JPEG
Maximum transmission power 12 dBm

Maximum gain of the transmit antenna 1
dBi Number of mountings 12 pcs. Burst

function Yes Maximum photographic
resolution 12 MPixels Slow motion Yes

Maximum supported memory card
capacity 32GB (not included) App

available for Android™ IOS Type of
attack Waterproof Case Handlebar 2x

Clips 7x Universal Holder Helmet
Bandages Stickers Metal Hook Back

Protective Cover Playback mode
microSD card USB cable Wi-Fi Device
power input connection(s). USB-C™ B
side power cable USB-C™ Frequency
range transmission 2412 - 2472 MHz
Screen size 2 " Motion detection Yes
Wireless technology supported Wifi

Number of products in the package 1 pc.
Photo resolution supported 5.0 MPixel
1.3 MPixel 2.0 MPixel 3.0 MPixel 8.0

MPixel 10.0 MPixel 12.0 MPixel Number
of screens 1 Screen(s) Image sensors

1.3 MPixels   Supplier Code : ACAM21BK
EAN code : 5412810317172

Cod.:ND1485

Action Cam 720p @30fps 5 MPixel 90
min Wi-Fi waterproof up to 30m

31,02 €

Action Cam 720p @30fps 5 MPixel 90
min Wi-Fi waterproof up to 30m Capture

everything that happens from one
perspective! Our Nedis action camera is

so lightweight that you can place it almost
anywhere with the included mounts and
you'll barely notice it's there. That's true
until you watch your footage in crisp HD
image quality. You'll immerse yourself in
the emotion of the moment time and time
again... Plus, with the ability to store your

recordings on microSD cards up to
32GB, you won't have to worry about how
much memory you have left. Perfect for

all outdoor activities, essential for
extreme sports. • Large 2-inch TFT

screen, so you can actually see what
you're recording• Built-in microphone•
Supports microSD memory cards up to

32GB• Complete mounting kit included to
attach the camera to almost anything•

Solid housing, waterproof up to 30 m App
For Apple devices: Original Nedis N-Go

720p app or XDV app For Android
devices: XDV Product Specifications
Length 60 mm Height 41 mm Depth

31mm Weight 242 g Color Black
Materials ABS Input current 1.0 A Power
type Battery powered Battery capacity

900mAh Waterproof up to 30.0 m
Supports included Yes Maximum battery
life 90 min Recording time 90 min Screen
TFT display Camera type Action Camera

Battery energy type Built-in lithium ion
Supported video resolution 720p@30fps
Type of external memory slot MicroSD
Input voltage 5V DC Power cord length
0.80 m Video format AVI Image format
JPEG Burst function Yes Slow motion
Yes Maximum supported memory card

capacity 32GB (not included) App
available for Android™ IOS Type of

attack Waterproof Handlebar Bandages
Stickers Clips 4x universal holder Device
power input connection(s). USB Micro B

female Playback mode microSD card
USB cable B side power cable USB Micro

B male A side power cable USB A Male
Observation angle 100° Number of

mountings 8 pcs. Image sensors 0.3MP
Maximum photographic resolution 5
MPixels Maximum video resolution
720p@30fps Screen size 2 " Motion
detection Yes Wireless technology

supported Wifi Number of products in the
package 1 pc. Time lapse function No
Photo resolution supported 5.0 MPixel

1.3 MPixel 2.0 MPixel 3.0 MPixel Number
of screens 1 Screen(s) Supplier Code :

ACAM11BK EAN code : 5412810317165

Cod.:ND4392

Mini-valet 15.8 cm Black

8,32 €

Mini cradle 15.8 cm Black Smartphone
stand. Ideal for taking pictures with the
self-timer. Small size, fits into smaller

pockets and purses  Universal design, for
any smartphone Rubber clip to protect

the smartphone from scratches Features
Soft rubber clip to prevent scratches

Flexible feet to use the tripod even on
uneven surfaces and to wrap branches
and poles Ideal for taking pictures with

self-timer       Product specifications
Black colour Minicavalletto type Thread
size of the screw 1/4 inch Segments 1
Weight 56 g Max height 15.8 cm Use

Self-timer Supplier Code: CL-TPMOB10
EAN code: 5412810213375

Cod.:ND4876

LED Selfie Ring Light 36 LEDs 3
Grundig Modes

8,98 €

LED ring light for selfie 36 LEDs 3
Grundig modes Not satisfied with your

selfies in a dark environment Expand the
standard possibilities of your smartphone

with this universal ring lamp from
Grundig. This selfie lamp shows extra

light, so you can take good selfies even
in the dark. 36 LED lights with 3 modes

This round lamp provides additional
lighting with 36 LEDs in a circle. This way

you can take better selfies in low light
places, for example outdoors when it is

evening or in a dark room.  It has 3
modes, with which it is possible to set the
intensity of the lighting.  The lamp does

not heat up, even with continuous
lighting. This makes it safer to use.

Features The selfie ring light works very
easily and without a plug.  Lock the ring

on your smartphone and press the
button.  It has a diameter of

approximately 8.5 cm and is Compact,
you can easily take it with you.  This ring
lamp can also serve as an emergency

lighting.  The selfie ring light works with 2
AAA batteries (not included).    Features

Brand: Grundig EAN code:
8711252104423  Light intensity: 3

positions Batteries: 2 AAA batteries (not
included)  Compatible with all

smartphone brands Diameter: 8.5 cm  

Cod.:ED4222

Camera Shutter Remote Bluetooth
Camlink

10,30 €

Camlink Bluetooth camera shutter Plug
and play Max distance of 12 meters Free
app available on Apple Store and Google
Play Store    EAN code: 5412810227624

Supplier code: CL-RS10

Cod.:ND1022
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Macro / Wide Angle Mobile Phone
Lens

9,78 €

Macro/Wide Angle Mobile Phone Lens   2
in 1 lens for mobile phones or tablets for

adding effects to the camera. It is
included in a complete set, which

includes a lens cap and a travel pouch. •
Plug &amp; Play • Universal anti-scratch

mobile phone hook • Macro and wide
angle lens Characteristics • Plug &amp;

Play • Additional camera effects for
mobile phones and tablets • Anti-scratch
mobile phone hook, universal • Complete
set includes a lens cap and travel pouch  
          Product Specifications Color Silver
Materials Aluminum / ABS Lens diameter
9mm Use Mobile Photography Filter type

Wide angle macros     Supplier Code:
CL-ML10MW EAN code: 5412810231652

Cod.:ND4856

Mobile Phone Lens Macro / Wide
Angle / Fish Eye

18,48 €

Mobile Phone Lens Macro / Wide Angle /
Fish Eye 3 in 1 lens for mobile phones or
tablets for adding effects to your camera.

It is included in a complete set, which
includes a lens cover and a travel pouch

Plug &amp; Play Universal
scratch-resistant mobile phone hook
Macro, wide angle and fish eye lens
Features Additional effects for mobile

phone and tablet cameras 
 Scratch-resistant, universal mobile

phone hook Complete set includes lens
cover and travel case       Product

specification Color Silver / Black Material
Aluminium Usage Mobile Photography

Filter type Macro / Wide Angle / Fish Eye
Lens angle 180 ° Objective diameter 20
mm     Supplier Code: CL-ML30MWF

EAN code: 5412810231683  

Cod.:ND4854

Tablet holder 7-11 "for 2 in 1 cars -
Rebeltec 

16,76 €

Tablet holder 7-11 "for 2 in 1 cars -
Rebeltec  2 in 1 support that allows you

to fix your tablet either to the glass of
your car with a suction cup or in the seat

headrest with a special bracket. 
Features Compatible with all tablets from
7 to 11 inches MAX weight of the tablet:
800g Color: Black All points of contact

with the tablet are covered with soft
rubber Brand: Rebeltec EAN:

5903111078188  Cod.:MOB757

Flexible mini stand 27.5cm 1 kg Black /
Orange Camlink

13,80 €

Flexible Mini Stand 27.5cm 1kg
Black/Orange Camlink This easel with 9

sections of flexible sponge has an
adjustable shape and a maximum height

of 275 mm.   Functions • Flexible
9-section legs • Non-scratch foam leg
pads • Quick release plate • Camera

angle positioning lock • Non-slip rubber
feet   Product Specifications Weight 160g
Use Camera / Video Maximum load 1 kg

Head type Spherical heads Color
Black/Orange Guy Flexible mini-stand

Materials Metal / Plastic Segments 9 Max
height 27.5cm   Supplier Code:

CL-TP250 EAN code: 5412810183715

Cod.:ND1575

Selfie stick with tripod - Setty

10,46 €

Selfie stick with tripod - Setty The selfie
stick with tripod function is a must-have

accessory for any photo and social media
enthusiast. This selfie stick isn't just

made for taking traditional selfies. Fold
the tripod, place the phone in the holder
and take photos from the remote control
using a remote control, which is found in

the set. The remote is powered by a
replaceable battery and works thanks to

Bluetooth technology. The rotatable
phone holder allows you to take photos

both horizontally and vertically. Rotation:
360 ° Vertical inclination: 90 ° Features

Black colour EAN: 5900495821508
Brand: Setty OS supported: iOS Android

Warranty: 12 mc Maximum opening
length: 60 cm Minimum opening length:
15 cm Minimum handle distance: 64 mm

Maximum handle distance: 90 mm
Remote control battery: CR1632

Cod.:MOB136

Adjustable mini tripod for camera

2,06 €

5 section mini tripod with height
adjustable metal legs and rubber feet,
mini ball head for 360 degree rotation
and 90 degree tilt. Small and light for

travel, it extends from 4.9 inches to 10.6
inches. The maximum recommended
load is 2kg for optimal performance.
Color: aluminum Packaging: Carton

Cod.:K675

Mini tripod Rotation and tilt Max 1kg
22cm Black / Silver

14,06 €

Mini-tripod Rotation and tilt Max 1kg 22
cm Black / Silver Mini wallet with

2-section foot and 3-way camera head for
stable and razor-sharp images. Features
a suction cup and a compact design that
fits in any case, making it a particularly

convenient accessory to carry. Mini Table
Tripod Product specification Weight 360

g Color Black / Silver Materials Aluminum
Usage Camera / Video  Head type

Rotation and Tilt Maximum load  1 kg
Segments 2 Leg diameter 20 mm Max
height 22 cm Template M inicavalletto  

Supplier Code: TPOD1100BZ EAN code:
5412810292363

Cod.:ND5520

Tripod tripod stand 3110A

10,08 €

Tripod tripod stand 3110A Compatible
with all types of digital cameras and

camcorder weights under 2.5kg 360 °
horizontal and 90 ° vertical swivel with

3-way head Quick release head for easy
connection to your camera or camcorder

It is a three way tripod head, support
horizontal or vertical camera position
4-section aluminum legs, with quick

release locking and non-slip rubber feet
The quick release plate with 1 thread

Height adjustable from 35cm to 102cm.
Details Aluminum alloy and plastic

material Max height 1020 mm Min height
350 mm Connection wire 1 / 10.2 cm Max
diameter of tube 16.8 mm Load capacity
2.5 kg Net weight 380 g Mobile phone

holder clip Adjustable in width fits for cell
phones 40-68mm wide With soft pads
and double layer of sponge. Universal

thread on the bottom

Cod.:G2111

Beach towel 140x70cm Jackson Storm
Disney Cars

7,56 €

Jackson Storm beach towel. Also ideal as
a bath towel, for the pool or as a base for
a beach chair. Made of 100% cotton with
dimensions 140 x 70 cm. DISNEY PIXAR

quality brand. Bring your favorite
character with you even on vacation!

GENERAL FEATURES EAN
7107103117284 Trademark Disney

Dimensions   3 x 700 x 1400 mm Weight
about 0.319 KG PRODUCT

SPECIFICATIONS Type: Beach towel
Size: 140x70 cm Weight: 300 gr Material:
100% cotton Color: Multicolor Character:

Jackson Storm CONTENT OF THE
PACKAGE 1 x Jackson Storm Disney

Beach Towel 140x70 cm  

Cod.:ED678
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Floating pool thermometer with
Bestway rope

5,20 €

Floating pool thermometer with Bestway
rope EAN 6942138918380  Brand

Bestway  Dimensions 190 x 48 x 48 mm
Weight about 0.092 KG ABS structure

Lasso per hold the thermometer in
position Floating structure Easy to read

temperature expressed in degrees
Fahrenheit and Celsius Packaging:

Blister      

Cod.:ED720

Inflatable Neon Donut for children 76
cm various colors Bestway

3,10 €

Neon inflatable donut for children 76 cm
Bestway NB: Specify a color preference
when purchasing, otherwise they will be
shipped according to stock availability
Features Brand: Bestway EAN code:
6942138930603 Model: 36024 Color:

pink, blue, green Material: durable vinyl
Fluorescent colors, matte finish  

Cod.:BW314

Blackstripe Mask Age 14+ - 3 Colours

8,80 €

Blackstripe Mask Age 14+ - 3 Colours
The Bestway® Blackstripe Hydro-Swim™

Mask is the perfect companion for your
underwater fun, whether in the pool or

the sea. The mask is suitable for
swimmers aged 14 and over. The

polycarbonate lenses have a wide field of
view and the double edge seal ensures a

precise fit that prevents water from
entering. Available in three colors, the
completely latex-free mask features a

fully adjustable two-piece mask strap, so
it stays securely in place on all

underwater adventures.  Characteristics
 Recommended age: from 14 years
 Polycarbonate lenses in an aviator
design with a protective UV coating

 Double edge seal for a precise fit  Split
and adjustable headband  100% latex
free  Assorted in 3 colors (in case of

preference, specify in the notes) EAN:
6942138938906  

Cod.:BW260

Lifebuoy Donut Marine Adventures
51cm Bestway

2,06 €

EAN 6942138928068 Brand Bestway 
Dimensions 200 x 510 x 510 mm Weight

about 0.103 KG   

Cod.:ED548

Round pool with Bestway Fast Set
filter pump 305 x 76 cm

124,00 €

Round pool with filtration pump Fast
Set305 x 76 cm Bestway The Fast Set
above ground pools are the fastest to
assemble, because you just need to

inflate the upper inflatable ring and fill
them with water. At this point, you will see

the pool rise by itself without having to
assemble the structure first! Constructed
from durable TriTech, which is two layers

of PVC with a polyester core, your
freestanding pool will last for many years.
Size &amp; amp; Weight Capacity 3800

L  Product size 305x76 cm Design &amp;
Materials TriTech Other Shape Round 

Pump water flow 1249 l / h Voltage
220-240V Content of package Contents:
Swimming pool, Filter pump (220- 240V),

Compatible with Cartridge 58093 (I)
Package weight 10.001  EAN code

6942138951264 Vendor code 57270

Cod.:BW175

Disney Minnie inflatable mattress
119x61cm Bestway

7,56 €

This wonderful air mattress guarantees
your kids' fun in the water! Made of highly
stressed, colorful vinyl, nice decorations
with Minnie. Equipped with safety valves.

EAN 6942138927092 Brand Bestway
Dimensions   160 x 480 x 1040 mm
Weight about 0.453 KG Decoration:
Disney Minnie Safety valves Pretext

resistant vinyl  

Cod.:ED546

Donut Lifebuoy Disney Princesses
56cm Bestway

4,16 €

Lifeguard of the Disney Princesses of 56
centimeters made of resistant vinyl ,

equipped with safety valve. EAN
6942138908664  Brand Bestway

Dimensions 190 x 25 x 120 mm Weight
about 0.190 KG Character: Disney

Princesses Age: 3 Years +

Cod.:ED536

Armrests for children 25 * 15cm Fisher
Price Bestway

3,52 €

EAN 6942138922981  Brand Bestway 
Dimensions 160 x 130 x 170 mm Weight

about 0.233 KG    

Cod.:ED542

Disney Star Wars children's swim
goggles

2,52 €

EAN: Â 8711252091761 Brand: Â Disney
Glasses size: 19x12,7x2,5cm

Dimensions Â package: Â Â 170 x 200 x
350 mm Weight: Â about 1.218 KG Not

suitable for children under 3 years
Conforms to BS 5883 standard Â

Cod.:ED801
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Disney Princess swimming goggles for
children

2,52 €

Disney Princess swimming goggles for
children EAN:  8711252091761   Brand: 

Disney   Goggles dimensions:
19x12,7x2,5cm Pack size   :   170 x 200 x

350mm Weight:  about 1.218KG   Not
suitable for children under 3 years of age

Conforms to BS 5883 standard  

Cod.:ED806

Paw Patrol swimming goggles for
children

2,52 €

EAN: Â 8711252091761 Brand: Â Paw
Patrol Glasses size: 19x12,7x2,5cm

Dimensions Â packaging: Â Â 170 x 200
x 350 mm Weight: Â about 1.218 KG Not

suitable for children under 3 years
Conforms to BS 5883 standard Â

Cod.:ED805

Donut Lifebelt Pineapple 116 x 88 cm
Bestway

7,78 €

Donut Lifebelt Pineapple 116 x 88 cm
Bestway EAN: 6942138949827 Brand:

 Bestway Model: 36121 Dimensions: 116
x 88 cm

Cod.:BW110

Inflatable donut Giant swan White
Bestway

11,98 €

Inflatable donut Giant swan White
Bestway EAN: 6942138951622 Brand:

Bestway Model: 36124 Dimensions: 128
x 103 x 103.5 cm Color: White  

Cod.:BW130

Lifeguard tropical fish 81 x 76 CM 3
assorted colors

3,10 €

Description EAN: 6942138920543 Brand
Bestway Dimensions 81 x 76 mm

Available colors: Blue, orange and green 
 

Cod.:BW140

Lifebuoy designs fantasy blue 76 cm
Bestway

3,32 €

EAN: 6942138930641 Brand : Bestway
Diameter: 76 cm Color : blue  

Cod.:BW150

Lifebuoy designs fantasy 76 cm white
Bestway

3,32 €

EAN: 6942138930641 Brand : Bestway
Diameter: 76 cm Color: yellow

Cod.:BW160

Bestway 119 cm big life buoy

9,24 €

EAN: 6942138906936 Brand: Bestway
Diameter: 119 cm

Cod.:BW170

Inflatable swan 122 x 122 cm Bestway

19,74 €

Inflatable swan 122 x 122 cm Bestway
Golden details, the utmost care in design

and resistant materials. This is the
inflatable swan of the Bestway Float'n

Fashion line. Your style will be
unmistakable, to finally be able to live the

summer of your dreams. EAN:
6942138952391 Brand: Bestway

Dimensions 122 x 122 cm  

Cod.:BW180
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Bumper Bonk Outs Sumo Bestway

28,98 €

Bumper Bonk Outs Sumo Bestway When
children do nothing but play the fight, you

would like to have a bumper jacket to
prevent them from hurting

themselves. Here it is! The Bonk Outs
inflatable bumper will keep even the most
apprehensive parents in peace, with the

assurance that this jacket will prevent
children from getting hurt. Indeed, their

fun will double because they will continue
to bounce with one another. They are

two, so your children and their friends will
thank you! EAN: 6942138936025 Brand:
Bestway Dimensions: 91 x 91 x 51 cm
Contents: 2 inflatables, a repair patch   

Cod.:BW190

Barbie lifebuoy 56 cm Bestway

2,94 €

Barbie lifebuoy 56 cm Bestway EAN:
6942138934328 Brand: Bestway

Diameter: 56 cm

Cod.:BW200

Beach rackets set

7,10 €

Beach rackets set This beach ball set is
for endless fun. The set is ideal for a

beachball game on the beach or in the
pool. The plastic rackets are sturdy and
the supplied ball can withstand water.

Specifications: Color: pink / green
Material: plastic Length: 38 cm Contents :

2 rackets 1 ball  EAN 8715349037083
Trademark  Scatch Dimensions 480 x 50

x 230 mm Weight about 0,326 KG  
Cod.:ED5438

Waterzone Water Gun with Water Tank

10,24 €

Waterzone Water Gun with 2 liter tank
Fill the water tank and get ready to wage
war with your friends with this fantastic

water gun! Details EANÂ
8711252135946 Waterzone brand

Capacity Tank: 2 L Dimensions: 32x24x8
cm Â

Cod.:ED5462

Full Face Snorkeling Mask Black

33,08 €

EAN Â 8711252151342 Dimensions Â
120 x 186 x 406 mm Color: White / Blue

Weight Â about 0.750 KG

Cod.:ED5466

Dunlop Orange 70x140 cm Beach
Towel

8,98 €

EAN Â 8711252157733 Dimensions Â
70x140 cm Color: Orange Weight Â

about 0.150 KG

Cod.:ED5590

Dunlop Black Beach Towel 70x140 cm

8,98 €

EAN Â 8711252157733 Dimensions Â
70x140 cm Color: Black Weight Â about

0.150 KG

Cod.:ED5594

Beach mat 180x60cm Camp Active -
Various colors

3,12 €

Beach mat 180x60cm Camp Active -
Various colors EAN  8711252196763

Dimensions  180x60 cm Color: Various
colors Weight  about 0.230 KG Foldable

and space-saving       

Cod.:ED5508

Set 2 beach rackets with ball

5,20 €

This racket set guarantees endless fun
with your friends. Take it with you to the
beach or during a picnic at the park and

challenge your friends in great
competitions!   EAN 8711252318745

Dimensions 38x23x0.4 cm Weight about
0.350 KG Package Contents: 2x

Rackets; 1x Ball

Cod.:ED5532
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Beach poncho for children 60x120cm
Dinosaur

11,02 €

Children's beach poncho 60x120cm
Dinosaur Comfortable poncho from

beach that can be used to shelter from
the sun, dry after a bath or as a beach

tablecloth. Also useful when you need to
change, as it hides perfectly the body as
a normal dress. The nice fantasy makes
it irresistible to the little ones. Â Details

EAN Â 8711252414546 Dimensions Â 60
x 120 cm Thickness 1mm Weight Â
about 0,866 KG Composition: 86%

polyester / 14% nylon Â Â

Cod.:ED5576

Beach poncho for children 60x120cm
Pirate

11,02 €

Children's beach poncho 60x120cm
Pirate Comfortable poncho from beach

that can be used to shelter from the sun,
dry after a bath or as a beach tablecloth.
Also useful when you need to change, as

it hides perfectly the body as a normal
dress. The nice fantasy makes it

irresistible to the little ones. Details EAN
8711252414546 Dimensions 60 x 120 cm
Thickness 1mm  Weight about 0.866 KG
Composition: 86% polyester / 14% nylon

   

Cod.:ED5578

Beach poncho for children 60x120cm
Fairy

11,02 €

Children's beach poncho 60x120cm Fairy
Comfortable poncho from beach that can
be used to shelter from the sun, dry after

a bath or as a beach tablecloth. Also
useful when you need to change, as it
hides perfectly the body as a normal

dress. The nice fantasy makes it
irresistible to the little ones. Details EAN
8711252414546 Dimensions 60 x 120

cm  Thickness 1mm Weight about 0,866
KG Composition: 86% polyester / 14%

nylon  

Cod.:ED5580

Beach poncho for children 60x120cm
Sirena

11,02 €

Children's beach poncho 60x120cm Siren
Comfortable poncho from beach that can
be used to shelter from the sun, dry after

a bath or as a beach tablecloth. Also
useful when you need to change, as it
hides perfectly the body as a normal

dress. The nice fantasy makes it
irresistible to the little ones. Details EAN

8711252414546 Dimensions 60 x 120 cm
Thickness 1mm  Weight about 0.866 KG
Composition: 86% polyester / 14% nylon

 

Cod.:ED5582

Inflatable whale 110 cm Waterzone

14,18 €

Inflatable whale 110 cm Waterzone You
will have this water friend ready to use in
no time. Inflate it through the valve on the

side and add some water through the
large valve on the bottom.  This water
gives the sprinkler extra weight and

stability. Finally, connect the garden hose
to the connector on the side. Open the

tap and enjoy the wonderfully refreshing
splashes.    Details EAN 

8711252133546 Brand  Waterzone
Dimensions 30 x 25 x 110 mm Weight

 about 0,550 KG Garden hose connector:
0.25 mm Repair kit included

Cod.:ED6002

Granular chlorine 56% - 5 kg

47,00 €

Granular chlorine 56% - 5 kg Granular
chlorine is suitable for both shock and
continuous chlorination. Dosage for

shock chlorination: 20 g per m3 of pool
water. Dosage for maintenance

chlorination: 4 g per m3 of water per day.
 Always dissolve the product first in a

container and then distribute evenly over
the surface.   EAN: ¶ 6942138915259 

Cod.:BW300

Cartridge filter II for 2,006 / 3,028 LT / H
pumps - 2 pieces

10,46 €

Cartridge filter II for 2,006 / 3,028 LT / H
pumps - 2 pieces Replacement filters for

above ground pool pump (pack of 2
pieces) , compatible with models 58148

and 58117 and with all pumps from 2.006
/ 3.028 liters / hour .   EAN:

6942138918410

Cod.:BW250

I cartridge filter for 1,249 LT / H pumps
- 2 pieces

6,72 €

I cartridge filter for 1.249 LT / H pumps -
2 pieces  Replacement cartridge for filter
pumps with voltage 220-240 V ~ / 12 V ~
1,249 L (330 gallons.) per hour. Easy to
clean. Inside the package there are two

filters FILTER CARTRIDGE (I) diameter 8
CM, H 9 CM EAN: 6942138918403

Cod.:BW220

500pcs Waterzone water balloons

6,16 €

Water balloons 500 pieces Waterzone
EAN  8711252140896 Brand

 Waterzone  Dimensions 130 x 100 x 100
mm Weight  about 0.167 KG

Cod.:ED6032
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Lifetime Air portable water mist fan

4,50 €

Lifetime Air portable water mist fan Cool
off this summer with this fabulous fan

with water spray in fact with the double
function it can be used both as a

traditional portable fan, or by filling it with
water it can be used as a water gun and
have an extra cooling effect. Details EAN
8711252173177 Brand Lifetime Air Size
215 x 77 x 90 mm Weight about 0.117
KG Power supply 2x AA / LR6 batteries

not included Stock availability
color (Green, Fuchsia, Purple or Black) 

Cod.:ED6040

Frozen Disney beach rackets

7,56 €

Frozen Disney Beach Paddlers 2x
Paddlers  1x Ball EAN 8001011150267

Cod.:KP1064

Dunlop silicone swimming cap in
various colors

3,64 €

Dunlop silicone swimming cap various
colors - Thank you the ergonomic design
adapts to any head shape and protects

the hair from humidity. - Material: silicone
- For children from 8 years old and adults

- In blue, white, pink and metallic blue
Details EAN  8711252076225  Brand

 Dunlop Size 2 x 220 x 190 mm Weight
 about 0,075 KG  

Cod.:ED531

4-piece beach bucket and shovels

5,52 €

4-piece beach bucket and shovel EAN 
8711252175775 Dimensions 320 x 160 x

160 mm  Weight  about 0,281 KG   

Cod.:ED3243

Bestway Type III Pool Filter Cartridge

5,62 €

Bestway Type III pool filter cartridge For
use with - Filter pumps: 220-240 V ~ / 12

V ~ 4.921 L; 5.678L per hour - Filter
pumps: 110-120V ~ 2.006L; 3.028L;

4.921L and 5.678L per hour  Details EAN
 6942138918229 Brand  Bestway Size
 201 x 99 x 99 mm Weight  about 0,188

KG

Cod.:ED5009

Intex - Winnie The Pooh Balloon 51 cm

3,58 €

Intex - Winnie The Pooh Balloon 51 cm
Comfortable, light, handy, safe and

practical Easily washable, resistant and
comfortable Diameter: 51 cm Age: 3
years old Vendor code: 58025 EAN:

6941057450254   

Cod.:KP2012

Intex - Inflatable Island Large Pink
Flamingo 218x211x136 cm

69,26 €

Intex - Big Pink Flamingo Inflatable Island
Comfortable, light, handy, safe and

practical Easily washable, durable and
comfortable Two handles for greater

stability Two air chambers Repair
patches included Recommended age:

16+ Measurements: Â 218x211x136 cm
Weight: 4.5 kg Vendor code: 56288 EAN:

Â 6941057403588 Â Â

Cod.:KP2056

Intex - Glossy football 61 cm

2,08 €

Intex - Glossy balloon 61 cm  Features:
Comfortable, light and handy; safe and
practical Easily washable, resistant and
comfortable Balloon in 3 Colors: Pink,
Blue and Yellow Diameter: 61 cm Age:

3+ Vendor code: 59030  EAN: 
6941057450308  

Cod.:KP2004

Intex - Watermelon Ice Cream Mat
183x66 cm

15,50 €

Intex - Watermelon Ice Cream Mat
183x66 cm Features Comfortable, light,

handy, safe and practical Easily
washable, durable and comfortable Cute
realistic watermelon print Material: PVC
Repair kit included Vendor code: 58751

EAN: 6941057407531  

Cod.:KP2000
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Intex - Popsicle Mat 191x76 cm

15,50 €

Intex - Ice Lolly 191x76 cm Features:
Comfortable, light, handy, safe and

practical Easily washable, resistant and
comfortable Realistic popsicle print
Material: PVC Kit of repair included

Vendor code: 58766 EAN: 
6941057407821    

Cod.:KP2026

Intex hamburger mat 145x142

34,66 €

Hamburger mat 145x142 Intex
Hamburger is the inflatable and floating
mattress by Intex which is characterized
by its original design. It is a mat in the

shape of potato chips, ideal for relaxing
and giving a touch of originality to your

summer days. Ideal both by the pool and
by the sea. It is made of multilayer vinyl

to ensure a robust and resistant high
quality product and the "realistic printing"

technology has been used for printing
which is able to maximize the brilliance of

colors and details. Details
Hamburger-shaped mattress

Dimensions: 145 x 142 cm Realistic
printing design Material: V multilayer

nylon with a thickness of 0.3 mm to make
it practical, safe and resistant Maximum
load: 100 Kg  Easily washable and very

comfortable Repair patch included   EAN
6941057413389 Supplier code:

I03402590

Cod.:KP2052

Intex Hotdog Mat 180x89

25,20 €

Intex 180x89 Hotdog Mat Hot dog is the
inflatable and floating mattress by Intex

that is characterized by its original
design. It is a mat in the shape of potato

chips, ideal for relaxing and giving a
touch of originality to your summer days.
Ideal for both the pool and the sea. It is

made of multilayer vinyl to ensure a
robust and resistant high quality product
and the "realistic printing" technology has

been used for printing which is able to
maximize the brilliance of colors and

details.  Details Hot dog shaped mattress
Dimensions: 180 x 89 cm Realistic
printing design Material: 0.3-thick

multilayer vinylÿmm to make it practical,
safe and resistant Maximum capacity:

100 Kg Easily washable and very
comfortable Repair patch included    EAN

6941057413334 I03402580

Cod.:KP2050

Frozen inflatable donut life buoy
diameter 50cm Intex

2,84 €

Frozen inflatable donut buoy diameter
50cm Intex Fantasy Frozen Diameter 50

cm Suitable for children aged 3 to 6,
usable in the pool or at the sea     EAN
code: 6941057401928 Supplier code:

I03402970  

Cod.:KP2022

Speedball 17 cm junior - Various
colors

3,64 €

Speedball 17 cm junior - Various colors
Material: plastic Length: 17 cm Cable

length: 200 cm Suitable for children from
4 years Pink, light blue, green and yellow

color      EAN code 8718158591838
Supplier code S34860330

Cod.:KP2048

Beach Bucket - Various colors

5,36 €

Beach bucket - Various colors Age 3+ 
Colors Blue, Green and red   EAN code: 

8719987464010 Supplier code:
S34931050

Cod.:KP2024

ProGarden 4 popsicle molds

1,74 €

Molds for 4 ProGarden popsicles Create
your favorite ice creams . Put your

favorite drinks in the molds, put them in
the freezer and enjoy! Details Color of the

cover: yellow, blue, mint, pink Color of
the holder: transparent Material: plastic

Age: from 4 years    EAN code:
8719987468629 Supplier code:

179651400

Cod.:KP2006

7-piece bowls set

5,04 €

7-piece bowls case Try to throw the balls
as close to the ball as possible. The set
consists of six game balls, one cue ball
and comes in a sturdy plastic carrying

net. Details Multicolor color  Plastic
material Diameter for sphere 7 cm

Contents 2 yellow, 2 red, 2 blue balls, 1
dot and 1 plastic transport net    EAN
code: 8711295766718 Manufacturer

code 491720020 
Cod.:KP2028

Inflatable mattress 103x86cm Disney
Toy Story Alien

7,56 €

Inflatable mattress 103x86cm Disney Toy
Story Alien Air mattress in the shape of

an alien from the Toy Story movie.
Features Brand: Disney EAN number:
5056219023953 Character family: Toy

Story Character: Alien Dimensions:
86x103 Green colour  

Cod.:BW316
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Straw man hat 34cm Yellow

3,16 €

Straw man hat 34cm Yellow   EAN code:
8719202507614 Supplier code:

FC4000200

Cod.:KP2032

Bestway 488 x 82cm Single water slide

20,58 €

Water slide Single 488 x 82 cm Bestway  
Features Brand: Bestway EAN code:

6942138968996 Model: 52326
Recommended age: from 3 years old

Dimensions: 488 x 82 cm With small pool
of water at the end Integrated sprinkler
for a slippery surface, easy to attach to

the garden hose. Quick to assemble and
easy to store. Package Contents: One
0.20 / 0.13mm durable vinyl water slide
for connecting to a garden hose, one

self-adhesive repair patch    

Cod.:BW278

Nose clamps and earplugs set one
size fits all Bestway colors

1,84 €

Nose clamps and earplugs set one size
fits all Bestway colors NB: Specify a color
preference when purchasing, otherwise

they will be shipped based on stock
availability.   Features Brand: Bestway

EAN code: 6942138944006 Vendor
code: 26028 100% latex-free Set

contents: nose clips, earplugs and case
Recommended for ages 7 and up

Available colors: light blue and
fluorescent yellow  Cod.:BW163

Bestway 115cm rainbow candy
inflatable donut

12,18 €

Inflatable rainbow candy donut 115cm
Bestway Features Brand: Bestway EAN

code: 6942138967463 Vendor code:
36163  Color: multicolor, rainbow pattern
Diameter: 115cm Recommended age: 12
years old Package contents: an inflatable

donut and a repair patch  

Cod.:ED285

Inflatable rectangular family pool 2
rings various colors Bestway

47,88 €

Inflatable family rectangular pool 2 rings
various colors Bestway   Features Brand:

Bestway EAN code: 6942138967982
Supplier code: 54005 Blue rectangular
pool, two 3-phase shut-off valves, vinyl
resistant pre-tested 2 rings of the same

size Bord resistant tubular structure
extra-wide Reinforced repair patch

included, water capacity: 450 L (119
gallons) Contents: a swimming pool,

patch for repairs  Size: 201x150x51cm  Cod.:BW342

Bestway 183x38cm garden pool

31,46 €

Bestway 183x38cm Garden Pool
Features  Brand: Bestway EAN code:
6942138968033 Manufacturer code:

55022 Material: PVC and vinyl Simple
assembly: the pool is very easy to

assemble Robust material - Made of
sturdy vinyl, the above ground pool

promises a long life At the end of the
season the garden pool can be easily
dismantled and stored to save space
Package Contents: One durable vinyl
paddling pool and one repair patch    

Cod.:BW321

Bestway 150cm Above Ground
Inflatable Round Pool

22,06 €

Round Inflatable Above Ground Pool
150cm Bestway Your little love will have

fun in this fantastic pool for children! Pool
with three transparent inflatable rings
decorated with beautiful colorful fish.

Dimension: 152 x 33 cm Specifications 
Brand: Bestway EAN code:

6942138967999 Size: 152 x 33 cm 3
rings of the same size Safety valves;
pre-tested durable vinyl Contents: a

swimming pool, patch repair Decoration
with colorful fish Features Pool type:
Inflatable Length / Diameter: 152 cm

Height: 30 cm Capacity in liters: 317 l  

Cod.:ED3240

Inflatable pool 152x38cm various
Bestway colors

49,98 €

Inflatable pool 152x38cm various colors
Bestway NB :  Specify a preference when

purchasing, otherwise they will be
shipped based on stock availability

Features Brand: Bestway EAN code:
6942138936865 Vendor code: 57326

Dimensions approximately 152 x 38cm
Recommended age 3+ Years Water

capacity 477 liters

Cod.:BW312

Bestway inflatable donut for children
76 cm

4,16 €

Inflatable donut for children 76 cm
Bestway Features Brand: Bestway EAN
code: 6942138949780  Template: 36057

Material: pre-tested resistant vinyl
Equipped with safety valve For children

aged 3 to 6 Design with sunglasses
Package contents: inflatable donut       

Cod.:BW212
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Minions inflatable donut life buoy
diameter 50cm

2,76 €

Minions inflatable donut life buoy
diameter 50cm Directly from the famous

movie Cattivisismo me, for all fans of
minions, a beautiful and irreverent

summer life jacket as all Minions are.
Characteristics Brand: World EAN code:

8001011164820 Manufacturer code:
16482 Character: Minions, Despicable

Me Material: Vinyl Dimensions: Diameter
50 cm Color: Light Blue   

Cod.:WB1515

Inflatable donut lifebuoy Masha and
the Bear diameter 50cm

2,76 €

Inflatable donut lifebuoy Masha and the
Bear diameter 50cm Directly from famous
cartoon Masha &amp;  Bear a beautiful
summer life preserver. Features  Brand:

World EAN code: 8001011166466
Manufacturer code: 16646 Character:

Masha &amp; Bear Material: Vinyl 
Dimensions: Diameter 50 cm Color:

Multicolor   

Cod.:WB1545

Paw Patrol inflatable donut life buoy
diameter 50cm

2,76 €

Paw Patrol inflatable donut life buoy
diameter 50cm Directly from the famous
cartoon Paw Patrol a beautiful summer
life preserver. Features Brand: World

EAN code: 8001011166299 Manufacturer
code: 16629 Character: Paw patrol

Material: Vinyl  Dimensions: Diameter 50
cm  Color: Multicolored

Cod.:WB1530

Type VI cartridge for Lay-Z-Spa 2
pieces Bestway

10,56 €

Type VI cartridge for Lay-Z-Spa 2 pieces
Bestway   Changing the Lay-Z-Spa© filter

cartridge is quick and easy.It's worth
doing this often if you don't want to make

all the guests of your inflatable hot tub
run away! Type VI is compatible with all
models. You care about the cleanliness
of your Lay-Z-Spa inflatable hot tub and
you want to be sure that the water you

bathe in is always clean and filtered
correctly.ÿYou are in the right place!In

fact, changing the filter cartridge regularly
is the best way to think about your health
and that of your friends. Our cartridges

are incredibly strong and resistant to dirt,
so you don't need to change them every

time you use the spa, but only every
week or so depending on the condition of

the cartridge. How do I change the
inflatable hydromassage cartridge?

Locate the Lay-Z-Spa filter set on the
inside of the tub. Unhook the set,

unscrew the cap, remove the top cover
and take out the filter cartridge. Run a jet
of water on the cartridge to wash away

the impurities and put it back if its
appearance is still white. If, on the other
hand, you notice some spots or loss of
consistency on the surface, insert your
new cartridge. Place your new cartridge
 inside the set, close the lid and hook it

back to the inner wall of Lay-Z-Spa.
Congratulations, you are already done!

Now you can continue to enjoy the
relaxation and you will realize that only a
few minutes of your precious time have

passed. How often is the filter cartridge of
the inflatable whirlpool replaced? The
cartridge for your hydromassage pool
must be replaced if necessary .This

means that you simply have to clean it
with water every day and take a good

look at it to see if it needs to be replaced
or not.ÿWhen you notice stains on the

surface , or you notice a deterioration in
quality, it's probably time to change it. 

Don't worry, if you buy a set of two
cartridges your relaxation lasts longer!  

EAN code: 6942138981155 Supplier
code: 60311  

Cod.:BW328

Adapter for tube 32-38mm blister pack
of 2 Bestway

12,96 €

Adapter for tube 32-38mm blister pack of
2 Bestway ANTI-CORROSION - The

joints are made of extremely durable and
corrosion-resistant material, which will
make them useful for many seasons.

MORE POWER - Adapters are an
extremely simple and effective way to

provide small pools with more pumping
power. Thanks to them, you will connect

a more powerful pump with a smaller
pool: you will improve the flow of clean

water. SET 2 PIECES - two fittings form a
complete set that will allow you to

connect the pump to the pool. There is no
need to look for additional parts in

stationary and online stores. The set
includes all necessary accessories and

assembly instructions. THE TRANSITION
FROM 32 TO 38 MM - the adapters have
the two most popular dimensions of the
passages. The diameters 32 and 38 mm
adapt to most of the products available

on the market. Features number of
pieces: 2 pcs. socket diameter: 32/38
mm weight: 0, 25 kg Brand: Bestway
Bestway code: 58236 Vendor code: 

00009898 EAN code: 6942138918830  

Cod.:BW268

Bestway 3.35x3.35m pool cover

14,56 €

Pool cover 3.35x3.35m Bestway A sheet
with dimensions of 335 cm x 355 cm

suitable for a swimming pool no larger
than the sheet. It will protect the base of

your pool from possible abrasions.   
Features size (width / length):

335x355cm weight: 0.75 kg EAN code:
6942138918199 Bestway code: 58001 

Vendor code: 00003594  

Cod.:BW211

Anchor point for umbrellas

3,28 €

Anchor point for umbrellas Auger
designed for fixing garden umbrellas,
dryers, flags. Quick and convenient

installation in the ground thanks to the
large thread and screw handles. The hole
of the tip has a locking screw, thanks to

which the mounted umbrella will be
stiffened and securely fixed.

Characteristics Brand: ISO Trade
Supplier code: 3408 EAN code:

5902367978440 Quick installation in the
ground Fixing screw Convenient handles

for screwing Resistant to weather
conditions Dimensions: (length/width)

30x16cm Mounting hole diameter: 3cm
Weight: 100g Material: plastic  

Cod.:WB1801

Bestway 7-14 year old swimming
goggles - Various colours

1,98 €

Bestway 7-14 year old swimming goggles
- Various colours Characteristics EAN 

 6942138919073  Bestway  brand
Dimensions   150 x 40 x 190 mm Weight 

 about 0.065KG Reference age for the
measure: 7-14 years old  

Cod.:ED540
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